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Summary

This thesis proposes a feminist reading of the mother-daughter relationship in the 

writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel. The texts discussed have been selected 

due to their feminist nature and to the importance that they accord to the mother- 

daughter relationship. In the case of Gabrielle Roy, these texts are Bonheur 

d ’occasion. La petite Poule d ’eaii, Rue Deschambault, La route d ’Altamont, La 

riviere sans repos, De quoi t ’ennuies-tu Eveline, La detresse et Venchantement and Le 

temps qui m ’a manque. Her other texts (noted in the bibliography), while they 

certainly inform the argument of this thesis, do not constitute part of the main body of 

this study, due to the fact that they are not considered to focus on the mother-daughter 

relationship. Gabrielle Roy is also the author of a number of unpublished texts. 

Again, these do not form part of this thesis, as the material to be gathered from the 

published texts is already substantial. An examination of Gabrielle Roy’s 

unpublished work would necessitate a separate study (this is perhaps an idea for 

further research). In the case of Francine Noel, the texts analysed in this thesis are 

Maryse, Myriam premiere. La Conjuration de hdtards -  also known as the M aiyse 

trilogy -, Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique and La fem m e de ma vie. This thesis 

has divided the texts of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel into what is described as the 

‘autobiographical’ series and the ‘fictional’ series.' For Gabrielle Roy, the 

‘autobiographical’ series involves Rue Deschambault, La route d ’Altamont, La 

detresse et Venchantement, De quoi t ’ennuies-tu Eveline and Le temps qui m ’a 

manque. For Francine Noel, this involves one text, namely. La fem m e de ma vie. 

This means that the ‘fictional’ series of Gabrielle Roy discussed in this thesis 

comprises three works {Bonheur d ’occasion, La petite Poule d ’eau and La riviere 

sans repos) and the ‘fictional’ series of Francine Noel deals with four texts (the 

Maryse trilogy and Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique).

This thesis opens with an introduction to Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, a 

justification of the feminist approach adopted in this thesis, the reasons for focusing 

on the mother-daughter relationship and a discussion of why it is interesting to study

' This division  will be explained in the main body o f  the thesis, but the main reason is sim ply for 
organisational purposes. I use inverted com m as because the headings are loose, in that the 
autobiographical works have elem ents o f  fiction and vice versa.



these two particular writers alongside one another. The thesis then moves on to a 

detailed analysis of feminist theory, defining key terms and concepts and tracing the 

main stages in the feminist movement both from an Anglo-American and French 

perspective. This is followed by an overview of w om en’s writing and feminist 

criticism in Quebec, in order to situate Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel within their 

particular context.

The next section is an in-depth examination of mother-daughter feminist theory that 

subsequently leads to the textual analysis, having now acquired the tools with which 

to read the literature. First, the ‘autobiographical’ works of both authors are discussed 

simultaneously and the argument is organised under headings relating to the mother- 

daughter relationship. It is feasible to read the ‘autobiographical’ works of Gabrielle 

Roy and Francine Noel in same chapter and alongside each other, as the number of 

texts are less, the number of mother-daughter units less“, and there are many 

similarities between them which naturally leads to a placing of these texts together. 

To adopt the same structure for the ‘fiction’ would, however, be impossible, given the 

vast amount and diverse range of mother-daughter material in each individual text. 

Therefore, for the purpose of organisation in this thesis, the ‘fiction’ of Gabrielle Roy 

and Francine Noel is read separately and also, within each author, each novel has its 

own distinct section. To sum up, the study of the mother-daughter relationship in 

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel runs as follows: First, a theoretical introduction; 

second, a discussion of the ‘autobiographical’ works of each author in the same 

section; and third, an examination of the ‘fiction’ of each author separately and with 

each text treated individually.

Finally, the conclusion of this thesis attempts to draw both authors together again, to 

locate their position within the feminist movement and to trace the trajectory of the 

mother-daughter relationship that has emerged from a detailed discussion of their 

writings.

 ̂A lthough Gabrielle R oy has several texts that are considered autobiographical in this thesis, it is the 
sam e mother-daughter unit that runs throughout.
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1: INTRODUCING THE AUTHORS

1.1; Brief Introduction to Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel

Gabrielle Roy, the last of eleven siblings, was born in 1909 in the village of Saint- 

Boniface, Manitoba to Leon and Melina Roy. After a short spell as a secondary school 

teacher, Roy set off for Europe to pursue a career in the arts, initially as an actress, then 

as a writer. Her first novel, Bonheur d ’occasion, published in 1945, marked the 

beginning of a prolific literary career. Roy continued to write and publish up until her 

death on 13“’ July 1983.

During her lifetime, Gabrielle Roy carved a place for herself not only in the annals of 

Canadian and Quebec literature but world-wide. Her work has been translated into 

fifteen languages and reached many countries, thus it would seem that Roy has in fact 

achieved her goal, that is, to be viewed as an international writer and to touch the hearts 

of all nationalities and generations - in short, to reach ‘le cercle enfin uni des homm es’ 

(Roy, Fragiles liimieres de la terre).

W hether or not Gabrielle Roy can be called a Quebec writer is debatable. Indeed, 

having been raised in Saint-Boniface (Manitoba) and situating many of her stories 

among the Manitoban plains, it is clear why the inhabitants of this region feel justified 

in laying claim to Roy as their writer. At the same time, due to the almost simultaneous 

translation into English of all of her novels, English-speaking Canada is also eager to 

associate Roy with its literature. Nevertheless, it is in Montreal (Quebec) that Roy chose 

to live after extensive travels in England and France (two of her most acclaimed novels, 

Bonheur d ’occasion, 1945 and Alexandre Chenevert, 1954, unfold here), eventually 

settling in Quebec City.

However one may label her (Manitoban, Quebecoise, French-Canadian or simply 

Canadian), Gabrielle Roy’s arrival on the Quebec literary scene brought major changes 

to the traditional form of the novel. Bonheur d ’Occasion (1945), Roy’s first 

publication, is heralded as a crucial turning point in the history of Quebec literature -  an 

outstanding example of social realism and an unprecedented move from the ‘roman du 

terroir’ to the ‘roman de la ville’. Andre Brochu declares:

1
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Bonheur d ’occasion represente un seuil nouveau franchi dans le roman 
quebecois, par son ampleur et la rigueur de son discours narratif, la richesse de 
son contenu, le serieux et I’originalite de la vision du monde qu’elle exprime 
[...] . Gabrielle Roy faisait done entrer d ’un seul coup la ville et ses 
problematiques, ses mentalites jam ais encore decrites. (Brochu 1998, p. 17).

Paula Gilbert Lewis asserts in her introduction to The Literary Vision o f Gabrielle Roy 

(1984) that we should also recognise Roy as one of the first writers to establish the short 

story in Quebec literature (through collections such as Rue Deschamhault, 1955 and 

Ces enfants de ma vie, 1977). In 1947, Gabrielle Roy became the first Canadian writer 

to be awarded the prestigious French ‘Prix Femina’ (for Bonheur d ’Occasion) and in 

the same year she also received the ‘Governor General’s Award’ for the English 

translation {The Tin Flute). Caroline Harvey points out in her essay ‘A W riter Ahead of 

her T im e’ (in Socken 2003), that Roy was also the first woman to be admitted to the 

Royal Society of Canada.

In spite of her attempts to distance herself from the Quebec literary scene, Gabrielle 

Roy has become an integral part of the Quebec literary canon. Academics are 

researching her work world-wide, adopting diverse approaches and continually adding 

to the growing number of books, theses, chapters and articles dedicated to her.’ Since 

her death in 1983, various unpublished works have been brought to our attention thanks 

to Francois Ricard, also author of Roy’s biography entitled Gabrielle Roy, Une Vie 

(1996). Today readers have access to a wide range of posthumously published material 

by Roy; her autobiography, composed of La Detresse et L ’Enchantement (1984) and Le 

temps qui m ’a manque (1997); her personal correspondence with her sister Bernadette 

and her husband Marcel Carbotte; and other unfinished work.“ Her childhood home on 

Rue Deschambault, Saint-Boniface (also the title and inspiration for one of Roy’s 

novels), has been restored and currently operates as a museum to celebrate Roy’s 

lifelong contribution to French Canadian literature, and, in 1984, the Tnstitut Canadien 

du Quebec’, opened the ‘Bibliotheque Gabrielle Roy’ in her memory.

Francine Noel, born in Montreal 1945, the year of publication of Roy’s Bonheur 

d ’occasion, taught in the theatre department of the Universite du Quebec a Montreal

' Lori Saint-Martin has recorded a total o f  22 books and 335 articles published between 1978 and 1997. 
Clearly more could be added to that list now. See L ectures con tem poraines de G abrie lle  R oy  (1998 ), 
Saint-Martin, for further statistics.
"Incomplete and unedited work may be consulted at the B N C , Ottawa, with special perm ission from ‘Les 
fonds Gabrielle R oy’.

2
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from 1969 until recently and is an accomplished playwright as well as novelist. 

Montreal is home not only for Noel but her protagonists too; this city constitutes an 

important backdrop for much of N o ^ ’s writing.

Noel’s first novel, Maryse (which turns out to be the opening book of a trilogy, often 

referred to as the Maryse trilogy with Maryse as a protagonist of all three), was 

published in 1983 (coincidentally, the year of Gabrielle Roy’s death). Like Gabrielle 

Roy’s Bonheur d ’occasion, it made an explosive entrance on to the Quebec literary 

scene and, similarly, has become Noel’s most successful novel. It has been described 

by Gilles Marcotte as ‘une oeuvre qui compte parmi les plus riches et les plus originales 

de la litterature quebecoise contemporaine’.̂  Praised for its portrait of Quebec during 

the turbulent and revolutionary period of 1968-1975, Maryse was selected in 1992 to 

join the ‘Petite bibliotheque du parfait Montrealais’.

Feministes de la premiere heure, anciens militants syndicaux et politiques, 
intellectuels naguere critiques recycles en professionnels plus ou moins 
carrieristes, chacun(e) pourrait trouver son compte dans la chronique en forme 
de miroir que formait le roman (Pelletier 1993, p.216).

Unfortunately, the welcome given to the follow-up novels of the trilogy, Myriam 

premiere (1987) and La Conjuration des bdtards (1999), was notably more reserved. 

Even though we re-encounter the same characters and the narrative continues where it 

left off, in many respects Myriam premiere and La Conjuration de bdtards were much 

more experimental and ambitious projects and, as result, more demanding from the 

reader’s perspective:

Avec Myriam premiere, ce processus d ’identification et de projection etait 
moins aise, le projet romanesque connaissait un elargissement, prenant en 
compte la realite sociale du Quebec sur une longue duree, inscrivant les 
evenements contemporains dans une perspective historique qui leur assurait 
pleinement leur sens, mais qui, du coup, les relativisait, les mettait a distance, et 
rendait plus difficile une adhesion immediate (Ibid).

As a social fresco, the final book of the trilogy. La Conjuration des bdtards, is by far 

the most adventurous; Noel transports her readers beyond the boundaries of Montreal 

(where the action of the first two novels occurs) to Mexico. Again, we meet many 

familiar faces, some new, at the Fraternity Summit, which spurs Noel to open a very

Gille Marcotte, in troduction to M aryse ', p. 14.
3
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poignant discourse on identity, language, multi-culturalism and mixed nationality. 

Although principally associated with her Maryse trilogy, of which the first book is the 

most well known, Francine Noel is also author of two plays, Chandeleur (1985) and La 

Princesse aveugle (1995), another novel entitled Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique 

(1990) whose protagonist, Fatima Gagne, celebrates her female sexuality but rejects 

motherhood and, finally, her most recent publication. La Femme de ma vie (2005), 

which recounts the life of Noel’s mother and their relationship. Both La Femme de ma 

vie and Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique will be part of the corpus for this thesis. 

However, as the focus is on the novels of the two authors, Noel’s plays will not be 

examined in this particular thesis.

4
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1.2: Why adopt a feminist approach to Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel?

Where Gabrielle Roy is concerned, it has taken a considerable amount of time for her 

work to be examined from a feminist perspective; this occurred posthumously and is 

still ongoing. As for Francine Noel, again, the feminist aspect of her work is the one 

which has probably received the least attention. Hence, the importance of this thesis.

Roy’s substantial contribution to the canon of Canadian and Quebec literature has 

always been recognised. In particular, her pioneering of the urban, social-realist novel 

has been the focus of much critical research, but unfortunately to the detriment of other 

important aspects of her work, notably her relationship to feminism and her position as 

a woman writer. Agnes Whitfield, in her essay ‘Relire Gabrielle Roy, Ecrivaine’,

comm^ents on the traditional and patriarchal nature which dominated the reception of

Gabrielle Roy’s texts for a long time and which prevented the feminist perspective 

present in her writing from coming to the fore.

L’oeuvre de Gabrielle foisonne de portraits de meres, de filles, d’immigrantes, 
et d’institutrices, toutes unies, en depit de leur diversite, par la vie qu’elles 
partagent en tant que femmes. L’homme, en revanche, n’y fait que p itoe figure 
quand il ne brille que par son absence. [...].  Mais pour peu qu’elle soit 
profondement orient^ vers la femme, I’oeuvre de Gabrielle Roy semble garder 
ses distances vis-a-vis du feminisme qui caracterise les ecrits de la plupart des 
ecrivaines du Quebec et du Canada fran9ais depuis les annees soixante-dix. On 
I’associe plutot aux valeurs feminines traditionnelles, a 1’image de son heroine 
peut-etre la mieux connue, la douce et bienveillante Rose-Anna Lacasse de 
Bonheur d ’occasion (Whitfield 1990, p.53).

For Whitfield, Gabrielle Roy is therefore a writer whose work requires re-reading and 

re-examination, for while her texts are undoubtedly well known, ‘on a passe sous 

silence la portee feminine voire feministe’ (Ibid, p.55). This re-reading will also

involve a process of decoding because, as Whitfield points out, ‘les preoccupations des

femmes, objets de diverses censures, se manifestent souvent d’une maniere plutot 

implicite’ (Ibid).

Lori Saint-Martin undertakes such a feminist re-reading and decoding of Gabrielle Roy 

in her La Voyageuse et la Prisonniere (2002). However, she recounts an interesting

5
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anecdote from her days as a postgraduate student in the 1980’s'* which merits mention 

and which confirms Whitfield’s observation concerning the critical reception of 

Gabrielle Roy. Having proposed an article to a literary review on feminism in Roy’s 

novels, Saint-Martin was surprised to receive a letter of rejection which read as 

follows... ‘Pourquoi vouloir a tout prix faire de Gabrielle Roy une feministe?’ (Saint- 

Martin 2002, p. 16). And yet, as Roy’s novels clearly illustrate, the author is deeply 

concerned with women’s position in society. In an interview with Alice Parizeau in 

1966, the author herself declares that;

Pendant longtemps les femmes furent les esclaves des temps modernes. Au 
Quebec ce fut pire d ’ailleurs qu’en Europe. Rien d’etonnant qu’elles se 
revoltent aujourd’hui...[...] La revolte de la jeune Canadienne est justifiee (Roy 
with Parizeau 1966, p. 120-122).

Saint-Martin’s aim (which she rightly pursued despite widespread scepticism) was not 

to ‘faire de Gabrielle une feministe a tout prix’ ( ‘What would be the academic interest 

in that?’ she asks), but rather to consider the author’s participation in the wide range of 

feminist debates relevant to her era. This is also the aim of my thesis.

In her essay entitled ‘Confessions of an American Feminist’ (published in Socken 

2003), Mary Jane Green relates a similar experience to Lori Saint-Maitin’s. She reveals 

having been confused as a young academic by what the established critics had to say 

about Bonheur d ’occasion. For her, the novel clearly centred on the mother/daughter 

relationship between Rose-Anna and Florentine Lacasse, whom she viewed as the 

principal characters. Instead, it seemed that more attention was directed to the less 

developed male characters, especially Azarius Lacasse who was held up as a tragic 

hero.

After all my years of literary training, how had I managed to so badly misread 
this narrative? A novel that for me had focused on the tragic struggle of a young 
woman, emblematically placed at the centre of the novel’s opening and closing 
scenes, was according to the ‘experts’, really about other things: the 
conversations about the war among the men at the Deux Records and, perhaps 
most important, the demise of the Quebec hero (Green in Socken 2003, p.90).

She studied at the U niversity o f  Q uebec, Montreal.

6
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Until recently, Gabrielle Roy was predominantly read from a traditional angle and her 

representations of women were considered to adhere to the accepted social outlook of 

her era. Rose-Anne Lacasse, who epitomises the Christian mythical figure of the ‘mater 

dolorosa’, was seen to promote the worthiness of motherhood and justify the suffering 

that it entailed. By readers and critics alike, Roy was applauded for upholding the 

natural vocation of women and protecting the religious (and patriarchal) values of 

Quebec. The irony of such praise however, is that Roy actually attempts to deconstruct 

the masculine myth of motherhood by denouncing it as a life of thankless servitude, 

where one’s personal identity and freedom are sacrificed to the interests of the family. 

For a long time, Roy’s interest in the female condition and feminism passed by 

unnoticed and yet there are numerous instances where the author holds a mirror to 

women’s lives, highlighting their narrow range of life choices and the constraints placed 

on them by society’s expectations. Many themes that remain pertinent to contemporary 

feminism are dealt with in Roy’s novels, the most obvious and recurrent one being the 

mother-daughter question. Through her analysis of the paimful tug and pull of the 

complicated mother-daughter relationship, Roy emerges as a precursor of much later 

feminists, namely, Adrienne Rich, Nancy Chodorow and Luce Irigaray. Other important 

feminist concerns raised include female ambition, sexuality and the body, maternity, the 

journey of self-discovei7 , female creativity, the woman as writer, the importance of 

education and employment for women and the concept of sisterhood.

If Roy’s preoccupations with the female condition are apparent in her published work, 

according to Saint-Martin, the case is even stronger with regard to her unpublished 

material:^

Ainsi, dans I’oeuvre publiee, Gabrielle Roy suggere, chuchote, releve; dans les 
inedits, elle martele, crie, s’emporte. Sa vision du sort des femmes ne varie 
guere; ce sont I’ampleur du traitement et le ton qui font toute la difference 
(Saint-Martin 2002, p.34).

The fact that Roy is more vociferous in the works that she chose not to publish, suggests 

that she was acutely aware of the environment within which she was writing and 

anxious for her novels to be accepted. Consequently, the feminist aspects of her 

published work are of a more subtle nature. This is not the case for Noel whose first 

novel was written in the 1980s, following the liberating period of the Quiet Revolution

Saint-Martin is referring to three works in particular: Baldur, La P rem iere Fem m e and La Saga  
d ’Eveline. Special permission must be granted by the Gabrielle Roy trust in order to consult these works.

7
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in Quebec when feminism and w om en’s writing had securely established themselves as 

a tradition.

It is important to note, however, that despite Roy’s consideration of the feminine 

condition in her writing and the various comparisons that we can draw between her 

ideas and feminist theory, the author was never a member of any militant women’s 

group or feminist organisation. Gabrielle Roy’s feminist views are part of her 

humanistic outlook; she sought a world where everyone (every class, race, nationality, 

men, women and children) would be equal and solidarity and autonomy could 

complement each other.

Gabrielle Roy, elle, reve d ’un monde vraiment juste pour tous, oii les hommes 
ne seraient pas privilegies au detriment des femmes, ni I’inverse du reste, mais 
ou tous pourraient se realiser, s ’exprimer, vivre harmonieusement en societe 
(Saint-Martin 2002, p.20).

Roy’s feminism was not about changing laws, introducing policies or apportioning 

blame -  she was far from a ‘bra-burner’ but rather a claimant of justice and human 

rights. To her mind, having a political agenda in one’s writing detracted from one’s 

true vocation and she refused to write what she viewed as ‘un roman a these’. In 

addition, Roy was anxious to be well received both nationally and internationally; she 

wanted her novels to have a timeless quality and to include rather than exclude, and to 

reach all of humanity.

It is also essential to put Roy’s consideration of the female condition into an historical 

and sociological context. We must remember that Gabrielle Roy worked and lived at 

the heart of a community still entrenched, albeit changing, in traditional patriarchal and 

religious values. We should be wary of branding her female characters as weak and 

passive (in the way that her contemporary critics did) and denouncing her ideas as 

outmoded. On the contrary, as has been suggested, Roy is astonishingly modern in her 

treatment of women and, as stated previously, the concerns that she raises continue to 

be relevant today. Whilst Gabrielle Roy may have veered away from inscribing a 

political manifesto of any sort in her work, it is none the less clear that her desire to 

spread the values of equality and human kindness inspired her to voice opinions 

(whether overtly or covertly) on the female condition. Gabrielle Pascal, one of the first 

critics to interpret Roy from a feminist angle, writes:
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L’oeuvre de G abrielle Roy n ’offre pas a proprement parler de discours 
ideologique sur la condition de la fem m e, mais elle  presente cependant, grace a 
ses personnages et a plusieurs des intrigues qui la com posent, certains elem ents 
qui annoncent, le plus souvent involontairem ent, le discours fem inin actuel 
(Pascal 1975, p. 143).

Like the writings o f  Gabrielle Roy, N o e l’s novels are m ulti-facetted, em bracing many 

them es and raising numerous questions about social class, the importance o f  culture and 

education, language and identity. On the w hole, there is little critical analysis o f  

Francine N oel, but, as is the case for Gabrielle Roy, the area o f  research w hich tends to 

be m ost lacking is her treatment o f  w om en. In an article for Voix e t Im ages  entitled  

‘H istoire(s) de fem m e(s) chez Francine N o e l’ (1993), Lori Saint-Martin queries w hy  

such neglect o f  what is clearly an important com ponent o f  N o e l’s writing has occurred. 

Saint-Martin points out that recent fem inist analyses have tended to focus on re-reading 

older writers or those w ho have adopted the distinct style o f  ‘ecriture fem in in e’ (N ico le  

Brossard, France Theoret, Louky Bersianik and M adeleine Gagnon, for exam ple). For 

Saint-Martin however, N o e l’s fem inist approach is not so much about how  she writes 

(whether her work can be classed  as ‘ecriture fem in in e’ or not) but w hat  she writes, 

notably her portraits o f  fem ale characters.

Another reason for the obvious lacunae in the fem inist critique o f  Francine N oel is the 

reluctance on the part o f  critics to put a fem inist label on her -  a term that unfortunately 

now  carries many negative connotations and sounds alm ost accusatory. H ow ever, the 

author herself has never been worried about being associated with the fem ale cause. In 

an interview  in Voix et Images,  1993, she clearly states:

Je n ’ai jam ais eu peur de me definir com m e fem iniste [ . ..] ;  le fem inism e est un 
des rares m ouvem ents qui aient marque le vingtiem e siecle. Ce n ’etait pas une 
m ode, 9 a continue et 9 a change la societe en profondeur, les hom m es autant que 
les fem m es (N oel with Pelletier and Saint-M artin, 1993, p .227).

A  similar pronouncem ent is made in an interview  with Anne de Vaucher Gravalli tw o  

years later: ‘Je suis fem iniste depuis je  ne sais com bien d ’annees [ . . . ] .  Je suis restee 

fem iniste, m em e si ce n ’est plus a la m ode’ (1995, p.31).

Finally, in a very recent interview, N oel repeats the importance o f  fem inism  and 

reiterates her stance.
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C ’est sur que je  suis feministe et je  trouve que c ’est important de le dire, surtout 
maintenant, parce que ce n ’est pas une mode le feminisme, c ’est un courant qui 
a traverse tout le vingtieme siecle, qui a change en profondeur, pas partout mais 
bien sur, mais oil §a est passe, les comportements des gens des deux sexes dans 
la societe. [ ...]. J ’adore les debats feministes. [...]. Le feminisme a eu la 
grande force de provoquer ces questionnements, s'il n ’y avait pas eu le 
feminisme, on n ’aurait pas la societe telle qu’elle Test actuellement (Noel with 
Rodgers 2006, p .l).

At the same time, in comparison with Gabrielle Roy, Noel is keen to distance herself 

from radical militant feminism: ‘Je ne pense pas que ce soit la fonction des ecrivains 

d ’etre au service d ’une cause’ (Noel with Pelletier and Saint-Martin 1993, p.227). The 

same point is made in the interview with Rodgers: ‘Je ne suis pas dogmatique, ce n ’est 

pas une religion pour m oi’ (2006, p .l).

Therefore, if Noel has no distinct political feminist agenda, why approach her work 

from a feminist perspective? Like Roy, it is her female protagonists that initially attract 

attention. However, on closer analysis, the novels of Francine Noel cover an 

inexhaustible range of unique w om en’s issues from the traditional to the modern: 

maternity; the body; sexuality; childcare/nurseries; contraception; abortion; the ‘double

shift’ and the question of dividing housework; education; women in politics; women in 

history; women writers; women in the world of work; lesbianism; prostitution; 

sisterhood; female illnesses; menopause and old-age; and, in the case of this thesis, the 

mother-daughter relationship.

While Noel is not sure that one can really speak of an ‘ecriture fem inine’ as distinct 

from masculine language ( ‘Je crois que la langue est la meme pour tout le monde’. Ibid, 

p.2), she does agree that her femininity informs her writing - in the way that she uses 

language, her character development and in the choice of themes that she considers 

important. With de Vaucher Gravalli, Noel states:

Je pense en femme, je fais une oeuvre de femme. Dans mes romans j ’ai done 
toujours plus de personnages feminins que de personnages masculins [...] moi, 
quand j ’ecris, j ’ecris avec mon sexe (1995, p.31).

Noel comments on changes that have occurred in literature thanks to a flourishing of 

w om en’s writing:
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Sur le plan des them es, des preoccupations, du point de vue, des rapports a la 
vie, a la naissance, a I’avortem ent...Je suis sure que tout cela  etait m oins present 
autrefois dans la litterature m asculine. Quand c ’etait present, c ’etait un point de 
vue exterieur, un point de vue d ’hom m e, et maintenant, c ’est un point de vue 
interieur, c ’est la le grand changem ent (Ibid, p .32).

In her interview  with Rodgers she elaborates on the thematic preoccupations o f  w om en  

writers:

Je trouve que les fem m es ont introduit dans la litterature des them es qui n ’y 
etaient pas auparavant, com m e vous parliez du m enage, les taches dom estiques, 
9 a c ’est le propre des fem m es d'etre pres des choses, de dire les vraies choses  
(2006, p.3).

N oel is also keen to point out the importance o f  establishing a tradition o f  w om en ’s 

writing and o f  w om en seeking inspiration from each other:

Dans m es lectures j ’aim e a retrouver des personnages de fem m es, 9 a m e nourrit, 
j ’ai com m e m odele ma mere ou d ’autres fem m es, pas des hom m es (N oel with 
de Vaucher Gravalli 1995, p.31).

O f her ow n work, N oel confirm s that is it possib le to identify a fem inist trajectory, 

which is, o f  course, particularly interesting for this thesis:

C ’est vrai que dans le premier roman, M aryse est solitaire au depart...et puis se 
developpe une am itie des fem m es, done c ’est vrai qu’on peut voir 9 a, com m ent 
les fem m es se solidarisent. Et puis dans les autres romans, c ’est I’entree de la 
fem m e dans la vie active, dans le travail en societe, par exem ple, j ’ai un 
personnage qui s ’appelle Marite et qui entre dans la politique. D one c ’est un 
autre strate effectivem ent. Dans La C on ju ra tion .. .c 'es t  vrai, 9 a suit une 
historique du fem inism e au Q u eb ec ...on  part au congres au M exique et il y a 
autant de fem m es qui prennent la parole que d ’hom m es. II y a aussi beaucoup  
de fem m es qui sont venues des pays oii la conscience fem inine n ’a pas encore 
ete developpee, m ais oii e lle  est desiree. D one, oui, je  pense qu’on peut y voir  
I’histoire du fem inism e au Q uebec, et peut-etre, ju sq u ’a un certain point, au 
Canada (N oel with Rodgers 2006, p.3).

W hile the novels o f  Gabrielle R oy and Francine N oel raise several key fem inist 

concepts and discuss various aspects o f  the fem ale condition, this thesis has chosen to 

look  sp ecifically  at the mother-daughter relationship in their writings for a number o f  

reasons: first, because o f  the primordial position both writers accord to this particular 

relationship; second, as w e shall see in the section on mother-daughter fem inist theory,
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because the mother-daughter relationship is one of the remaining areas of feminist 

research which still requires careful examination; and thirdly, given the vast amount of 

material that can be gathered from analysing this relationship in the novels of Gabrielle 

Roy and Francine Noel, one would struggle to respect the word limit of a thesis if other 

feminist elements of their work were broached.

It could be argued that many features of the mother-daughter relationship are similar to 

any relationship with a parent, and, in the case of Roy and N o^ , that this focus on the 

mother simply arose because she was the only or longest surviving parent thus an 

intense bond with her was inevitable. However, the section on mother-daughter 

feminist theory will illustrate the specificity of the mother-daughter relationship to the 

female experience and its significance with the field of feminism.
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1.3: Why place Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel in the same thesis?

It is interesting to look at the work of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel alongside each 

other, as it shows the extent to which the legacy of Gabrielle Roy lives on today and 

continues to influence other writers, especially women writers who recognise her as a 

pioneer of women’s rights. This is certainly the case for Francine Noel who does not 

hesitate to pronounce her admiration of Roy. In an interview with Robert Viau 

published in the review Lettres Quebecoises, she declares:

J ’aime les ecrivains qui ont du souffle, de la profondeur, de I’invention. Des 
ecrivains comme Yves Beauchemin, Anne Hebert et Gabrielle Roy (Noel with 
Viau 1990, p. 17).

When asked in another interview how she feels to be placed in a thesis alongside 

Gabrielle Roy, Noel responds, ‘[...] pour moi Gabrielle Roy est une mere, une mere 

spirituelle, alors c’est tres flattant’ (Noel with Rodgers 2006, p.6). In fact, Noel 

considers herself to have certain points in common with Roy in terms of their lifestyle.

Je trouve qu’il y a, a part le fait qu’elle n ’etait pas quebecoise done elle vivait 
des probiemes d ’identite, mais je trouve que plus je  la lis, plus je  trouve qu’il y a 
une similarite entre sa vie et la mienne, quoique moi j 'a i  un enfant et j 'a i  vecu 
avec differents hommes et elle, elle etait mariee mais avec quelqu’un qui etait 
homosexuel. Je pense qu’elle etait tres seule et tres malheureuse, et je suis aussi 
seule, fondamentalement je suis seule. A part le fait que j ’ai eu mon enfant qui 
est un grand honneur, je  trouve que j ’ai eu une trajectoire assez solitaire (Ibid).

Given Noel’s esteem of Roy, it is not surprising that the protagonist of her trilogy, 

Maryse, should single out Roy’s Bonheiir d ’Occasion as probably the only book on her 

degree reading list that had any significant impact on her.

C ’etait bete a dire, mais de tout le fatras litteraire qu’elle etait obligee de 
connaitre pour passer sa licence, Florence Lacasse, frele et maladive, etait le 
seul personnage avec lequel elle sentait des affinites {Maryse, p.239).

By positioning Bonheur d ’Occasion in opposition to ‘tout le fatras litteraire’, Maryse is 

thus classifying Roy’s novel as real literature, worthy of study. She is also perhaps 

recognising it as an authentic expression of the female voice as opposed to the rest of 

the works on her syllabus.
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The similarities between Roy and Noel extend into their actual novels -  vis-a-vis 

characters, plot and also thematically speaking. Lori Saint-Marin describes Maryse as:

Une reecriture et une remise a jour du roman d 'am our et d’ambition qu’est 
Bonheur d ’occasion. II pose les memes questions: comment une jeune fille du 
milieu ouvrier peut-elle sortir de ce milieu et s’affirmer? L ’amour, est-il ou non 
une force liberatrice? (Saint-Martin 2002, p.306).

Stephanie Nutting (1993) examines the striking affinities between the protagonists, 

Florentine and Maryse, of both wom en’s first novel. Not only do Florentine and 

Maryse share a similar background (unemployed father, weary mother, general 

poverty), but also a comparable present -  in love with a cold and manipulative man 

(Jean Levesque and Michel Paradis, respectively) whom they mistakenly believe holds 

the key to their future happiness. Roughly the same age and alike in physique (both are 

notably thin), Florentine and Maryse are eager to leave their miserable past behind in an 

attempt to grab hold of and mould their own destiny. Neither has a strong sense of 

identity and both define themselves through men and are eager to be accepted into 

society. They hope to attain this through seduction, attractiveness being viewed as their 

only form of power. However, for Noel’s protagonist, there are infinitely more 

possibilities, thanks to the achievements of Second Wave Feminism^ which really took 

off in Quebec during the Quiet Revolution. Maryse finds strength in her female friends 

and gets rid of Michel Paradis. Florentine, on the other hand, shuns female 

companionship and is abandoned by Jean Levesque. In Maryse, marriage is no longer 

presented as the only ‘career’ for women as is the case in Bonheur d ’occasion. By the 

end of N oel’s novel, the protagonist is free, single, autonomous and ambitious, on the 

brink of a glittering career as a writer. For Roy’s Florentine however, the narrative has 

drawn to a close and her protagonist’s fate has been sealed by marriage and pregnancy.

Maryse ressemble a une Florentine qui ne devient pas enceinte, et qui connait 
par consequent, un tout autre destin. Dans les deux cas, la reflexion sur le corps 
et ses consequences pour la femme est au coeur des preoccupations 
romanesques (Saint-Martin 2002, p.308).

In many ways, Maryse is the story of Bonheur d ’occasion forty years later, following a 

period of massive political and societal reform, during which women’s movements all 

over the world made their voices heard and their demands known. Maryse’s tale is one

 ̂ Second W ave Fem inism  will be defined in the section on fem inist theory.
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that Florentine could not tell due to the restrictions of her era, but through Maryse, 

Noel’s protagonist who becomes a writer, Florentine’s voice, and those of other women 

like her, is finally liberated.

Carrying out a comparative study of the novels of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel 

does not mean that the focus will be limited to the similarities between the two. On the 

contrary, as both writers belong to very different eras with regard to the feminist 

movement, a comparative analysis of their works and the differences between them will 

allow us to trace an interesting and fluctuating trajectory of feminism and to look at 

developments within the domain of w om en’s writing in Quebec, specifically where the 

mother-daughter relationship is concerned.
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2; DEFINING FEMINIST LITERARY THEORY 

2.1; Towards a definition of Feminist Literary Theory

In the introduction to Literary Feminisms (2000), Ruth Robbins attempts to give a 

definition of feminist literary theory, only to conclude that it is near impossible to do so. 

First of all, the task in hand itself, of definition, seems to contradict the anti-totalising 

nature of feminism. To define is to limit and exclude, to separate and to categorise and 

to present something as a universal truth -  all of which feminists have struggled against 

and sought to subvert. Secondly, Robbins notes that the term feminist literary theory 

does not exist as one entry in the dictionary’ - the three components must be looked up
Q

in isolation. When she does so, she finds that each individual definition appears to 

contradict the other. If feminist is political, literary associated with the aesthetic (the 

apolitical) and theory is objective, how can we derive any sort of clear meaning from 

the term feminist literary theory where the three individual components seem to 

contaminate each other? The semantic complications of the term however are only the 

beginning of the problem ...

In Sexual/Textual Politics (1985), Toril Moi describes feminist literary criticism as 

peripheral to the early period of the new women’s movement whose initiatives were 

more focused on material gains, equal rights and political protest.^ Much like any other 

radical critic then, the feminist critic can been seen as the product of a struggle mainly 

concerned with social and political change, with a specific aim of extending general 

political action to the cultural domain. Moi describes this cultural/political battle as 

necessarily two-pronged: it must work to realise its objective both through institutional 

changes and through the medium of literary criticism (1985, p.23). Therefore, for many 

feminist critics, a central problem has been that of uniting political engagement with 

what is conventionally regarded as ‘good’ literary criticism. The standards for ‘good’

’ The dictionary she is referring to is the Oxford English Dictionary.
* Robbins does not take this to mean that fem inist literary theory does not exist, rather, it underlines her 
point that is is im possible to confine within the boundaries o f  an exact definition.

The new w om en’s m ovem ent refers to the 1960s and 1970s which witnessed a second wave o f  
fem inism  -  the fem inist m ovem ent had been som ewhat dormant since the acquisition o f  the vote for 
wom en. B etty Friedan’s The Fem inine M ystique  (1963 ) is considered to be the first sign that wom en  
were grow ing increasingly unhappy and dissatisfied with their position in society. This second w ave o f  
fem inism  was inspired by the c iv il rights m ovem ent o f  the 1960s and the anti-Vietnam  protest and was 
thus more radical in nature than first w ave fem inism . M ovem ents such as the N O W  (National 
Organisation for W om en) and the MLF (M ouvem ent de Liberation des Fem m es), set up in A m erican and 
France respectively, are central to second wave fem inism.
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literary criticism , M oi notes, are often set by white, bourgeois, m ale academ ics thus 

leaving fem inist critics little chance o f satisfying the very criteria they are attem pting to 

challenge and subvert (1985, p .23). M oi sees the fem inist critic as being trapped in a 

situation w here she''^ has only two choices:

[ . . .]  to work to reform  the criteria from  w ithin the academ ic institution, 
producing a jud ic ious critical discourse that strives to m aintain fem inism  
w ithout grossly upsetting the academ ic establishm ent, or to write o ff the 
academ ic criteria o f evaluation as reactionary and o f no im portance to her work 
(1985, p.23).

Certain fem inist critics have consciously chosen the second option, such as Lillian S. 

Robinson:

Som e people are trying to m ake an honest w om an out o f the fem inist critic, to 
claim  that every ‘w orthw hile’ departm ent should stock one. I am not terribly 
interested in w hether fem inist criticism  becom es a respectable part o f academ ic 
criticism ; I am very m uch concerned that fem inist critics becom e a useful part o f 
the w om en’s m ovem ent (Robinson 1978 cited by M oi 1985, p.23).

However, this is not the typical response. The overw 'helm ing m ajority o f fem inist critics 

work w ithin academ ic institutions which in turn leads to a further dilem m a, outlined by 

Elaine Show alter in her essay ‘Fem inist C riticism  in the W ilderness’ (1986).

Show alter draw s attention to the fact that it is difficult to found a unifying theoretical 

basis for fem inist criticism  due to its eclectic nature. She describes it as an ‘em pirical 

oi-phan in the theoretical storm ’ and states that no theoretical m anifesto could 

adequately account for the varied m ethodologies and ideologies which call them selves 

fem inist readings or writings:

B lack critics protest the m assive silence o f fem inist criticism  about black and 
Third-W orld w om en writers and call for a black fem inist aesthetic that w ould 
deal with both racial and sexual politics. M arxist fem inists wish to focus on 
class along with gender as a crucial determ inant o f literary production. Literary 
historians want to uncover a lost tradition. C ritics trained in deconstructionist 
m ethodologies wish to synthesise a literary criticism  which is both textual and 
fem inist. Freudian and Lacanian critics w ant to theorise about w om en’s 
relationship to language and signification (Show alter 1986, p .244).

M oi alternates betw een  usin g  tiie personal pronoun ‘she' to refer to  a fem in ist critic and the assertion  
that fem in ist cr itic s  can a lso  be m en, but in a d ifferent way.
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Added to the diverse nature of feminist criticism is a staunch anti-theoretical position on 

the part of feminists, a reluctance to enclose and limit what they envisage as an 

expressive and dynamic enterprise. Feminist criticism ought to be an act of resistance 

to theory, a confrontation with existing canons and judgements, a suspicion of 

monolithic system s." However, as Showalter points out, this lack of coherence creates 

an anxiety about the isolation of feminist criticism from a critical community 

increasingly theoretical in its interests and, as a result, indifferent to women’s writing. 

W hile the theoretical eclecticism and individualism of feminist criticism may have 

advantages in terms of flexibility, creativity and openness to new ideas and sources, 

Showalter identifies two particular deleterious consequences;

First, the absence of a solid system of critical theory has reduced the visibility of 
feminist criticism in the eyes of the academy [...]. Second, feminist criticism 
looks deceptively easy, in contrast to a massively abstract school such as 
structuralism [...]. Because feminist ideology begins with an examination of the 
private experience, some feminist criticism is more personal and expressive than 
standard scholarly writing [...] it has become increasingly easy to stereotype this 
criticism as intuitive, ‘fem inine’ writing, writing from the heart (Showalter 
1975, p.436).

Annette Kolodny agrees with Showalter that feminist criticism lacks systematic 

coherence, in fact, this is possibly its most defining feature. According to Kolodny, in 

contrast to Marxist or Psychoanalytical readings which are shaped by internal 

consistency and adherence to a discourse, ‘the aggregate of feminist literary criticism 

appears woefully deficient in system and painfully lacking in program’ (Annette 

Kolodny 1980, in Eagleton 1996, p.250). Kolodny describes feminist literary criticism 

as ‘more like a set of interchangeable strategies than any coherent school or shared goal 

orientation’ (Ibid). W hile this can render feminist criticism vulnerable to attack (as 

Showalter indicated), it can also prove to be a strength. Kolodny advocates the 

adoption of a pluralist label; feminist critics should use their different approaches to 

their advantage to produce rich, diverse and illuminating readings of the same text. 

Kolodny is keen to emphasise that the purpose of feminist criticism is ‘not and should 

not be the formulation of any single reading method or potentially procrustean set of 

critical procedures’ (Ibid, p.251). She continues:

" Showalter cites Virginia W oolf, Mary D aly, Adrienne Rich and Marguerite Duras as eminent advocates 
o f  an anti-theoretical position.
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Instead, as I see it, our task is to initiate nothing less than a playful pluralism, 
responsive to the possibilities of multiple critical schools and methods, but 
captive of none, recognising that the many tools needed for our analysis will 
necessarily be largely inherited and only partly of our own making (Ibid).

For Kolodny, pluralism is the only critical stance consistent with the current status of 

the larger wom en’s movement which, although segmented, is also variously focused. 

The term pluralism allows an ‘ongoing and educative dialectic of analysis and proferred 

solutions, protecting us thereby from the inviting traps of reductionism and dogm a’ 

(Ibid, p .253). In a phrase that is reminiscent of the title of her 1980 essay, ‘Dancing 

through the Minefield: Some Observations on the Theory, Practice and Politics of a 

Feminist Literary Criticism’, Kolodny states that the term pluralism securely places 

feminist critics in their own space, camped out on the far side of the minefield, diversity 

being their most explosive weapon. We recall the title of Showalter’s essay, ‘Feminist 

Criticism in the W ilderness’ (1981), where the wilderness, just like the minefield, can 

also be a place of power and autonomy. Far from being in a starved and deprived state, 

feminist criticism, thanks to its pluralism, can be interpreted as being at the frontier of 

new critical discourse.

2.2: Feminism/Feminist, Female, Feminine

It is not just the concept of feminist literary theory/criticism that is problematic but 

several of the key terms encountered within it. These terms are employed in a 

multitude of different, often contradictory ways by feminist critics. It is therefore 

important to attempt to delineate a distinction between them in order to eliminate 

confusion. Toril M oi’s essay ‘Feminist, Female, Fem inine’ (in Besley and Moore, 

1997) and Ruth Robbins’s introduction to Literary Feminisms (2000) are particularly 

useful in this respect.

Feminism(s)/Feminist

The first recorded use of the word ‘fem inism ’ is the French ‘fem inism e’ which dates 

from the 1830s -  it is usually agreed to have been coined by the utopian socialist 

Charles Fourrier (1772-1837) for whom the degree of w om en’s emancipation was the 

measure of the emancipation of society as a whole. ‘Fem inism ’ was in use in English
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by 1851, but became much more widely employed in the 1890s when it became 

synonymous with ‘advocacy of women’s rights’ and was associated with the suffragette 

movement led by the W om en’s Social and Political Union in the period 1906-14.'' 

However, in the same way that is impossible to give a single definition of ‘feminist 

literary theory’, the term ‘fem inism ’ is equally plural in nature, comprising not only 

different strands (Black, Lesbian, Marxist, Psychoanalytical, Radical etc) but also three 

distinct waves. The various campaigns to obtain the vote are described as the first wave 

of feminism while the w om en’s liberation movement of the 1960s and 70s (whose 

ideology still dominates) is considered to be the second wave. The third stage of 

feminism is less clear-cut and feminists are divided between the usage of the terms 

‘Postfem inism ’ or ‘Third W ave’ to describe it. The former tends to refer to the 

backlash against feminism that emerged in the 1980s:

In a society which largely defines itself through media-inspired images, women 
are easily persuaded that feminism is unfashionable, passe, and therefore not 
worthy of serious consideration. ‘W e’re all post-feminists now’, they assert, 
meaning not that women have arrived at equal justice and moved beyond it, but 
simply that they themselves are beyond even pretending to care (Gamble 2001, 
p.45).

Postfeminism is also associated with the destabilisation of definitions of sex and gender 

and the fluctuating nature of subjectivity. In contrast to Postfeminism, Third Wave 

feminism describes a resurgence of interest in feminist activism. It is characterised by a 

desire to redress economic and racial inequality and places an emphasis on the necessity 

of recognising difference between women as opposed to treating them as an 

homogenous category (Gamble 2001).

Perhaps then, as the title of Ruth Robbins’s book {Literary Feminisms, 2000) points out, 

given the diverse nature of feminism, it is more appropriate to speak of ‘feminisms’. 

She states:

My understanding of the word feminism is that it is anti-totalising: it is not 
confused with absolute truth. It does not have one catch-all, all-or-nothing 
meaning, but many meanings which depend on contexts, subject positions, 
languages, the material worlds we inhabit, and our own psychic spaces, all 
mixed up together. And one of feminism’s meanings has precisely to do with

Source, entry for ‘Fem inism ’, Penguin D ictionary o f  C ritica l Theory, 2001.
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overstepping boundaries, defying limits and refusing to be contained in or by 
ready-made systems of signification (Robbins 2000, p.3).

However, Robbins notes that her computer spell-checker refuses to recognise the plural 

form of this abstract noun which, in her opinion, is indicative of its transgressive and 

subversive potentialities as opposed to ‘fem inism ’ as a single category, with clear 

limits, fixed in a single semantic space.

‘Feminist’, the adjective derived from ‘fem inism ’ is defined by Moi (in Besley and 

Moore, 1997) as a political label indicating support for the w om en’s movement. 

Therefore, ‘feminist criticism ’ is a specific kind of political discourse: ‘a critical and 

theoretical practice committed to the struggle against patriarchy and sexism, not simply 

a concern for gender in literature’ (Ibid, p. 104). Like Robbins, Moi asserts that there 

are many different political views within the feminist camp. Her emphasis is not on a 

need to unite these differences but an insistence that recognisable feminist criticism and 

theory must in some way be relevant to the study of the social, institutional and 

personal power relations between the sexes, that which Kate Millet has dubbed ‘sexual 

politics’. The task of feminist critics and theorists is to question existing critical 

methods and to expose the way in which male dominance over females constitutes the 

most pervasive ideology of our culture. In the same way that Kolodny describes 

feminist critics and theorists as ‘dancing through the minefield’ and Showalter places 

them in the ‘wilderness’, Moi locates them on the margins of the academic 

establishment, with all other radical critics. She also agrees that feminists can afford to 

be pluralistic in their choice of literary methods and theories, as long as the approach 

can be successfully appropriated to their political ends. In fact, according to Moi, given 

the feminist insistence on the dominant and all-pervasive nature of patriarchal power so 

far in history, feminists have no choice but to be pluralists.

[...] there is no pure feminist or female space from which we can speak. All 
ideas, including feminist ones, are in this sense ‘contaminated’ by patriarchal 
ideology. There is thus no reason to hide the fact that Mary W ollstonecraft was 
inspired by the male-dominated ideas of the French Revolution, or that Simone 
de Beauvoir was deeply influenced by Sartre’s phallocentric categories when 
she wrote The Second Sex. Nor is it necessary to refuse to recognise John Stuart 
M ill’s efforts to analyse the oppression of women simply because he was a male 
liberal (Moi in Besley and Moore 1997, p. 105).
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For Moi, the point is not the origins of an idea but the use to which it is put and the 

effects it can produce. W hat matters therefore, is not whether the theory was 

formulated by a man or a woman, but whether it can produce a significant feminist 

impact through feminist appropriation.

Female

If ‘fem inist’ is characterised by political commitment to a struggle against patriarchy 

and sexism, it is important to highlight that the very fact of being ‘female’, in the 

biological sense, does not guarantee a feminist approach (Moi in Besley and Moore 

1997, p .107). In her essay ‘Are W om en’s Novels Feminist N ovels?’ (1980, in Eagleton 

1996), Rosalind Coward draws attention to the general confusion of feminist and female 

writing, even within the women’s movement itself. Coward is keen to point out that not 

all books written by women or for women adopt an anti-patriarchal stance or have any 

relationship to feminism for that matter. Coward cites the example of the Mills and 

Boon series which actually indulges in the kind of stereotyping feminists want to 

combat (1980, in Eagleton 1996, p.221).

Thus, a female literary tradition is not necessarily a feminist one. Moi elucidates the 

complex web of assumptions that lies behind the frequent confusion of the terms 

feminist and female.

It is often assumed that the very fact of describing experience typical of women 
is a feminist act. On the one hand this is obviously true: since patriarchy has 
always tried to silence and repress women’s experience, rendering them visible 
is clearly an important anti-patriarchal strategy. On the other hand, however, 
w om en’s experience can be made visible in alienating, deluded or degrading 
ways: the Mills and Boon accounts of female love or Anita Bryant’s praise of 
heterosexual love and motherhood are not per se emancipatory reading for 
women. The mistaken belief in experience as the essence of feminist politics, 
stems from the early emphasis on consciousness-raising (c-r) as the main 
political base of the new women’s movement (Moi in Besley and Moore 1997, 
p. 107).

For Moi, a belief that common female experience in itself gives rise to a feminist 

position reveals political naivety and a lack of theoretical awareness. The fact of having 

the same experience as someone else in no way guarantees a common political front. 

Moi admits that an emphasis on female experience does indeed help to shape feminism
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but she is adamant that ‘feminism as a pohtical theory cannot be reduced to a reflection 

or a product of that experience’ (Ibid). The fact that so many feminist critics have 

chosen to write about female authors then, is a crucial political choice, but not a 

definition of feminist criticism. It is not the object but the perspective that counts, thus 

feminist critics may well deal with works written by men (for example, Kate M illet’s 

Sexual Politics, 1969).

Moi raises a final question in her discussion of the distinction between feminist and 

female -  whether men can be feminists or feminist critics. If feminists do not have to 

work exclusively on female authors, then perhaps they do not need to be females either? 

Moi solves her own dilemma as follows:

In principle, the ansvv'er to this question is surely yes: men can be feminists -  but 
they can’t be women, just as whites can be anti-racist, but not black. Under 
patriarchy men will always speak from a different position than women, and 
their political strategies must take this into account. In practice therefore, the 
would-be male feminist critic ought to ask him self whether he as a male is really 
doing feminism a service by muscling in on the one cultural and intellectual 
space women have created for themselves within ‘his’ male-dominated 
discipline (Moi in Besley and Moore 1997, p. 109).

Feminine

It is not only the confusion of ‘female’ with ‘fem inist’ that is fraught with political 

pitfalls but also the collapse of the ‘fem inine’ into ‘fem ale’. It has become established 

usage among feminists to define feminine and masculine as social constructs, that is, 

patterns of sexuality and behaviour imposed by cultural and social norms. We recall 

Simone de Beauvoir’s famous declaration that one is not born a woman, one becomes a 

woman (Le Deuxieme Sexe, 1949) -  femininity is imposed from the outside. By 

contrast, the categories female and male are reserved for the purely biological aspects of 

sexual difference. In this context, feminine comes to represents nurture while female 

refers to nature.

Moi (in Besley and Moore, 1997) is keen to point out that the social standards of 

‘femininity’ are imposed by patriarchal culture on all biological women, creating a set 

of criteria that is said to be the norm/natural, whence the confusion between female and
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feminine. An unfeminine woman who refuses to conform can thus be labelled 

unnatural. To quote Ruth Robbins:

The feminine is what is ‘proper’ to women where proper means both what 
belongs to women but also what is expected of women, what is womanlike or 
womanly (Robins 2000, p.5).

Robbins interestingly points out that the feminine is not necessarily the preserve of 

women; men can have feminine characteristics too -  but only to the detriment of their 

masculinity if we are to accept the depreciative dictionary entries of ‘effeminate’ or 

‘womanish’. Robbins concludes from her dictionary research that,

A man with feminine characteristics is not a proper man, whereas a woman who 
is womanish or effeminate is merely fulfilling her biological and cultural 
destinies (Robbins 2000, p .6).

According to Moi, it is in the interests of patriarchy that the terms feminine and female 

remain intertwined; ‘patriarchy, in other words, wants us to believe that there is such a 

thing as an essence of femaleness, called femininity’ (Toril Moi in Besley and Moore 

1997, p. 108). Patriarchal ideology, which is held to be essentialist, wants women to 

conform to predefined patterns of femininity and thus portrays them as natural. 

Feminists, on the other hand, are concerned with disentangling the confusion and insist 

that though women are undoubtedly female, this in no way means that they will be 

feminine.

Moi then proceeds to question whether feminists should attempt to re-appropriate the 

meaning of femininity, to transform the series of feminine characteristics established by 

patriarchy (most of which are passive) into a new set of empowering feminine virtues. 

This is what many French feminists are endeavouring to achieve, as we shall see in a 

later section. Moi is aware however of the traps inherent in such an approach:

Gratifying though it is to be told that women are strong, integrated, peace- 
loving, nurturing and creative beings, this plethora of new virtues is no less 
essentialist than the old ones, and no less oppressive to all those women who do 
not want to play the role of Earth Mother. It is after all patriarchy, not 
feminism, which has believed in a true female/feminine nature: the biologism 
and essentialism which lurks behind the desire to bestow feminine virtues on all 
female bodies necessarily plays into the hands of the patriarchs (Ibid, p. 109).
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Summary

In brief, we can assume the following about the three terms discussed above. Female is 

a biological category which defines the sexual characteristics of a body: female 

describes biological sex. Feminine is a sociological category which defines the 

behavioural characteristics associated with female biology: feminine describes gender 

and tends to suggest that gender is not the natural attribute of sex. Feminist refers to a 

political stance which struggles against the oppression o f women and seeks to rectify 

the confusion of gender and sex.

Moi believes that is helpful to take these terms and use them to divide feminist 

criticism and theory into two main categories: ‘female criticism ’ and ‘feminine theory’ 

(Ibid, p .113). Female criticism focuses on women and may be analysed according to 

whether it is feminist or apolitical. Feminine theory is concerned with the construction 

of femininity, for example, much of French feminism can be described as feminine 

theory. From a feminist perspective, feminine theory is prone to attacks of biologism as 

it often unwittingly turns to theories about female essences. Moi also employs the three 

terms to describe writing by women: Female writing is writing by women, focused on 

women but not necessarily feminist; Feminist writing is clearly political, anti- 

patriarchal and anti-sexist; Feminine writing is that which is marginalised, repressed or 

silenced by the ruling discourse. This concept will be developed in the section on 

French feminism. Like female writing, feminine writing does not entail any specific 

political position but does not exclude any either (Ibid, p .l 15).

Ruth Robbins asserts that while it is important to understand and distinguish between 

the three terms, feminist, female and feminine, a leakage between them is nonetheless 

unavoidable and not necessarily undesirable. In fact, if there is a common bond 

between all the varieties of feminism, it is that they all start in some sense from the 

bodies -  the bodies of real women. She states:

Feminisms are concerned with how bodies and the material world, bodies and 
work, bodies and reproduction, bodies and culture, bodies and sexualities, 
bodies and class, bodies and race, bodies and minds, bodies and representations, 
bodies and behaviour, bodies and the law, intersect. Feminisms put real bodies 
into question in the metaphorical realm of the body politic (2000, p.7).
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Thus, while feminists are concerned with differentiating sex and gender, femaleness and 

femininity, they do not, on the whole, want to ignore bodies altogether. According to 

Robbins, ‘there are strategic reasons for remembering bodies. There is a necessary 

activism in feminisms, an activism that wants to change what happens to biological 

women because of the social structures of gender’ (Ibid). Feminism is a political 

discourse which aims to uncover the causes and effects of oppression and to offer 

alternative versions of reality, but with a primary focus on the female body which has 

been oppressed perhaps most forcefully because it is a female body.

2.3: WomanAVomen

Even more complicated and contentious for feminists are the categories ‘w om an’ and 

‘w om en’, their usefulness (or not) to feminist theory, whether one term is more 

appropriate than the other and the constant slippage that occurs between the two.

Simone de Beauvoir opens the first part of Le Deuxieme Sexe (first published in 1949), 

‘Les faits et les mythes’, with a questioning of the meaning of ‘w om an’ -  ‘Q u’est-ce 

qu 'une fem m e?’ De Beauvoir assets that, first and foremost, woman is defined by her 

biology, in particular her reproductive capability - woman is a prisoner of her womb.

La femme a des ovaires, un uterus; voila des conditions singulieres qui 
I’enferment dans sa subjectivite; on dit volontiers qu’elle pense avec ses 
glandes. L’homme oublie superbement que son anatomie comporte aussi des 
hormones, des testicules. II saisit son corps comme une relation directe et 
normale avec le monde qu’il croit apprehender dans son objectivite, tandis qu'il 
considere le corps de la femme comme alourdi par tout ce qui le specific: un 
obstacle, une prison (1976, p. 15).

Secondly, woman is only ever defined in relation to man, as lack, his negative, his 

Other. W oman is deprived of any sense of subjectivity and reduced to the status of 

object in the masculine economy. De Beauvoir remarks:

L’humanite est male et I’homme definit la femme non en soi mais relativement a 
lui; elle n ’est pas consideree comme un etre autonome [...]. Elle se determine et 
se differencie par rapport a I’homme et non celui-ci par rapport a elle; elle est 
I’inessentiel en face de I’essentiel. II est le Sujet, il est I’Absolu: elle est I’Autre 
(1976, p.I5).
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In the opening line of the first chapter to the second part of Le Deuxieme Sexe, 

‘L ’experience vecue’, de Beauvoir pronounces her famous ‘on ne nait pas femme: on le 

devient’ (1976, p. 13), thus asserting that the category of woman is not a natural one, but 

rather, it is socially constructed. With the latter statement in mind and, given the 

negative connotations of the noun ‘w om an’, it is a wonder that feminists can even 

employ the word in their criticism and theory. Julia Kristeva adds further complications 

to the matter when she flatly refuses to define woman in an interview with the 

‘Psychanalyse et Politique’ group in 1974 (in Eagleton 1996, pp.267-268). For 

Kristeva, woman is something that cannot be represented, that which is not said, 

something that is above and beyond nomenclatures and ideologies.

There are many issues at stake in the invocation of the categories woman and women. 

A central tension lies in the inability of these terms to express diversity with regard to 

class, race and sexuality. Elizabeth Spelman in her essay ‘Woman: The One and M any’ 

(1988, in Kemp and Squires 1997, pp.235-6) exposes the problems of these 

homogenous terms for coloured women who feel excluded and are distrustful of white 

women who use similarities between all women to their own advantage and disregard 

any dissimilarities when they do not suit. Furthermore, positing an essential 

‘womanness’, a universal woman, Spelman declares, has the opposite effect of making 

woman inessential (Ibid, p.236). If all women have the same story, then we do not need 

a chorus of voices to tell the story.

If there is an essential womanness that all women have and have always had, 
then we needn’t know anything about any woman in particular. For the details 
of her situation and her experience are irrelevant to her being a woman. Thus if 
we want to understand what ‘being a woman’ means, we needn't investigate her 
individual life or any other wom an’s individual life. All those particulars 
become inessential to her being and our understanding of her being a woman. 
And so she also becomes inessential in the sense that she is not needed to 
produce the ‘story of woman’ (Ibid).

Spelman is anxious about what is left out in ‘the story of w om an’. Similarly, Monique

W ittig, ‘One is not Born a W om an’ (1992, in Kemp and Squires 1997, pp.220-6), is

concerned about the normative consequences of the categories of ‘woman’ and

‘w om en’. On the issue of sexuality, W ittig believes that, ‘by its very existence, lesbian

society destroys the artificial fact of constituting women as a natural group’ (Ibid,

p .220). She continues -  ‘not only is there no natural group ‘women’, but as individuals

as well we question ‘woman’ which for us is only a myth’ (Ibid). In a similar vein,
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Helena Michie, in her essay ‘Not One of the Family’ (1989, in Kemp and Squires 1997, 

pp.55-8), asks where the ‘other woman’ is in the category ‘woman’ -  that is, the woman 

who does not fit the prescribed norms, the woman who disrupts sisterhood, for example, 

the mistress?

For Mary Poovey, author of ‘Feminism and Deconstruction’ (1988, in Eagleton 1996, 

p.262-7), it is vital that feminists demystify and deconstruct the category ‘woman’. 

Poovey is concerned that the term ‘woman’ does not account for the multiple positions 

that women occupy in society (for example, race, class, sexuality). Also, she considers 

the usage of the term ‘woman’ as adhering to binary logic which has been so oppressive 

to the female sex. According to Poovey, contemporary feminists are confronted with 

two projects that must be pursued simultaneously.

On the one hand, we need to recognise that ‘woman’ is currently a position 
within a dominant, binary symbolic order and that position is arbitrarily (and 
falsely) unified. On the other hand, we need to remember that there are concrete 
historical women whose differences reveal the inadequacy of this unified 
category in the present and in the past [...]. I suggest, then, that feminists need 
to do battle on two fronts. We must recognise that what (most) women now 
share is a positional similarity that masquerades as a natural likeness and that 
has historically underwritten oppression, and we must be willing to give up the 
illusory similarity of nature that reinforces binary logic even though such a 
move threatens to jeopardise what seems ‘special’ about women (Ibid, p.266).

In ‘Am I that Name’ (1988, in Kemp and Squires 1997), Denise Riley exposes the 

inability of the inert collective ‘women’ to take account of the volatile and fluctuating 

nature of identity which is subject to history and many other factors that constantly 

change. Riley declares that feminists should be wary of the apparent continuity and 

unity of the category ‘women’. The term ‘woman’ is equally troublesome for Riley. 

She states that 'women is both synchronically and diachronically erratic as a 

collectivity, while for the individual, being a woman is also inconstant and cannot 

provide an ontological foundation’ (Ibid, p.242). At the same time, despite the 

instabilities and inadequacies of both categories, they are a foundation stone of 

feminism, ‘which would otherwise be lost for an object, despoiled of a fight, and, in 

short, without much life’ (Ibid).

What of feminism then if it has no-one to speak for, if what we understand by ‘woman’ 

does not exist? As Ruth Robbins indicates, feminist theory and criticism is intrinsically
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bound to the idea of an identity that can be known. Even where the emphasis is on the 

multiple possibilities of being a woman -  a white woman, a black woman, a 

heterosexual woman, a lesbian woman, an upper-class woman, a Third-W orld woman -  

the claim is that we still know what a woman is, what women are (Robbins 2000, 

pp.210-11). However, if we take ‘gender’ to be socially constructed and learned, then it 

is possible to interpret it as a form of masquerade or performance. In this respect, how 

can we decipher anything about identity from simply looking?

Recently, the assumptions of common identity between women and indeed the nature of 

identity itself have been shaken up by the interventions of a number of critics whose 

work is inflected by the discourses of new lesbian and gay-male critiques that are often 

designated by the term ‘queer theory’. For example, the literary critic and social 

historian Marjorie Garber explores in her book. Vested Interests: Cross Dressing and  

Cultural Anxiety (1992), the ways in which clothing constructs and deconstructs gender. 

The fact that biology (male or female?) and gender (masculine or female?) are 

articulations of a hierarchical binary opposition troubles Garber, who deems such 

thinking an enforcement of an either/or version of the world. For Garber, transvestism 

(wearing the clothes of one sex when one is actually the other sex) introduces a 

destabilising third term into the system of binary opposition, a term that produces a 

crisis in such thinking -  ‘Three puts into question the idea of one: of identity, self- 

sufficiency, self-knowledge’ (Garber 1992, p . l l ) .  In a detailed series of examples, 

ranging from Shakespearean actors to Elvis impersonators, Garber elucidates the ways 

in which clothes have been seen as the markers of identity. But, because clothes are 

temporary, the identity they mark, including its gender, is similarly provisional. 

Robbins points out that the implications of Garber’s insights are far-reaching and 

disturbing for traditional forms of feminist theory and criticism dependent on knowing 

what a woman or a man is and claiming common cause on the basis of such knowledge 

(Robbins 2000, p.211).

Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (first published in 1990), is similarly concerned with the

indeterminancy of gender and the resultant instability of identity. Butler is critical of

the ‘univocity of sex, the internal coherence of gender and the binary framework of both

sex and gender’ (Butler 1999, p.44) which she considers ‘regulatory fictions that

consolidate and naturalise the convergent power regimes of masculine and heterosexist

oppression’ (Ibid). Butler poses many questions that are perturbing to feminists and the
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concept of ‘woman’: does being a female/woman constitute a ‘natural’ fact or a cultural 

performance; is gender a kind of persistent impersonation that passes as the real; can we 

take ‘w om an’ to be a untroubled and stable category (Ibid, p.xxviii-xxix)?

Ruth Robbins provides a helpful and succinct summary of Butler’s complicated theories 

in ‘Challenging Female Traditions’, Literary Feminisms, 2000. Robbins describes 

Butler’s arguments as strongly influenced by postmodernist theories of identity. In 

brief, Butler's aim is to disrupt the binary opposition of sex and gender/ nature and 

culture which privileges nature over culture and assumes that sex is the immutable and 

gender the mutable. Gender is therefore understood to be a ‘more or less’ accurate copy 

of the original sex/nature. Nature however, according to Butler, is not ‘natural’ but 

constructed through discourse. Thus, if nature is not natural, neither is sex - sex is also 

a discursive formation, taking place in language, not simply existing in bodies; ‘perhaps 

this construct sex is as culturally constructed as gender’ (Butler 1999, p. 10). As Butler 

perceives it, bodies, therefore, do not intrinsically have sexes, sex is not a given; sexes 

like genders are imposed upon them in language and culture because of the perceived 

necessity in language and culture to taxonomise -  to put everything into categories 

(Robbins 2000, p.211). The following quotation from Gender Trouble highlights the 

kind of contentious implications Butler’s research has for feminism.

If gender is the cultural meanings that the sexed body assumes, then gender 
cannot be said to follow from a sex in any one way [...]. Assuming for the 
moment the stability of binary sex, it does not follow that the construction of 
‘m en’ will accrue exclusively to the bodies of males or that ‘women’ will 
interpret only female bodies. Further, even if the sexes appear to be 
unproblematically binary in their morphology and constitution (which will 
become a question), there is no reason to assume that genders ought also to 
remain two. The presumption of a binary gender system implicitly retains the 
belief in a mimetic relation of sex to gender whereby gender mirrors sex or is 
otherwise restricted by it. When the constructed status of gender is theorised as 
radically independent of sex, gender itself becomes a free-floating artifice, with 
the consequence that ‘m an’ and ‘m asculine’ might just as easily signify a female 
body as a male one and ‘woman’ and ‘fem inine’ a male body as easily as a 
female one (Butler 1999, p. 10).
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Concluding points

By challenging the concept of a stable and recognisable identity, theorists such as 

Butler and Garber have caused cracks to appear in the very foundations of feminism, for 

how is it possible to campaign as a ‘w om an’ if this category can be revealed to be 

fraudulent? Butler believes that it is time to construct a new feminist politics, one that 

will ‘contest the very reifications of gender and identity, one that will take the variable 

construction of identity as both a methodological and normative prerequisite, if not a 

political goal’ (Butler 1999, p.9). Such an approach however, would involve 

relinquishing any presumption of solidarity and jettisoning the unity of the category of 

‘w om an’.

As Kate Soper reflects in ‘Feminism, Humanism, Postmodernism’ (1990, published in 

Kemp and Squires 1997), ‘feminism, like any other politics, has always implied a 

banding together, a movement based on solidarity and sisterhood of women, who are 

linked by perhaps very little else than their sameness and common cause as wom en’ 

(Ibid p.289). Soper fears that a new feminist politics, like the one Butler speaks of, will 

lead us from solidarity to individualism and ultimately dispersion. If we deny the 

existence of a community of women, feminism will collapse and we will return 'full 

circle to those many isolated and silent women’ from which feminism started out (1996, 

p.289)

Collapsing the hard-fought distinctions between sex and gender is a dangerous goal and 

it entails the risk of collapsing the possibility of any meaningful action for feminists, or 

any group united by identity. However, as Ruth Robbins signals, the debates 

surrounding Gender Trouble are far from over -  Butler has not had the last word. 

W hether feminists accept or reject Butler’s theories, what arises from the ensuing 

discussion is the way in which gender remains a usefully contested term. Feminist 

literary theory still has more ground to cover, just as ‘feminisms’ in the ‘real world’ 

have a lot more to achieve. Robbins concludes that Butler's work, despite its unsettling 

consequences for feminism, has ‘at least the profoundly useful function of making us 

continue to question our own assumptions, and to keep differences -  between women 

and even w'ithin individual women -  in view ’ (2000, p.213).
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3: THE ANGLO-AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE 

3.1; The case for women’s writing

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, British and American feminist critics were largely 

preoccupied with the idea that the female voice had been silenced and women’s writing 

excluded from literary history.'^ Their arguments centred on the oppression of women 

by patriarchal society and the primary focus of their research was the recovery of ‘lost’ 

female texts and the creation of an alternative canon that would finally give a voice to 

w om en’s unique experiences. In fact, Tillie Olsen (1972) accredits the women’s 

political movement with this renewed interest in wom en’s writing.

There was a clear demand for status and the recognition of women writers alongside a 

re-evaluation of what it meant to be female. British and American feminists set about 

looking for women in a history that had forgotten them. We recall Virginia W oo lfs  

discovery, recounted in A Room o f  O ne’s Own (1928), that the shelves of the British 

Library are sadly lacking in w om en’s fiction. The meritocratic pretensions of the 

literary canon, protector of masculine values, were attacked and literary history 

condemned as merely a record of the collective consciousness of patriarchy (see Louise 

Bemikow in Showalter 1975, p.438).

In ‘Parables and Politics’, Nancy K. M iller reiterates the importance of the revisionary 

approach (re-reading and remembering) for feminist critics, ‘so that we can learn how 

to challenge the false continuities (origins and influences) of the canon: a collection of 

texts that might more truthfully be designated as m en ’s writing' (1986 in Eagleton 

1996, p.49). Linda R. Williams plays with the verb ‘to remember’ in her essay ‘Happy 

families? Feminist Reproduction and Matrilineal Thought’ where she calls for a re

membering of all the scattered fragments of the female literary tradition. She describes 

patriarchal history as ‘a process of splitting women exogamically from each other, 

disseminating their powers and dismembering their tradition’ (1992, in Eagleton 1996, 

p.53). According to Williams, the goal of feminist literary theory is to reassemble the 

parts as an organic whole and to establish a sense of coherence, progress, growth and 

community with regard to the female literary tradition.

For exam ple, Adrienne Rich, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, T illie Olsen, Elaine Showalter, Virginia 
W oolf, E llen M oers, Patricia Spacks.
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Several reasons have been cited to explain women writers’ exclusion from and under

representation in the canon. In her introduction to ‘Women and Literary Production’, 

Feminist Literary Theory, Mary Eagleton points to a complex combination of material 

and ideological factors that inhibited women writers as opposed to a maliciously 

planned conspiracy by male publishers to keep women out of p r i n t . E a g l e t o n  states:

The catalogue of material factors is long -  inequalities in the educational 
system, lack of privacy, responsibilities of child-bearing and rearing, domestic 
obligation -  but equally decisive are the restrictions of family and social 
expectations. Even if women writers solve the material problems that prevent 
their writing, an anxiety about their role and how they are perceived continues to 
surface (Eagleton 1996, p.66).

Again Virginia W oolf springs to mind, in particular, A Room o f  O ne’s Own and her 

essay ‘Professions for W om en’. The former asserts that for a woman to be able to write 

fiction she must have money and access to a quiet, private space in which to think and 

create. W oolf herself admits that if it had not been for an annual income bequeathed to 

her by a deceased aunt, she would never have managed to write. W oolf also points out 

that strict societal expectations dictate what is suitable for a woman and what is not 

(namely, writing). She beseeches us to imagine ‘what would have happened had 

Shakespeare had a wonderfully gifted sister, called Judith?’ and proceeds to describe 

how she would have stayed at home, uneducated despite her vivid imagination and 

desire to learn and her taste for the theatre would have been scorned and mocked 

(W oolf 1992, p.52). W oolf laments the indifference and hostility of male scholars 

towards women’s writing and reveals that beyond the material restrictions, women have 

many ideological ghosts to slay before they can write. In ‘Professions for W om en’, she 

states:

I discovered that if I were going to review books I should need to do battle with 
a certain phantom. And that phantom was a woman, and when I came to know 
her better I called her after the heroine of a famous poem, ‘The Angel in the 
House’. It was she who used to come between me and my paper when I was 
writing reviews. It was she who bothered me and wasted my tim e...Y ou may 
not know what I mean by the Angel in the House. I will describe her as shortly 
as I can. She was intensely sympathetic. She was immensely charming. She 
was utterly unselfish. She excelled in the difficult arts of family life. She

This does not mean that wom en did not write and did not manage to get published. H owever, it is felt 
that wom en who did write and manage to get published had to make certain sacrifices. For exam ple, they 
had to deny their sex, choose between maternity/marriage and art, consider the use o f  a male pseudonym  
and the adoption o f  a masculine style, or limit their writing to them es/issues/plots deemed suitable for 
wom en.
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sacrificed herself d aily ...K illing the Angel in the House is part o f the occupation 
of a woman writer (W oolf 1970, p.65).

Added to this was the wide-spread belief that art is male, a kind of extension of the 

male generative act, whence Gilbert and Gubar's memorable opening question to The 

M adwoman in the A ttic  (first published in 1979), ‘Is the pen a metaphorical penis?’ 

(2000, p.3). Gilbert and Gubar's enquiry shows that in the nineteenth century, the 

dominant patriarchal ideology presents artistic creativity as a fundamentally male 

quality -  the writer ‘fathers’ his text. As a result, aspiring women writers have a hard 

time coping with such a phallocentric myth and suffer from what Gilbert and Gubar 

term ‘anxiety o f authorship’.

Since both patriarchy and its texts imprison women, before women can even 
attempt the pen which is so rigorously kept from them they must escape just 
those male texts which, defining them as ‘Cyphers’, deny them the autonomy to 
formulate alternatives to the authority that has imprisoned them and kept them 
from attempting the pen (Gibert and Gubar 2000, p. 13).

Adrienne Rich, When We D ead Awaken  (1972), draws attention to the false and 

polarised definition o f woman as altruistic and selfless in opposition to man’s drive and 

ambition which leads him to produce art. The very act of writing was held to be 

incompatible with traditional female functions and any woman who attempted the pen 

‘Such a presumptuous creature is esteemed/The fault can by no virtue be redeemed’ 

(Finch 1903, p.4-6). Those who did write were either marginalized or subjected to rigid 

sex stereotyping. Margaret Atwood describes this as ‘The Quiller-Couch Syndrome' or 

‘The Lady Painter/She Writes Like a Man Syndrome’. The former refers to an essay by 

Quiller-Couch, defining masculine and feminine styles o f writing. The masculine style 

is, o f course, bold, forceful, clear, vigorous, objective and universal while the feminine 

style is vague, weak, tremulous, pastel, subjective and narrow. The latter syndrome 

describes a pattern where good equals male and bad equals female (Atwood 1976, in 

Eagleton 1996, p. 104). A  similar observation is made by Virginia W oolf in A Room of  

O n e’s Own:

[. . .] the values o f women differ very often from the v a lu e s ...[o /777̂ /7] naturally 
this is so. Yet it is the masculine values that prevail. Speaking crudely, football 
and sport are ‘important’; the worship o f fashion, the buying o f clothes ‘trivial’. 
And these values are inevitably transferred from life to fiction. This is an 
important book, the critic assumes, because it deals with war. This is an

M y  insertion in italics.
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insignificant book because it deals with the feelings of women in a drawing 
room. A scene in a battlefield is more important than a scene in a shop (W oolf 
1992, p.80).

Joanna Russ, How to Suppress W omen’s Writing (1984) reiterates the above constraints 

placed on w om en’s writing but adds some other interesting restrictions to the list: 

Denial of Agency (since women cannot write, someone else must have written it -  a 

man); Pollution of Agency (so a woman wrote it, but she should not have -  she is 

neurotic, abnormal, unfeminine); Isolation (the myth of isolated achievement -  she will 

never produce anything like this again); Lack of Models (women writers have been 

deprived of a tradition).

As a result, the creation of a female tradition/female literary history which would 

provide a supportive environment for women writers, became of utmost importance for 

British and American feminist critics. It is important to highlight that this new history of 

women’s writing would not simply be a matter of fitting women into the male- 

dominated tradition. Rather, feminist critics were keen to write their own history of a 

tradition amongst themselves and to establish w om en’s writing as a distinctive 

movement in its own right.
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3.2; Establishing a Movement

In A Room o f One’s Own, Virginia Woolf reveals the affinity that women writers have 

always felt for each other and the interest that they have continually shown in each 

other’s work. She draws attention to the fact that women writers have prepared the way 

for each other and to the importance of our literary mothers, for ‘without those 

forerunners'^, Jane Austen and the Brontes and George Eliot could no more have 

written than Shakespeare could have without Marlowe, or Marlowe without Chaucer, or 

Chaucer without those forgotten poets’ (Woolf 1992, p.72). Woolf does not describe 

women’s writing as a specific movement as such, but she does indicate that it belongs 

to a continuum of sorts -  ‘For masterpieces are not single and solitary births; they are 

the outcome of many years of thinking in common’ (Ibid).

Ellen Moers, author of Literary Women, is one of the first feminist critics to employ the 

term movement to distinguish women’s writing - ‘a literary movement apart from but 

hardly subordinate to the mainstream’ (1985, p.l). She notes that women writers often 

studied the literature of their own sex with a special closeness, and although it would be 

misleading to speak of a ‘solidarity’ of female authors (for they could be each other's 

harshest critics),'^ she remarks nonetheless that a certain family relationship existed 

between women writers, ‘which can be either hostile or loving, competitive or 

supportive, but always available’ (Ibid, p.3). This sense of kinship, Moers states, was 

an important source of confidence for women writers that in the past could come from 

no other source:

Male writers have always been able to study their craft in university or 
coffeehouse, group themselves into movements or coteries, search out 
predecessors for guidance or patronage, collaborate or fight with their 
contemporaries. But women [...] were barred from the universities, isolated in 
their own homes, chaperoned in travel, painfully restricted in friendship. The 
personal give-and-take of the literary life was closed to them (Ibid).

She also points out that, with the advent of equal and co-education, one would have 

expected this phenomenon to end. However, to her mind, contemporary women writers

W o o lf singles out Aphra Behn as a prominent literary mother.
‘The harshest criticism  o f  books by lady writers came from wom en writers th em selves.. .as is the case  

o f  Elizabeth R igby’s fam ous review  o f  Jane  £vre ...G eo rg e  E liot’s ‘S illy N ovels by Lady N ovelis ts’ is 
the classic ...b u t long before, in 1789, there was Mary W oilstonecraft’s quick d ispatch .. ..“Pray M iss, 
write no more” !’ (see Ellen M oers, U le ra ry  Women, 1985, pp.2).
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appear to benefit still from their membership in the wide-spreading family of the female 
18literary tradition.

Elaine Showalter, A Literature o f Their Own (first published in 1977), is uncomfortable 

with M oers’s use of the term ‘movement’ to describe the tradition of w om en’s writing. 

Showalter feels that it does not take account of what she calls the ‘holes and hiatuses’ 

and what Germaine Greer deems ‘the phenomenon of the transience of female literary 

fame’ (Greer 1974 cited by Showalter 1978, p .11), where women writers, while they 

enjoy literary fame during their own lifetime, seem to vanish without trace from the 

records of posterity. According to Showalter, each generation of women writers finds 

itself without a sense of history and is forced to rediscover the past anew in order to 

forge again the consciousness of their sex. Showalter states that, ‘given this perpetual 

disruption, and also the self-hatred that has alienated women writers from a sense of 

collective identity, it does not seem possible to speak of a movement’ (Showalter 1978, 

p.l2).

Showalter agrees that women have always had a literature of their own and rejoices in 

the rising of ‘the lost continent of the female tradition...like Atlantis from the sea of 

English literature’ (1978, p.3). But she prefers the term ‘subculture’ to ‘m ovem ent’ as a 

definition of this unique tradition. A subculture can be interpreted as the habit of living 

of a minority group that is self-consciously distinct from the dominant activities, 

expectations and values of a society. Showalter states:

The concept of a female subculture is an extremely useful one for the 
consideration of women’s literature, because it provides a coherent framework 
for studying the development of writers in a separable tradition, without denying 
their participation in a larger cultural system (1975, p.445).'^

Showalter views art, in particular literature, as the strongest mode of expression for the 

female subculture, ‘the cult of true womanhood’ (1975, p.445). W ithin the evolution of 

female subcultural art, Showalter identifies three distinct stages that she claims are 

common to all literary subcultures.

M oers cites the productive pairings o f  W illa Gather and Sarah Orne Jewett, Carson M e Cullers and Isak 
D inesen, Nathalie Sarraute and Ivy Compton-Burnett, and includes the earlier exam ple o f  Jean Rhys and 
Charlotte Bronte (Ellen M oers, Literary Women).

Although, as Showalter states, the category o f  ‘subcluture’ is indeed useful, the prefix is worrying as it 
suggest inferiority even though this was not Show alter’s intention.
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First, there is a prolonged period of imitation of the prevaiHng modes of the 
dominant tradition, and internalisation of its standards of art and its views on 
social roles. Second, there is a phase of protest against these standards and 
values, and advocacy of minority rights and values, including a demand for 
autonomy. Finally, there is a phase of self-discovery, a turning inward freed 
from the dependency of opposition, a search for identity (Showalter 1978, p. 13).

Showalter labels these respective stages as Feminine, Feminist and Female. During 

the Feminine stage, dating from about 1840-1880, women wrote in an effort to equal 

the intellectual achievements of the male culture, and internalised its assumptions about 

female nature. The distinguishing sign of this period is the male p s e u d o n y m . B u t  

masculine pressure extends well beyond the title page -  it infiltrates plot, tone narrative 

and structure as well. The feminist content of feminine art is oblique and ironic; one has 

to read between the lines. The Feminist phase runs from about 1880 up until the 

winning of the vote. During this stage, women are historically enabled to reject the 

postures of femininity and to use literature to dramatise the ordeals of wronged 

womanhood. Showalter sees the Female phase as ongoing. Women reject both 

imitation and protest (two forms of dependency) and instead turn to female experience 

as the source of an autonomous art. In this phase, we begin to think in terms of male 

and female sentences (1986, pp. 137-8).

Gerda Lerner, Women and History: The Creation o f  Patriarchy (1986), rejects the use 

of the term ‘subculture’ as an expression of the specificity of the female tradition. She 

finds it reductive and instead proposes, quite simply, that we refer to ‘women’s 

culture’ which, she adds, is not and never should be seen as a ‘subculture’. She 

declares:

It is hardly possible for the majority to live in a subculture...W om en live their 
social existence within the general culture and, whenever they are confined by 
patriarchal restraint or segregation into separateness (which always has 
subordination as its purpose), they transform this restraint into complementarity 
(asserting the importance of woman’s function) and redefine it. Thus women 
live a duality -  as members of the general culture and as partakers of women’s 
culture (Lerner 1986, p. 16).

Showalter notes that the male pseudonym  was introduced in England in the 1840s and was a national 
characteristic o f  English women writers, for exam ple, G eorge Eliot, Currer, E llis and A cton B ell. In 
Am erica, around the sam e period, women adopted super-fem inine pseudonym s (Fanny Fern, Grace 
G reenw ood, Fanny Forester), d isguising their talent behind these nominal bouquets (1986 , p. 137).
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Whether one opts for the term ‘female subculture’ or ‘wom en’s culture’, it is clear that 

one is referring to a particular women’s sphere which consists of a communality of 

values, activities, relationships and methods of communication, often linked to rituals of 

specifically female and shared physical experiences (puberty and menstruation, sexual 

initiation, childbirth, menopause -  an entire life-cycle that had to be concealed). Anglo- 

American feminist criticism has been concerned with a re-evaluation of this sphere and 

its expression in art from a woman-centred point-of-view. As a result, it could be said 

that a distinct feature of the female literary tradition is the clear focus on the everyday 

lives of women, their hopes, fears, joys and pains, in an authentic voice as opposed to 

being depicted (and thus, often trivialised) from a male perspective."' Feminist 

criticism and wom en’s literature ‘should encourage an art true to women’s experience
'JO

and not filtered through a male perspective or constricted to fit male standards.

3.3: Defining the Movement

Whereas French feminism tends to focus on language as a site of difference, Anglo- 

American feminist theorists, as previously mentioned, concentrate on experience as the 

defining factor of women’s writing. Society, in the past, is considered to have 

privileged male experiences over women’s. Thus, a principal aim of w om en’s writing 

is the provision for an expression of female reality and the valorisation of women’s 

lives (Eagleton 1996, pp.211-19) - Virginia W oolf’s M rs Dalloway (1925) is a poignant 

example of this.

Cheri Register reinforces the notion of women’s writing as an authentication of 

w om en’s experience in her essay ‘American Feminist Literary Criticism’, published in 

Mary Eagleton’s anthology. Feminist Literary Theory. She declares that women’s 

literature must ‘serve as a forum, illuminating female experience...[r/zen]""* it can assist 

in humanising and equilibrating the culture’s value system, which has historically 

served predominantly male interests’ (1975, in Eagleton 1996, p.237). According to 

Register, women’s writing has a duty to fulfil one of five functions: (1) serve as a forum

■' C ertain ly  m ale w riters have had fem ale pro tagon ists  and w ritten  abou t w om en’s lives -  but is the 
fem ale experience as seen through the eyes o f  a m an an authen tic  rep resen ta tion  o f  w hat is m eans to  be a 
w om an? For exam ple, m ale w riters often sim plify  w om en’s sexuality  (as unam biguously  heterosexual 
and  desirous o f  m en) and reduce them  to stereo types (the virg in  and the w hore).
“  E llen  M organ in co rrespondence  with C heri R egister, quo ted  by C heri R eg ister in ‘A m erican Fem inist 
L iterary  C ritic ism ’, F em in ist L iterary  Theory, 1996, ed. M ary  E agleton , p .237.

M y insertion in italics.
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for women; (2) help to achieve cultural androgyny, that is, where male and female 

values exist together with neither set being privileged over the other; (3) provide role- 

models; (4) promote sisterhood; and (5) augment consciousness-raising (1975, in 

Eagleton 1996, p.236). The ideal example of w om en’s writing is one that fulfils all five 

functions in equilibrium and thus represents female culture at its best.

As well as focusing on women’s experiences, a defining feature of women’s writing is 

the attention accorded to the mother figure and in particular, the mother-daughter 

relationship. Authentic female communication is said to occur in matrilineal and 

matriarchal networks (Linda W illiams 1992, in Eagleton 1996, pp.52-6) and Virginia 

W oolf claims in A Room o f  O ne’s Own that ‘we think back through our mothers if we 

are wom en’ (1992, p.83). Rachel Bowlby writes that ‘W oolf has become herself 

foremother to a generation of fem inists’ (Bowlby 1988, p.25). Feminist theorists have 

reversed and rewritten Helene Cixous’ famous statement in La Jeime Nee (1975) that 

paternity is fiction passing itself off as truth, as ‘literary maternity, which is a fact, is 

fact that has historically been passed off as untruth’ (Linda Williams 1992, in Eagleton 

1996, p.56). Judith Kegan Gardiner, in her essay ‘On Female Identity and W riting by 

W om en’ (in Abel 1982, pp. 177-191), also employs the maternal metaphor to describe 

the unique characteristics of w om en’s writing. Gardiner pinpoints a phenomenon that 

she labels ‘the hero is the author’s daughter’ and refers to the female writer’s bond with 

characters, in particular her protagonist. According to Gardiner, the author ‘m others’ 

her central character, attending to her development, learning to care for an ‘other’ while 

also appreciating this ‘other’s’ autonomy, as separate from the self (Ibid, p. 187).

With regard to the mother-daughter relationship, the emphasis is on rebuilding with 

particular attention paid to the recovery of the mother’s voice and her reinstatement to 

subject status in the female narrative. Nancy Chodorow {The Reproduction o f  

Mothering, 1978) and Adrienne Rich (O f Woman Born, 1977) are especially convincing 

in their respective discussions of the unique bond between mother and daughter."'* 

Marianne Hirsch asserts in her essay ‘Mothers and Daughters’ (1981) that a focus on 

the mother-daughter relationship is an essential component of feminist scholarship and 

w om en’s writing as this is where the true female voice can be located.

Chodorow and Rich will be discussed in more detail in the chapter that specifically  deals with mother- 
daughter fem inist theory
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3.4; Two distinct feminist theoretical approaches

In both Sexual/Textual Politics (Moi, 1985) and Literary Feminisms (Robbins, 2000), a 

sharp distinction is made between two prominent Anglo-American feminist approaches 

to the study of literature and the portrayal of women in culture. In chronological order, 

the first is as ‘Images of W om en’ and the second ‘W oman as W riter’.

Images of Women

The early debate

For Robbins (2000), it is no surprise that modern feminist literary theory began as a 

critique of images of women, especially of the stereotj'pical representations of 

femininity present in many literary texts, since wom en’s cultural value has always been 

intrinsically bound to her appearance and comportment. Such an unrelenting focus on 

image is potentially destructive as it limits the female subject to the status of object and 

it forces ideal images of femininity/femaleness that are often incongruous with reality. 

It creates powerful ideological tools for the control of women who are devalued if they 

are not physically attractive, but also devalued as surface over content, as pretty but 

brainless if they are too concerned with their appearance (Robbins 2000, p.51). 

Robbins sees ‘the image’ as one of the instances where women are caught in the 

double-bind of femininity -  ‘woman is damned if she does, and damned if she doesn’t 

pay attention to her look, to her image, to how she looks and how she is seen’ (Ibid).

Although image critique is mainly associated with the new w om en’s movement of the 

1960s, it can in fact be traced as far back as Mary Wollstonecraft. In A Vindication o f  

the Rights o f Woman (first published in 1792), W ollstonecraft laments the importance 

placed on female appearance and criticises women for the amount of time they waste on 

preening themselves for men:

Confined then in cages like the feathered race, they have nothing to do but to 
plume themselves, and stalk with mock majesty from perch to perch. It is true 
they are provided with food and raiment, for which they neither toil nor spin; but 
health, liberty and virtue are given in exchange (W ollstonecraft 1992, p. 125).

W ollstonecraft describes women as ‘slaves to their body’ and yet they appear to ‘glory 

in their subjection’ (Ibid, p .l 11).
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Taught from their infancy that beauty is wom an’s sceptre, the mind shapes itself 
to the body, and, roaming around in its gilt cage, only seeks to adorn its prison 
(Ibid, p. 112).

For W ollstonecraft, women’s weakness stems from the sovereignty of beauty and yet it 

will not be easy to convince them of this, ‘that they act contrary to their real interest on 

an enlarged scale, when they cherish or affect weakness in the name of delicacy’ 

(p.115).

More than a century after the publication of W ollstonecraft’s Vindication, feminists are 

still making the same point. We have already discussed Virginia W o o lfs  ‘Angel in the 

H ouse’ -  an impossible and incapacitating ideal of femininity that has to be destroyed 

before she/all women can enjoy a career. Simone de Beauvoir’s Le Deuxieme sexe 

(1949) shares a similar commitment to W ollstonecraft in its analysis of the image of 

women and its politicised discussion of women in society and culture. De Beauvoir’s 

argument begins from the premise that, although there is no natural reason for it, 

women in almost every known society are regarded as inferior to men. As has been 

previously outlined, man is taken as the norm and the ideal; woman is his defining 

‘other’ who validates his importance because of her differences from him. Thus, 

because women are prevented from seeing themselves as subjects, both individually and 

collectively, they are unable to represent themselves. In Le D euxihne sexe, the image 

of woman comes from the exterior, is imposed on her by man. As the title of the 

section ‘M ythes’ suggests, woman is an object of male fantasy created to satisfy his 

desires (de Beauvoir 1976, pp.237-240). In the first chapter of this section, de 

Beauvoir, like Wollstonecraft, reveals the paralysing effects of the importance placed 

on female beauty and the attention paid to grooming, all of which are aimed at 

metamorphosising woman into a passive ideal for man.

Les coutumes et les modes se sont souvent appliquees a couper le corps feminin 
de sa transcendance: la Chinoise aux pieds bandes peut a peine marcher, les 
griffes vemies de la star d ’Hollywood la privent de ses mains, les talons hauts, 
les corsets, les panniers, les vertugadins, les crinolines etaient destines moins a 
accentuer la cambrure du corps feminin qu’a augmenter I’impotence (Ibid, 
p.265).

The function of ornamentation, according to de Beauvoir, is contradictory:

L’homme la veut charnelle, sa beaute participera a celle des fleurs et des fruits; 
mais elle doit aussi etre lisse, dure, eternelle comme un caillou. Le role de la
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parure est a la fois de la faire participer plus intimement a la nature et de Ten 
arracher, c’est de preter a la vie palpitante la necessite figee de I’artifice (Ibid).

Consequently, femininity, as the apotheosis of both nature and culture, is a thoroughly 

contradictory state. Patriarchy has thus created an incoherent and impossible version of 

femininity which has trapped women and thus denied them individuated subjectivity. 

Images of women, in life and in literature, are man-made and ‘less a representation of 

reality than the icon of an unrealisable ideal’ (Robbins 2000, p.60).

Two classic texts

Two texts in particular are associated with the ‘Images of Women’ critique, namely, 

Mary Ellmann’s Thinking About Women (1968) and Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics 

(1969). Both texts are ‘committed to pursuing ‘the image’ as a way of analysing the 

ideological force of literature and as a method for pursuing political analyses in the 

worlds beyond the text’ (Robbins 2000, p.56). For Toril Moi (1985), these two texts 

constitute ‘the basic source of inspiration for what is often called ‘Images of Women’ 

criticism, the search for female stereotypes in the work of male writers and in the 

critical categories employed by male reviewers commenting on women’s work’ (p.32).

The main argument in Ellmann’s satirical Thinking About Women is that Western

culture is permeated at all levels by a phenomenon that she labels ‘sexual analogy’.

According to Ellmann, this can best be described as our general tendency ‘to

comprehend all phenomenon, however shifting, in terms of our original and simple

sexual differences; and.. .classify almost all experience by means of sexual analogy’

(1968, p.6). This intellectual habit deeply influences our perception of the world:

‘Ordinarily, not only sexual terms but sexual opinions are imposed upon the external

world. All forms are subsumed by our concept of male and female temperament’

(1968, p.8). Ellmann exposes this sexual analogy, which is based on man’s ‘activity’

and woman’s ‘passivity’ as ludicrous and false and draws our attention to eleven major

stereotypes of femininity as presented by male writers and critics; formlessness,

passivity, instability, confinement, piety, materiality, spirituality, irrationality,

compliancy and finally ‘the two incorrigible figures’ of the Witch and the Shrew.

Thinking About Women is an important book in that it reveals society’s assumptions

about women to be the product of lazy thinking. Toril Moi (1985) describes it as a

deconstructive masterpiece which manages to demonstrate that ‘the very concepts of
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masculinity and femininity are constructs which refer to no real essence in the world’ 

(p.32). Ruth Robbins (2000) agrees with her when she praises it as ‘a text that probes 

the connection between nature and culture, between sex as biology and gender as 

behaviour determined by social rules’ (p.62).

Published the following year (1969), Kate M illett’s Sexual Politics is a socio-historical 

text which takes literature as source material for a hypothesis about the relationships 

between the sexes in the non-literary world from the late-nineteenth century to the 

present. M illett assumes that literature is ‘mim esis’, a relatively transparent reflection 

of life, and she uses this assumption to develop an idea of gender ‘as a culturally 

acquired sexual identity, not a natural given, as women has been hoodwinked into 

thinking’ (Todd 1988, p.22).

Sexual Politics is divided into three parts: ‘Sexual Politics’, ‘Historical Background’ 

and ‘The Literary Reflection’. The first part presents M illett’s thesis about the nature of 

power relationships between the sexes, the second surveys the fate of the feminist 

struggle and its opponents in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and the final section 

sets out to show how the sexual power-politics described in her preceding chapters is 

enacted in the works of D.H. Lawrence, Henry Miller, Norman Mailer and Jean Genet.

Sexual Politics is an angry book; its author is infuriated by the misogynistic images of 

women she finds in the analyses of sex scenes in the works of the above authors.

The title of the book is significant in that it can be said to sum up M illett’s overall aim -  

to shift traditional definitions of power and politics from the public to the private and 

personal sphere. M illett’s definition of sexual politics is ‘the process whereby the 

ruling sex seeks to maintain and extend its power over the subordinate sex’ (Moi 1985, 

p.26). In examining sexually graphic excerpts from novels, Millett connects the 

assumptions that regulate apparently private activity with assumptions that govern the 

wider world.

Sexual Politics is considered to be a founding book within the ‘Images of W om en’ 

critique. Its importance stems from the fact that, first, Millett spotted a certain set of 

stereotypes and tried to explain and deconstruct these stereotypes (Robbins 2000, p.62). 

Second, it is one of the first books to argue that social and cultural contexts must be 

studied if literature is to be understood properly (Moi 1985, p.24).
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Concluding points

It is acknowledged that these early efforts at feminist literary critique, whilst 

enthusiastic, run the risk of leading to a dead-end, or as Toril Moi suggests, ‘a critical 

cul-de-sac’. The critic would read a novel, look at its women characters and say either: 

‘that is accurate, it is like my life, it is a good book’; or, alternatively, ‘that woman is 

like no-one I’ve ever met, she’s certainly not like me, this is a bad book because of it’. 

Such a critical approach becomes a repetitive process of looking for certain images of 

women and downgrading literature that does not meet the standards set by the critic. 

Also, the ‘Images of W om en’ tends to focus solely on male-authored works and ‘false’ 

representations of women. Thus, it offers little in the way of a future or political change 

for women. Finally, its concentration on content as opposed to form ignores the 

literariness of the text in question (see Moi 1985, p.42-49).

However, this does not mean that as a possible feminist approach, it is obsolete. In fact, 

the ‘Images of W om en’ critique is more pertinent than ever today, although its focus 

has shifted from literature to the media. As Naomi W olf points out in The Beauty Myth 

(1991), women remain prisoners of their appearance and addicted to the need to 

conform to impossible male constructions of femininity. W hile many of the goals of 

feminism appear to have been won (the vote, reproductive control, equal rights to 

education -  at least in Western society), women are still controlled by ideals of female 

beauty.

During the last decade, women breached the power structure; meanwhile, eating 
disorders rose exponentially and cosmetic surgeiy became the fastest growing 
medical speciality. During the past five years, consumer spending doubled, 
pornography became the main media category [...] and thirty-three thousand 
American women told researchers they would rather lose ten to fifteen pounds 
than achieve any other goal. More women have more money and power and 
scope and legal recognition than we ever had before; but in terms of how we feel 
about ourselves physically, we may actually be worse off than our unliberated 
grandmothers [...]. We are in the midst of a violent backlash against feminism 
that uses images of female beauty as a political weapon against women’s 
advancement: the beauty myth (W olf 1991, p. 10).

Woman as Writer

As has been discussed, ‘it soon became evident that the simplistic, undiscriminating 

approach of ‘Images of W om en’ criticism was losing inspirational force’ (Moi 1985,
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p.50). One of the main problems with the approach was its concentration on critiquing 

male-authors instead of suggesting that women might be better off discovering the 

literature of their own sex. In other words, ‘Images of W om en’ criticism did nothing to 

expand the canon of works that are supposed to be worth reading to include women 

writers.

Terry Eagleton states that the humanist critics and the New Critics established a map of 

English literature from which criticism has never quite recovered -  ‘English included 

two and a half women, counting Emily Bronte as a marginal case; almost all of its 

authors were conservatives’ (Eagleton 1996, p.28). In brief, the ‘Images of W omen’ 

critics belonged to a generation for whom women did not write literature, or rather, only 

very exceptionally by women of exceptional talent.

The new ‘Woman as W riter’ approach thus had the advantage of expanding the canon 

of great literature to include more than the two and a half women identified by 

Eagleton! Also, by focusing exclusively on the works of women, it intended to look for 

differences between the writing of men and women, to seek a specific feminine content 

or feminine coding. However, it became clear that if critics were going to analyse new 

qualities in literature and to consider feminine styles of writing as opposed to 

masculine, a new set of theoretical criteria would have to be developed. This is where 

Elaine Showalter’s theoretical approach ‘Gynocritics’ steps in.

Gvnocritics

According to Toril Moi, from about 1975, feminist critics started to focus exclusively 

on the works of women writers (1985, p.50). However, as far back as 1971, Elaine 

Showalter had advocated, albeit in a roundabout way, the study of women writers as a 

group.

W omen writers should not be studied as a distinct group on the assumption that 
they write alike, or even display stylistic resemblances distinctively feminine. 
But women do have a special history susceptible to analysis, which includes 
such complex considerations as the economics of their relation to the literary 
marketplace; the effects of social and political changes in w om en’s status upon 
individuals, and the implications of stereotypes of the woman writer and 
restrictions of her artistic autonomy (Showalter 1971, p.23).
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It is in Showalter’s important essay ‘Towards a Feminist Poetics’ (published in 1979), 

that we first encounter the term ‘Gynocritics’.

Elaine Showalter’s concept of gynocriticism emerged from what she perceived as a 

need to formulate a new conceptual framework for feminism and for the analysis of 

women’s literature and to develop models based on the study of female experience 

rather than to adapt male models and theories (Showalter 1986, p. 131). Showalter 

states:

Feminist criticism cannot go around forever in m en’s ill-fitting hand-me-downs. 
It must, as John Stuart Mill wrote, ‘emancipate itself from the influence of 
accepted models and guide itself by its own im pulses’ (Mill cited by Showalter, 
1986,p.l39).

For Showalter, so long as we remain dependent on old masculine models of literary 

criticism, we will learn nothing new about women’s writing.

Gynocritics begins at the point when we free ourselves from the linear absolutes 
of male history, stop trying to fit women between the lines of the male tradition, 
and focus instead on the newly visible world of female culture (1986, p. 131).

Showalter points out that feminist theory' has been vulnerable to attack in the past for its 

lack of a unified and coherent discourse^’ and the fact that its focus on the personal 

makes it look deceptively easy as a methodology, reducing its status in the eyes of the 

academy. She suggests that rather than look for a particular methodology, we should 

view feminism as more of an ideology.

Showalter admits that whilst recovery of lost texts is a necessary component of the 

feminist critical theory before one can understand the uniqueness of wom en’s writing, it 

can also be self-limiting -  ‘The supply of Kate Chopins and Edith Kelleys cannot be 

infinite’ (Showalter 1975, p.444). This is where ‘Gynocritics’ will differ -  ‘The process 

of defining the feminine has started to take place. Feminist criticism has gradually 

shifted its centre from revisionary readings to a sustained investigation of literature by 

wom en’ (Showalter 1986, p.248).

Showalter describes fem inism  as ‘an empirical orphan in a theoretical storm’. N o theoretical manifesto 
could account for the numerous types o f  fem inism  -  Literary, Psychoanalytical, M arxist, Linguistic, 
Black, Lesbian to name but a few. Fem inists have often found it difficult to agree amongst them selves on 
a theoretical framework. The lack o f  a coherent discourse can also be put down to the fact that fem inism  
has often adopted an anti-theoretical approach in resistance to the canon/academ y. See Elaine Showalter, 
‘Fem inist Criticism in the W ilderness’, The N ew  Fem inist Criticism , 1986, ed. Showalter.
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According to Showalter, feminist criticism can be divided into two distinct varieties -  

she names the first type ‘Feminist Critique’ (which corresponds to the ‘Images of 

W om en’ approach) and the second ‘Gynocritics’ ( ‘Woman as W riter’). ‘Feminist 

Critique’ is essentially political and polemical, with theoretical affiliation to Marxist 

sociology and aesthetics. ‘Gynocritics’ is more self-contained and experimental, with 

connections to other modes of new feminist research. Showalter describes the 

‘Feminist Critique’ as being like the Old Testament, looking for the sins and errors of 

the past whereas ‘Gynocritics’ is more akin to the New Testament, seeking the grace of 

the imagination. Both kinds are necessary in her opinion. To elaborate on the 

distinctions between the two:

1/ The first type is concerned with woman as reader -  with woman as the 
consumer of male-produced literature, and the way in which the hypothesis of a 
female reader changes our apprehension of a given text, awakening us to the 
significance of its sexual codes. I call this kind of analysis the ‘Feminist 
Critique’, and like all other kinds of critique it is an historically grounded 
inquiry which probes the ideological assumptions of the literary phenomena. Its 
subjects include the images and stereotypes of women in literature, the omission 
of and misconceptions about women in criticism, and the fissures in male- 
constructed literary history. It is also concerned with the exploitation and 
manipulation of the female audience, and with the analysis of woman-as-sign in 
semiotic systems.

2/ The second type of criticism is concerned with woman as writer -  with 
woman as the producer of textual meaning, with the history, themes, genres, and 
structures of literature by women. Its subjects include the psychodynamics of 
female creativity; linguistics and the problem of a female language; the 
trajectory of the individual or collective female literary career; literary history; 
and of course, studies of particular writers and their works. No term exists in 
English for such a discourse, and so I have adopted the French term ‘La 
Gynocritique’ or ‘Gynocritics’ (Ibid, pp. 128-9).

‘Gynocritics’ is essentially a pluralist cultural approach, incorporating literature, 

history, anthropology, biologism, sociology and psychology. The first task of a 

gynocritic must be to plot the precise cultural locus of female literary identity while 

taking into account the diversity in wom en’s lives, ‘the different velocities and curves 

of their personal histories’ (Ibid, p. 132). Showalter believes that ‘Gynocritics’ has the 

potential to take feminist theory in an exciting, new direction. She states that, in the 

past, feminist critics thought they were on a pilgrimage to a promised land in which 

gender would lose its power, in which all texts would be sexless and equal. 

‘Gynocritics’, on the other hand, recognises the specificity of women’s writing ‘not as a
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transient by-product of sexism but as a fundamental and continually determining 

reality.. .The promised land is not the serenely undifferentiated universality of texts but 

the tumultuous and intriguing wilderness of difference itself’ (Ibid, pp.266-7).

Founding Gvnocritical texts

The Female Imagination by Patricia Mayer Spacks, published in 1972, is one of the 

earliest examples of gynocriticism at work. The stated aim of the book is to find out 

whether there are aspects of women’s writing that are transhistorical, that remain as 

constants despite the vagaries of time, history, geography or social class. Beginning 

with the assumption that ‘there appears to be something that we might call a woman’s 

point of view’. The Female Imagination intends to trace identifiable patterns of 

gendered difference in women’s writing and ‘to look for evidence of sharing, to seek 

persistent ways of feeling’ (Spacks 1976, p.3-4). According to Spacks, since men and 

women ‘represent different cultures’, it is reasonable to assume that a twentieth-century 

woman writer will have more in common with an eighteenth-century woman writer 

than either of these two is likely to have with ‘a male writer from her own time and 

space in history’ (Ibid, pp.4-5).

1976 saw the publication of Ellen Moers’s Literary Women, which actually started out 

as series of essays a good fifteen years before Showalter had even coined the term 

‘Gynocritics’. The subject matter of the book is wide-ranging, examining biographies, 

historical contexts, networks of literary influence, the significance of finance for women 

writers and a theory of the ‘female gothic’. The common strand is, of course, a 

concentration on the woman as writer -  ‘Gynocritics’. In her introduction to Literary 

Women, Moers is keen to stress the importance of looking at women writers as women 

and suggests that the fact of their sex is a matter that criticism might legitimately seek 

to consider:

Being women, women writers have women’s bodies, which affect their senses 
and their imagery. They are raised as girls, and thus have a special perception of 
the cultural imprinting of childhood. They are assigned roles in the family and 
in courtship, they are given or denied access to education and employment, they 
are regulated by laws of property and political representation which, absolutely 
in the past, partly today, differentiate women from men. If they denied their 
bodies , denied what was special about them being a woman in their time and 
place, they would only be narrowly human and could hardly be much good as 
writers (Moers 1985, xi).
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Moers suggests that social conditioning, legal, political and economic rights, and the 

various positions of women in the family and the wider society, matter in the formation 

of both women’s humanity and their writing. She also points to physical differences 

between men and women who, because of their different bodies, are likely to perceive 

the world differently and are, therefore, likely to represent it differently as well. 

Literary Women therefore posits that ‘there are links between women writers because 

they are women, sexed as female, gendered as feminine’ (Robbins 2000, p.80).

In 1977, Elaine Showalter produced her own gynocritical book entided A Literature o f  

their Own. As Ruth Robbins reveals, the title of the book has two interesting reference 

points: First, it refers to John Stuart Mill’s 1869 essay, ‘The Subjection of Women’, in 

which Mill argues that women do not have a literature of their own because of the 

social situation that forces them to be either pale imitators of male writing (which palls 

in comparison because of the paucity of their education and experience) or to kow-tow 

to a male-defined view of what and how it is appropriate for women to write. The 

second allusion is to Virginia W oolf’s A Room o f One’s Own, in which Woolf declares 

that a woman must have a certain level of income and a private space if she is to be able 

to write (Robbins 2000, p.84). Both sources of the title, Robbins states, indicate 

Showalter’s two main areas of concern in A Literature o f their Own -  the sense of a 

tradition into which the woman writer might place herself and against which she can 

measure her achievement, and the individual, practical needs of the woman writer 

(Ibid). Unlike the trans-historical concept of a female imagination embraced by Spacks, 

Showalter’s approach is clearly historicist -  she identifies historical phases in women’s 

writing which are as much about change as continuity."^ In fact, Showalter pronounces 

herself uncomfortable with Spacks’s notion of a ‘female imagination’ which she fears 

‘runs dangerously close to reiterating the familiar stereotypes’ and ‘it also suggests 

permanence, a deep, basic, and inevitable difference between male and female ways of 

perceiving the world’ (Showalter 1978, p. 12). Instead, Showalter believes that ‘the 

female literary tradition comes from the still-evolving relationships between women 

and their society’ (1978, p. 12). Thus, A Literature o f their Own concentrates not on ‘an 

innate sexual attitude, but at the ways in which the self-awareness of the woman writer 

has translated itself into a literary form in a specific place and time-span, how this self- 

awareness has changed and developed and where it might lead’ (Ibid). A Literature o f

W e have already looked at these three phases in w om en’s writing identified by Showalter as fem inine, 
fem inist, female.
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their Own is an important book as it draws our attention to the works of lesser known 

women writers and it marks a significant signpost in the attempt to formulate a theory 

for reading women’s writing on its own terms.

By the time Gilbert and Gubar’s monumental thesis The Madwoman in the Attic  

appeared in 1979, the notion of a female tradition was secure -  in fact, Gilbert and 

Gubar pay homage to Moers and Showalter for having skilfully traced the overall 

history of this tradition and having established without doubt that ‘nineteenth-century 

literary women did have both a literature and a culture of their own - that, in other 

words, by the nineteenth century there was a rich and clearly defined literary subculture, 

a community in which women consciously read and related to each other’s works’ 

(Gilbert and Gubar 2000, p.xii). The principal aim of The Madwoman in the A ttic  is to 

chart both patterns of plot and metaphor in nineteenth-century w om en’s writing and the 

psychological reasons for women’s recurrent choices of certain images, fantasies of 

escape and tales of confinement and madness. Gilbert and Gubar also trace the many 

obstacles facing the nineteenth-century women writer (namely that writing was 

considered a male act) and the strategies they had to employ in order to overcome these 

hurdles. For Gilbert and Gubar, there is such a thing as a distinct female voice, but 

women writers have been forced to express themselves in a duplicitous and circuitous 

manner -  hence, the palimpsestic plot which Gilbert and Gubar hold to be a feature of 

much women’s writing. Women writers, it would seem, have chosen to follow the 

advice of Emily Dickinson, ‘Tell all the Truth but tell it slant’.

Women from Jane Austen and Mary Shelley to Emily Bronte and Emily 
Dickinson produced literary works that are in some sense palimpsestic, works 
whose surface designs conceal or obscure deeper, less accessible (and less 
socially acceptable) levels of meaning. Thus these authors managed the difficult 
task of achieving true female literary authority by simultaneously conforming to 
and subverting patriarchal literary standards (Ibid, p.73).

Concluding Points

The ‘Woman as W riter’ approach, or ‘Gynocritics’, while it marks clear progress from 

the early ‘Images of W om en’ critique is not without its own set of problems, as we shall 

see in relation to the works above. First, Spacks, in her definition of a female 

imagination, can easily be found guilty of essentialism -  that is, the view that femininity 

is determined by nature and is not merely the product of contingent social customs and
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conventions. Much feminist theory rigorously condemns this view and struggles to free 

women from a ‘female essence’ as it has been the source of their subjugation to man. 

Secondly, Moers, in her bid to forge a ‘commonality’ of experience between all women, 

ignores the possibility of difference between women. Similarly, Showalter has been 

accused of failing to identify other subcultures of women within her overall subculture 

of women’s writing and of being ahistorical. Nor do Gilbert and Gubar account for 

geographical, historical or social differences beyond the text in their study of women 

writers. Ruth Robbins poses the very poignant question:

Where, in the works of Moers, Spacks, Showalter and Gilbert and Gubar, are 
those ‘other’ women? De Beauvoir argued that woman was m an’s Other. It 
would seem that to one version of the female tradition, woman’s other is any 
woman who is not educated, white, middle or upper class, straight. The female 
tradition attacked a male tradition made of dead white European men, but it’s a 
problem if it did so at the price of elevating only dead white women, and leaving 
those ‘others’ outside its validating frame (Robbins 2000, p.96).

The main problem therefore, that arises from the desire to create and define a distinct 

female literary tradition, is that of exclusion -  a tradition is about what it omits as well 

as what it includes. This does not mean however, that it is futile to seek a tradition as ‘it 

is one of the key ways in which subcultures and marginalized groups seek out their own 

identities’ (Ibid, p.95). It should not detract either from the success of the ‘Woman as 

W riter’ approach that brought to light much writing by women that risked remaining 

unnoticed as well as challenging the traditional canon of great literature. Toril Moi 

succinctly and rightly sums up this second phase as the ‘coming-of-age of Anglo- 

American feminist criticism ’ (1985, p.52).
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4: The French Perspective 

4.1: Overview

French feminist theory is concerned with ‘bringing the feminine into existence’ (Claire 

Duchen 1986, p.83). Its aim is to analyse, challenge and demystify patriarchal 

discourse and to reconstruct a society where relations of domination will be eliminated. 

French feminists reveal patriarchy, culture’s value system, to be an oppressive, 

misogynistic philosophical, political and social system that operates on and exploits 

women both from the outside and the inside -  in concrete, visible ways and through the 

metaphysical conceptual structures in which we think. The term ‘phallocentric’ (that is, 

centred on the Phallus, where male characteristics are central) is ascribed to the 

manifestation of patriarchy as discourse. It is often assimilated with ‘logocentrism’ (the 

concept of order and meaning) to form the neologism ‘phallogocentrism’ -  the tradition 

of imposed masculine logic, ‘the discursive, symbolic enemy against which the 

feminine, as incarnation of all that resists, must struggle’ (Ibid, p.84). Chantal Chawaf 

elaborates on phallocentrism:

The phallus... represents repressive capitalist ownership, the exploiting 
bourgeois, the higher knowledge that must be gotten over; it represents an 
erected France that watches, analyses, sanctions. The phallus means everything 
that sets itself up as a mirror. Everything that erects itself as perfection. 
Everything that wants regimentation and representation (Chawaf in Marks and 
deCourtivron 1981, p .180).

In patriarchal discourse, only one sex is represented, the male. Woman finds herself 

living in a world where men compel her to assume the status of ‘O ther’.F r e u d i a n  

theory defines her as ‘lack’, Lacanian theory denies her full access to the Symbolic."* 

At best woman is, in Aristotlean terms, an ‘imperfect m an’. In the introduction to Le 

Deuxieme Sexe, de Beauvoir writes that man has always represented him self as the 

neutral, the positive, the absolute human type, with woman as his ‘negative’. Claudine 

Hermann, author of Les Voleuses de langue declares that man prefers him self over all 

his surroundings to such a degree that he imposes his mental categories//V^r.

See Sim one de Beauvoir, Le Deuxieme Sexe.
Lacan’s ‘Sym bolic’ is also known as the ‘Law o f  the Father’. It refers to a psychological process in 

which the se lf is constructed amidst a network o f  signifying structures initiated during the ‘Mirror Stage’.
For centuries a one-sex model dominated in the field o f  m edicine whereby woman was sim ply thought 

to be a man turned inside out, an inferior version! See Thomas Laquer, Making Sex.
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If the feminine form has always been hidden, masculine thought in all its forms 
has, on the contrary, left its mark on the world as we see it. It is inscribed in 
things, forms, art, thought, in different social systems, with the tireless 
persistence of a child sure of its mother’s approval (Hermann in Marks and de 
Courtivron 1981, pp.87-89).

Consequently, French feminist critics have set themselves the task of finding an 

alternative discourse, one which will embrace difference and take account of wom en’s 

specificity and express it in a positive manner. The site of this new discourse is 

believed to be the body and w om en’s sexuality, libido and desire -  all that has been 

repressed or escaped definition by phallogocentrism.

French feminists are also concerned with language and the notion of ‘une ecriture 

fem inine’ as being distinct from patriarchal discourse. W om en’s position in relation to 

language has always been problematic. They have been compelled to adopt a masculine 

language which, according to Claudine Hermann (ibid), is self-destructive or, as 

Christiane Rochefort (in Marks and de Courtivron 1981, pp. 183-6) reveals, to write in 

certain forms so as not to usurp men, to reassure them by corresponding to masculine 

notions of femininity. Xaviere Gauthier poignantly remarks in her essay ‘Existe-t-il une 

ecriture de fem m e?’ that women falsely believed themselves to be emancipated when 

they gained access to the masculine discourse:

[...] women had access to universities where they were fed by force a language 
in which everything, verbs and subjects, was masculine. And so having lost 
their minds, women believed they could be men, equal their masters in adopting 
their syntax. Completely divorced from themselves without knowing it, women 
were transformed into this crazy sex which was named the Second Sex 
(Gauthier in Marks and de Courtivron 1981, p. 162).

Horer and Soquet {La Creation Etoujfee) declare that it is a mistake for women ‘to 

pursue deliberately the puppets, tinsel and formulae already worn out by m en’ (Horer 

and Soquet in Marks and de Courtivron 1981, pp.243-4). They continue their argument, 

stating that women have the right to want a different mode of self-expression and 

communication, another way of existing. In order to achieve this, women ‘must not 

follow the footsteps that men have imprinted on this earth.’ Rather they should labour 

towards this goal -  ‘a new conception of creation, a new way of seeing and a new form 

of expression’ -  by themselves (Ibid).
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Thus, French feminists posit that women must write from the body, articulate the body 

— this is the locus of the alternative discourse, the authentic feminine language. Images 

o f  giving birth to oneself, regenerating the feminine and returning to the original source
SOo f feminine discourse, the mother, abound in French feminism.’ The feminine is 

considered to be a ‘space’ outside and undefinable by masculine language, a place that, 

to quote Marguerite Duras, ‘has been in darkness for centuries’ (Duras in Marks and de 

Courtivron 1981, p. 174-5). It is time for women to translate that darkness, to transform 

the blackness.

In an interview with Susan Husserll-Kapit, Signs (1975), Duras gives an interesting 

account of what it is like to write as a woman.

I know that when I write there is something inside me that stops functioning, 
something that becomes silent. I let something take over inside me that 
probably flows from fem ininity.. .Everything shuts off -  the analytic way of 
thinking inculcated by college, studies, reading, experience...It’s as if I were 
returning to a wild country...Perhaps before everything else, before being 
Duras, I am -  simply -  a woman (Ibidj.

Later in the interview, Duras states that she considers the future of writing to be in the 

hands of women.

Men have been completely dethroned. Their rhetoric is stale, used up. We must 
move on to the rhetoric of women, one that is anchored in the organism, in the 
body (Ibid).

Smiilarly, Viviane Forrester describes women as ‘the secret to be discovered.. .the 

source where no-one has ever been’ (Forrester in Marks and de Courtivron 1981, 

p. 182). Through the formulation of a unique feminine discourse, women will no longer 

be obliged to enter the masculine world ‘through the side door’. Their writing will no 

longer be compromised; instead it will be powerful, explosive and capable of 

destabilising the dominant phallocentric order.

See Chantal Chawaf. ‘La Chair linguistique’, N ew  French Fem inism s, Marks and de Courtivron, 1981, 
as an exam ple.
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Cixous, Irigarav and Kristeva

W ithin the field o f French fem inist theory, three particular thinkers stand out and their 

innovative contributions to fem inist research m erit individual consideration. Heler.e 

C ixous, Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva, whose work looks at w om en’s relation to the 

body, sexuality and language and is concerned with the exclusion o f fem inire 

difference from  a phallogocentric econom y, were among the first fem inists to focus 

sexual difference as a potentially pow erful basis for a new fem inine discourse.^' Their 

nam es have since becom e synonym ous with the theoretical form ulation o f an ‘ecriture 

fem inine’.

This concept involves the inscription o f the fem ale body and fem ale sexuality in 
textuality and discourse. A concurrently utopian and experim ental practice, 
ecriture fem inine seeks to write that for which no language exists -  namely, the 
silenced, the m arginalized and the repressed -  while rejecting the principles of 
rationality and logic fostered by the m asculine Sym bolic order, traditional 
concepts o f progression and linearity and the conventional subordination o f the 
body to the m ind (Dani C avallaro 2003, p. 119).

H owever, it m ust be stressed that neither C ixous, Irigaray nor K risteva consider 

them selves prim ordially as fem inists (their backgrounds range from  training in 

philosophy and psychoanalysis to linguistics), nor do they agree on any one particular 

definition o f an ‘ecriture fem inine’ (or in the case o f k igaray, a ‘parler-fem m e'). 

N onetheless, the possibilities o f their research are undeniably far-reaching in the 

dom ain o f fem inist thinking.

This stands in contrast to earlier fem inists who view ed sexual difference as som ething to be overcom e, 
not cham pioned, for exam ple, Sim one de Beauvoir. For the most part, early fem inists fought for a gamut 
o f rights and sought to show  that wom en deserved the same privileges as men. In order to support their 
claim , they em phasised w om en’s equality and minim ised difference.
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4.2: Helene Cixous

La Jeune Nee, co-authored with Catherine Clement and published in 1975 (referenced 

as 1975a), is perhaps the most widely known text by Cixous. It contains her ground

breaking essay, ‘Sorties’, in which she examines the phallocentric enterprise and 

sketches an alternative possibility for self/other relations and also large sections of ‘Le 

Rire de la M eduse’ (referenced as 1975b) which looks at women and writing. In fact, 

Toril Moi (1985) asserts that it is largely due to this early work by Cixous that the 

question of an ‘ecriture feminine’ (that is, a writing which could adequately represent 

female/feminine positions in relation to culture) came to occupy such a central position 

in French feminist theory of the 1960s and 70s (p. 103). There is a particular 

concentration on the relationship between the body and writing in Cixous’s work, both
' i ' y

in La Jeune Nee and La Venue a I ’ecriture (1977) ". According to Cixous, women have 

been denied their own bodies and the bodies of other women and consequently robbed 

of any self-knowledge or self-affection. They have been reduced to the status of 

commodity, cooped up in the home, restricted to their reproductive capacity and treated 

more like an animal than a human being. In La Venue a Vecriture she writes:

On t’attrappe par les seins, on te plume le derriere, on te fout dans une cocotte, 
on te fait sauter au sperme, on t’attrape par le bee, on te met dans un foyer, on 
t’engraisse a I’huile conjugale, on t’enferme dans ta cage. Et maintenant, ponds 
(1977, p.34).

Thus, the time has come to return women to their bodies and to each other and to 

explore the ‘dark continent’ of w om en’s sexuality, which ‘n ’est ni noir ni inexplorable’ 

but rather a generator of creativity and source of empowerment (1975a, p. 125).

Sa ‘propre’ maison, son corps meme, elle n ’a pu I’habiter [...]. Elies n ’ont pas 
eu d ’yeux pour elles-memes. Elies ne sont pas allees explorer leur maison. 
Leur sexe les effraie encore maintenant. On a colonise leurs corps dont elles 
n ’ont pas ose jouir. La femme a peur et degout de la femme. Centre les femmes 
ils ont commis le plus grand crime: ils les ont amenees, insidieusement, 
violemment, a hair les femmes, a etre leurs propres ennemies, a immobiliser leur 
immense puissance contre elles-memes, a etre les executantes de leur virile 
besogne (Ibid).

In her essay ‘Sorties’, Cixous explores the way in which thinking has become 

dependent on a differentiating and gendered binai^ hierarchy -  a process that entails

Co-authored with M adeleine Gagnon and Annie Leclerc.
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opposition to and appropriation of whatever is designated as ‘other’. This closed 

system of binary logic has been particularly disadvantageous to woman who exists only 

as the construct of man with the result that ‘ou la femme est passive; ou elle n ’existe 

pas. Ce qui en reste est impensable, im pense’ (Ibid, p. 118). According to Cixous, man 

uses the system to sustain himself, for within this hierarchy he is associated with all that 

is superior, privileged, more powerful. In the following set of oppositions set out by 

Cixous (which opens with the infamous ‘Oii est-elle?’) man is found on the left-hand 

side while woman is positioned on the right-hand side and inferior at all times. Cixous 

also argues that this oppositional practice has become endemic to the extent that is 

appears ‘eternal-natural’.

Activite/passivite,

Soleil/Lune,

Culture/Nature,

Jour/Nuit,

Pere/Mere,

Tete/sentiment,

Intelligible/sensible,

Logos/Pathos

Forme, convexe, marche, avance, semence, progres.

Matiere, concave, sol -  sur lequel s’appuie la marche, receptacle.

(Ibid, pp. 115-6).

All of these oppositions, Cixous argues, are structured on the underlying opposition of 

ManAVoman. Cixous reads these oppositions as violent and death-dealing because for 

one of the terms to inhabit meaning and presence, it must destroy the other term into 

meaninglessness and absence. She states:

Et le mouvement par lequel chaque opposition se constitue pour faire sens est le 
mouvement par lequel le couple se detruit. Champ de bataille general. Chaque 
fois une guerre est livree. La mort est toujours a I’oeuvre (Ibid, p .l 16).

And in each case, victory comes down to hierarchy, imposing masculine values on 

feminine ones, making everything subject to man. Man uses this system of oppositions.
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of male privilege, Cixous argues, in order to sustain himself, and the question of sexual 

difference is reduced to a coupling with the opposition activity/passivity.

Cixous also looks at literary history and considers it to be based on the subordination of 

women:

Et si on interroge I’histoire litteraire, c ’est la meme histoire. Tout revient a 
I’homme a son tourment a lui, son desir d ’etre (a) I’origine. Au pere (Ibid,
p.118).

The time has come, Cixous states, to question these authorities, to re-tell stories and to 

transform the functioning of society. It is not a matter of endeavouring to achieve 

equality within the existing ruling system (in any case, this would be impossible), but 

an embracing and empowering of difference and the formulation of a new discourse, 

capable of expressing this difference. Cixous calls for a ‘mise en question de cette 

solidarite du logocentrisme et du phallocentrisme’ and

[...] la mise au jour du sort fait a la femme, de son enfouissement -  pour 
menacer la stabilite de I’edifice masculin qui se faisait passer pour eternel- 
naturel; en faisant surgir du cote de la feminite des reflexions, des hypotheses 
necessairement ruineuses pour le bastion qui detient encore I’autorite. 
Qu'adviendrait-il du logocentrisme, des grands systemes philosophiques, du 
I’ordre du monde en general si la pierre sur laquelle ils ont fonde leur eglise 
s’emiettait? (Ibid).

With regard to the question of writing, women, according to Cixous, have been denied 

access. In La Venue a I ’ecriture, she states:

Tu peux lire, adorer, etre envahie. Mais ecrire ne t’est pas accorde. Ecrire etait 
reserve aux elus. Cela devrait se passer dans un espace inaccessible aux petits, 
aux humbles, aux femmes. Dans Tintimite d ’un sacre. L’ecriture parlait a ses 
prophetes depuis un buisson ardent. Mais il avait du etre decide que les 
buissons ne dialogueraient pas avec les femmes (1977, p.21).

Cixous also posits that w om en’s exclusion from writing is linked to the fact that the 

Western history of writing is synonymous with the history of reasoning and separation 

of the body from text. In addition, important theories of identity formation, such as 

Freud’s ‘Oedipal Com plex’ and Lacan’s ‘Law of the Father’, tend to be based on 

rejection and repression of the female body/the mother. Thus, for women to overthrow 

this phallocentric system and to construct a language of their own, they must write from
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the body. In ‘Le Rire de la M eduse’, Cixous urges woman to write herself, to write 

about women and to bring women to writing, ‘dont elles ont ete eloignees aussi 

violemment qu’elles I’ont ete de leurs corps; pour les memes raisons, par la meme loi, 

dans le meme but m ortel’ (1975b, p.39). She continues:

En s ’ecrivant, la femme fera retour a ce corps qu’on lui a plus que confisque, 
dont on a fait I’inquietant etranger dans la place [...]. A censurer le corps on 
censure du meme coup le souffle et la parole. Ecris-toi: il faut que ton corps se 
fasse entendre. Alors jailliront les immenses ressources de I’inconscient [...]. 
Ecrire, acte, qui non seulement ‘realisera’ le rapport de-censure de la femme a sa 
sexualite, a son etre-femme, lui rendant acces a ses propres forces; qui lui rendra 
ses biens, ses plaisirs, ses organes, ses immenses territoires corporels tenus sous 
scelles [...]. Une femme sans corps, une muette, une aveugle, ne peut pas etre 
une bonne combattante. Elle est reduite a etre la servante du militant, son ombre 
(Ibid, p.43).

In an image similar to Virginia W o o lfs  battle with the Angel in the House, Cixous 

declares, ‘II faut tuer la fausse femme qui empeche la vivante de respirer. Inscrire le 

souffle de la femme entiere’ (Ibid).

As a starting point for this new discourse, Cixous proposes women’s sexuality and 

‘jouissance’- a form of pleasure that is beyond the phallogocentric order, that escapes or 

exceeds its rules and structures, a specifically feminine pleasure, a ‘gynema’,̂  ̂ that 

disrupts the linearity and stability of masculine language. She asserts that the basis of 

the feminine libido is multiplicity, thus any attempt to express the feminine must always 

be plural and provisional. Until now, writing has been controlled by a masculine 

libidinal and cultural economy which has perpetuated the repression of women.

On ne peut pas parler 6.'une sexualite feminine, uniforme, homogene, a parcours 
codable, pas plus que d ’un inconscient semblable. L ’imaginaire des femmes est 
inepuisable, comme la musique, la peinture, I’ecriture: leurs coulees de 
fantasmes sont inoui'es (1975b, p.39).

Similarly, in La Jeime Nee, Cixous describes ‘wom an’ as:

Corps sans fin, sans ‘bout’, sans ‘parties’ principales, si elle est un tout, c ’est un 
tout compose de parties qui sont des touts, non pas des simples objets partiels,

The term ‘gynem a’ was coined by A lice  Jardine and it is used in her theory o f  ‘gynesis’, w hich is the 
process o f  putting w om en into discourse. A  ‘gynem a’ refers to a place where fixed meaning starts to 
break dow n, becom e destabilised. It is a place in a text where a rupture occurs, where the 
w om an/fem inine/otherness disrupts the coherence o f  the m asculine order.
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mais ensemble mouvant et changeant illimite, cosmos qu’eros parcourt sans 
repos, immense espace astral (1975a, p. 162).

Another important point that Cixous makes concerning female sexuality is that women, 

in her opinion, are generally bisexual -  and this is the route towards collapsing gender 

binary oppositions. In both ‘Sorties’ and ‘Le Rire de la M eduse’, Cixous argues that the 

classic conception of bisexuality is a concept of the neuter. It has been defined in this 

way, she suggests, because men fear bisexuality. In part their fear arises from its 

possible suggestion of castration -  the male body becomes neuter only when it is 

mutilated. More importantly perhaps, they also fear the loss of power and mastery to 

which binary thought entitles them. Cixous argues the case for a new definition of 

bisexuality, a variable and ever-changing sexuality which consists of the non-exclusion 

either of difference or of one sex. This other bisexuality works by ‘la multiplication des 

effets d ’inscription du desir, sur toutes les parties de mon corps et de I’autre 

corps...cette b isexualite...n’annule pas les differences, les poursuit, les ajoute’ (1975b, 

p.46).

The formulation of an ‘ecriture fem inine’ will therefore reflect the inherent multiplicity 

of female sexuality. It is essentially a fluid style of writing that is impossible to contain 

within strict boundaries.

Sa libido est cosmique, comme son inconscient est mondial: son ecriture ne peut 
aussi que se poursuivre, sans jam ais inscrire ou discerner de contours [...]. A la 
vie, elle ne refuse rien. Sa langue ne contient pas, elle rend possible [...]. Son 
lever: ce n ’est pas une erection. Mais diffusion. Pas le trait. Le vaisseau. 
Qu’elle ecrive (1975a, p. 163).

A further site of ‘difference’ from the masculine and an important source of 

empowerment can be located in the special relationship that women retain with the 

mother and the maternal body. Cixous states ‘la femme n ’est jam ais loin de la mere’ 

(Ibid, p. 173). La Venue a I ’ecriture and also ‘Le Rire de la M eduse’ abound with 

metaphors of fertility, menstruation, pregnancy, giving birth, breast-feeding, aligning 

text and body, creativity and corporeality. W omen, according to Cixous, write ‘a 

I’encre blanc’ -  ‘Toujours en elle subsiste au moins un peu du bon lait-de-mere’ 

(1975b, p.44). Through writing women not only return to the mother, but become 

mothers themselves -  of their texts which are nourished and enriched by their bodies.
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Et cette langue je  la connais, je  n’ai pas besoin d ’y entrer, elle jaillit di moi, elle 
coule, c ’est le lait de I’amour, le miel de mon inconscient. La langue que se 
parlent les femmes quand personne ne les ecoute pour les corriger [...|. Dans la 
langue que je parle, vibre la langue maternelle, langue de ma mere, moins 
langue que musique, moins syntaxe que chant de mots (Cixous 1977, rp.28-9).

Cixous sees in a reclamation of the feminine the potential to challenge, undermine and 

replace masculine order. She speaks of ‘blowing up the law ’ through language and 

describes the feminine text as ‘volcanic’, capable of erupting through the crust of the 

old order (1975a). She claims that a revalorisation of women and their bodies will 

produce far more radical effects of political and social change than some might like to 

think, for ‘le Refoule de leur culture et de leur societe, quand il revient c ’est d’un retour 

explosif, absolument ruinant, renversant, d ’une force encore jam ais liberee, a la mesure 

de la plus formidable des repressions’ (1975b, p.48).

As previously mentioned, Cixous refrains from pinning down her concept of ‘ecriture 

fem inine’ to a single definition. In fact, she declares that it is ‘impossible de Jefinir une 

pratique feminine de I’ecriture.. .on ne pourra jamais theoriser cette pratique, 

I’enfermer, la coder, ce qui ne signifie pas qu’elle n ’existe pas’ (Ibid, p.25). The very 

nature of ‘ecriture feminine’, fluid, natural, associated with bodily drives and rhythms, 

will not permit it be held back or restricted. W hat can be said about this nev/ discourse 

is that, unlike phallogocentrism, it does not endeavour to annihilate difference. What 

often perturbs Anglo-American feminists regarding Cixous's concept cf ‘ecriture 

fem inine’ is that it is not reserved for women only -  all those on the margins of culture 

or society, who are outside the dominant discourse, can access it, even men. However, 

it must be highlighted that, while feminine writing is potentially the domain of both 

sexes, Cixous believes that women are nonetheless closer to a feminine economy than 

men, thanks to their unique and enduring bond with the mother, their link to the pre- 

symbolic, their special relationship with the body and the nature of female sexuality.
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4.3; Luce Irigaray

Like Cixous, Irigaray is concerned with exposing the covert hold patriarchal values 

have had over the whole of civilisation for centuries, and deconstructing the hierarchical 

Western discourse which has effaced woman as the specular image of man, a discourse 

where ‘aucun lieu n’est possible pour le feminin, si ce n ’est celui, traditionnel, du 

refoule, du censure’ (Irigaray 1977, p.67). Both Cixous and Irigaray ask questions about 

the relationship between language and the body, with a particular focus on the female 

body and how it has been constructed in phallogocentric systems like Freudian and 

Lacanian analysis. Luce kigarary however, discusses the question of the female or 

feminine sexuality (for example, the notion of feminine ‘jouissance’ and what she refers 

to as the ‘ailleurs’ of female sexuality) in more depth than Helene Cixous.

Speculum de Vautre femme (1974), which led to Irigaray’s immediate expulsion from 

Lacan’s Ecole freudienne at Vincennes, is a sophisticated deconstruction of patriarchal 

discourse. Toril Moi notes in Sexual/Textual Politics that, as well as contradicting 

historical linearity, by framing her analyses of the male philosophers (the middle 

chapters) within her own discourse, Irigaray also reverses the traditional relation 

between male and female. Of her own book, Irigaray states, ‘a strictement parler, il n’y 

a pas, dans Speculum, un debut et une fin’ (Irigaray 1977, p.67); all of this highlights a 

central aim of the author which is to challenge the dominant patriarchal discourse. 

Speculum was followed by the publication, in 1977, of a collection of texts entitled Ce 

sexe qui n ’en est pas un which develops many of the key concepts introduced in its 

predecessor but necessitates a knowledge of this text.

While Irigaray has no desire to reject psychoanalysis as an ineffective theory, her 

abrasive critique of Freud is concerned with showing how an otherwise revolutionary 

discourse submits to the misogynist rules of Western philosophy when it comes to 

femininity:

II s’agirait plutot d’en deployer les implications encore inoperantes. De dire que 
si la theorie freudienne apporte bien de quoi ebranler I’ordre philosophique du 
discours, elle y reste paradoxalement soumise pour ce qui concerne la difference 
des sexes (1977, p.70).
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Freudian discourse aligns femaleness and femininity with lack and deficiency; the 

female body, in its ‘castrated’ state, is classified as ‘nothingness’ and thus it is excluded 

from representation. Irigaray strongly refutes this -  ‘Les manques, les beances, qui 

attendraient de 1’autre subsistence, plenitude, completude, ce n ’est pas nous’ (1977, 

p.209). She criticises psychoanalysis for its blindness to female sexuality and 

consequently, a denial of its specificity. As Toril Moi states in her discussion of 

Irigaray:

The basic fact of sexual difference for Freud is that the male has an obvious sex 
organ, the penis, and the female has not; when he looks at the woman, Freud 
apparently sees nothing. The female difference is perceived as an absence or 
negation of the male norm (1985, p .132).

This point is crucial for Irigaray: In our culture, woman is outside representation -  ‘la 

psychologic ne nous donne pas la cle du mystere de la feminite, chambre noire, coffre- 

fort, terre-abime, soustraite a ses investigations’ (1974, p. 18).

Luce Irigaray launches an attack not only on Freudian but also Lacanian theory and its 

failure to account for the female experience. For Irigaray, Lacanian analysts impose a 

rigid grid on the unconscious that makes it virtually impossible for them to hear 

anything -  any unconscious -  which does not fit a set of pre-established determinations.

C ’est-a-dire que, connaissant votre universel: le code lacanien, se sait a priori 
comment vous allez interpreter [...]. Vos oreilles sont deja quadrillees et 
grillagees comme il convient, trouees ou bouchees oii il se doit, abimees comme 
il faut, soit munies de leur prothese orthodoxique avant meme que votre 
analysant(e) ait commence a parler. Son particulier ne sert plus que de preuve 
au bien-fonde de votre universel (Irigaray 1985, p.257).

The Lacanian concept of the Symbolic, is a masculine imaginary, transformed into an

order and presented as a universal system, one in which women are either forced to

adopt masculine language (which cannot truly represent them) or remain silent 

(Whitford 1991, p.72). Irigaray persists in her attack:

Vous seriez done -  a votre insu? -  les produits et defenseurs d ’un ordre existant, 
les preposes a la censure et au refoulement pour que cet ordre subsiste comme le 
seui possible, pour qu’il n ’y ait pas d ’autre parole, desir, langage imaginables
que ceux qui ont deja eu lieu, pas d ’autre culture autorisee par vous que le
monocratisme du discours patriarchal (Irigaray 1985, p.256).
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With regard to Freudian theory, she describes it as an attempt to fit the little girl into a 

schemata that describes the evolution of the little boy’s desire. According to Irigaray, 

Freud’s Oedipal Complex separates women not only from their bodies and sexual desire 

but also from other women -  it imports them ‘dans une autre economie oia elles ne se 

retrouvent absolument pas’ (1977, p. 131). The Oedipal Complex marks the beginning 

of what Irigaray terms ‘la mascarade de la feminite’ that is, ‘I’entree de la femme dans 

un systeme de valeurs qui n ’est pas le sien, et ou elle ne peut apparaitre et circuler 

qu’enveloppee dans les besoins-desirs-fantasmes des autres -  homm es’ (Ibid, p. 132).

Irigaray describes femininity, as it appears within masculine discourse, as ‘un role, une 

image, une valeur, imposes aux femmes par les systemes de representation des hommes. 

Dans cette mascarade de la feminite, la femme se perd’ (Ibid, p.80). Irigaray refers to 

the ‘sexual exchange market’ of phallogocentrism, where the status of woman is that of 

commodity, merchandise, to be used and exchanged by men.

Dans notre ordre social, les femmes sont ‘produites’, utilisees, echangees par les 
hommes. Leur statut est celui des ‘marchandises’. Comment cet objet d ’usage 
et de transaction peut-il revendiquer un droit a la parole et plus generalement, 
une participation aux echanges? Les marchandises, on le sait, ne vont pas seules 
au marche, et si elles pouvaient parler...Les femmes doivent done rester une 
‘infrastructure’ meconnue comme telle de notre societe et de notre culture. 
L’usage, la consommation de leurs corps sexues assurent I’organisation et la 
reproduction de I’ordre social, sans qu’a celui-ci elles aient jam ais part comme 
‘sujets’ (Ibid, p.81).

As well as denying the specificity of female sexuality, Irigaray agrees with Cixous that 

phallocentric discourse ignores the importance of the mother and the unique bond 

between mother and daughter.'^"' In Le Corps-a-corps avec la mere (1981), Irigaray 

points out that Freud is mistaken in positing that our social order is founded on the 

murder of the father. According to Irigaray, he has forgotten a more archaic murder, 

that of the mother -  our culture is one of matricide, not patricide. Psychoanalysis 

dictates that the mother remain forbidden, excluded. For Irigarary, the father forbids 

and prevents the important bodily encounter with the mother (see Irigaray 1981). 

However, in comparison with Cixous, Irigaray believes that women are, nonetheless, 

always part of the mother and that we must re-appropriate the maternal dimension as 

our own and find sentences to translate the bond between a mother and a daughter. Not

Irigaray’s w ritings on tiie m other-daughter rela tion sh ip  w ill be d iscu ssed  in m ore detail in the m other- 
daughter theoretical section .
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only is it an essential component of our femininity, but this bond also has the potential 

to rework the language that is now spoken.

Thus, women need a new discourse for two main reasons. Firstly, masculine discourse 

silences women, represses the feminine and separates them from each other. In fact, 

masculine discourse does not even recognise the specificity of the female sex -  this is 

readily apparent in Freudian theory where female sexuality only exists in terms of 

deficiency in relation to the other sex, the male, which alone holds a monopoly on 

value. Secondly, the masculine discourse, even if it were to acknowledge the 

specificity of the female sex, could never fully capture the essence of femininity and 

female sexuality. The phallic libidinal economy is unitary, linear and teleological and 

therefore unable to account for female sexuality which is plural and circular by nature. 

W ithout access to a discourse of her own, one which prizes difference, woman will 

never be able to know herself and consequently assert her uniqueness. L ’inferiorite 

sociale des femmes se renforce et se complique du fait que la femme n ’a pas acces au 

langage, sinon par le recours a des systemes de representation ‘masculins’ qui la 

desapproprient de son rapport a elle-meme, et aux autres femmes. Le ‘feminin’ ne se 

determinerait jam ais que par et pour le masculin, la reciproque n’etant pas vraie (1977,

p.81).

Like Cixous, Irigaray singles out the female body as the primary site of difference and a 

potential source of strength. Similarly, women must know their bodies and respond to 

their desire before they can come into being as subjects, before they can write. As 

previously stated, masculine discourse, according to Irigaray, does not take account of 

the specificity and multiplicity of the female sex. Woman, according to Irigaray, ‘a des 

sexes un peu partout’ (1977, p.28), she enjoys a more diffuse and plural pleasure. But 

these organs/pleasure have been effaced by masculine discourse, where the focus is on 

ONE male organ, the penis. Male genitals are defined as ONE but female genitals are 

NOT ONE, Irigaray proposes:

Lumineuses, nous. Sans une, ni deux. Je n ’ai jam ais su compter [...]. Pourtant 
pas une. Surtout pas une. Laissons-leur le un. Le privilege, la domination, le 
solipsisme du un (1977, p.207).

In Making Sex, Thom as Laquer reveals that during the era o f  the one-sex m odel, there were no names 
to signify the fem ale sex organs, as they were merely an inverted (and less important) form o f  the male 
organs.
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This idea, that wom an’s sexuahty is pluralistic, was initially introduced in Speculum, 

where Irigaray states:

Or, la/une femme qui n ’a pas un sexe -  ce qui le plus souvent aura ete interprete 
comme pas de sexe -  ne peut le/se subsumer sous un terme generique, ni 
specifique. Corps, seins, pubis, clitoris, levres, vulve, vagin, col, uterin, 
m atrice,...et ce Hen qui deja les fait jouir dans/de leur ecart dejouent leur 
reconduction a aucun nom propre, a aucun sens propre, a aucun concept. La 
sexualite de la femme ne peut done s’inscrire comme telle dans aucune theorie, 
sinon par le biais de son etalonnage a des parametres masculins (1974, p.289).

Irigaray bases her concept of a feminine language, or ‘parler-femme’ as she puts it, on 

the multiplicity of the female body. Like her theory of female sexuality which is 

always in excess, everywhere at once, a language that writes the female body must defy 

chronology and closure. Irigaray asserts that language has always been masculine, and 

has provided no place for women to speak as or to women. A new discourse is needed, 

one that will be capable of expressing the specificity and diversity of womanhood; 

women cannot go on speaking a language which is not theirs:

Si nous continuous a nous parler le meme langage, nous allons reproduire la 
meme histoire. Recommencer les memes histoires [...]. Memes discussions, 
memes disputes, memes drames [...]. Memes difficultes, impossibles de se 
joindre. M em e... M em e... Toujours le meme.

Si nous continuous a parler le meme, si nous nous parlons comme se parlent les 
hommes depuis des siecles, comme on nous a appris a parler, nous nous 
manquerons. Encore...Les mots passeront a travers nos coips, par-dessus nos 
tetes, pour aller se perdre, nous perdre. Loin. Haut. Absentes de nous: 
machinees parlees, machinees parlantes. Enveloppees dans des peaux propres, 
mais pas les notres. Env(i)olees dans des noms propres. Pas le tien, ni le mien 
Nous n ’en avons pas (1977, p.205).

Irigaray stresses the urgency for women to formulate their own language, a discourse of 

‘difference’ and a language of the body.

Si nous n ’inventons pas un langage, si nous ne trouvons pas son langage, notre 
corps aura trop peu de gestes pour accompagner notre histoire. Nous nous 
fatiguerons des memes, laissant notre desir en latence, en souffrance. 
Rendormies, insatisfaites. Et rendues aux mots des hommes [...] nous resterons 
paralysees. Privees de nos mouvements. Figees, alors que nous sommes faites 
pour le changement sans arret (Ibid, p.213).
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A discourse inspired by the fem ale body and fem ale sexuality has the pow er to 

challenge and disrupt phallogocentric order:

[ ...]  ce qui veut dire que le m asculin ne serait plus ‘le tou t’. Ne pourrait plus, a 
lui seui, definir, circonvenir, circonscrire la, les proprietes du/de tout. Ou, 
encore, que le droit de definir toute valeur -  y com pris le privilege abusif de 
r appropriation -  ne lui reviendrait plus (Ibid, p .77).

In a sim ilar way to Cixous, Irigaray reveals that it is im possible to give an exact 

definition o f ‘ecriture fem inine’, as ‘son style resiste a, et fait exploser, toute form e, 

figure, idee, concept, solidem ent e tab lis’ (Ibid, p .76). This does not m ean that it lacks 

style, sim ply that ‘son style ne peut se soutenir com m e these, ne peut faire I’objet d ’une 

position’ (Ibid). W hat Irigaray does say about the fem inine language is that it will 

em brace difference and offer an alternative discourse free o f a repressive value system. 

To quote Irigaray:

II n ’y aurait plus ni sujet ni objet, le ‘un ’ n ’y serait plus privilegie, il n ’y aurait 
plus de sens propre, de nom  propre, d ’attributs p ropres...C ette  syntaxe m ettrait 
plutot en jeu  le proche, mais un si proche q u ’il rendrait im possible toute 
discrim ination d ’identite, toute constitution d ’appartenance, done toute form e 
d ’appropriation (1977, p. 132).

Finally, it is im portant to point out that Irigaray’s concept o f a ‘parler-fem m e’ is not so 

m uch a m atter o f toppling the old order so as to replace it -  that am ounts to the same 

thing in the end -  but o f disrupting and m odifying it, starting from  an outside that is 

exem pt, in part, from  phallocratic law and endeavouring to construct a ‘culture o f tw o ’ 

(Ibid, p .67).
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4.4: Julia Kristeva

Julia Kristeva’s relationship with feminism is a tendentious one: although she ‘writes 

with feminist intent, she is critical of the movement known as feminism’ (McAfee 

2004, p.3). In an interview with Jean-Paul Enthoven for the Le Nouvel Observateur 

(June 20th, 1977), Kristeva states that while she is dedicated to the feminist movement, 

feminism should not expect unconditional backing on the part of an intellectual woman. 

Added to this, her writings comprise a range of discourses, principally linguistics and 

psychoanalysis, which are not always necessarily feminist in content. Despite these 

complications, there are key elements in Kristeva’s work that have been and continue to 

be of interest to feminist theoretical debate -  namely, her concept of the semiotic, her 

theory of abjection and her writings on the body and motherhood.

‘Le Temps des fem m es’, in Nouvelles maladies de I ’dme (1993), is probably Kristeva’s 

most important essay from a feminist point of view, ‘not least because she here 

explicitly addresses the question of feminism and its relations to femininity on the one 

hand, and the symbolic order on the other’ (Moi 1986, p. 187). The essay opens with a 

discussion of what Kristeva identifies as ‘women’s tim e’ in opposition to the dominant 

‘m en’s tim e’. According to Kristeva, female subjectivity is linked both to ‘cyclical 

tim e’ (repetition) and ‘monumental tim e’ (eternity), at least in so far as both are ways of 

conceptualising time from the perspective of motherhood and reproduction. The time 

of history and language however, ‘m en’s tim e’ and ‘masculine discourse’, is linear, 

teleological, part of a sequence and conceals ‘women’s tim e’.

Quant au temps, la subjectivite feminine semble lui donner une mesure 
specifique qui, de ses multiples modalites connues par I’histoire des 
civilisations, retient essentiellement la repetition et I’eternite. D ’un cote: cycles, 
gestation, eternel retour d ’un rythme biologique accorde a celui de la nature. Sa 
stereotypic peut choquer; sa regularite a I’unisson avec ce qui est vecu comme 
un temps extra-subjectif, un temps cosmique, est I’occasion d’eblouissements, 
de jouissances innommables. De I’autre: une temporalite massive, sans faille et 
sans fuite. Elle a si peu a voir avec le temps lineaire que le nom meme de 
temporalite ne lui convient pas. Englobante et infinie comme I’espace 
imaginaire [...]  (Kristeva 1993, p.303).
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Kristeva then proceeds to distinguish between three generations of feminism'^^ but is 

keen to state that ‘le sens que revet le terme generation implique en fin de compte 

moins une chronologie qu’un espace signifiant, un espace mental, corporel et desirant’ 

(Ibid, p.328). Kristeva locates the first generation of feminism prior to 1968 -  the 

movement which sought all the same rights and prerogatives for women as those men 

had. The central tenet of this movement was that women deserved equal rights because 

they were ‘just as good as’ or ‘just like’ men -  in other words, there were no truly 

significant differences between the sexes. The first generation of women activists 

sought to inhabit the same ‘tim e’ as men: the time of linear history. Previously women 

had been limited to the household, to the biological, to ‘circular tim e’. The first 

generation of feminists repudiated anything that made them different from men and thus 

rejected ‘circular tim e’, intent on inserting women’s accomplishments into ‘linear time’, 

that is, the male symbolic order.

A ses debuts, combats de suffragettes ou des feministes existentialistes, le 
mouvement feminin aspire a se faire une place dans le temps lineaire comme 
temps du projet et de I’histoire. En ce sens et tout en etant d ’emblee 
universaliste, le mouvement s’enracine profondement dans la vie socio-politique 
des nations. Les revendications politiques des femmes, les luttes pour I’egalite 
des salaires et des fonctions pour la prise du pouvoir dans les institutions 
sociales au meme titre que les hommes, le rejet des attributs feminins ou 
maternels juges incompatibles avec I’insertion dans cette histoire-la, relevent de 
cette logique d ’identification [...] (Ibid, pp.306-7).

While acknowledging the accomplishments of this generation of feminism (associated 

with the logic of identification) in the struggle for equal rights for women, Kristeva 

warns that:

Universaliste dans sa demarche, ce courant du feminisme globalise les 
problemes des femmes de differents milieux, ages, civilisations ou simplement 
de differentes structures psychiques, sous 1’etiquette de La Femme Universelle 
(Ibid, p.307).

W here the first generation minimised difference, Kristeva identifies a second generation 

(post 1968) of feminists who began to focus on it intently, often revaluing all that the 

first generation had sought to devalue, that is, all that is unique to women. For 

example, whereas the first generation of feminism spurned the activity of mothering 

(which had historically relegated women to the household) in favour of public activity,

Kristeva’s three generations o f  fem inism  do not necessarily correspond to the three w aves already 
identified and thus should not be confused with them.
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the second generation re-embraced mothering. Furthermore, this second generation is 

associated with ‘un refus quasi global de la temporalite lineaire et a une mefiance 

exacerbee a I’egard de la politique’ (Kristeva 1993, p .307). While it continues to 

pursue similar goals regarding w om en’s rights as the first generation, ‘il se pense 

qualitativement different de la premiere generation’ (Ibid).

Interessees essentiellement par la specificite de la psychologic feminine et ses 
realisations symboliques, ces femmes cherchent a donner un langage aux 
experiences corporelles et intersubjectives laissees muettes par la culture 
anterieure (Ibid, p.308).

This second generation of feminism is characterised by its rejection of linear time and, 

instead, reveals a desire to return to ‘women’s tim e’ - ‘il renoue avec une memoire 

archai’que (mythique) aussi bien qu’avec la temporalite cyclique ou monumentale’ 

(Ibid). Again however, there are problems. In its total rejection of the masculine order 

and its assertion of all that is specific to women, the second generation of feminism runs 

the risk of producing a reverse form of sexism and a romanticising of motherhood.

Krtisteva sees a new wave of feminism emerging, a third generation that will confront 

the task of reconciling ‘cyclical tim e’ (the maternal) with ‘linear tim e’ (the political and 

historical). W omen will no longer be forced to choose between the two. The new 

generation will be a mixture of the first and second attitudes - insertion into hi.story but 

also a refusal of the limitations placed on one’s subjectivity by linear time/a masculine 

economy. This third generation will take seriously women’s desire to have children 

alongside their desire to enter the male world -  that is, to have children and careers. 

None of the previous generations had a way for women to see themselves as both 

reproducers of the species and producers of culture, as both nature and culture. In this 

generation of feminism, motherhood will not annihilate wom en’s affective, intellectual 

and professional lives, but instead enhance them.

Le desir d ’etre mere, tenu pour alienant ou reactionnaire par la generation 
feministe anterieure, n ’est pas devenu un drapeau pour la generation actuelle. 
Mais le nombre des femmes augmente qui considerent leur maternite comme 
compatible avec leur vie professionnelle [...]. De surcroit, elles la trouvent 
indispensable a la complexite de I’experience feminine, avec ses joies et ses 
peines (Ibid, p.323).
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According to Kristeva, this new generation will also be attentive not only to sexual 

difference but to differences amongst women themselves. It will avoid a monolithic 

conception of Woman that erases individuality and diversity. Kristeva reiterates 

Lacan’s infamous phrase ‘La Femme n’existe pas’, agreeing that ‘elle n ’existe pas en 

effet comme la detentrice d ’une plenitude mythique, puissance supreme’ (Ibid, p.322). 

The strength of the third generation of feminism will lie in its ability to express ‘la 

multiplicite des visages et des preoccupations feminines’ (Ibid, p.305).

To sum up, the first generation of feminism outlined by Kristeva sought to infiltrate 

masculine order, the second endeavoured to subvert it while the third embraces and 

cultivates difference between the two sexes and among the same sex in a way that is 

not constraining, but rather, productive and liberating.

K risteva’s desire to create a new discourse of motherhood is also evident in her essay 

‘Stabat M ater’ {Histoires d ’Amour, 1983), first published in Tel Quel (1977) as 

‘Herethique de I’am our’. For the original title Kristeva coined the word ‘herethique’ by 

joining ‘heretique’ (heretical) and ‘ethique’ (ethics). The result is a unique female 

economy or belief system - ‘Herethics’ - based on a combination of an accepted system 

(ethics) and individuality, that which goes against the norm (heresy), which recalls 

K risteva's vision of a third wave of feminism. The later title, ‘Stabat M ater’ refers to a 

Latin hymn attributed to Jacopome da Todi about the Virgin M ary’s agony during 

Christ’s crucifixion. In this essay, Kristeva examines the cult of the Virgin Mary and 

argues that we live in a civilisation in which the consecrated (religious or secular) 

representation of femininity is subsumed under maternity, but this version of maternity 

merely amounts to the sum of m en’s fears and fantasies and projects an impossible ideal 

for women. As Dani Cavallaro points out in a discussion of Kristeva, erecting the 

Virgin Mary as archetypal mother is an effective means of absorbing the economy of 

the maternal into the Law of the Father (Cavallaro 2003, p. 127). Furthermore, it is ‘an 

idealising strategy that pivots on the simultaneous elevation and brutalisation of the 

fem inine’ (Ibid). The Virgin Mary, we are told, is unique among mothers, among 

women, but this uniqueness is only achieved by way of masochism. Rejecting the 

figure of the self-sacrificing ‘Mater dolorosa’, Kristeva asserts that motherhood has 

become a lost territory that needs to be rediscovered and reformulated in new terms. 

W omen need a motherhood that is free from religious and cultural dogma and the 

inflexible icon of the Virgin Mary.
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Contemporary women still want to be mothers, but they do not want to be self- 
abnegating masochists, and, given that the representation of motherhood calls on 
them to renounce their own desires, modern women who choose motherhood 
seem to be in a bind. Kristeva wants to find a way out of this problem that does 
not call for women to choose between motherhood and their own desires, but 
that, instead, reconstitutes our representation of motherhood (McAfee 2004, 
p.83).

A new discourse of motherhood has the potential to liberate women and encourage their 

creativity. In ‘Un nouveau type d ’intellectuel, le dissident’ published in Tel Quel, 1977, 

Kristeva states:

De toute fagon, loin d ’etre en contradiction avec la creativite [ ...], la maternite 
peut -  en tant que telle et si les contraintes economiques ne sont pas trop 
pesantes -  favoriser une certaine creativite feminine. Dans la mesure oCi elle 
leve les fixations, fait circuler la passion entre vie et mort, moi et autre, culture 
et nature, singularity et ethique, narcissisme et abnegation (1977, p.6).

The maternal body is interesting for Kristeva as she envisages it as the threshold of 

culture and nature, the place where binary divisions break down. It is also a place of 

dual subjectivity, a place where difference is respected (between mother and child), a 

‘two-in-one’ or ‘other within’ model for all relationships -  very similar to Irigaray’s 

concept of an economy of difference, an economy of two. Furthermore, the maternal 

body is always a place of growth, ‘le sujet-en-proces’ (Kristeva, 1974), which 

challenges traditional notions of an autonomous, unified masculine subject - in 

pregnancy the boundaries of the self are blurred. The actual layout of ‘Stabat M ater’ 

reflects many of the ideas discussed within the essay. It is written in two columns that 

continually intersect each other. In the left-hand column, Kristeva poetically describes 

her own personal and physical experience of pregnancy. In the right-hand column, 

written more prosaically, Kristeva discusses cultural and historical representations of 

motherhood and the functions they serve. Thus, the result is an intertwining of linear 

and cyclical time and a blurring of culture and nature -  again, we recall Kristeva’s 

vision of a third generation of feminism.

The maternal body reappears in another of Kristeva’s writings, Pouvoirs de I'horreur

(1980), but this time in a different context. Pouvoirs de I ’horreur deals with Kristeva’s

theory of abjection: as a process, abjection is the state of expelling that which is other to

oneself, thereby creating the borders of a tenuous subjectivity and gaining access to the
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Symbolic. Kristeva uses the idea of ‘horror’ to describe the ways in which we revolt 

violently against aspects of our being which society deems unacceptable. But, as a 

phenomenon that never entirely recedes, abjection continues to haunt subjectivity, 

threatening to unravel what has been constructed. In Pouvoirs de t ’horreur, the reader 

is brought back to the brink of how subjectivity is created in the first place, how a 

person comes to see him/herself as a separate, autonomous being, with borders between 

the self and the other. According to Kristeva, the first experience is of oneness with the 

mother -  the infant comes into being without any borders. Thus, the most obvious case 

of abjection is the mother. In order to become a subject, the child must renounce its 

identification with the mother. However, as the child has been part of the mother, it is 

impossible to reject her completely, even more so for the girl child. As a result, the 

mother becomes associated with a fear of losing one’s identity. It is important to 

indicate that the abject, for Kristeva, although on the peripheries, remains powerful and 

potentially disruptive.

II y a, dans I’abjection, une de ces violentes et obscures revoltes de I’etre contre 
ce qui le menace et qui lui parait venir d ’un dehors ou d ’un dedans exorbitant, 
jete a cote du possible, du tolerable, du pensable. C ’est la, tout pres, mais 
inassimilable. sollicite, inquiete, fascine le desir qui pourtant ne se laisse pas 
seduire. Apeure, il se detourne. Ecoeure, il rejette. Un absolu le protege de 
I’opprobre, il en est fier, il y tient. Mais en meme temps, quand meme, cet elan, 
ce spasme, ce saut, est attire vers un ailleurs aussi tentant que condamne. 
Inlassablement, comme un boomerang indomptable, un pole d'appel et de 
repulsion met celui qui en est habite litteralement hors de lui (Kristeva 1980, 
p.9).

Kristeva’s concept of abjection is useful in diagnosing the dynamics of the oppression 

of women. If in patriarchal culture women have been reduced to the maternal function 

(reproduction) and it is necessary to abject the maternal in order to become a subject, 

then all women and femininity are abjected along with the maternal. Hence, Kristeva’s 

emphasis on the need for a new maternal discourse.

The position of the abject at the boundaries of subjectivity, neither integrated nor fully 

excluded, leads us to consider a final element of Kristeva’s work that has proven 

interesting for feminists -  her notion of the ‘semiotic’ -  developed in La Revolution du 

langage poetique (1974). Kristeva identifies two modes in the signifying process: the 

semiotic (which differs from Lacan’s Imaginary) and the symbolic. The semiotic (in 

French, ‘le semiotique’, not ‘la semiotique’ which means semiotics, the study of signs)
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is the extra-verbal way in which bodily energies and drives make their way into 

language. W hile the semiotic may be expressed verbally, it is not subject to regular 

rules o f language -  it is the language of the body. Conversely, the symbolic is a way of 

signifying that depends on language as an ordered sign system complete with its 

grammar and syntax (Kristeva 1974, p.23). The symbolic is a mode of signifying in 

which the speaking being attempts to express meaning with as little ambiguity as 

possible. The expressions of scientists and logicians are paradigmatic examples of 

symbolic language whereas music, dance and poetry exemplify the semiotic. The 

semiotic could be seen as the modes of expression that originate in the unconscious 

whereas the symbolic could be seen as the conscious way a person tries to use a stable 

sign system. It is important however, to note that the modes are not completely 

separate: we express ourselves through both interdependent modes of articulation.

Ces deux modalites sont inseparables dans le proces de la signifiance qui 
constitue le langage, et la dialectique de I’une et de I’autre definit les types de 
discours (narration, metalangue, theorie, poesie, etc): c’est dire que le langage 
dit ‘naturel’ tolere differents modes d ’articulation du semiotique et du 
symbolique. Par contre, il y a des systemes signifiants non-verbaux qui se 
construisent exclusivement a partir du semiotique (la musique, par exemple). 
M ais...cette exclusivite est toute relative, en raison precisement de la dialectique 
necessaire entre les deux modalites du proces de la signifiance, constitutif du 
sujet. Le sujet etant toujours semiotique et symbolique, tout systeme signifiant 
qu’il produit ne peut etre ‘exclusivement’ semiotique ou ‘exclusivement’ 
symbolique, mais il est obligatoirement marque par une dette vis-a-vis de I’autre 
(Ibid, p.22).

To a certain extent Kristeva associates the semiotic with the maternal body, that which 

is prior to the Lacan’s law of the Father. In La Revolution du langage poetique, she 

speaks of the ‘chora’, the privileged place of the semiotic. Kristeva borrows the term 

‘chora’ from Plato’s Timmaeus where it designates the original space or receptacle of 

the universe. The word is also often translated as ‘womb’. Kristeva’s exact definition 

of ‘chora’ is hazy but what can be understood is that in her writings ‘chora’ refers to the 

place of the child’s first articulations, feelings and instincts -  its relation with the 

mother. Again the notion of repression comes to the fore (as with Kristeva’s theory of 

abjection and women’s cyclical time) -  the semiotic has been sacrificed in favour of the 

symbolic and entry into linear time. It does not disappear altogether and remains to be 

cultivated (like Cixous’s and Irigaray’s notions of female sexuality). It is important to 

point out however that Kristeva does not posit the semiotic as an alternative to the
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symbolic (masculine) discourse, a possible ‘parler-femme’ or ‘ecriture fem inine’. In 

the interview ‘Talking about Polylogue’, Kristeva states:

It is unfortunately the case that some feminists insist on adopting sulking and 
even obscurantist attitudes: those, for example, who demand a separate language 
[...] which has cut all ties with the language of the so-called phallic 
communication; or who attack logic, the sign, currency, and the very principle 
of exchange on the grounds that women function as objects of exchange in the 
constitution of the patriarchal social order (Kristeva in Moi 1987, p. 110-117).^^

Kristeva sees such an attitude as dangerous for women. In keeping with her definition 

of a third generation of feminism which will be a mixture of linear and cyclical time, 

male and female economies, she is adamant that women must not exclude themselves 

from the symbolic or they risk not being heard. Furthermore, the semiotic is not only 

available to women, men can access it too: Kristeva cites Joyce’s Ulysses as an example 

of semiotic writing. Ruth Robbins writes:

Kristeva cannot conceive of a ‘feminine language’ [...] and certainly does not 
believe that such a language, were it possible, would dissolve the sexed 
inequalities of human existence. The system has to be dealt with in its own 
terms. One has to analyse the so-called universal truths to show that they are 
neither universal nor true, and that analysis has to take place in a process that 
both uses and questions the terms that already exist (Robbins 2000, p. 125).

Nevertheless, although Kristeva resists the idea of a feminine language (unlike Cixous 

and Irigaray), her interest to feminists stems from her focus on female bodies and their 

expression through language. Also, Kristeva’s notion of a third generation of feminism 

marks a new way forward and seems to respond to some of the problems of 

contemporary feminism. Kristeva is interested in ‘W oman’ not as a totalising category 

but as an individual, a real woman whose experiences are not necessarily identical to 

every other w om an’s, even though they may share something in common too.

This interview was carried out in English and is available in French Fem inist Thought: A R eader, ed. 
Toril M oi, Oxford: B lackw ell, 1987.
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4.5: Concluding points on French Feminism

To sum up, French feminists are concerned with patriarchal discourse’s failure to 

address the female body and unconscious, basic structures of culture that are invisible to 

the empirical eye. They share a general belief that W estern thought has been based on a 

systematic repression of women’s experience. Hence their assertion of a core female 

nature as the point from which to resist and deconstruct the main components of 

patriarchal culture, namely, language, philosophy and psychoanalysis. French feminists 

have established the female body as a site of difference, a direct source of female 

creativity and strength and a means of bringing the feminine into existence.

The advent of the feminine means a total upheaval of the Symbolic Order, 
which could eventually be replaced, based on a feminine principle, allowing of 
difference and abolishing hierarchy, rather than on the masculine domination of 
the One (Duchen 1986, p.93).

W hile the ideas of French feminists are certainly powerful, they are by no means 

uncomplicated and critics are divided as to whether or not this emphasis on a return to 

the body is actually emancipatory.

For if one posits that female subjectivity is derived from wom en’s physiology 
and bodily instincts as they affect sexual experience and the unconscious, both 
theoretical and practical problems can and do arise (Jones in Showalter 1986, 
p.362).

The main arguments raised against French feminist theory are that it is idealist, 

essentialist and ahistorical. It is accused of being bound up in the very system it claims 

to undermine, of reducing women to ‘nature’, pushing them into motherhood which 

plagued and imprisoned them in the past and of making the female body too 

unproblematically pleasurable and totalised an entity. French feminist theory is also 

criticised for its ‘theoretical fuzziness’ which is believed to be fatal to constructive 

political action and condemned as nothing more than a claiming as virtues qualities that 

men have always found convenient (Ibid).

Kadiatu Kaneh is suspicious of French feminist approaches to corporeality. She views

‘the privileging of the body in the writing of Cixous and Irigaray as a radical point for a

radical subversion’ as ‘a dangerous political m ove’ (Kaneh in Kemp and Squires 1997,
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p.292). Kaneh considers the writings of Cixous and Irigaray to be comphcitous with 

patriarchal strategies of exclusion and oppression and describes the feminine values 

promulgated by them as ‘merely valorisations of spaces into which women may have 

been coerced by dint of a social world that will not tolerate women as law-givers’ (Ibid, 

p.293).

Claire Duchen questions whether it is ‘legitimate to seek a new identity that relies so 

heavily on the body, rather than incorporating with the body other elements that could 

equally be said to contribute to who and what we are’ (Duchen 1986, p.99). Duchen 

warns that:

Having contested the definition of wom en’s behaviour and nature that Freud set 
out and the way he linked ‘fem ale’ sexual passivity with wom en’s social 
behaviour, feminists eager to explore a new feminine should be wary of making 
exaggerated leaps into definitions. The concept of the feminine could merely 
replace one conceptual prison by another (Ibid).

Duchen queries whether the construction of a new, authentic feminine unconscious, 

advocated by French feminists, will be ‘any less artificial than the masculine, imposed 

unconscious is said to be?’ (Ibid, p. 100). She also points to the danger of a theory 

based on female difference, as this is exactly the strategy that was used to oppress 

women throughout history (Ibid). A further problem of the type of ‘difference’ 

described by French feminist theory, according to Duchen, is that ‘it can lead to a 

political and theoretical impasse, to a political ghetto shared by the happy few and 

divorced from the rest, using language and ideas in such a specific way that no-one else 

can understand what they are doing, and ignoring the material conditions of women’s 

lives’ (Ibid, p. 102). At the same time, Duchen admits that ‘the danger of rejecting 

difference lies in ignoring the way patriarchy enters us and forgetting the way in which 

different levels of oppression affect and involve each other’ (Ibid).

Ann Rosalind Jones launches a particularly vigorous attack on French feminist theory in 

her essay ‘Toward an Understanding of I’Ecriture feminine’ by posing a number of very 

questions:

First off, the basic theoretical question: Can the body be a source of self- 
knowledge? Does female sexuality exist prior to or in spite of social existence? 
Do women experience their bodies purely or essentially, outside the damaging
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acculturation so sharply analysed by women in France and elsewhere? (Jones in 
Showalter 1986, p.367).

Jones’s main objection is to ‘the concept of fem inite  as a bundle of Everywoman’s 

psychosexual characteristics’ that she accuses of flattening out the lived differences 

between women (Ibid, p.371). ‘A monolithic vision of shared female sexuality’, Jones 

asserts, ‘rather than defeating phallocentrism as doctrine and practice, is more likely to 

blind us to our varied and immediate needs and to the specific struggles we must 

coordinate in order to meet them ’ (Ibid). Jones questions the representations of the 

female body and sexuality by French feminist theorists:

W hat is the meaning of ‘two lips’ to heterosexual women who want men to 
recognise their clitoral pleasure -  or to African or Middle Eastern women who, 
as a result of pharaonic clitorodectomies, have neither lips nor clitoris through 
which to ‘jou ir’? Does a celebration of the Maternal versus the Patriarchal make 
the same kind of sense, or any kind of sense, to white middle-class women who 
are fighting to maintain the right to abortion, to black and Third W orld women 
resisting enforced sterilisation, to women in subsistence-farming economies 
where the livelihood of the family depends on the work of every child who is 
born and survives? And surely one woman gives different meaning to her 
sexuality throughout her individual history [...]. I wonder again whether one 
libidinal voice, however nonphallocentrically defined, can speak to the 
economic and cultural problems of all women (Jones in Showalter 1986, p.371).

W hile such concerns over the definition of female sexuality are justified, it is my 

opinion that critics like Jones have neglected the importance accorded by French 

feminists to ‘diversity’, ‘plurality’ and multiplicity’. They do not posit female sexuality 

as ONE but as MANY -  this is an aspect that has been overlooked by those who are 

quick to find fault with any theory that attempts to ‘define’, however loosely that may 

be. With regard to the accusation that French feminist theory coerces women into 

spaces where they have previously been imprisoned (for example, motherhood), the 

emphasis is on returning to these spaces but then redefining them for and by women, 

however that may be and in as many ways as necessary. Finally, to respond to the 

frequent criticism of French feminist theory as essentialist due to its focus on the female 

body and the nature of femaleness, would it be better for women to have no essence? 

The latter has also been a strategy of oppression in the same way as reducing women to 

essence. As Dani Cavallaro astutely comments in her conclusion to French Feminist 

Theory:
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The enthroning of the female body and of ecriture fem inine  as major concerns 
for feminist philosophers should not be viewed as a retreat into essentialism but 
as a radical attempt to destabilise conventional views on the relationship of 
femininity and nature, by showing that femininity is always already a result of 
cultural descriptions, inscriptions, encryptions: nam.ely, texts. Bodies
themselves, in this perspective, can be conceived as ongoing narratives 
(Cavallaro 2003, p. 174).
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5: WOMEN’S WRITING AND FEMINIST CRITICISM IN QUEBEC 

5.1: Overview of critical literature

In the introduction to Volume One of L ’Autre Lecture (1992), one of the first feminist 

critical anthologies entirely devoted to Quebec w om en’s writing,’ Lori Saint-Martin 

states that ten years prior to this publication, such an anthology would have been 

unthinkable. Had it not been for major developments within the field of literature and 

critical theory throughout the 1970s and early 1980s in Quebec (as elsewhere), we 

would not have witnessed ‘I’emergence subite de cette approche iconoclaste’ which 

allows us to introduce ‘un regard de femm e’, to read wom en’s writing from a female 

viewpoint (Saint-Martin 1992, p. 11). This lack of a feminist critical tradition does not 

mean that women were not writing, but rather, that critics (predominantly male) 

preferred to concentrate on the more traditional, universal aspects of their work and to 

interpret it ‘selon des criteres qui faisaient taire la voix feminine tres subversive’ (Smart 

1987, p.35). Saint-Martin cites the case of Gabrielle Roy as an example:

Gabrielle Roy est surement I’ecrivaine la plus souvent etudiee par les hommes. 
Et pourtant, il n ’est jamais question d ’elle comme une fem m e  qui ecrit; on en fait 
une sorte de pur esprit, un homme honorifique. Dans Bonheur d ’occasion, on 
releve la critique des inegalites de classe, mais pas celle des inegalites de sexe 
(1992, p.l5).

Suzanne Lamy, author of Qiiand je  lis, je  m ’invente (1984), made a similar point prior 

to Saint-Martin, stating that ‘depuis le fond des ages, entre elles, elles {les ecrivaines 

quehecoisesY  chuchotaient; dans leur for interieur, elles marmonnaient’ (Lamy 1984, 

p. 12). Whence the importance placed on re-reading and re-interpreting in the first 

volume of L ’Autre Lecture, on the need to ‘lire entre les lignes, [...] mesurer les 

hesitations, les ambivalences, le poids du non-dit’ (Saint-Martin 1992, p. 12). Saint- 

Martin also emphasises the need to construct ‘une communaute d ’ecrivaines’ as well as 

‘une communaute de critiques-lectrices attentives a capter les voix de leurs meres

It must also be indicated that several excellent critical essays dedicated to fem inist interpretations o f  
w om en’s writing in Quebec appeared in journals prior to the publication o f  any critical texts. These 
essays were very useful for this section: Christiane Makward, ‘Quebec W om en W riters’; Karen Gould, 
‘Setting W ords Free’; Lucie Lequin; ‘Les Fem m es quebecoises ont invente leurs paroles’; Green & al. 
‘Inscriptions o f  the Feminine: A Century o f  W om en’s Writing in Q ueb ec’. See bibliography for full 
references.

M y insertion
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litteraires’ (Ibid, p. 18). She is keen to point out that the history of women’s writing in 

Quebec dates back earlier than has been acknowledged.

Affirmer que I’ecriture au feminin"*° commence avec Nicole Brossard et France 
Theoret a pour effet de gommer le travail novateur des femmes du passe et de 
nous priver de la tradition d ’une ecriture au feminin, tradition dont beaucoup 
ressentent le besoin. Nous savons que les groupements de feministes des annees 
soixante-dix n ’etaient pas les premiers; de meme, I’ecriture au feminin a ses 
racines (Ibid, p. 12).

In the concluding paragraph of the introduction to this innovative anthology, Saint- 

Martin reflects on the fruits of a feminist approach to Quebec women’s writing.

Que peut la critique au feminin? Elle seule tient compte des conditions de 
production et de reception des textes des femmes; fait, entre condition feminine 
et forme romanesque, les liens qui s’imposent; fait avancer les debats sur le 
pouvoir, les valeurs, les rapports entre les femmes et I’institution. Elle seule 
tient compte explicitement de la difference entre les sexes, done des questions 
de gender. Elle seule prend vraiment au serieux I’ecriture des femmes (Ibid,
p. 18).

It would seem that these words inspired many other female critics to partake in Saint- 

M artin’s project; the first volume of L ’Aiitre Lecture quickly gave rise to a second 

collaborative anthology in 1994 and a solid tradition of feminist criticism and ‘ecriture 

au fem inin’ began to establish itself. These are the type of developments in w om en’s 

writing in Quebec that Suzanne Lamy foresaw:

On ne pourra plus les faire taire, ni parler comme autrefois en leur lieu et en leur 
place [...]. Leurs voix, elles ne refusent rien et se coulent partout. Aucun genre, 
roman, essai, poesie, theatre qui n ’ait ete exploite [...]. Aujourd’hui les voix 
sont assez nombreuses, diversifiees, pour qu’on puisse etablir quelque topologie 
du feminin: ecrits feministes, litterature feminine, textes de femme o l i  il y a 
ecriture. Multiples, ces ecrits transmettent des eveils, des idees, utilisent des 
formes, des procedes, des types d ’enonciation qui peuvent etre repertories, 
etudies (Lamy 1984, p. 12).

L ’Autre Lecture is undoubtedly a seminal text in the trajectory of feminist literary 

theory in Quebec. However, it is does not exist in isolation and it is vital to consider the 

other major texts that have contributed to the formulation of a feminist methodology 

and provided new tools with which we can read Quebec w om en’s writing. Suzanne

In Q uebec, fem inists prefer to speak o f  an 'ecriture au fem inin’ as opposed to the French ‘ecriture 
fem inine’ in order to avoid becom ing em broiled in a debate over essentialism .
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Lamy’s Quand je  Us je  m ’invente, published in 1984, is an illuminating series of 

reflections on the status of women’s writing in Quebec but without any specific textual 

analysis. Paula Gilbert Lewis’s Traditionalism, Nationalism, Feminism (1985) was the 

first text published in English to focus on Quebec women writers and provide an 

analysis of their works."^' Traditionalism, Nationalism and Feminism is a collection of 

essays that aims to trace a trajectory of women’s writing in Quebec and considers the 

influence of the particular cultural and political situation in Quebec on their work. 

Those selected for analysis and considered to be leading figures among Quebec women 

writers include Laure Conan, Gabrielle Roy, Germaine Guevremont, Anne Hebert, 

Marie-Claire Blais, Nicole Brossard, Madeleine Gagnon, Jovette Marchessault and 

Louky Bersianik. There appears to a general consensus regarding the importance of 

these writers as they feature in several critical anthologies dedicated to an examination 

of Quebec wom.en’s writing, albeit with slight variations. Traditionalism, Nationalism 

and Feminism was followed by La Gynocritique (1987), edited by Barbara Godard and 

containing essays both in English and French. While La Gynocritique does not 

concentrate solely on Quebec women’s writing but is concerned with Canadian 

women’s writing as a whole, it is nonetheless a useful text. In her introduction to La 

Gynocritique, Godard highlights the necessity to ‘rethink the act of reading with respect 

to the work of women writers in this country’ (Godard 1987, p.i) and to deconstruct the 

male persepective that ‘has dominated fields of knowledge, marking them all with a 

patriarchal discourse’ (Ibid). According to Godard, we must ‘stop trying to fit women 

into the models of the male tradition and concentrate instead on an increasingly visible 

world of female culture’. La Gynocritique is one of the first texts to speculate on the 

concept of ‘difference’ -  women’s experience and writing as unique and specific but 

which has been excluded from discourse until recently. Consequently, there is a strong 

emphasis on a revalorisation of difference, in contrast to what Godard terms ‘patriarchal 

monolithism’ (Ibid, p.ii), and the need to define a feminine aesthetic.

This dominant discourse has been preoccupied with surfaces, with 
resemblances, hence, singularity, and has failed to acknowledge differences or 
depths, to allow other knowledges the right to circulate (Ibid).

In a similar vein, Patricia Smart’s Ecrire dans la maison du pere (1988) investigates 

Quebec women’s writing in a bid to formulate ‘une histoire a elle’ (or ‘/zerstory’) as

Sainl-M artin’s L ’A utre Lecture  is one o f  the first texts to appear in the French Language
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opposed to the ‘histoire a lui’ Chistory') which has dominated much of Quebec 

hterature. She also questions whether women write differently to men and have a 

language of their own but is aware of the traps that one can fall into when making such 

a claim.

Mais la question de la specificite sexuelle de I’ecriture souleve des problemes, 
autant pour la critique feministe qui craint d ’emprisonner la femme dans encore 
une autre categorie ou ‘essence’ dictee par la vieille hierarchic binaire, que pour 
les critiques a tendance ‘universelle’ qui peuvent toujours citer une exception ou 
deux pour dementir toute affirmation d ’une specificite sexuelle dans les textes 
litteraires (Smart 1988, p.24).

Sm art’s approach is predominantly ‘palimpsestic’ in that it searches for new 

perspectives and hidden depths in known texts by Quebec women writers -  important 

aspects of the ‘histoire a elle’ that, as Lori Saint-Martin also noted, have been passed 

over by traditional readings.

In 1990, Karen Gould published Writing in the Feminine which focuses on the

experimental nature of four writers, Nicole Brossard, Madeleine Gagnon, Louky

Bersianik and France Theoret, but includes a concise overview of the specific historical,

political and cultural influences on Quebec wom en’s writing in general. More recent

publications include Women and Narrative Identity (2001) by Mary Jean Green, Doing

Gender (2001) co-authored by Roseanna Dufault and Paula Ruth Gilbert, Violence and

the Female Imagination: Q uebec’s Women Writers Re-Frame Gender in North

American Cultures (2006) by Paula Ruth Gilbert and L ’ecriture du corps fem inin dans

la litterature quehecoise depuis 1980 (2007), edited by Daniel Marcheix and Nathalie

Watteyne. The first of these three texts {Women and Narrative Identity’) is an extensive

historical and chronological look at Quebec w om en’s writing which covers a wide

trajectory from Marie de I’lncarnation to contemporary writers such as Francine Noel.

The second text. Doing Gender, situates itself in what is described in the preface as an

acknowledged and confident tradition of Quebec women’s writing in contrast to

Suzanne Lamy’s description of early women writers as ‘des enfants uniques nes de pere

et mere inconnus’ (Lamy 1984, p.29). As a result, its authors are able to move away

from older concerns (such as rediscovering and re-reading w om en's texts) and instead

they are free to look at the changing face of modern Quebec women’s writing.

Contemporary women writers are now faced with a Quebec that has been subject to

significant transformation and redefinition, due to an influx of immigration, where even
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the term ‘Quebecoise’ no longer holds tight. Their country has gone from being a 

stronghold of unchanging French, patriarchal and Catholic values to an arena of varied 

cultural roots. Consequently, women’s writing has a new and exciting task; to convey 

the heterogeneous nature of what it means to be a woman living in Quebec and French 

speaking Canada today.‘̂“

Like the country of Canada and the province of Quebec, Franco-Canadian 
women writers are exploring transnational, post-national, and international 
issues. They are a plurilingual lot, representing a cultural diversity that is quite 
extraordinary for this North American land: Quebecoise; Chinese-Quebecoise; 
Lebanese-Quebecoise; Egyptian-Quebecoise; Franco-Albertan; Franco-Acadian; 
Haitian-Quebecoise; Anglo-Canadian Parisian. They are immigrant writers as 
well as writers born and bred and raised in Quebec, in Alberta, in New 
Brunswick. They write about memory, cultural heritage, identity, gender, 
sexuality, maternity, the body, female space, family, children, relationships, 
ageing, death, writing, creativity and narrative voices [...]. They are constandy 
looking for a link to the past, as they move into the next century with a certain 
uneasiness about their survival as Franco-Canadian women writers in a vast 
North America. They are, perhaps, less dour, angry and pessimistic than the 
older generation was [...] but then again they have grown up, just like their 
homelands -  whether Quebec, Canada or the countries from which they have 
emigrated. Franco-Canadian women writers represent [...] a marvellous study 
of women in the world today (Gilbert and Dufault 2001, p. 16).

The third text. Violence and the Female Imagination, examines a series of women 

writers who have created female characters who are fascinated with bold sexual actions 

and language, cruelty, and violence, at times culminating in killing. Paula Ruth Gilbert 

argues that these Quebec feminist writers are ‘re-framing’ gender and explores whether 

the characters are striking out at an external other or harming themselves through acts 

of self-destruction. Gilbert examines the degree to which women are imitating and 

perhaps mocking men in the outward direction of their anger of sexuality and violence 

and illustrates the ways in which Quebec female authors are beginning to ‘feminise’ 

violence and re-envisage gender.

Finally, the fourth and most recent publication, as the title suggests (L ’ecriture du corps 

feminin dans la litterature quebecoise depuis 1980) examines a diverse range of

With regard lo Gabrielle R oy and Francine N oel, this period o f  change in Canada can be traced in their 
novels. W hile a multi-ethnic Canada is beginning to appear in Lm  P etite  pou le  d ’eaii. Rue D escham bault 
and F ragiles lum ieres de terre  (R oy), it is in N o e l’s Nous avons tous decou vert I'A m ehque  and La 
C onjuration des bd tards  that multiculturaiism really becom es evident.
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representations of the female body in Quebec literature. In itself, this book shows just 

how far women’s writing has progressed in Quebec, from complete obliteration of the 

female body in Quebec literature to being able to devote an entire project to the study of 

its inscription into the Quebec text.

5.2: A tradition of women’s writing in Quebec

For a long time the position of the woman writer in Quebec was a paradoxical one. 

Speaking at the international writers’ convention devoted to ‘Women and Writing’ held 

in Montreal in 1975, Nicole Brossard raises several pertinent questions:

Ici au Quebec, il faudra bien s ’expliquer une bonne fois comment il se fait que 
les femmes aient joue un role important dans notre litterature: Gabrielle Roy, 
Anne Hebert, Germaine Guevremont, Marie-Claire Blais. Comment il se fait 
surtout que leurs oeuvres aient su toucher une vaste partie du public 
quebebecois? Sur quelle schizophrenie collective, leurs fantasmes ont-ils eu 
prise? Sur quelle oppression ont-ils fait lejour? (Brossard 1976, p. 13).

How we can explain the proliferation of women writers that emerged from the grips of 

an inhibitive patriarchy within their own society and cultural oppression from without? 

How was such an impressive tradition of women’s writing, alluded to in all of the 

critical texts discussed, able to assert itself and gain recognition? Furthermore, not only 

do Quebec women writers boast an established tradition of writing, their work has also 

been in the foreground of major developments in Quebec literary history. Patricia 

Smart comments on this in the introduction to Ecrire dans la maison du pere (1988):

Au Quebec, un survol meme rapide du corpus litteraire laisse soup9onner que 
lorsque les femmes ecrivent, la tradition se rompt et le changement s’insere dans 
I’edifice solide des representations culturelles [...]. II est bien connu qu’on doit 
a la plume de Laure Conan le premier roman ‘psychologique’, et le premier 
narre au ‘je ’ de la tradition litteraire quebecoise. Les romans de Germaine 
Guevremont marquent la fin de la periode ‘classique’ du roman de la terre, et la 
reconnaissance que le monde que ce roman mettait en scene est a jamais revolu. 
Avec Bonheur d ’occasion de Gabrielle Roy, c ’est la realite du monde urbain qui 
s ’installe avec urgence dans le paysage litteraire. Et dans la poesie d’Anne 
Hebert, les symboles d’une alienation ancienne [...] sont eclates de I’interieur, 
signalant I’entree dans un cycle nouveau du ‘temps quebecois’ (Smart 1987, 
p.l3).
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Critics agree that ‘women’s writing has been particularly important in Quebec, more 

central to the literary tradition than in France, England or the United States’ (Green, 

Lewis and Gould 1985, p.363) and that Quebec women writers have a solid tradition of 

literary mothers behind them. Christiane Makward cites some interesting figures in her 

essay ‘Quebec Women Writers’ (1977):

Statistics show that women hold more space in reference books on Quebec 
literature than on French literature. They represent 13% of the writers listed in 
the Dictionnaire pratique des auteurs quehecois by Hamel, Hare and 
Wyczynsski (Montreal: FIDES, 1976) compared to 3.7% in the Histoire des 
litteratures III (Paris: Gallimard/Pleiade, 1958) and 4.9% in Bersani & al. La 
Litterature en France depuis 1945 (Paris: Bordas, 1970) (Makward 1977, p.3).

Added to this, the standard literary history manual in Quebec by Bessette & al., La 

Litterature canadienne-frangaise (1968), opens with a presentation of the founding 

mother of the Quebec Ursulines Order, French-born Marie de I’lncarnation (1599- 

1672), who lived in Quebec for 33 years and wrote some 13,000 letters. The same 

source quotes Laure Conan as the founder of the French-Canadian novel in 1884 

(Makward 1977, p.3).

In a bid to explain the paradox, Paula Gilbert Lewis posits that female literature 

flourished as an ironic result of the institutionalisation of both gender roles and sexual 

repression in Quebec:

It was that patriarchal society, deeply influenced by the Catholic Church, that 
has traditionally imposed upon women the role of guardians of francophone 
culture, that is, of religion and of the French language, itself guardian of the 
faith. Better educated than in many other cultures, therefore, Quebec women 
often began to write (Gilbert Lewis 1985, p.5).

The authors of Collectif Cho’s monumental L ’Histoire des femmes au Quebec (1982) 

present statistics that support the above statement. As far back as the early 1800s, 

women were educated to the same level as men thanks to the wide-spread network of 

convent schools.

La tradition populaire nous a toujours laisse entendre que les femmes d’ici 
etaient plus instruites que les hommes: effectivement, dans les annees 1838- 
1839, il y a chez les francophones presque autant de femmes que d’hommes qui 
lisent et ecrivent (15% d’hommes contre 13% de femmes) et, chez les semi- 
alphabetises, les femmes sont plus nombreuses (42% contre 29%). Cette quasi-
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egalite est un fait inhabituel dans les societes pre-industrielles: ainsi, en Europe, 
on rencontre generalement deux a trois fois plus d ’hommes alphabetises que des 
femmes (Dumont et al. 1982, p. 193).

However, the authors of L ’Histoire des fem m es au Quebec are quick to reveal the nature 

of the education that girls received, namely, training to become future ‘menageres’. 

Thus, while women were undoubtedly learning to read and write, at the same time their 

education served to confine them even further to the traditional feminine roles set out 

by a patriarchal and Catholic society. These restrictions on their learning would 

continue right up until women began to take their (limited) place in universities at the 

beginning of the twentieth century: ‘les contradictions et les tiraillements de la societe a 

regard  du role des femmes engendrent de multiples ambigui'tes dans la mise en oeuvre 

des modeles educatifs qui leur sont destines’ (Ibid, p.331).

This ambiguity surrounding w om en’s education applies to Quebec w om en’s literature 

as well. Women may have been writing, but for a long time the female literary tradition 

was overshadowed by the necessity of the collective survival of Quebec culture, identity 

and the French language. However, it must be noted that this history of political 

subjugation and linguistic colonisation was a shared one that affected both male and 

female writers. Karen Gould writes in her essay ‘Setting W ords Free: Feminist Writing 

in Quebec’ (1981) that:

French-speaking men and women have suffered from a deep, long-standing 
sense of inferiority and vulnerability. The frustrations of political 
powerlessness, coupled with a devalorisation of the quebecois language and 
culture in English Canada, have conjoined over the years to produce an acute 
and distinctly quebecois malaise about speaking and writing, a theme that 
permeates many ‘colonised’ literatures and one that can easily be traced in 
numerous texts by male and female Quebec writers alike (Gould 1981, p.619).

Consequently, as Jacques Godbout has lamented, all Quebec writers found themselves, 

willingly or unwillingly, involved in the Quebec identity project, which he calls the 

‘national text’ (Godbout cited by Green 2001, p.3). Similarly, Mary Jane Green 

describes Quebec literary history as the ‘continued production of a series of identity 

narratives -  narratives designed and perceived as a statement about an always 

endangered national identity’ (Green 2001, p.3). However, she astutely remarks that 

this identity project was defined according to male conceptions of the world and as a 

result, severely constrained the literary expression of the female voice. W omen could
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only write if they were seen ‘to participate in a traditional ideological discourse, 

constantly situating its assertions within a culturally sanctioned national intertext’ (Ibid, 

p.4). Patricia Smart refers to this as the phenomenon of having to ‘ecrire dans la 

maison du pere’ (Smart 1987). Whence the paradox of the national text: on the one 

hand, it provided women with an opportunity to write within a certain framework and to 

be accepted into the canon of literature; but on the other hand, it censored their voice by 

strictly prescribing the suitable content of their texts. It could be said that this applied 

to male writers too, however, the national text was much more favourable to masculine 

narratives than the inscription of female experiences.

5.3; Women writers and the national identity pro2ramme

In 1866, in his foundational work of French-Canadian literary criticism, ‘Le 

Mouvement litteraire en Canada,’ Henri-Raymond Casgrain set forth his prescriptions 

for a ‘national literature,’ calling for works that would represent the particularity of 

French-Canadian life and would, above all, bear the mark of a deep religious faith. 

Essentially this was a programmatic work, that is to say, it set out guidelines for what 

French-Canadian literature ought to become rather than what it actually was. At the 

same time, several authors consulted and were heavily influenced by Casgrain, 

including Laure Conan, Quebec’s first published woman novelist.

Si, comme il est incontestable, la litterature est le reflet des moeurs, du 
caractere, des aptitudes, du genie d ’une nation, si elle garde aussi I'empreinte 
des lieux d ’oia elle surgit, des divers aspects de la nature, des sites, des 
perspectives, des horizons, la notre sera grave, meditative, spiritualiste, 
religieuse, evangelisatrice comme nos missionaries, genereuse comme nos 
martyrs, energique et perseverante comme nos pionniers d ’autrefois...chaste et 
pure comme le manteau virginal de nos longs hivers. Mais surtout elle sera 
essentiellement croyante, religieuse; telle sera sa forme caracteristique, son 
expression; sinon elle ne vivra pas (Casgrain 1866, p.25-6).

The fact that Quebec literature was inextricably bound to an overarching national 

identity project in which each text was called upon to make its individual contribution, 

meant that certain genres and narratives were privileged over others, namely the 

historical novel and ‘le roman de la terre’ or ‘le roman du terroir’ as it is also referred 

to. These two very powerful identitary genres offered little in the way of active female 

role models and left limited scope for women writers to develop a female voice or carve
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a place for unique female experiences within these texts. Mary Jean Green (Women and  

Narrative Identity) comments on the extra burden this national identity programme 

placed on Quebec women writers:

If it has been the lot of women throughout Western culture to struggle with 
stories imposed on them by men, women in Quebec have found themselves 
particularly constrained because the dominant plots of literature and society 
have historically been enmeshed in the political project of Quebec’s cultural 
survival (Green 2001, p.7).

Later, in the same text. Green astutely compares ‘the conversation between women 

writers and the dominant discourse of Quebec’ to the ‘dialogue of father and daughter’ 

(Ibid, p.87).

In order to be taken seriously the daughter had to adapt her speech to the 
preoccupations of the father, and her words were continually misunderstood 
(Ibid, p.87).

‘Le roman de la terre’ is par excellence a masculine narrative or, as Janine Boynard- 

Frot puts it in Un Matriarcat en proces, ‘un espace de I’hom m e’ centred on ‘I’histoire 

d ’une alliance entre I’homme et la terre’ (1982, p.33)."̂ '̂  According to Boynard-Frot, ‘le 

roman du terroir’ reproduces sexual inequalities between men and women but conceals 

them by idealising women’s reproductive capacity and her duties as wife and mother.

Se conformant a I’ideologie dominante articulee sur la base de la societe divisee, 
le roman se donne pour tache de realiser I’inegalite de rapports entre les sujets 
masculins et feminins en creant I’illusion que I’organisation culturelle 
incoherente fondee sur la division sociale, est generatrice d ’ordre et de rapports 
harmonieux qu’en outre elle figure un ordre pretendument naturel (Boynard-Frot 
1982, p.97).

In her study of a selection of ‘romans du terroir’, Boynard-Frot defines the stereotypical 

female character of this genre. W ithout listing all the common features identified by 

Boynard-Frot, it suffices to say that she is the perfect embodiment of Virginia W oolf’s 

‘Angel in the House’ who ‘n ’a de desir reel que d ’une genetrice’ (Ibid, p. 107). The 

only possible narrative for a female character in the ‘roman du terroir’ is one of

H ow ever, if  we look at the exam ple o f  Louis H em on’s M aria C hapdelaine, here we have a ‘roman du 
terroir’ with a fem ale at the centre o f  the narrative, and yet, at the same time, she is curiously 
absent/inactive. Her story is not allow ed to deviate from the traditional plot for wom en (marriage) and 
we feel that Maria is merely a m outhpiece for the promulgation o f  patriarchal values as opposed to a fully 
rounded character with her own desires and opinions.
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exchange between two men, the passage from ‘fille de’ to ‘femme de’ (Joubert 2000). 

Boynard-Frot describes this as ‘la transformation de son etat de celibataire en phase 

initiale a celui de mariee en sequence initiale’ (Ibid, p.99). She adds:

Tous les personnages feminins sont dotes du vouloir se marier, y compris les 
celibataires figurant en sequence finale [...] sauf peut-etre Paulima Deschamps, 
dans la Scouine, immariable car depourvue des qualifications physiques et 
morales qui sont attribuees aux personages feminins dans les autres romans 
(Ibid).

Following marriage, the female character’s single and obligatory role in the plot is to 

produce children (preferably sons!) -  ‘il n ’y a pas d ’histoire de femme mariee et non 

mere dans le roman du terroir’ (Ibid, p. 107). Germaine Guevremont’s Le Surx’enant 

(1945) would seem to contradict this as it presents us with the character of Alphonsine 

who is married but has no children for the duration of the novel and is uncomfortable 

with the traditional roles set out for women. However, Alphonsine is scorned and 

belittled by those around her for her ‘barrenness’ and she is intimidated by the presence 

of Marie-Amanda, her sister-in-law ( ‘un jeune enfant a chaque main, et lourde du 

troisieme’, Le Survenant, p .83), who has fulfilled expectations where Alphonsine has 

failed. There is constant pressure on Alphonsine to produce a child and by the time we 

reach the follow-up novel to Le S u n ’enant, Marie-Didace (1947), she has given birth to 

a daughter. It is important to mention a second character in Guevremont’s novels who 

is married but childless -  Blanche Varieur/L’Acayenne. Again, as is the case for 

Alphonsine, respect for Blanche diminishes (where her newly-wed husband. Didace, is 

concerned), when she fails to accomplish the miracle that is expected from her, namely, 

producing a male heir.

Boynard-Frot notes, with reference to the particular texts she has selected for her study, 

that once the female character’s ‘devoir’ has been completed, there is no longer any 

place for her in the novel.

Mariee, la femme n ’a plus d ’histoire. Parmi les vingt-cinq cas de personnages 
feminins maries en sequence initiale, quarante-cinq pour cent disparaissent du 
roman bien avant la sequence finale. Leur finalite, c’est la procreation. Une 
fois ce role rempli, elles peuvent quitter la scene (Ibid).

This remark reminds us of the case of Alphonsine Moisan in Ringuet’s Trente Arpents

(1938). The most we see of Alphonsine is before her marriage but, even then, all details
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related to us about her come from her suitor, Euchariste Moisan. Once married (her 

wedding day is allotted a mere four lines at the end of a chapter), she begins to vanish 

from the narrative, any references being restricted to pregnancy and motherhood. After 

a period of not hearing anything about Alphonsine in the novel, it is suddenly 

announced that she has died in childbirth, approximately one third of the way into the 

narrative. However, by this stage, she has fulfilled her role as identified by Janine 

Boynard-Frot and provided several children for her husband and, most importantly, a 

male heir to the land. Like Alphonsine’s wedding day, the event is passed over quickly, 

the only comment being that her death occurred at ‘la periode relativement inactive 

d ’entre semailles et moisson’ (Ringuet 1991, p .114) and thus would not interfere with 

the smooth running of the farm!

The advocacy of a national text was part of the Quebec political programme known as 

‘la politique de la survivance’. One of the strategies of this political programme was 

the infamous ‘revanche des berceaux’, a strategy which served to idealise the mother 

and thus imprisoned women in their bodies, as reproducers of the Quebec race. In 

Defense et illustration de la langiie qiiebecoise (1979), Michele Lalonde describes the 

iconic Quebec mother as ‘ouvriere infatigable de la Survivance’ and ‘heroine de 

I’accroissement dem ographique.. .asservie au reve du clerge et comme assimilee a son 

autorite’ (1979, p.202-3). She continues:

On lui confia un role epuisant, une maniere de vocation religieuse, n ’en doutons 
pas; on la conditionna autant que faire se peut et de vaticaneries en simples 
bondieuseries on fit d ’elle la depositaire autorisee des valeurs consacrees. On la 
recompensait d ’admiration, salaire traditionnel du travail mal-paye et d ’une 
assurance-vie pour I’autre monde: apres quinze accouchements, on monte vite 
au c ie l.. .Bref, il lui fut demande une sorte de sacerdoce (Ibid).

The mythical figure of the Quebec mother is perhaps most vividly and memorably 

described by Jean Le Moyne in Convergences:

Dressee en calicot sur son prelart, devant un poele ou une marmite, une grappe 
de petits aux jambes et un autre petit dans le ber de la revanche, la a cote de la 
boite a bois (Le Moyne 1953, p.71).

Lalonde remarks that this persistent idealisation of the mother created the deceptive 

impression of a matriarchal society in Quebec, but in actual fact, behind the scenes, men 

were pulling all the strings.
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Tout cela eut pour effet d ’instituer chez nous une sorte de matriarcat 
psychologique, qui n ’alterait en rien la structure exterieure de la societe 
colonisee, laquelle demeurait bel et bien patriarcale (Lalonde 1979, p.203).

This appearance of a matriarchy, according to Lalonde, concealed the real face of 

Quebec society that she labels as misogynistic and even gynophobic.

II existe bel et bien chez nous, independamment de la misogynie proprement 
dite que Ton peut rencontrer, une attitude frequente que Ton pourrait appeler de 
la gynophobie. Peur de la Quebecoise (Ibid, p.206).

The incessant reiteration of the ideological role of the mother had obvious 

consequences for Quebec women writers that extended well into the first half of the 

twentieth century. According to Isabelle Boisclair, ‘la femme qui voulait devenir 

ecrivaine devait sacrifier ce qui etait considere comme feminin pour acceder a une 

carriere litteraire, la capacite de procreer etant jugee incompatible avec I’aptitude a 

creer’ (Boisclair 2000, p. 127). Boisclair’s essay entitled ‘L ’Ecrivaine quebecoise au 

vingtieme siecle’ considers the difficulties women faced in assuming the authority to 

write in a religious and patriarchal society that demanded she sacrifice her individual 

desires for the good of the family. Thus, women who wished to write and achieve 

success had no choice but to refuse traditional female roles.

Depuis le debut et tout au long du siecle, nombreuses sont les ecrivaines -  en 
considerant celles qui parvinrent a la notoriete litteraire -  qui sont demeurees 
celibataires (Laure Conan, Jovette Bernier, Medje Vezina, Adrienne Choquette, 
Rina Lasnier, Anne Hebert, Marie-Claire Blais). A compter des annees ’30, 
certaines se marierent, mais n ’eurent pas d ’enfants (Eva Senecal, Gabrielle Roy, 
Claire Martin). Germaine Guevremont est en cette maniere une exception 
notoire, mais il faut dire qu’elle entreprend sa carriere litteraire sur le tard, alors 
qu’elle a 45 ans et la plus jeune de ses enfants a onze ans. Et -  le fait a une 
grande importance -  elle etait richement dotee en termes de capital culture! 
familial, car elle provenait d ’une famille oii plusieurs membres ecrivaient et 
publiaient, ce qui veut contrebalancer son ‘handicap’. Telles furent les 
conditions exceptionnelles qui lui permirent d ’entreprendre une carriere litteraire

44tout en etant mariee et mere de famille (Ibid, p. 142).

In addition, among the authors who remained single cited by Boisclair, several were lesbians, which 
places them further outside the procreational circuit. Concerning Gabrielle R oy’s marriage, it appears to 
have been a 'marriage o f  conven ien ce’. R oy and Marcotte had no children together and as the years went 
by, spent more and more time apart. It is now com m on know ledge that her husband Marcel Carbotte was 
an active hom osexual and that Roy was aware o f  this but relatively unconcerned. This in turn raises 
questions about R oy’s sexuality as she spent the majority o f  her time in ‘wom en on ly’ circles. In the 
writings o f  Roy there is an underlying sense that heterosexual relations trap wom en and im pede their 
creativitv.
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Lori Saint-Martin raises similar points concerning the conflicting roles of motherhood 

and authorship in her detailed study of the mother in Quebec women’s writing, Le Nom 

de la mere (1999);

Au nom de leur role maternel, les femmes ont ete tenues a I’ecart de la creation 
artistique: reproductrices, elles sont dites inaptes a creer [...]. Aux femmes les 
enfants de la chair, aux hommes ceux de 1’esprit. Le partage semble consacre de 
toute eternite (Saint-Martin 1999, p.31).

As Jovette Marchessault’s play. La Saga des poules mouillees (1981), illustrates, 

deviating from the feminine norm in order to write was not a simple decision. Quebec 

women writers had a whole set of other problems to deal with, ranging from ridicule 

and intimidation to denial of and rejection of their work, punishment it would seem for 

not conforming. La Saga des poules mouillees presents a fictitious and impossible 

encounter between four eminent Quebec women writers -  Laure Conan, Germaine 

Guevremont, Gabrielle Roy and Anne Hebert -  a meeting which sparks off a reflection 

on female artistic creation in general (which, the protagonists feel, has not been duly 

recognised) but with a focus on the experience of being a women writer. The play both 

exposes the obstacles that patriarchal society places in the way of women’s art and 

celebrates those women who managed to create against the odds. In the preface to the 

play Marchessault laments, ‘le patriarcat nous castre, nous ridiculise, nous interdit 

d’images et de paroles, nous empeche de nous mettre en mouvement dans les espaces 

de I’imaginaire’ (Marchessault 1989, p .14). The final scene of her play, however, ends 

on a more resonant and celebratory note as the characters announce their communal 

project to write a revisionist history of women in Quebec; ‘Le grand livre des femmes 

est commence. Tout sera retrouve, sauve, decrypte.. .9a n’aura pas de fin’ (Ibid, p. 132).

Given the restrictions imposed by the political programme of national ‘survivance’, we 

return to Brossard’s question about the paradoxical situation of Quebec women writers. 

Furthermore, as already stated, the oppression of women in Quebec was two-fold -  it 

occurred both within and was imposed from outside their own community. Michele 

Lalonde addresses the particular situation of Quebec women in Defense et illustration 

de la langue quebecoise:
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On a souvent compare la sujetion de la femme par I’homme a une colonisation. 
Meme prejuge meprisant du cote de celui qui domine et meme syndrome de 
culpabilite morbide du cote de I’etre humain qu’il tient en laisse. Meme 
conduite dependante, meme sentiment d ’incompetence ou d ’impuissance. 
Meme distorsion de I’image de soi et manie d ’auto-devaluation, meme reflexe 
de desolidarisation d ’avec ses semblables. Q u’advient-il done de cette analogic 
quand on essaie de I’appliquer a la condition feminine dans une societe 
reellement colonisee ou globalement inferiorisee? La comparaison tient-elle 
toujours? Comment s’applique-t-elle alors? Y a-t-il dans ce cas particulier, un 
premier degre et un second degre de colonisation feminine? (Lalonde 1979, 
p.197).

And yet, as we have seen, women did write and gained recognition within the rigid 

boundaries of the Quebec literary canon. As Green points out in her introduction to 

Women and Narrative Identity (2001), the way for women to achieve success as writers 

was, on the one hand, to conform to the prescribed norms, write within the established 

genres and contribute to the national identity programme. On the other hand, once 

inside this protective framework, they could begin to instigate change, slowly and 

subtly, and work towards the inscription of an authentic female voice within the 

national text. Quebec women, like the minority writers described by Homi Bhabha in 

Nation and Narration, were allowed to enter the dominant discourse and consequently 

had the opportunity to renegotiate its terms.

The minority does not simply confront the pedagogical, or powerful master- 
discourse with a contradictory or negating referent [...]. Insinuating itself into 
the terms of reference of the dominant discourse, the supplementary antagonises 
the implicit power to generalise, to produce the sociological solidity [...] the 
power of the supplementary is not the negation of the preconstituted social 
contradictions of the past or the present; its force lies [...] in the renegotiation of 
those times, terms, and traditions through which we turn our uncertain, passing 
contemporaneity into the signs of history (Bhabha 1990, p.306).

This is exactly what Laure Conan, Quebec’s first published woman novelist, did with 

with Angeline de Monthriin (1882) -  she managed to inscribe a female reality into a 

literary genre created and defined by a patriarchal culture. Laure Conan’s first novel 

was well received for its surface plot of feminine fidelity and self-sacrifice (consistent 

with the cultural ideal of womanhood at that time), which deflected the attention of its 

readers from the fact that the protagonist, Angeline de Montbrun, actually represents a 

departure from the traditional image of woman. Furthermore, the spiritual vocabulary 

Conan adopts for her heroine, who ostensibly seeks solace in the love of a Christian 

God (following the death of her father, her disfigurement due to an accident and the
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breaking off of her engagement to Maurice Darville), was a major factor in the novel’s 

acceptance by the influential clerical elite of the time, who were the arbiters of literary 

success. The abbe Henri-Raymond Casgrain, Conan’s mentor, praised the novel, 

describing it as ‘un livre dont on sort comme d’une eglise’"̂ '. For modern (feminist) 

readers however, this manipulation of religious language merely screens the fact that 

Angeline’s supposed spiritual meditations are actually earthly lamentations over the 

loss of human love (Green & al. 1985, p.365). Patricia Smart (Ecrire dans la maison du 

pere, 1987) and Jacques Allard {Le Roman du Quebec, 2000) comment respectively on 

the choice of pseudonym for the author and the choice of name for the protagonist, 

which may have helped to recommend the novel at the time. Smart writes:

Felicite Angers se cache derriere un pseudonyme, et pourquoi elle choisit le nom
‘Laure’ -  cette muse silencieuse et belle dont le patronage ne pouvait manquer
de lui garantir I’approbation masculine (Smart 1987, p.45).

Similarly, Jacques Allard remarks on the characteristics traditionally associated with the 

forename ‘Angeline’ -  angelic, faithful, pious and self-sacrificing (Allard 2000, p.382), 

an embodiment of the feminine ideal of that time. According to Mary Jean Green, had 

Laure Conan ‘not been able to write herself into the very restricted national text, it is 

fair to speculate that Angeline de Monthrun would have ended up on the trash heap of 

literary history’ (Green 2001, p. 16)."̂ ^

If however, we follow Lori Saint-Martin’s advice in the introduction to VAutre Lecture 

(Volume One) to ‘lire entre les lignes’, it becomes clear that Angeline de Monthrun has 

a very different tale to tell from the one of feminine submission. From a feminist 

viewpoint, this novel is important because, for the first time in Quebec, we have not 

only a female heroine at the centre of the narrative, but an unprecedented exploration of 

the female/feminine voice and its expression. In addition, the protagonist’s refusal to 

marry her fiance is a revision of the traditional female plot (marriage and motherhood) 

and an assertion of female autonomy (concealed by Angeline’s turning to God). Also, 

as Angeline is motherless in the novel, Conan cleverly avoids the pitfalls of the 

idealised figure of the mother. Finally, there is a sense of a community of women 

(‘sisterhood’) in the novel, through the various letters exchanged between female

See introduction to A ngeline de  M ontbnin
Like .lovette B ernier’s novel. La C hair decevan te  ( c l 930 ) whose very title, not to mention the content, 

shocked readers and led to its rejection.
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characters and the many historical references to heroic women from Quebec’s past (for 

example, Marie de I’lncamation). As Mary Jean Green sums up:

By creating a fictional world in which the values of fidelity and devotion 
extolled by Angeline de Montbrun could be shared by an entire society, Laure 
Conan not only fulfilled the wishes of Casgrain, but, more important, created a 
space in which her women characters were free to take meaningful action 
(Green 2001, p.46).

Not all women writers were able to manipulate traditional genres to their own needs 

quite so successfully as Conan -  Green (2001) cites the case of Jovette Bernier and the 

scandal caused by her first novel La Chair decevante (c l930). However, it is important 

to add that something in Laure Conan’s first novel must have slightly disturbed the 

authorities for she was advised to leave behind the innovative style adopted in Angeline 

de Montbrun and take up the more traditional genre of the historical novel -  which she 

did. It was not until these traditional genres and the overbearing ‘politique de la 

survivance’ began to lose their grip that women writers were truly free to explore their 

own voice.

5.4: The birth of contemporary women’s writing in Quebec

Feminist critics disagree over the exact origins of contemporary women’s writing in 

Quebec. For some, 1945 is a crucial date as it marks the publication of Bonheur 

d ’occasion (Gabrielle Roy) -  Quebec’s first ‘urban’ novel, the first example of the 

mother/daughter plot replacing the traditional father/son dyad and ‘the first time a 

woman novelist was able to create a form of literary expression that diverged in 

significant ways from the Quebec cultural tradition and to see it accepted as part of the 

literary mainstream’ (Green & al. 1985, p.363). Others hail the ‘Revolution tranquille’ 

which occurred during the 1960s in Quebec, with its emphasis on the breaking up of 

tradition, as being the most influential and transformative period for women writers.

With the liberalisation of the educational system, a decline in the power of the 
Church, a lower birthrate, and, most importantly, the massive prise de 
conscience that triggered the Quiet Revolution and matured during that decade 
of the 1960s, one began to observe a significant change on the part of Quebec 
women in general and women writers in particular; they began to distinguish 
between their oppression as Quebecers and as women. The development of 
their national consciousness during the 1960s’ Revolution tranquille led, during
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the 1970s and into the 1980s, to a more clearly focused form of female/feminist 
thought (Lewis 1985, p.5).

Paula Gilbert Lewis identifies three distinct chronological stages in Quebec w om en’s 

writing -  Traditionalism (pre 1960s), Nationalism (cl960s) and Feminism (1970s and 

1980s onwards)^^ -  but states that, despite time differences, few writers fall under one 

category and that elements of feminism can be found even in the most traditional of 

writers (Ibid, p.6)

W hether one locates the origins of contemporary women’s writing in Quebec during the 

Quiet Revolution, at the end of the Second W orld W ar with the publication of Roy’s 

first novel, or contends that feminism is characteristic of all women’s writing, albeit to 

different degrees, what feminist critics agree on is the new and exciting direction that 

Quebec women writers embarked on in the 1970s and 1980s/* Green & al. attribute 

this decade with the emergence of a gynocentric vision of Quebec society (1985, p.375) 

and Karen Gould describes the writing of this era as focused on ‘the project of writing 

like a woman.. Ahdii is to say, from a wom an’s body and in a language that could be 

regarded as woman-made’'*̂  (Gould 1990, p.4).

This new and more overtly feminist orientation in Quebec wom en’s writing is the result 

of a complex combination of factors. Uniquely situated at the crossroads of French and 

American culture, Quebec feminism is a rich blend of both influences but with its own 

individual personality. As Karen Gould states, ‘the frames of reference of feminist 

thought and the experimental nature of the feminine in writing {in Quehec)^^ have been 

internationally as well as regionally inspired’ (1990, p.xiv). She continues:

The dynamic evolution and interconnectedness of Quebec feminism and 
feminist modes of textual inscription can be attributed at least in part to the 
unusual cross-fertilisation of three distinct cultural perspectives -  Quebecois,

By traditionalism Gilbert L ew is means respecting (or appearing to) the values set forth by the church 
and patriarchal society; nationalism refers to the insurgence and inscription o f  a specific ‘Q uebecness’ in 
the literature o f  the ‘R evolution Tranquille’; and the third stage, the fem inist phase, is the one where 
wom en writers can finally, having been freed o f  the obligations o f  the identity texts, explore the fem ale  
experience on their own terms.

N ico le  Brossard and M adeleine Gagnon are considered to be founders o f  the new ‘ecriture au fem inin’ 
which em erged during this period.

W e are reminded here o f  D ale Spender’s book Man m ade  language  (1980) which looks at sexism  in 
language and the ways in which wom en were excluded from the dominant discourse: ‘wom an-m ade 
language’ therefore can be interpreted as an alternative to masculine discourse, a means o f  expressing and 
valorising fem ale experiences.

M y insertion
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French, and American -  each of which has provided particular contexts from 
which to view the dynamics of sexual politics, the social construction of gender, 
and the conditions under which women live and write (Ibid, p.xv).

The influence of the more pragmatic American feminist approach manifests itself in the 

desire to ‘fem inise’ political ideals and the consciousness-raising of women’s 

organisations with regard to female issues and the struggle for w om en’s rights 

(contraception, abortion, rape, lesbianism, sexism, equal opportunities and pay etc).^‘ 

The French influence is evident in the intellectual and theoretical debates and the search 

for an ‘ecriture feminine/au feminin’, with its emphasis on a return to the female 

body. " However, while recognising the major influences of America and France on 

Quebec feminism, Quebec feminists have always been keen to draw attention to, first, 

specific historical and political influences (which we have looked at) and second, the 

individual characteristics of Quebec feminism.. For Michele Lalonde, this ultim.ately 

lies in the relationship between men and women in Quebec, which she feels differs from 

the situation in America and France due to the fact that both men and women were 

subjected to the same deplorable colonised existence.

Dans son ensemble la contestation feministe me semble, au Quebec, moins 
virulente qu’ailleurs et moins tournee toutes griffes sorties contre le male. Peul- 
etre les femmes d ’ici ont-elles conscience de leur double exploitation et peut- 
etre savent-elles tres bien a quels hommes humilies elles ont affaire (Lalonde 
1979, p.212).

Like feminism in general (or ‘feminisms’), Quebec feminism is essentially plural in 

nature and it would be a serious distortion of reality to suggest otherwise. Quebec 

women writers ‘do not constitute a cohesive philosophical movement per se and there 

has been no single organising manifesto as such’ (Gould 1990, p.3). According to 

Gould;

W riting in the feminine in Quebec has often meant writing in the plural, 
invoking the voices of others in order to encourage and nourish the woman 
writer’s indefatigable impulse to name herself and in doing so, rename her 
relations with others (Ibid, p.42)

Quebec fem inists would have been familiar with the work o f  Friedan, M illet, Daly, Greer, Rich and 
Firestone. Many leading American fem inists actually addressed Quebec university audiences and 
Quebec fem inists were keen to m odel their cam paigns on American exam ples.

French fem inists w hose work has played a large part in Quebec fem inism  are Cixous, Leclerc, Irigaray 
and Kristeva. C ixous gave a series o f  seminars in Montreal during the period o f  1972-3.
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For Suzanne Lamy, it is a combination of diversity but also a sense of being part of a 

community, albeit at times incongruous, that is a source of strength for Quebec women 

writers:

Dans I’ensemble des voix reside leur importance. Sans doute chaque voix est- 
elle unique et le choeur bien loin d ’etre accorde. II est bon qu’il en soit ainsi. 
Que leurs voix soient dans le disparate (Lamy 1984, p .l 1).

5.5: Defining contemporary women’s writing in Quebec

Contemporary women’s writing in Quebec expresses ‘a deep concern for other women 

and the status of la condition fem inine' (Lewis 1985, p.6). For Patricia Smart (1987) it 

is about reading and writing the ‘histoire a elle’, searching for unique female 

experiences/voices that for too long have been excluded by patriarchal discourse and 

the desire to inscribe difference into the text. Similarly, Suzanne Lamy (1984) speaks 

of ‘la quete d ’identite devenue primordiale pour les femmes’, the need to define oneself 

‘comme sujet specifiquement feminin, avec une lucidite et une exigence dans la 

connaissance qui n ’avait jam ais existe’ and emphasises the necessity of retelling 

w om en’s histories from a feminine viewpoint (p.83). To quote Karen Gould in her 

essay ‘Setting Words Free’ (1981):

W hat the dominant male discourse has successfully avoided naming is a 
complex nucleus of (unarticulated) feminine perceptions, aspirations, desires, 
emotions, and fantasies that form the core of a vision and a state of being which 
many feminists in Quebec and elsewhere believe is qualitatively different 
(Gould 1981,p.621).

Modern Quebec wom en’s writing challenges masculine discourse and de-centres its 

monolithic voice, giving rise to ‘une transformation dans la structure de la Maison du 

Pere, une secousse pour ainsi dire cumulative apportee par I’energie de toutes ces 

subjectivites feminines emergeantes’ (Smart 1987, p.334).

Contemporary women’s writing in Quebec is concerned with dismantling female 

stereotypes produced by the male imagination and creating new realities, new models of
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identification for w o m e n . L a l o n d e  describes this as ‘la dem ystification de la fem m e  

par la fem m e’ (1979, p .209). She continues:

Le fem in ism e s ’objecte a I’idealisation de la fem m e en tant que depositaire des 
vertus de generosite, d ’altruisme, de com prehension, de m odestie etc, 
certainem ent indispensables au bonheur quotidien des societes, m ais per9ues 
com m e le prolongem ent ‘naturel’ de la grossesse et de I’allaitem ent, voire de la 
sim ple capacite d ’enfanter (Ibid, pp.209-10).

One o f  the main stereotypes to com e under attack is the all-loving, all-powerful, self- 

sacrificing mother. W om en writers are not rejecting m otherhood, but are intent on  

reclaim ing it for them selves and form ulating a new discourse o f  motherhood. H ence, 

the m ove from rebelling against the mother (in early w om en ’s writing) to the pattern o f  

returning to the mother as an important source o f  creativity and self-know ledge. This 

return to the mother is also considered to be the key to an alternative set o f  values to 

those upheld by patriarchal culture.

Le fem inism e, dis-je, nie le caractere sacre de la grossesse et de I’enfantement, 
m ais il redefinit et revalorise en m em e tem ps la m atem ite et cherche a articuler 
un projet de societe m aternelle, c ’est-a-dire, a bien y penser, de societe egalitaire 
et chaleureuse, ni maternaliste, ni paternaliste, m ais appuyee sur les valeurs dites 
■feminines’ donnees en partage originel aux deux sexes (Ibid, p.211).

H ow ever, possib ly  the m ost important and innovative feature o f  modern Quebec  

w om en ’s writing is the focus on the fem ale body -  the fem ale body as site o f  political 

and textual em pow erm ent and as a locus o f  creative inspiration and a distinct fem ale  

voice. For too long w om en were deprived o f  their bodies; it is tim e to reclaim  them in 

the sam e w ay that w om en must reclaim and reinvent m otherhood by and for 

them selves. Smart states that w om en must learn to ‘dire oiii  a son corps, a son propre 

reflet dans le m iroir’ (1987 , p .334). In ‘M on Corps dans I’ecriture’, M adeleine Gagnon  

declares that ‘la liberation des fem m es, ga veut dire la parole du corps’ and she 

encourages w om en writers to ‘remettre le desir au centre du d iscours’ (1979 , p .83, 86).

La N e fd e s  so rc ieres  (1976), a co llective com position and production for theatre, first conceived by 
Luce Guilbeault and N icole Brossard, is considered a landmark text in the creation o f  new and authentic 
realities for wom en. The play presents us with six unconventional fem ale characters: an actress, a factory 
worker, a prostitute, a lesbian, a menopausal woman and a writer. D enise B oucher’s Les F ees ou t so if  \s 
another important dramatic text in the dismantling o f  restrictive fem ale archetypes. In an attempt to strip 
away such myths. Boucher places on stage a Virgin, a Prostitute and an Obedient W oman. During the 
course o f  the play, whether revered or shunned, each o f  the three wom en discovers her archetypal role 
and the limiting definition that accom panies it.
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In contrast to traditional binary oppositions, for Gagnon, there is a strong link between 

corporeality and textuality, between the flesh and the word.

M ’ecrire et laisser couler toute mon histoire a I’infinitif. M ’ecrire et me laisser 
fibrer dans les consonnes, me detendre dans mon corps au travers, en dessous, 
en dessus, tous les tissus troues. Les repriser, reprendre tous les fils a la fois. 
Mon corps est ecritures dispersees. Les etendre, les detendre et me les ramasser. 
Chacune des parties, texte a constituer (Gagnon 1979, p.84).

Given the taboos concerning the female body in traditional Quebec culture, Karen 

Gould (1990) sees this move by Quebec feminists to foreground the female body and 

inscribe it in the text as an innovative and strategic form of resistance to a specific 

cultural history.

W omen who write as women, from their bodies and in utter defiance of 
patriarchal structures and paternal law, break the censure of silence, reconceive 
w om en’s trajectory of thought about themselves and replace traditional 
approaches to writing with a writing of approximation and an orientation toward 
the future (Gould 1990, p.50).

According to Gould, as a literary project, writing in the feminine has encouraged the 

exploration of the female body in at least two fundamental directions: first, as a 

personal gesture of self-recognition and self-affirmation and, second, as a theoretical 

point of departure for the articulation of w om en’s differences in a discourse that 

addresses the political, aesthetic, physical and material issues of the female form (Ibid, 

p.45). Alongside questions of an ‘ecriture au feminin’ emerges a discussion of the 

woman as writer, also pertinent to Quebec feminist literature. It is vital to note that at 

no stage is it suggested that this new female language/‘ecriture au feminin’ should 

impose itself on other discourses -  ‘je  ne veux etrangler personne de mon corps qui 

s’ecrit’ (Gagnon 1979, p.86) -  rather, it is an alternative discourse for women who 

have, as yet, been unable to express themselves authentically within patriarchal culture.

5.6: Concluding points

It is fair to say that the position of contemporary Quebec women writers is a far cry 

from those tentative voices of their literary mothers. Feminist criticism has established 

itself as a recognised and fruitful approach to Quebec women’s writing and women
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writers have freed themselves from the shackles of patriarchal ideologies, dismantling 

traditional genres and narratives by inscribing the female voice into the national text. 

According to Lori Saint-Martin (1994), women writers have entered an exciting new 

phase of feminism that she terms ‘metafem inisme’. This new wave of feminism 

distinguishes itself from the feminism of the 1960s and 1970s, as it is less combative in 

nature, less didactic and less centred on the oppression on women. W hile it marks a 

move away from activism, Saint-Martin is keen to point out that this does not mean that 

the ideals of feminism have been forgotten. Rather, the old discourse has been 

assimilated, practical goals have been achieved and feminism is now ready to embark 

on another journey.

II faut voir le metafeminisme comme le nouvel espoir du feminisme, son 
evolution, son renouvellement, plutot que sa mort (Saint-Martin 1994, p. 162).

Saint-Martin insists that ‘metafeminisme’ is not a break with the past but a form of 

progess; ‘Ainsi, les nouvelles voix s’enracinent dans les anciennes; leur emergence est 

signe de continuite’ (Ibid, p. 165). It is for this reason that she is eager to avoid 

confusion between the terms ‘postfem inisme’ and ‘metafeminisme’. The first term 

‘enfonce un clou dans le cerceuil du mouvement, que certains voudraient voir mort de 

sa belle m ort’ (Ibid, p. 163). However, in the words of Toril Moi, ‘true post-feminism is 

impossible without post-patriarchy’ (Moi 1987, p. 12). Thus, Saint-Martin states:

Comme la mort du patriarcat se fait attendre, il nous faut un terme pour designer 
les oeuvres qui, sans ressembler a I’ecriture feministe radicale des annees 
soixante-dix, emergent de cette ecriture ou la prolongent dans de nouvelles 
directions. C ’est la qu’entre en jeu le concept de metafeminisme (Saint-Martin 
1993, p. 163).

Saint-Martin pursues the distinction between the two terms:

Certes, le beau prefixe ‘m eta’ signifie ‘apres’, tout comme son rival ‘post’; mais 
il va bien plus loin. En sciences, il designe ‘ce qui depasse ou englobe I’objet 
dont il est question’. L ’au-dela qu’il suggere implique done I’integration du 
passe plutot que son abandon. Pas plus que le metalangage ne tue le langage, le 
metafeminisme n ’annonce le declin du feminisme; plutot, il I’accompagne et 
I’enveloppe. Le prefixe signifie aussi ‘transformation’, ‘participation’, comme 
dans ‘metamorphose’; sens heureux pour le feminisme qui a toujours revendique 
I’ouverture au changement, aux voix nouvelles. Ainsi, les ecrits metafeministes 
affirment autant leur enracinement que difference, suggerent a la fois qu’ils vont 
plus loin et qu’ils accompagnent, ecoutent, tendent la main (Ibid, p. 165).
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M etafem inist texts^"* can be identified by certain characteristics, notably the 

disappearance o f fem inism  as a m ovem ent and instead a focus on the individual. 

M etafem inist texts are concerned with w om en’s place in culture, history, mythology, 

society, language, literature, psychoanalysis and sexuality. There is often an 

exam ination o f the m other/daughter relationships and w om en’s relations am ongst 

them selves. M etafem inist texts do not uphold the notion o f ‘W om an’ as a totalising 

concept, instead they take the term  to be diverse and plural in m eaning (Saint-M artin 

1994, p.161-170).

W hile there is no doubt m odern Quebec w om en’s w riting is clearly travelling in an 

interesting and innovative direction and asserting itse lf with confidence, there rem ains, 

nonetheless, an im portant goal to be striven for, namely, recognition outside o f Quebec. 

Certainly there are exceptional cases, but for the m ost part, aside from  a follow ing 

predom inantly w ithin som e small academ ic circles, the w ork o f Quebec wom en writers 

rem ains largely unknow n outside o f their own country despite a continually grow ing 

international fem ale/fem inist consciousness. One o f the aim s o f this thesis is to 

increase aw areness o f Quebec w om en’s writing w ithin the field o f French Studies.

Saint-Martin cites Francine N oel as an exam ple o f  a metafeminist writer.
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6; MOTHER-DAUGHTER FEMINIST THEORY 

6.1: Introduction

The Greek myth of Demeter and Persephone is often cited by feminist theorists to 

highhght the importance of mother and daughter to each other. In brief, Demeter, the 

Mother Goddess, empowered to bring forth grain, vents her anger on the earth and 

withholds her gifts when her beloved daughter, Persephone, is abducted and raped by 

the Lord of the Underworld, Pluto, King of Hades -  having been led to him by her own 

father, Zeus. Enraged and grieving the loss of her daughter, Demeter forbids anything 

to grow on earth until she is restored to her. Eventually Zeus intervenes and 

Persephone is returned to her mother. However, because Persephone ate some 

pomegranate seeds given to her by Pluto, she is doomed to return seasonally to the 

Underworld for three months of every year. Thus, while Demeter agrees to restore 

fruitfulness to the earth, she only does so for the nine months that her daughter is with 

her. Feminist interpretations understand this myth to illustrate the way that patriarchy 

forces mother and daughter apart and the overwhelming sense of loss this incurs for 

both women.

This section will present the theoretical background to the mother-daughter relationship 

and lay the foundations for the textual analysis. First of all, it will consider how and 

why the mother-daughter relationship has been neglected by society and examine how 

patriarchal culture has separated mother from daughter, daughter from mother. It will 

then look at the emphasis recent feminist writings have placed on returning to the 

mother and reclaiming the relationship between mother and daughter, but also the 

difficulties inherent in doing so. It will consider the emergence of what Nan Bauer 

Maglin terms ‘A Literature of M atrilineage’ in contemporary feminist writings, through 

which ‘women are now consciously exploring the previously unconscious bonds that 

have tied them to both their real and historical mothers and grandmothers’ (Bauer 

Maglin in Davidson and Broner, 1980, p.257). W omen are now writing about their 

female heritage and their female future, ‘looking back in order to look 

forw ard.. .looking inward in order to look out’ (Davidson and Broner, 1980, p.xi). They 

are ‘restoring the blurred image of their mothers and embracing their maternal past’ 

(Ibid, p.xii) as their texts seek to break the mother-daughter silence and finally give a
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voice to this relationship. With regard to Quebec w om en’s writing, Lori Saint-Martin 

has remarked on the growing number of ‘matricentric’ texts:

La mere, dans I’ecriture des femmes quebecoises, occupe une place privilegiee 
[...] le rapport mere-fille est souvent a la base de la venue de la protagoniste a 
I’ecriture; c ’est pour la mere ou contre elle, pour lui echapper ou encore pour la 
retrouver ou la venger, que la fille ecrit (Saint-Martin, 1999, p. 16).

This however, is a relatively recent phenomenon, in stark contrast to Quebec literature 

in the past where women were either absent or speechless, particularly in the popular 

genre of the ‘roman du terroir’ which served as a forum for the promotion and 

idealisation of conservative nationalist ideology and right-wing Catholicism.

The preponderance of disempowered, mute mothers reveals the grim reality 
underlying a survivalist ideology dependent upon the servile reproduction of 
women. From Patrice Lacombe’s La Terre paternelle (1846) and the Jean 
Rivard  series (1862-1864) by Antoine Gerin-Lajoie to Felix-Antoine Savard’s 
M enaud maitre-draveur (1937), Ringuet’s Trente arpents (1938), and Blais’s 
parody of the ‘roman du terroir’, Une saison dans la vie d ’Emmanuel (1965), 
extended maternity and silent, self-sacrificing mothers signify cultural 
submission to the old Quebec, to rural values and patriarchal ideology (Gould in 
Gilbert Lewis 2000, p .l 11).

In a similar vein to Saint-Martin, Gould reports that dramatic changes have occuiTed 

within Quebec literature concerning the mother figure, thanks to insightful research in 

the domain of feminist theory. Contemporary Quebec women writers are currently 

challenging traditional perspectives on mothers and mothering and reassessing the 

nature of the relationship between mother and daughter. Gould asserts that Quebec 

women writers are now returning to the mother as a subject of exploration rather than as 

an object of resentment, repression and narrative silence and she considers this ‘search 

for the mother as the subject of writing, and the attendant reassessment of maternal 

activity and values’ to be ‘one of the most significant developments in Quebec fiction 

of the last decade of the twentieth century’ (Gould in Gilbert Lewis, 2000, p .l 10).

That said, it is crucial to bear in mind that these innovative ‘matricentric’ texts do not 

necessarily entail an unproblematic rapport between mother and daughter. In fact, they 

commenced, for the most part, with an outright rejection of the mother in w om en’s 

writing of the 1970s. Following on the heels of Simone de Beauvoir, for whom the 

condition of motherhood was nothing less than enslavement, early feminist Quebec
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w om en’s writing, while it may have recognised the role played by the mother in the 

daughter’s saga, was characterised by a distinctly anti-maternal sentiment. Thus, while 

contemporary w om en’s writing may be filled with the voices of daughters seeking their 

mothers, ‘the quest generally begins from a point of estrangement, anger and reproach 

and moves toward solidarity’ (Herman and Lewis in Bernay and Cantor, 1989, p. 140).

This thesis sets out from the viewpoint that the mother-daughter bond is central to the 

psychological development and subject formation of the female, but that major 

developmental theories have failed to account for it. In particular, the work of Freud 

and Lacan on identity formation has contributed to the devaluation of the mother and 

the mother-daughter relationship, by insisting on the need to reject and repress her in 

order to enter adulthood successfully.

The basic Freudian model of female identity formation runs as follows: Both son and 

daughter cherish their mother at the beginning, before her castration is discovered. 

When the little girl becomes aware of her own^^ castration she is horrified and thinks 

that she is alone. However, when she realises that all women are castrated, she grows 

angry with the mother and blames her. Penis envy causes her to reject the mother, the 

daughter’s first love object, and turn to the father. The desire for a penis is 

subsequently replaced with the desire for a child. The girl eventually turns to another 

man and is fulfilled when she gives birth to a child, preferably a boy! As we can see, 

according to Freudian theory, female specificity is based on a ‘lack’ and not on the 

possession of something ‘extra’, for example, the ability to give birth. Freudian theory 

also asserts that separation from the mother is essential for the development of the 

young girl. This comes about through hostility, a sense of having been wronged by the 

mother and an incapacity to forgive her, thus creating an eternal divide between mother 

and daughter. Although in later work, for example, his 1933 essay on ‘Femininity’, 

Freud does begin to acknowledge the significance of the pre-oedipal union between 

mother and daughter and the possibility that this bond might never actually be fully 

repressed, he never describes the mother-daughter relationship as potentially having a 

positive effect on the young girl’s development. The mother remains an obstacle to 

individual growth while the father is the place of rescue.

‘H er’ refers to the daughter
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In the same manner, Lacan’s ‘Law of the Father’ necessitates an abandonment of the 

mother. Lacan identifies two distinct stages of identity formation -  the imaginary and 

the symbolic. The imaginary is associated with the pre-Oedipal and the pre-Iinguistic 

relationship between mother and child where there appears to be no discrepancy 

between identity and its outward reflection (T h e  Mirror Stage’). This is followed by 

the entry of the child into the symbolic or the ‘Law of the Father’, which represents 

language and culture. However, entry into the symbolic can only be achieved through a 

complete repression of desire for the mother -  language is the compensation for this 

loss. According to Lacan, because a girl is unable to totally deny the mother, her entry 

into the symbolic is less successful than a boy’s and this would account for women’s 

marginal position within culture!

In both Freudian and Lacanian theoi^, the mother is described in negative terms -  lack, 

regression, on the outside of culture, a hindrance to maturity. Feminist revisions of 

psychoanalysis however, have managed to transform phallocentric and patriarchal 

theories of identity formation. By shifting the focus from the father to the mother, 

attention has been drawn to the pre-oedipal stage and its unique influence on female 

development.^^

Finally, it is my opinion that the mother-daughter story, without denying that other 

influences such as race, class and context all play an important role, has the potential to 

unite women. To quote Susan Koppelman:

Women of every race, ethnicity, religion, region [...] write stories about mothers 
and daughters, and the similarities among the stories are greater than the 
differences because what we share as women, at least in terms of this primary 
relationship, is more than whatever else divides us. Stories about mothers and 
daughters seem like different facets of one great universal story that includes not 
only all the stories we have, but all those still lost and those yet to be written 
(Koppelman, 1985, p.xv).

In particu lar, the work o f  H elen D eutsch (1884-1982), Karen H om ey (1885-1952) and M elanie Klein (1882-1960) has been 
instrum ental in restoring the  m other to  psychoanalytical theory.
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6.2; The Distortion of the Mother-Daughter Relationship

As previously stated, despite recent interest shown by feminists and women writers in 

returning to the mother and re-articulating the mother-daughter relationship, such 

enthusiasm was not always manifest in the past.^^

In O f Woman Born (1976), one of the first texts to analyse motherhood and the mother- 

daughter relationship in a feminist light, Adrienne Rich sums up the cathexis between 

mother and daughter as the ‘great unwritten story’ and the loss of the daughter to the 

mother and the mother to the daughter, as illustrated by the Demeter myth, as the 

‘essential female tragedy’. She writes:

Probably there is nothing more resonant with charges than the flovv' of energy 
between two biologically alike bodies, one of which has lain in amniotic bliss 
inside the other, one of which has laboured to give birth to the other [...]. Yet 
this relationship has been minimized and trivialised in the annals of patriarchy. 
W hether in theological doctrine or art or sociology or psychoanalytical theory, it 
is the mother and son who appear as the eternal, determinative dyad (Rich, 
1976, p.226).

Rich continues;

We acknowledge Lear (father-daughter split), Hamlet (son and mother) and 
Oedipus (son and mother) as great embodiments of the human tragedy; but there 
is presently no enduring recognition of mother-daughter passion and rapture 
(Ibid, p.237).

Davidson and Broner (1980) agree and point to ‘a lost tradition’ of mothers and 

daughters in literature, posing the question:

We have already heard the story of fathers and sons, of mothers and sons, even 
of fathers and daughters. But who has sung the song of mothers and daughters 
(1980, p.xi)?

Judith Arcana opens her study of the mother-daughter relationship, Our M others’ 

Daughters (1981), with a similar questioning:

Theories o f  developm ent concentrated on the father-son model and the need to repress the mother in 
order to develop  on e's own subjectivity. Furthermore, women writers and fem inist theorists associated  
motherhood with restriction, imprisonment, denial o f  the se lf and suffering and thus it had to be rejected  
for the daughter to gain access to freedom  and autonomy.
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W here is it that the sympathy has gone wrong [...]. What keeps the mother- 
daughter relationship from functioning as a source of love and support for both 
women (Arcana, 1981, p. 1).

For Luce Irigaray, the mother-daughter relationship represents ‘le continent noir du 

continent noir. C ’est ce qu’il y a de plus obscur dans notre culture actuelle’ (Irigaray, 

1981, p.61). And yet, according to Jordan and Surrey (in Berner and Cantor, 1989), 

‘articulating the structure of the formative mother-daughter relationship is fundamental 

to understanding w om en’s unique development’ (Ibid, p.89).

Vivien Nice, author of Mothers and Daughters (1992) asserts that the noticeable 

absence of the mother-daughter plot can been traced to a patriarchal distortion of the 

relationship. Nice defines patriarchy as ‘a system of male authority which has
58oppressed women through its social, political and economic institutions and has 

imposed a patrilineal line of descent, denying the link between mother and children and 

even more so, the relationship between mother and daughter. According to Nice, 

patriarchy retains dominance through the repetition of distorting myths about women, 

and particularly about women as mothers, which become embedded in the cultural 

unconscious of society”’̂ , the aim of which is to disconnect women and deny continuity 

in the mother-daughter line (1992, p.4). In particular, Nice targets psychoanalytical 

theories of development (namely Freud and Lacan) which she deems ‘steeped in male- 

defined concepts’ and ‘the language of the individualised, competitive, hierarchical 

male’ whereby individuation, separation and independence are considered 

developmentally mature, and wom en’s connectedness, mutuality and concern with 

relationships by contrast, are seen as developmentally immature (Ibid, p . l l ) .  

Consequently, the daughter’s autonomy is equated with successful separation from the 

mother, leaving no room for connectedness and interdependency. Instead, barriers are 

erected between women, in particular, in that first female relationship between mother 

and daughter: the daughter must turn away from the mother in favour of, first, the 

father, and then the husband, if she is to develop a ‘healthy’ heterosexuality. She 

writes:

Her definition is taken from M. Hum m’s D iction ary o f  F em inist Thought, (1990).
For exam ple, the archetypes o f  the ‘g ood ’ mother, the perfect, all-giving, self-sacrificing mother (the 

Virgin Mary) and in opposition, the ‘bad’ mother, all-powerful, seductive and fearsome, with the 
potential to destroy (Eve/M edusa).
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Our own society, with its insistence on an exclusive relationship between a man 
and a woman, emphasises the negative aspects of the mother-daughter 
connection and encourages a separation that is difficult to heal (Ibid, p. 121).

Jane Flax in ‘The Conflict between Nurturance and Autonomy’ (1978), raises a similar 

point concerning the push towards heterosexuality as the desired and ‘normal’ outcome, 

which is to the detriment of mother-daughter relations and sisterhood in general:

In a homophobic society, incestuous wishes (on the part o f mothers) toward 
daughters are far more forbidden and shameful than toward sons. As adults, 
women must repress yearnings for physical closeness with other women so that 
once the mother’s body is lost through differentiation, it is supposed to be 
forever lost; but a boy can replace his mother with another female. [...]. 
Perhaps one of the motives for what is diagnosed as ‘penis envy’ is a desire for 
the object which makes it possible and acceptable to return to the fused state 
with the mother, for intercourse is not only sexual but a literal joining of two 
people (Flax, 1978, pp. 175-176).

The idea that patriarchal norms impede the free expression of mother-daughter love is 

also discussed in Jordan and Surrey’s essay ‘The Self-in-Relation: Empathy and the 

M other-Daughter Relationship’ (in Berner and Cantor, 1989). Jordan and Surrey 

indicate that, too often, relational issues and interpersonal connection are phrased in 

regressive and inferior terms within developmental theory, the emphasis resting on the 

importance of forming a distinct identity: ‘High value is placed on autonomy, self- 

reliance, independence, self-actualisation, and following one’s unique dream, destiny 

and fulfilment’ (Ibid, p.93). However, to their mind, there is no doubt that the female’s 

primary experience of self is relational and empathetic but that such values remain 

hidden in a society permeated by the desire to individuate.

The special dilemma for women today lies in the fact that their ‘core relational 
se lf  exists in the milieu of Western industrial society, which is predicated on 
disconnection, autonomy, and individual achievement. The psychology which 
has arisen in this ‘culture of narcissism’ has encouraged the notion that the self 
is a contained, separate unit [...] women typically become the carriers for the 
less valued human qualities. Thus, in a culture that devalues connection, women 
are the repositories of care-taking, relationship maintenance, and nurturance. 
Not only does the society tend to view the relational mode as less valuable, but 
it fails to validate women’s experience of self. Psychoanalytic theory and 
developmental theory have contributed to this invalidation by supporting a point 
of view essentially aimed at explaining male development. Female psychology
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has then been seen as a deviation from the norm, or w om en’s experience has 
been forced to fit m en’s experience (Ibid, p.98).^°

In O f Woman Born, Adrienne Rich further alerts us to the distortion and manipulation 

of the mother-daughter relationship and sees the positioning of women against rather 

than for each other, as a means of keeping them in a position of inferiority because, 

‘like intense relationships between women in general, the relationship between mother 

and daughter has been profoundly threatening to m en’ (1976, p.226). Rich writes:

The first knowledge any woman has of warmth, nourishment, tenderness, 
security, sensuality, mutuality, comes from the mother [...]. But institutionalised 
heterosexuality and motherhood demand that the girl-child transfer those first 
feelings of dependency, eroticism, mutuality, from her first woman to a man, if 
she is to become what is defined as a ‘normal w om an’ -  that is, a woman whose 
most intense psychic and physical energies are directed towards men (Ibid, 
p.219).

In a similar vein, Irigaray states:

Le lien entre mere et fille, fille et mere doit etre rompu pour que la fille devienne 
femme. La genealogie feminine doit etre supprimee, au benefice de la relation 
fils-pere, de I’idealisation du pere et du mari comme patriarches (Irigaray 1984, 
p.54).

It is as a result of the potential danger posed by a valued and reciprocal mother-daughter 

relationship to patriarchal structures, according to Vivien Nice, that it is only ever 

permitted in so far as it serves male interests, that is, in the passing on of the 

subordinate role from mother to daughter (Nice, 1992, p. 12). Thus, it is not surprising 

that much mother-daughter writing centres on a rejection of the mother, or as Marianne 

Hirsch, author of The Mother/Daughter Plot (1989), puts it, a ‘disidentification’ with 

the mother figure who comes to represent all that is debilitating to women, that which 

has to be ‘surpassed in favour of allegiance to a morally and intellectually superior male 

world’ (Hirsch, 1989, pp. 11 and 14). Judith Arcana elaborates on this point in her 

opening chapter to Our Mothers ’ Daughters'.

^  O ne ex a m p le  o f  this is  the la b e llin g  as ‘h y ster ica l’ any extrem e form  o f, but m ain ly  fem ale , behaviou r  
outsid e  the m ale  norm . D efin ed  as ‘a functional disturbance o f  the nervous system , characterised  by such  
disorders as anaesth esia , hyp eraesthesia , c o n v u lsio n s, e tc ., and usually  attended  w ith em otion a l 
disturbances and en feeb lem en t or perversion  o f  the m oral and in tellectu al fa c u ltie s ’, hysteria  w as  
b eliev ed  to be a predom inantly  fem ale  con d ition  orig inating  from  a d isturbance o f  the uterus (O E D ).
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The oppression of women has created a breach among us, especially between 
mothers and daughters. Women cannot respect our mothers in a society which 
degrades us; we cannot respect ourselves. Mothers socialise their daughters into 
the narrow role of wife-mother; in frustration and guilt, daughters reject their 
mothers for their duplicity and incapacity -  so the alienation grows in the 
turning of the generations (Arcana, 1981, p. 1).

And yet, as all of the above theorists (Rich, Nice, Arcana, Hirsch) remark, the mother- 

daughter relationship is the strongest bond that could ever exist between women and has 

the potential to empower and liberate women. In the words of Luce Irigaray, the 

mother-daughter relationship constitutes ‘un noyau extremement ex p lo sif , capable of 

shaking the very foundations of patriarchal order, but only when it has been 

reformulated and rearticulated by and for women (Irigaray, 1981, p.86).

Despite patriarchy’s attempts to prise mothers and daughters apart however, the 

separation has never been wholly successful. It becomes clear that the unique mother- 

daughter bond is never entirely severed and, in particular, that the daughter does not 

appear to emerge from the oedipal stage having fully left the mother behind. Of the 

continuing and fluid exchange between mother and daughter, Carl Jung, in his essay 

entitled ‘Psychoanalytical aspects of the Kore’, maintains that:

We could therefore say that every mother contains her daughter in herself and 
every daughter her mother and that every woman extends backwards into her 
mother and forwards into her daughter (Jung in R. F. C. Hull, 1982, p. 149).

Similarly, Adrienne Rich acknowledges a type of osmosis between mother and 

daughter, ‘a knowledge that is subliminal, subversive, pre-verbal, a knowledge flowing 

between two alike bodies’ (1976, p.220) but which women have been forced to repress. 

In The Reproduction o f  Mothering  (1978), Chodorow states that boys and girls undergo 

different developmental processes and that female identity is primarily derived from a 

sustained pre-oedipal stage of symbiosis with the mother. This leads to ‘crucial 

differences in feminine and masculine personality’ and ‘asymmetries in their relational 

experiences’:

Feminine personality comes to be based less on the repression of inner objects 
and fixed and firm splits in the ego, and more on the continuity of external 
relations [...]. Boys come to define themselves as more separate and distinct, 
with a greater sense of rigid ego boundaries and differentiation. The basic
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feminine sense is connected to the world, the basic masculine self is separate 
(Chodorow, 1978, p .169).

As a result, girls are perceived in terms of sameness and as extensions of the mother, 

and this encourages traditional female traits such as nurturance and inter-personal 

relationships in daughters, thus giving rise to what Chodorow calls the reproduction of 

mothering by women. Chodorow does not believe that the daughter ever manages 

successfully to renounce the mother as an internal and external love object, even if she 

does become heterosexual -  the father never becomes the exclusive love object that the 

mother does for the boy. Underlying this however, is the danger that the mother will 

always remain an object in the daughter’s eyes instead of being a subject in her own 

right and, in addition, the problems that over-identification can entail for both mother 

and daughter (Chodorow, 1978).

A daughter acts as if she is and feels herself unconsciously one with her mother 
[...]  daughters are apt to feel dependent on and attached to their mother [...]  the 
issue is not individuation in its infantile sense: most girls can act in the world 
according to the reality principle, know cognitively that they are differentiated. 
In relation to their mother, however (and similarly, the mother in relation to her 
daughters), they experience themselves as overly attached, unindividuated and 
without boundaries (Ibid, pp. 136-7).

It is exactly this that Irigaray warns us about in Et I ’une ne boiige pus sans Vautre 

(1979) and Le Corps-a-corps avec la mere (1981), two theoretical works which focus 

exclusively on the mother-daughter relationship. Irigaray asserts that while the special 

mother-daughter bond must be re-valued and written into cultural history, we must be 

wary of terms such as fusion and symbiosis as they can entail a loss of selfhood, either 

for the mother or the daughter or worse, both. As both of the above texts have proven 

profoundly influential in understanding the complexities of the mother-daughter bond 

and in formulating a way forward for the relationship, a means of liberating it from 

patriarchal discourse, it is appropriate to discuss them in more detail.
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6.3; Irigaray and the mother-daughter relationship

Irigaray launches the debate with the powerful accusation that patriarchal culture is not 

only guilty of neglecting and imprisoning the mother, but of matricide^' - ‘toute notre 

culture occidentale repose sur le meurtre de la mere. L ’homme-dieu-pere a tue la mere 

pour prendre le pouvoir’ (Irigaray, 1981, p.81). In particular, patriarchal theories of 

identity formation inherent to psychoanalytic discourse, Irigaray asserts, are responsible 

for denial of the mother or her relegation to a secondary role.^“ According to Irigaray, 

our first mark of identity and sense of belonging, our primal link with the mother, the 

umbilical cord, is usurped by the Phallus through the naming of the child, the father’s 

inscription of identity. Returning to the mother is viewed as regression by phallocentric 

discourse and is thus prevented.

Un interdit plane. II y aurait le risque de fusion, de mort, de sommeil letal, si le 
pere ne venait trancher ce lien trop etroit avec la matrice originelle. Mettant, a 
la place, la matrice de sa langue (Ibid, p.20).

Irigaray continues:

La mere vers laquelle on ne devrait pas se retourner. 11 faudrait progresser, 
avancer, sortir, en I’oubliant [...]. L ’ordre social, notre culture, la psychanalyse 
elle-meme, le veulent ainsi; la mere doit rester interdite. Le pere interdit le 
corps-a-corps avec la mere (Ibid, p.21).

Irigaray points out that our first source of nourishment and sense of wholeness is 

abandoned in favour of entry into the Law of the father, which forbids desire for and of 

the mother:

Peres de famille, peres de nation, peres-medecins, peres-cures, peres- 
professeurs. Moraux ou immoraux. Toujours ils interviennent pour censurer, 
refouler...le desir de la mere. [...]. Sa loi (la loi du peref^  forclot ce premier 
corps, cette premiere maison, ce premier amour. Elle le sacrifie pour en faire de 
sa langue et de son empire (Ibid, pp. 15 and 20).

The concepts o f  matricide and matrophobia will be discussed at more length in the next section entitled 
T h e  Em ergence o f M other-Daughter W riting’.

Irigaray refers, in particular, to Freud and Lacan,
M y insertion.
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Consequently, Irigaray states, the mother and our relationship with her, and, more 

importantly, the woman outside of her maternal function, are areas that necessitate fresh 

exploration and interpretation. Irigaray inquires:

Q u’en est-il du rapport imaginaire et symbolique a la mere, a la femme-mere; 
qu’en est-il de cette femme en dehors de son role social et materiel de 
reproductrice d ’enfants, de nourrice, de reproductrice de force de travail? 
(Irigaray 1981, p .14).

The picture Irigaray paints of mothers trapped within phallocentric society is a bleak 

one: they play no part in social decisions, have little access to work, and even when 

they do, it is not on equal terms with men in production. They are not valorised as 

workers, citizens or in the political domain. What is required of them first and foremost 

is that they go on being mothers -  machines to serve the man/father, to serve the State 

(Ibid, p.85). Similarly, the body of the mother and, in particular, her sexuality, have 

been reduced to the womb/reproduction. Within patriarchal discourse, there is no 

authentic representation of the womb -  all that is received there (life, warmth, food, 

shelter, movement, fusion) is forgotten and, instead, we are left with only negative 

images (devouring, consuming, insatiable, fearsome). Irigaray writes:

Ainsi, la matrice, non pensee comme lieu du premier sejour ou Ton devient 
corps, est fantasmee comme bouche devorante, comme cloaque ou trou 
deversoir anal ou uteral, comme empire phallique, au mieux, comme 
reproductrice. La matrice a laquelle se confond, en un imaginaire toujours muet, 
tout le sexe de la femme. Pour parler de celui-ci, pas de mots, sinon orduriers. 
Des lors, comme affects correspondants, I’angoisse, la phobie, le degout et la 
hantise de la castration (Ibid, p.25).

Consequently, Irigaray calls for a new discourse of motherhood and a celebration of the 

female body. The maternal figure must be freed from patriarchal stereotypes and given 

a new language and an authentic identity, for how can the daughter have a relationship 

with a woman who has been deprived of subjectivity, someone who is no more than a 

function? Irigaray calls on women to re-appropriate the maternal and make it their own. 

We must breathe new life into the mother, our mothers, and restore her right to 

language and desire, to pleasure and to anger. Irigaray advocates ‘un retour a ce qui a 

toujours ete nie, denie, sacrifie pour et dans la construction du monde symbolique 

paternel’ (Ibid). Until now, such a return to the mother has not been possible - ‘Pas 

d ’echelle de Jacob pour retourner a la mere. L ’echelle de Jacob monte toujours au ciel.
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vers le Pere Seigneur, le Sauveur’(Irigaray 1981, p.22). This return to the mother is 

especially important in the case of the girl/daughter who, according to Irigaray, is 

forced to give up her love of the mother in exchange for entry into the father’s world. 

Traditional psychoanalytical theory, states Irigaray, subordinates woman to a normative 

heterosexuality, normal in our societies, but completely pathogenic and pathological. 

Neither girl nor woman must renounce her desire for the mother as doing so uproots her 

from her identity. The mother figure is intrinsic to the development of female 

subjectivity (Ibid, p.30).

As previously outlined, vital to the quest for the mother is the formulation of a new 

maternal discourse, one that will expand the definition of motherhood, well beyond the 

confines of a purely biological role, and include an ‘ouverture de la m ere’ as well as an 

‘ouverture a la m ere’ (Ibid, p.22). Irigaray declares:

Je crois qu’il importe que nous refusions de nous soumettre a une fonction 
abstraite de reproduction et a un role desubjective: le role social maternel 
desubjective, commande par un certain ordre, soumis a la division du travail -  
producteur/reproductrice -  qui nous enferme dans une simple fonction. A-t-on 
jam ais demande aux peres de renoncer a etre des hommes? Nous n ’avons pas a 
renoncer a etre des femmes pour etre des meres (Ibid, p.27).

As Irigaray sees it, women engender a lot more than children -  love, desire, art, the 

social, the political, the religious - but for centuries their creative force has been 

inhibited. Irigaray posits a distinct connection between the mother and creativity and 

states that this is an aspect of the maternal dimension that belongs to women and must 

be reclaimed by women. Irigaray asserts:

Toute femme est potentiellement mere, mais la maternite ne revient pas a la 
procreation. La maternite, c ’est aussi bien cr& r la personne qu’on a devant soi, 
creer de I’art, creer un style de vie (Ibid, p.63).

To sum up, being a mother, according to Iiigaray, ‘c ’est une dimension de donner 

naissance tout le temps’ (Ibid).

It is not only mothers’ possibilities as women and subjects that have been ignored, but 

also their history. Irigaray laments the lack of female genealogy and urges women and 

daughters to think back through their mothers, to celebrate their origins and value their
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roots, all of which is essential if we are to put an end to our exile in society and to 

reconstruct our identity as women and as mothers.

Je pense qu’il est necessaire aussi, pour ne pas etre complices du meurtre de la 
mere, que nous affirmions qu’il existe une genealogie de femmes. Genealogie 
de femmes dans notre famille: apres tout, nous avons une mere, une grand-mere, 
une arriere grand-mere, des filles [...]. N ’oublions pas non plus que nous avons 
deja une histoire, que certaines femmes, meme si c ’etait difficile, ont existe dans 
I’histoire et que trop souvent nous les oublions’ (Irigaray 1981, p.30).

Intrinsic to the formulation of a new maternal discourse is the recovery of the repressed 

mother-daughter relationship. However, the reconciliation with the mother advocated 

by Mgaray is not a simple return to a fusional mother/daughter state as this would be 

counterproductive, but rather, a refreshed understanding of mother-daughter relations. 

In Et I ’lme ne houge pas sans Vautre, Irigaray exposes the problematic and anguished 

nature of the mother-daughter relationship. A feminist interpretation of transformative 

power and mutuality through the mother-daughter relationship, Et Vane ne bouge pas 

sans rau tre  both evokes the ambivalence of the relationship and seeks to resolve this 

ambivalence.

An extremely lyrical essay, written as a direct discourse monologue where an ‘F (the 

daughter) addresses a specific ‘Y ou’ (the mother), Et I ’une ne bouge pas sans I ’autre 

traces the various stages of the mother/daughter relationship and the emotions provoked 

by the fusion in which mother and daughter run the risk of losing their separate 

identities. Irigaray reveals the dangers of over-identification for both mother and 

daughter. Her essay concerns the m other’s ambivalence towards the daughter and the 

daughter’s similar confused feelings towards the mother, the mother’s resentment of 

sacrifice and the daughter’s resentment of control. In the case of the mother, there is 

clear danger of losing one’s sense of self, one’s personal space, by putting too much of 

her self into the daughter and attempting to live through the daughter, treating the latter 

as a reflection of herself, a means of compensating for her own failures. The daughter 

in Et I ’une ne bouge pas sans I ’autre is suffocated and imprisoned by the mother’s love, 

a mother who cannot let her daughter go:

Avec ton lait, ma mere, j ’ai bu la glace. Et me voila maintenant avec ce gel a 
I’interieur. [...]. Tu as coule en moi, et ce liquide est devenu poison et me 
paralyse [...] Tu me gardes, tu me regardes. Tu desires toujours que je  sois sous 
tes yeux pour me proteger. Tu as peur qu’il ne m ’arrive quelque chose. Tu
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crains qu’il arrive quelque chose? Mais que peut-il arriver de pire que je  sois 
allongee jour et nuit? Deja grande et toujours au berceau. Toujours dependante 
de quelqu’un qui me porte...(Irigaray, 1979, pp.7-8).

The daughter is anxious to develop her autonomy and distinguish herself from the 

mother and also for her mother to distinguish herself from her daughter, to exist as two 

separate beings while at the same time recognising their unique bond:

Tu m ’apportes a manger. Tu me/te donnes a manger. Mais tu me/te donnes 
trop, comme si tu voulais me remplir toute entiere avec ce que tu m ’apportes. 
Tu te mets dans ma bouche, et j ’etouffe. Mets-toi moins en moi, et laisse-moi te 
regarder. J ’aimerais te voir pendant que tu me nourris. Ne pas perdre mes/tes 
yeux quand j ’ouvre ma bouche. Et que tu restes aussi pres de moi pendant que 
je  bois. Continue d ’etre aussi dehors. Garde-toi/moi aussi dehors. Ne 
t’engloutis pas, ne m ’engloutis pas, dans ce qui passe de toi en moi. J ’aimerais 
tant que nous soyons la toutes les deux. Que I’une ne disparaisse pas en I’autre 
ou Tautre en I’une. Que nous puissions nous gouter, nous toucher, nous sentir, 
nous ecouter, nous voir -  ensemble (Ibid, pp.9-10).

The paralysis that the daughter speaks of, psychically transmitted by the mother, is a 

process the mother herself was also subjected to;

Tu te regardes dans la glace. Et ta mere s’y trouve deja. Et bientot ta fille mere. 
Entre les deux, qu’es-tu? Ou trouver-retrouver ta place? Dans quel cadre dois- 
tu te tenir? Et comment y laisser transparaitre ton visage au-dela de tout 
masque? (Ibid, p. 14).

No longer capable of distinguishing the one from the other within their blurred mother- 

daughter boundaries (emphasised by the interchangeable subject pronouns), the only 

solution for the daughter, it would seem, is to abandon the mother, but this is drastic 

action as the mother is important in the development of female subjectivity. Mother 

and daughter are both each other’s jailers and liberators.

Et si je  pars, tu perds I’image de la vie, de ta vie. Et si je demeure, ne suis-je le 
depot de ta mort? A chacune, sa representation fait defaut [...]. Et I’une porte 
le deuil de 1’autre. Ma paralysie signifiant ton rapt dans le miroir. Et quand je 
pars, n ’est-ce la perpetuation de ton exil? Evanouie a mon tour? Captive, moi 
aussi, du regard ou un homme m ’a prise. Enlevee a moi-meme. Immobilisee 
dans le reflet qu’il attend de moi (Irigaray 1979, p.20).

Through the daughter’s voice, Irigaray solicits an alternative mother/daughter 

relationship -  where both will stay near to each other but remain outside too, so that the
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one does not disappear in the other. Mother and daughter should be able to exchange 

endlessly but without engulfing each other, the same but also different. For if the 

mother loses her sense of self in the daughter, she can offer nothing but emptiness and 

oblivion and, in turn, the daughter comes to represent no more than the abduction of the 

mother. It becomes clear in Et I ’une ne bouge pas sans Vautre, that what is required is 

a healthy balancing of distance between mother and daughter: separation and 

individuation complemented by ‘mutual recognition’ (Benjamin 1988), with both 

mother and daughter as subjects in their own right. In a sense, we need to say goodbye 

to maternal omnipotence Irigaray states, and instead establish a relationship of 

reciprocity with our mothers in which they might possibly also feel themselves to be 

our daughters. For Irigaray, a new mother/daughter relationship, based on an ethic of 

mutual nurturance and respect, is the key to liberation from the authority of fathers. At 

the same time, Irigaray’s conclusion, reflecting the very nature of the mother-daughter 

relationship itself, is ambivalent:

Et I’une ne bouge pas sans I’autre. Mais ce n ’est ensemble que nous nous 
mouvons. Quand I'une vient au monde, I’autre retombe sous la terre. Quand 
I’une porte la vie, I’autre meurt. Et ce que j ’attendais de toi, c ’est que, me 
laissant naitre, tu demeures aussi vivante (Ibid, p.22).

To sum up, despite the obvious difficulties in resolving the mother-daughter dilemma, it 

cannot be denied that Irigaray’s celebration of love between women, of the mother, her 

emphasis on recognising the mother as a subject and her call for daughters to stand 

with, not against, the mother, is essentially a positive and forward thinking argument 

which contradicts earlier fem inists’ downgrading of the mother. Irigaray’s new 

maternal discourse is a significant move away from selflessness towards self- 

realisation, and importantly, away from dangerous and unrealistic archetypes of 

mothering. It encourages women to speak out from the silence and to put an end to 

both matrophobia and matricide. As Eleanor Kuykendall has noted, Irigaray urges 

women to:

[...] seek the life-affirming values of reciprocity and healing power by 
discovering the positive characteristics of femininity. By this she explicitly 
means characteristics other than those of the biological or psychic processes of 
mothering, other than those that she discovers with a man, but rather what 
women can come to discover through identification with their mothers and 
through their mothers, with other women. For Irigaray thinks of the mother- 
daughter relationship as erotic and as a model for other possible relationships 
among women (Kuykendall in Trebilcot, 1983, p.269).
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If women begin to redefine motherhood and sexuality identity in their own terms, we 

will arrive at ‘un moment de I’histoire oii cette question de la domination par les peres 

ne peut plus s’eviter’ (Irigaray, 1981, p. 15).
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6.4: The Emergence of Mother-Daughter Writing

Considering the points already discussed (that is, concerning the forced but difficult if 

not near impossible separation of mother and daughter), it is little wonder then that 

mother-daughter literature should be primarily characterised by an overriding sense of 

ambivalence - an ambivalence that Vivien Nice considers to be a ‘major trap of 

patriarchal thought’ because ‘caught within it, mothers and daughters seem unable to go 

any further in their relationship’ (Nice, 1992, p. 12), a trap also identified by Irigaray 

and from which women must find a way to free themselves.

In The Mother-Daughter plot, Marianne Hirsch identifies four distinct phases of 

mother-daughter literature. The first stage (late eighteenth to early nineteenth century) 

is characterised by ‘maternal repression’ - mothers are either dead, absent, trivialised, 

comic, ineffectual, silent, miniaturised (Hirsch, 1989, p.40) - indicative of the belief that 

maternity is incompatible with action and that mothers stunt their daughters’ 

developmental process. Hirsch remarks:

Women w riters’ attempts to imagine lives for their heroines that will be 
different from their m others’ make it imperative that the mothers be silent or 
absent in their texts, that they remain in the prehistory of the plot, fixed both as 
objects of desire and examples not to be emulated (Ibid, p.34).

Heroines refuse to ally themselves with mothers and sisters, instead aligning themselves 

with fraternal and paternal figures (in the hope that they will protect them from 

maternity and marriage) or seeking what Adrienne Rich labels (1976) ‘a man who will 

understand’ or alternatively, remaining isolated. Susan Peck MacDonald, with 

particular reference to Jane Austen, also notes the phenomenon of the absent mother in 

eighteenth and nineteenth century women’s writing:

The absence of mothers [...] seems to me to derive from [...] the almost 
excessive power of motherhood; the good, supportive mother is so potentially 
powerful a figure as to prevent her daughter’s trials from occurring, to shield her 
from the process of maturation, and thus to disrupt the focus and equilibrium of 
the novel. But if she is dead or absent, the good mother can remain an ideal 
without her presence disrupting or preventing the necessary drama of the novel 
(Peck M acDonald in Davidson and Broner, 1980, p.59).
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Thus, in order for the heroine/daughter to mature successfully as an independent adult, 

and in order for the novel to focus centrally on her, the most powerful exterior 

personality, the mother, who could best facilitate the daughter’s social rites of passage 

but who could equally impede her precariously sought self-hood, must be kept at a 

certain distance (Ibid, p.69). At the same time, as Judith Kegan Gardiner points out in 

her essay ‘The Maternal Deathbed in W om en’s Fiction (1978), there is virtually no 

hostility between mother and daughter in eighteenth and nineteenth century women’s 

writing, unlike that which emerges over the course of the twentieth century. As 

Gardiner sees it, many earlier heroines do not bother to have mothers, as they are 

socially annoying rather than psychologically threatening (p. 160). Furthermore, no 

alternative role from the m other’s is held out for the daughter in eighteenth and 

nineteenth century fiction. The heroine does not deny the mother and, in turn, will (for 

the most part) become a wife and mother herself, but a better one: ‘As in much of 

eighteenth and nineteenth century w om en’s writing, the emphasis in these novels is on 

educating women to perform their traditional roles better, not rebelling against these 

roles (Ibid).

In relation to Quebec literature, the absent mother syndrome in the daughter’s saga is 

discussed by Lori Saint-Martin in Le Nom de la Mere, or perhaps more appropriately, 

‘le non de la mere’. Saint-Martin is keen to highlight the idealisation of motherhood in 

a traditional, patriarchal and stringently Catholic Quebec, as being responsible for the 

m other’s loss of subjectivity or any valuable authentic cultural representation. The 

mother, in early Quebec women’s writing, is, in the words of Saint-Martin, a non

identity (Saint-Martin, 1999, p .l 1):

Le nom de la mere: d ’emblee, le terme etonne, deroute, nous plonge dans une 
apparente impossibilite logique. Le nom du pere [...] tout le monde le connait. 
Celui de la mere est inconnu, enfoui, perdu. De nom a elle, elle n ’en a pas, n’en 
a jam ais eu. [...]. La religion chretienne efface le nom de la mere au profit de 
celui du Pere, du Fils et du Saint-Esprit. [...]. La mere traditionnelle au foyer 
est privee [...] d ’une identite personnelle, sans acces direct a la sphere sociale, 
coupee du politique et de I’economique [...] la Mere, ce n ’est pas une femme ni 
une individue (Ibid, p. 12).

The second phase stage that Hirsch identifies in mother-daughter writing is the female 

Kiinstlerroman which emerges in the 1920s and signifies the birth of the 

daughter/heroine as artist. The Kiinstlerroman features young and middle-aged women
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who renounce love and marriage in favour of creative work, and connection in favour of 

self-affirmation. Hirsch points out that their rebellious choices are ultimately bound up 

in their relationships with their mothers, while at the same time being in great conflict 

with the choices that the mothers themselves have made. The Kunstlerroman reveals an 

intense, passionate but ambivalent preoccupation with the mother, an oscillation 

between a need for connection and disconnection (Hirsch, 1989, p.96). Whereas before, 

distance had to be maintained between the heroine and the mother, now, although ‘the 

daughter/artist does not become a mother herself, the mother’s voice needs to be 

incorporated in the daughter’s vision’ (Ibid, p.97). The traditional heterosexual 

romance plot is displaced by a new, albeit conflicted, interrogation of the mother figure 

and motherhood.

The third phase, according to Hirsch, emerges in the 1970s. In contrast to the 

nineteenth century novel where mothers had to be erased or disempowered so that the 

heroines could have access to the plot, in the mother-daughter literature of the 1970s, 

the elimination of the father (and of men in general) has become a precondition or an 

important preoccupation of female texts, with ‘shifting affiliations’ giving way to ‘a 

more passionate embrace of female allegiance as the basis both of female plotting and 

of female subject formation’ (Ibid, p. 129).

The female family romance prevalent in the nineteenth century revolves around 
attachment to a male figure [...] and subscribes to a compulsory heterosexuality. 
The female family romance of the 1970s de-emphasises the role of men. The 
concentration on mother-daughter bonding and struggle, and the celebration of 
female relationships of mutual nurturance, leave only a secondary role to men 
(Ibid, p. 133).

Even more so than in the Kunstlerroman, the mother becomes an important figure to 

explore in what Hirsch describes as ‘the birth of the feminist daughter’ (Ibid, p. 129). 

The texts of the 1970s express a desire to re-experience the mother and reveal a 

realisation of the intertwined lives of mother and daughter. And yet, it is important to 

note that this new awareness of the mother and her more central position in the narrative 

does not necessarily entail an entirely unproblematic stance on the part of the daughter. 

Many of the mother-daughter texts written in the 1970s are marked by hostility and 

anger towards the mother: for example, Nancy Friday’s study of the mother/daughter 

relationship, My M other M yself (1979), while it recognises the key role the mother 

plays in the daughter’s development, is guilty of what Vivien Nice terms ‘mother-
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bashing’ and falling into the trap of the patriarchal tradition of idealising mothering 

(Nice, 1992, p. 134). Friday sets up expectations of a perfect mother and then, finding 

that a real mother cannot measure up, proceeds to demonise her, blaming her for 

‘whatever ills befall her children and whatever evil there is in the world’ (Ibid). In 

particular, Friday accuses the mother of inhibiting the daughter’s free expression of her 

sexuality. Having denied her own sexuality by becoming a mother, the mother goes on 

to attempt to restrict and deny her daughter’s sexuality, instilling guilt and setting up 

obstacles. According to Friday, it is only through the true expression of one’s sexuality 

that women are able to achieve self-actualisation and self-fulfilment, but the mother’s 

pernicious influence impedes this and creates difficulties in relationships between 

individual women and men: ‘Above all, we have introjected her anxiety about sex’ 

(Friday, 1979, p.436). In addition, Friday considers gender inequality to stem from the 

mother-daughter relationship -  women do not succeed in the world of paid work 

because they are afraid of success, a malaise that arises from the daughter’s fear of 

competition with the mother. On the one hand, while Friday certainly thrashes the 

mother and fails to see any positive elements to the mother-daughter relationship, or 

any alternative factors/influences in the daughter’s life, on the other hand, her insistence 

on w om en’s difficult expression of sexuality, due to the legacy of guilt inherited from 

the mother, although simplified and exaggerated, is not an irrelevant point. At the same 

time, for Friday, there appear to be only two categories of women: those who are 

sexually repressed (because of their mother) and those who use their sexuality as a 

buttress against the mother.

Running through many feminist mother-daughter texts of the 1970s is a horror of 

maternal inheritance which Adrienne Rich (1976), following Lynne Sukenick (1974), 

has termed ‘matrophobia’ -  that is, a fear of becoming one’s own mother as opposed to 

a fear of the mother. It is a concept that connects the daughter’s rage against her 

devalued mother, her difficulty in defining her own boundaries and her rejection of her 

mother’s social roles.

M atrophobia can be seen as a womanly splitting of the self, in the desire to 
become purged once and for all of our mother’s bondage, to become 
individuated and free. The mother stands for the victim in ourselves, the unfree 
woman, the martyr. Our personalities seem dangerously to blur and overlap 
with our mothers’; and in a desperate attempt to know where the mother ends 
and the daughter begins, we perform radical surgery (Rich, 1976, p.236).
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Matrophobia results from the daughter’s realisation of how closely bound to each other 

both women are (Rich, 1976) and recognition of (parts of) the mother in the self, a 

mother who symbolises the oppressed, the subjugated or the ‘unfree w om an’ as Rich 

puts it, and whom the daughter dreads becoming.

Thousands of daughters see their mothers as having taught a compromise and 
self-hatred they are struggling to break free of, the one through whom the 
restrictions and degradations of a female existence were perforce transmitted. 
Easier by far to hate and reject a mother outright than to see beyond her to the 
forces acting upon her (Ibid, p.235).

At the same time, however, that the daughter fears becoming the mother, she may also 

feel a powerful connection with her. The phenomenon of matrophobia thus 

encapsulates the daughter’s ambivalence of identification with and refusal of the 

mother:

Where a mother is hated to the point of matrophobia, there may be a deep 
underlying pull toward her, a dread that if one relaxes one’s guard, one will 
identify with her completely (Ibid).

For Steph Lawlor, whose study Mothering the se lf  draws on a series of interviews, 

matrophobia is heightened by the dual processes of ageing and becoming a mother 

oneself (Lawlor, 2000, p.61) and is centred on the daughter’s fear of losing her sense of 

individuality:

[...] the self of the mother threatens to intrude upon that of the daughter. Even 
when this maternal influence is characterised as social, rather than genetic, it 
may still be marked on the body, forcing a reproduction of (parts of) the mother 
in (parts of) the self. This reproduction can threaten the daughter’s uniqueness. 
[...]. Her uniqueness (figured through a distance from the mother) must be 
produced: otherwise, characteristics of her mother will simply be reproduced in 
her self (Ibid, p.62).

Lawlor acknowledges the unease that recognising the mother in the self can cause, as it

suggests an inheritance that bypasses consciousness, and, in the case of the mother, she

points out, the inherited traits are considered to be more negative than those passed on

from the father. In addition, this notion that femininity is handed down, leads mothers

to be held responsible for the daughter’s failure (Ibid, p.63). Interestingly, Lawlor notes

a class factor involved in matrophobia, as opposed to simply being the effect of ‘the

restrictions and degradations’ (Rich) of the female existence. W omen who have
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experienced ‘upward’ class mobility view their mothers as representing an inferior class 

position that they do not wish to return to: ‘Women who occupy a different class 

location to that of their mothers may fear, not just becoming their mothers, but 

becoming working-class mothers’ (Ibid, p. 103). Lawlor proceeds to identify the two 

main strategies adopted by daughters to differentiate themselves from their mothers: 

education or marrying into wealth and consequently changing social class (in the case 

where the mother is working class); and replacing the mother with a more suitable role 

model, a surrogate mother -  ‘if women are not their mothers’ daughters then they 

cannot become them’ (Ibid, pp. 113-119).

Even more destructive to the mother-daughter relationship than the phenomenon of 

‘matrophobia’ is what Lori Saint-Martin identifies, with specific reference to Quebec 

literature, as an undercurrent of matricide in women’s writing of this era, but which 

starts quite early in Quebec with the publication of Anne Hebert’s Le Torrent in 1945. 

Saint-Martin asks, ‘Pourquoi tant d’acharnement a se detruire alors que, pareilles de 

corps, mere et fille semblaient faites pour s’entendre? Quel cauchemar s’est infiltre 

dans le cocon des chairs semblables?’ but goes on to suggest that perhaps all this fury, 

hatred, rejection and cruelty is a stage that mother and daughter have to pass through 

before they can reach a new understanding of each other (Saint-Martin, 1999, p.51).

This new understanding between mother and daughter is what leads us on to Hirsch’s 

fourth phase, one that is still only in the early stages of development in mother-daughter 

literature. This fourth phase ceases to both mystify and demonise mothers and yields ‘a 

double-voice’ (Hirsch, 1989, p. 160) where mother and daughter exist as 

subjects, as opposed to the mother simply functioning as the object of the daughter’s 

identity quest. There is a renewed mother-daughter unity in this fourth phase, which, 

according to Hirsch, ‘lies in the ability to accept ambivalence’. It is a unity firmly 

founded on the type of values extolled in the theoretical writings of Luce Irigaray (in 

particular, Et I'lme ne bouge pas sans I ’aiitre, 1979) and Jessica Benjamin (‘The Bonds 

of Love’, 1980). For the latter this consists of a mutual recognition between mother and 

daughter and the establishment of an equilibrium between differentiation from and the 

act of recognising and being recognised by the other. Maintaining such a fine tension 

however, Benjamin admits, is not easy, especially in the mother-daughter relationship 

where boundaries are so often blurred:
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Non-reciprocity is a constant undertow in any dyad. One gives, the other 
refuses; one pursues, the other loses interest; one plays hard to get, the other 
pursues; one criticises, the other feels judged. The aspiration to reciprocity is 
constantly undermined by the deep fear of losing self-boundaries and mental 
omnipotence. The fear of intrusion, the desire to be self-sufficient, to be 
unmoved -  these are familiar ways of avoiding raw confrontation with the 
reality that another exists apart from me whom I may yet need (Benjamin, 1980, 
p.163).

Similarly, Luce Irigaray (1979) advocates a mother-daughter relationship where both 

women exchange endlessly but without engulfing each other, staying near to and yet 

outside of one another -  again, a healthy balance of separation, individuation and 

recognition. Suzanne Juhasz, in her essay ‘Towards Recognition: Writing and the 

Daughter-Mother Relationship’ (2000), proposes a solution to the potential threat of a 

paralysing fusion in the mother-daughter relationship (as illustrated by Irigaray, 1979), 

suggesting that we revise the way we approach the relationship and that we envisage it 

as triadic instead of dyadic -  comprised of daughter, mother and woman/other.
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6.5: Common Themes in Mother-Daughter Writing

Feminist critics of women’s writing have identified a multitude of recurring themes in 

matrifocal texts: this section will examine a number of key areas, some of them 

overlapping, demarcated in a range of feminist readings of the mother-daughter 

relationship.

Phyllis Chesler, in her introduction to Judith Arcana’s Our M others’ Daughters (1981) 

sums up the mother-daughter relationship as ‘wom an’s stormiest love affair’ and 

describes the mother figure as:

The woman who gave birth to us and/or raised us; the woman we had to 
compete for, against our fathers and brothers, losing, losing because we were 
like her, we were women too; the woman from whom we fled, in wounded 
adolescent pride, headlong into the men -  and children -  in search of Her, our 
Mother. The woman we don’t have much in common with. The woman who 
will always mean ‘hom e’ to us -  in all its wrenching complexity (Chesler in 
Arcana, 1981, p.xv).

She is putting her finger on the pulse of mother-daughter writing, that is, its 

unavoidably problematic nature. This is exactly what Judith Arcana discovers in Our 

M others’ Daughters which, taking the form of a series of real life interviews, 

investigates the mother-daughter relationship from all angles. Arcana’s approach and 

the conclusions drawn provide a useful base for a critical reading of literary mothers 

and daughters. Issues which repeatedly manifest themselves between mother and 

daughter, according to Arcana, include denial of and a need to transcend the mother (or 

rather, the institutionalised role of motherhood); the conflicted escape from the mother 

(desired but guilt-ridden); fear of repetition and sameness; role reversal (when the 

mother is elderly); silence surrounding the female body and an inability on the mother’s 

part to transmit a positive message of female sexuality to the daughter; a lack of 

touching and physical affection between mother and daughter; the problem of the 

maturing daughter usurping the mother; the loss of the mother through a conscious 

separation and/or death; unification with the mother through the daughter’s pregnancy 

(albeit temporary); and finally, the mother’s attempt to acquire personal fulfilment 

through her daughter (Arcana, 1981).
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Vivien Nice reiterates similar points but is keen to stress ambivalence as a core feature 

of the mother-daughter saga -  the daughter’s conflicting needs of individuation and 

symbiosis and the mother’s simultaneous urges to push and pull the daughter away from 

and towards her (Nice, 1992, p . l l ) .  In addition, Nice ascertains that the mother’s 

relationship with her own mother (the grandmother) will have a profound effect on her 

interaction with her daughter -  this could range from fears of reawakening unmet needs 

and of merging or losing boundaries, to a desire to relive the original mother-daughter 

bond or projecting one’s anger against one’s own mother onto the daughter (Ibid, p.30). 

Nice also highlights the ongoing theme of dependency between mother and daughter, 

stating that it does not only occur in the first stage of their relationship, with the 

daughter dependent on the mother but that:

It is an important and paradoxical element in the daughter’s psychological 
development and in her experience of being a woman. It will show itself as the 
m other’s dependency on the daughter and as a daughter feeling responsible for 
the care of her mother (Ibid, p.48).

In many mother-daughter texts, we witness both the mother's expectation that the 

daughter will care for her, and acquiescence on the part of the daughter, a consequence 

of what W eskott labels the ‘devaluation of the female child and her needs’ (Weskott in 

Nice, 1992, p.98). Other themes that Nice adds are: looking to marriage or children to 

compensate for what is missing in the mother-daughter relationship; over-involvement 

of the mother in the daughter’s life; the desire on the part of the daughter to ‘do it 

differently’ from the mother; the acute sense of rivalry and hostility between mother 

and daughter during the latter’s puberty and the form er’s menopause and the resultant 

battle for power between the two; the possible link between various eating disorders and 

the daughter's relationship with the mother; the rejection felt by mothers whose 

daughters surpass them; idealisation of the mother by the daughter and demands of 

perfection; the renegotiation of the mother-daughter relationship and eventual 

reconciliation which often takes place following a long and painful separation and 

sometimes only after the death of the mother; excessive guilt in bereavement, proof of 

an ambivalent relationship; the internalisation of the mother following her death and 

their continuing relationship in the daughter’s head (Nice, 1992).

Simone de Beauvoir’s Le Deuxieme Sexe devotes a chapter to the mother figure and, in 

particular, her relationship with the daughter. The core problem she identifies is the
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total projection of the mother onto the daughter and her inability to see the girl-child as 

an ‘other’, only as a double. As we have seen, Luce Irigaray further develops this 

concept of the dangerous blurring of boundaries between mother and daughter in her 

lyrical text Et I ’une ne bouge pas sans Vautre. De Beavoir claims:

La petite fille est plus totalement livree a sa mere; les pretentions de celle-ci en 
sont accrues. Leurs rapports revetent un caractere beaucoup plus dramatique. 
Dans une fille, la mere ne salue pas un membre de la caste elue: elle y cherche 
son double. Elle projette en elle toute I’ambiguite de son rapport a soi; et quand 
s’affirme I’alterite de cet alter ego, elle se sent trahie (De Beauvoir, 1976, 
p.379).

She continues, speculating on the loss of the m other’s subjectivity:

II se peut que, se devouant a ce double en qui elle se reconnait et se depasse, la 
mere finisse par s’aliener totalement en elle; elle renonce a son moi, son seul 
souci est le bonheur de son enfant (Ibid).

De Beauvoir concurs with other feminist theorists that the daughter’s adolescence is the 

most discordant phase of the mother-daughter relationship, where the mother feels 

rejected and usurped in her role.

C ’est quand la fillette grandit que naissent de veritables conflits; on a vu qu’elle 
souhaitait affirmer contre sa mere son autonomie: aux yeux de la mere, c ’est la 
un trait d ’odieuse ingratitude; elle s’entete a ‘mater’ cette volonte qui se derobe; 
elle n ’accepte pas que son double devienne une autre [...]. Mere passionnee ou 
mere hostile, I’independance de I’enfant ruine ses espoirs. Elle est doublement 
jalouse: du monde qui lui prend sa fille, de sa fille qui en conquerant une part du 
monde la lui vole. [...] elle s ’irrite contre sa fille, comme naguere contre sa 
propre mere; elle boude et elle se pense abandonnee et incomprise (Ibid, p.381).

De Beauvoir also explores the anxiety experienced by the mother concerning her 

womanhood and the various ways in which this can affect the mother-daughter 

relationship.

Certaines femmes sentent leur feminite comme une malediction absolue: elles 
souhaitent ou accueillent une fille avec I’amer plaisir de se retrouver en une 
autre victime; et, en meme temps, elles s’estiment coupables de I’avoir mise au 
monde; leurs remords, la pitie qu’elles eprouvent a travers leur fille pour elles- 
memes se traduisent par d ’infinies anxietes; elles ne quitteront pas I’enfant d ’un 
seul pas; elles dormiront dans le meme lit qu’elle pendant quinze ans, vingt ans; 
la petite fille sera annihilee par le feu de cette passion inquiete (Ibid, p.379).
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Alternatively, the mothers’ ‘degout...pour leur sexe pourrait les inciter a donner a leurs 

filles une education virile’ in an attempt to give their daughters all the chances in life 

that they never had (Ibid, p.380).

For Nan Bauer Maglin, ‘Don’t forget the bridge you crossed over’, there are five key 

areas in mother-daughter writing. These are:

1. The recognition by the daughter that her voice is not entirely her own.

2. The importance of trying to see one’s mother in spite of or beyond the blindness 

and skewed vision that growing up causes.

3. The amazement and humility about the strength of our mothers.

4. The need to recite one’s matrilineage, to find a ritual to both get there and

preserve it.

5. And still, the anger and despair about the pain and silence borne and handed on 

from mother to daughter.

(Maglin Bauer in Davidson and Broner, 1980, pp.257-267).

According to Signe Hammer, author of Mothers and Daughters, Daughters and 

Mothers (1976), the issues that are paramount in the mother-daughter relationship 

consist of the following:

1. The daughter’s emerging sexuality and the mother’s handling of it.

2. The subsequent stepping up of restrictions on the mother’s part and the

daughter’s rebellion against them.

3. The daughter’s growing up and the mother’s growing old which may result in 

competition and resentment.

4. The daughter’s need to assert herself as different from the mother with different 

expectations and dreams.

5. The daughter’s rejection of the mother’s way of life, often experienced as 

hatred.

6. The mother having to accept her daughter’s separateness.

7. Mother and daughter competing for roles and domestic territory.

8. The daughter as the source of the mother’s power and connection to the world

which, with the daughter’s increasing autonomy, the mother will have to give

up.
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9. The daughter’s turning away from her own mother in search of an 

ideal/surrogate mother.

Marianne Hirsch, in The Mother-Daughter Plot, while discussing a wide range of 

themes inherent in matrilineal literature, highlights four particular areas which are 

problematic to feminist discourse and which come to the fore when feminist daughters 

set off in search of their mothers through writing. First of all, the perception remains 

that motherhood is a patriarchal construction and that the mother is merely an empty 

function, representative of continued bondage to patriarchy. Secondly, feminist 

discourse is often characterised by an underlying concern regarding the vulnerability 

associated with motherhood. Thirdly, somatophobia -  a pervasive discomfort with the 

maternal body, as nothing entangles women more firmly in their bodies than 

menstruation, pregnancy, birth, lactation, miscarriage or the inability to conceive and 

menopause. And fourthly, an ambivalence regarding power; anger at the mother’s 

powerlessness but also fear of too much maternal power.

For Herman and Lewis (in Bernay and Cantor, 1989), an unexplained anger that is 

difficult to resolve is the underlying theme and the cause of tension and confusion in the 

mother-daughter relationship;

Anger in the mother-daughter relationship has a special configuration based on 
the contradiction between wom en’s inferior status and their special power as a 
mother. The social subordination of women inevitably creates a condition of 
chronic anger at the same time that it renders dangerous any expression of this 
anger or even conscious identification of its true source. Moreover, this chronic 
anger conflicts with the nurturant and loving feelings that have been the most 
consistent basis of women’s dignity and power. Anger between mothers and 
daughters is therefore an especially painful state for both; first, because it is 
often a displaced anger that cannot find its true source, and second, because it 
violates their shared role as affectionate nurturers. Even in the midst of intense 
conflict, both may have the sense that anger does not properly belong in their 
relationship, and both may long for reconciliation (Herman and Lewis in Bernay 
and Cantor, 1989, p p .139-140).

They pursue this point, stating an understanding of the (patriarchal) roots of this anger 

and its consequent resolution as the way forward for mother and daughter;

To protect their daughters, mothers are often forced to be their daughters’ 
jailers. Given the conditions of this initiation into servitude, hostility and 
conflict in the mother-daughter relationship is indeed inevitable. But because it
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arises between members of the gender whose special power is nurturance, 
hostility between mother and daughter is especially difficult for both. For this 
reason, anger in the mother-daughter relationship is simultaneously full o f both 
scorn and looking for rapprochement. Behind the agonising ambivalence 
toward each other is the mother and daughter’s shared need to establish their 
freedom from male domination. It is when this underlying theme is most 
available to their consciousness that mothers and daughters can find their way to 
reconciliation (Ibid, p. 144).

Finally, Lori Saint-Martin gives a succinct account of recurring themes in Quebec 

mother-daughter writing which largely correspond to those already elucidated. Saint- 

Martin notes the following features:

• L ’oscillation bisexuelle entre objet maternel et objet heterosexuel.

• L ’ambivalence et mouvement entre presence et absence maternelles.

• La tentative de renouer avec I’amour inconditionnel de la mere.

• La circularite de I’ecriture.

• L ’emprise de la mere.

• La fusion et le rejet, I’identification totale et la rupture.

• L ’angoisse qu’on ressent a depasser et a abandonner la m ere ...d ’oii le desir de 

prouver qu’au fond on ne I’a jamais quittee.

• Le desir de reparation.. .une volonte de venger la mere.

• La reconstitution du cercle familial autour de la mere.

• Le retour a la mere par rec ritu re ...recritu re , un don transmis de la mere a la 

fille et ensuite de la fille a la mere.

(Saint-Martin, 1999).

In brief, what becomes indisputedly clear from this analysis of the recurring and inter

connecting themes in the literature of matrilineage, is that the mother-daughter 

relationship, by very essence, is deeply ambiguous, and, due to its manipulation by 

patriarchal discourse, complicated, and consequently, difficult to recite. Jane Flax 

(1978) concisely sums up the mother-daughter relationship as an intense and ongoing 

conflict between nurturance and autonomy.
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6.6: The Importance of Mother-Daughter Writing for Feminist Scholarship

In a preliminary essay^"  ̂ entitled ‘Mothers and Daughters’ published in the feminist 

review Signs, 1981, Marianne Hirsch insists on the centrality of the mother-daughter 

relationship to feminist scholarship. She asserts:

There can be no systematic and theoretical study of women in patriarchal 
culture, there can be no theory of w om en’s oppression, that does not take into 
account w om an’s role as a mother of daughters and as a daughter of mothers, 
that does not study female identity in relation to previous and subsequent 
generations of women (Hirsch, 1981, p.202).

Mother-daughter writing creates ‘speech and meaning where there has been silence and 

absence’ (Ibid, p.201) and allows us to examine ‘the specificity of the female identity 

through the lens of the most private and formative of w om en's relations’ (Hirsch, 1989, 

p .l8).

Lori Saint-Martin is keen to point out that the importance of studying women w riters’ 

depictions of mothers and daughters stretches far beyond purely thematic interest and 

suggests that the mother-daughter relationship plays an influential role in textual 

structure and imagery.

Le rapport mere-fille doit s’envisager, non comme un simple theme litteraire, 
mais comme une dynamique complexe qui se trouve a la source meme de 
I’ecriture au feminin et qui surdetermine les structures narratives et meme, dans 
une certaine mesure, le langage. Ainsi, dans I’ecriture au feminin, le rapport a la 
representation est etroitement lie a la mere. [...]. La specificite de I’ecriture 
feminine prend naissance la -  dans le rapport de celle qui ecrit a la mere et au 
maternel (Saint-Martin, 1999, pp. 17 and 20).

Marianne Hirsch made a similar point prior to Saint-Martin when she observed that the 

narrative structures adopted by daughter-artists may reflect the complicated and 

circuitous nature of mother-daughter relations, speculating that:

We might conclude that the narrative development would not be linear or 
teleological but would reflect the oscillation between maternal and paternal 
attachments as well as the multiple repressions of the female developmental 
course. Pre-oedipal closeness to the mother, oedipal separation and attachment 
to the father, the subsequent transfer of that attachment to another male love

^  A preparatory essay for H irsch’s The M other-D aughter Plot.
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object and the wish for a child, combined with many forms of resistance against 
this course -  continued female identification, or the flight from womanhood -  
all of these configurations find their way into the narrative structure. From this 
perspective, the story of the mother and daughter needs to be told retrospectively 
(Hirsch, 1989, p. 102).

French feminist theorists, in particular Helene Cixous, have also explored the ‘fluid’ 

nature of women’s writing and connected it, in part, to the ongoing and oscillating 

mother-daughter bond.

As the identities of both mother and daughter are intrinsically linked, mother-daughter 

writing and the quest for the mother is an important stage in the affirmation and 

revaluation of female ‘difference’, for if, as Saint-Martin reveals, ‘la mere n’a pas de 

nom, la fille ne s ’affirmera qu’a grand peine, ou bien souvent se perdra’ (1999, p.20). 

Hence, the desire in mother-daughter writing to locate and restore the mother’s voice. 

Writing also provides a solution of sorts to the push and pull of the mother-daughter 

relationship, the constant tug between a need to separate and unite, in that it opens up a 

unique textual space where the daughter can exist alongside the mother, ‘a ses cotes, ni 

trop proche, ni trop loin d ’elle’ (Ibid). It also creates a space for a new textual 

inscription of the female body, in particular, the maternal body, and encourages 

exchange and reciprocity between mother and daughter.

Saint-Martin perceives mother-daughter writing as the ultimate way of returning to the 

mother -  ‘le moyen privilegie de renouer avec la mere’ - and of renegotiating our 

relationship with her, even after her death. It is also a means of repairing any damage 

done to the relationship and an opportunity for the daughter to deal with any feelings of 

guilt that she may harbour. To quote Saint-Martin:

Comme elle sait que c ’est [...] a cause de la maternite, done a cause d ’elle, que 
sa mere a ete brimee, la fille tient a lui rendre dans I’ecriture, ce qu’elle lui a 
derobe dans la vie: la liberte, la jeunesse et comme cadeau ultime, I’immortalite 
litteraire (Ibid, p. 134)

Saint-Martin develops this point, stating that:

L ’ecriture devient done pleinement reparatrice: elle donne forme et sens, 
retroactivement a la vie de la mere. La double culpabilite de la fille -  celle 
d ’avoir empeche sa mere de se realiser, celle de s’etre realisee elle-meme en
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abandonnant sa mere [...] - s’en trouve, sinon liquidee, du moins soulagee (Ibid, 
p.l36).

Heather Ingman, author of W omen’s Fiction betv^’een the Wars (1998) agrees with the 

notion that mother-daughter writing has a healing nature:

The recreation of the mother in fiction is a way of keeping her close. Our 
writers claim their right to enter the symbolic on equal terms with men, but not 
at the cost of the loss of maternal inheritance. Daughters pick up the pen in 
order to bridge the gap between themselves and their mothers, fighting against 
the stereotypes of motherhood that hinder creativity. Writing becomes an effort 
to understand the mother, to repair relations with her or to give her more power 
than she actually possesses (Ingman, 1998, p. 164).

The mother is no longer, as in Freud or Lacan, a forbidden place which prevents speech, 

but instead becomes the daughter’s source of speaking. Ingman writes:

The attempt to recover maternal inheritance is not simply nostalgia, still less a 
remembering of the phallic mother. Rather it is a quest to find a female identity 
which will empower them as writers. They (daughter-artists)^^ point forward to 
what feminism is only now beginning to come to terms with -  the mother as a 
creative force and inspirational figure who has been cut off from her daughter by 
patriarchy [...]. Far from being a regressive influence which has been left 
behind in order for the daughter to enter the symbolic order of language and 
culture, the mother and the recovery of the mother’s voice in many cases frees 
the daughter’s writing (Ibid).

Not only does recognition of the mother by way of writing enable the adult daughter to 

create art, but the opening up of a textual space where the mother can be acknowledged 

as a separate subject also helps to bring the daughter’s own identity into being. As 

Suzanne Juhasz, author of ‘Towards Recognition: W riting and the Mother-Daughter 

Relationship’, published in American Imago (2000), states, ‘When daughters write to 

and about their mothers, they are seeking to work out the complex matter of 

subjectivities: their own and that of their m others’ (Juhasz, 2000, p. 147). Juhasz 

examines the liberating nature of mother-daughter writing, reiterating points concerning 

its transformative powers vis-a-vis the relationship and its ability to respond to the 

needs of the real/original mother-daughter relationship and potentially fulfil them 

through renegotiation -  by taking control of the pen, the daughter also seizes control of 

the relationship and is able to remould it in her own fashion. Drawing on Jessica

“  M y  insertion
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Benjamin’s theory of ‘mutual recognition’ and Ii'igaray’s call for a new mother- 

daughter discourse that will respect the boundaries of the two women while at the same 

time acknowledging their special bond, Juhasz explores the full potential of maltrilineal 

literature in the construction of this new relationship of ongoing complementary 

separateness and connection.

W hat might change the configurations of this relationship is the act of writing. 
A wedge will be inserted into the dynamic that has grown lush and tangled with 
its repetition, and a space will be opened up. The daughter/writer will create the 
story in her own way. This establishes a distance between them, by both 
allowing her to recognise her mother as a separate subjectivity and by giving 
herself as the separate subjectivity she knows herself to be, in the form in which 
she would like her mother to see her. The daughter will write the mother into 
subjectivity, and she will write herself into subjectivity. The result of this 
distance will be a new kind of intimacy, intimacy that results from mutual 
recognition. It is possible now when it was not possible before because it is she 
who sets the terms -  literally, by means of language (Ibid, p. 174).

The daughter as writer is able to construct her mother as a person, a subject, and 

recognise her in a way that she is usually too threatened to do in real life. Together the 

two women enter the space of narrative, a space that they can share, where it is possible 

for both to exist. What has been lost, in one way or another, but can be found through 

the literature of matrilineage, is the mother whom the daughter both wanted to have and 

to leave. Writing is instrumental in helping the daughter to understand that the woman 

for whom she searches is a subject as well as a love object. But as Jessica Benjamin has 

pointed out, one subjectivity demands another, recognising and being recognised are 

equally important, thus writing must become the space in which the daughter’s 

subjectivity is created too and where mother and daughter listen to each other.

However, like the relationship itself, mother-daughter writing reveals itself to be 

inherently ambiguous and problematic in that we are only ever presented with the 

daughter’s perspective -  mothers, it would seem, can only speak through their 

daughters and not in their own words. Certainly, the daughter endeavours to give the 

mother a voice, but just whose voice is it? Marianne Hirsch has identified this 

‘daughterly act of speaking for the mother’ and asserts that ‘to speak for the mother is at 

once to give voice to her discourse but also to silence her and marginalize her’, adding 

that ‘the daughter’s speech often appears as the result of the mother’s silence and does 

perhaps depend on the silence to come into existence’ (Hirsch, 1989, p. 15). Hirsch
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calls us to reflect on why the mother-daughter relationship is rarely recounted from the 

mother’s perspective, even querying as to whether or not mother and daughter, due to 

the nature of their relationship, can exist alongside each as sexually mature women 

(Hirsch, 1989).

Vivien Nice raises similar concerns:

The story of the mother and daughter relationship is two stories. It is the story 
of two different lives, of two different people separated by generation and by the 
changing role of women, yet connected by blood, by body, by womanhood. The 
literature of mother-daughter relations has to date been biased towards the 
daughter’s perception of the relationship. The mother-daughter relationship has 
been viewed from the perspective of the daughter attempting to grow up and 
find her own identity. In this it has been the story of individual development 
rather than the development of a relationship between two people. The 
development of the mother as an individual has hardly been viewed at all (Nice, 
1992, p.226).

Steph Lawlor (2000) reinforces the same point, stating that mother and daughter are 

‘radically different positions’ and that the relationship between the two is often 

profoundly unequal with the mother’s sense of self being effaced in favour of 

cultivating the daughter’s personal development. She agrees that the mother’s 

perspective has rarely been explored. It is the daughter’s voice which has, almost 

always, been heard. Even when mothers have spoken, they have usually done so as 

daughters, rather than as mothers. Judith Roof purports that this is because narratives 

inscribe desire and since maternal desires are problematic and often sacrificed, the 

maternal story can be difficult to relate (1991). M otherhood however, is often 

experienced as a breach in the self-narrative and an end to autonomy (Lawlor, 2000). 

The solution, according to Lawlor, lies in positioning the mother outside of the maternal 

discourse and allowing her to exist beyond her children’s needs, to tell other stories.

While it is clear that the quest for a ‘double voice’ in mother-daughter writing remains 

in the early stages, it cannot be denied that the daughter-artist, even though she may 

continue to speak fo r  the mother, has nonetheless revealed herself willing to return to 

the mother. What is important is that women are finally beginning to think back 

through their mothers, albeit in a flawed manner at times, and consequently writing 

their way out of the distorted patriarchal version of the mother-daughter relationship 

(what Hirsch considers as a fourth and ongoing phase of mother-daughter writing). As
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Nice points out, in response to her own worries regarding the predominance of the 

daughter’s voice in matrilineal literature, in order to renegotiate the relationship 

between the two, the daughter needs to examine and understand the mother -  and all the 

forces operating on the latter - before a new mother-daughter discourse can be 

articulated.
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7: THE ‘AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL’ WRITINGS OF ROY AND NOEL 

7.1: General Introduction

This section will explore the mother/daughter dynamic as depicted in the 

‘autobiographical’ writings^^ of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel. W here Gabrielle 

Roy is concerned, the texts examined will include La Detresse et Venchantement (1984) 

and its follow-up, Le Temps qui m ’a manque (1997) and also Rue Deschambault 

(1955), La Route d ’Altam ont (1966) and De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline (1988). In the 

case of Francine Noel, this will consist of the author’s most recent publication. La 

Femme de ma vie (2005), which recounts the life of N oel’s mother, Jeanne Pelletier, 

and the relationship between the two. The term ‘autobiographical’ is used tentatively^^ 

with regard to certain texts. Only La Detresse et Venchantement and Le Temps qui m ’a 

manque (Roy) are intentional and official autobiographies. La fem m e de ma vie (Noel) 

could be either autobiographical (the daughter-artist’s story) or biographical (the 

m other’s story) -  it is perhaps more fitting to say that it is both, an entwining of two 

narratives. Gabrielle Roy’s other works examined in this chapter {Rue Deschambault, 

La Route d ’Altamont and De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline) were published as fiction but 

are considered to constitute part of what has become known as her ‘autobiographical 

series’. Such an alignment seems justified, for Roy presents us with an identical 

mother-daughter unit in all of the above works: whether the couple is named 

Melina/Gabrielle {La Detresse et Venchantement and Le Temps qui m ’a manque) or 

Eveline/Christine {Rue Deschambault, La Route d ’Altamont and De quoi t ’ennuies-tu. 

Eveline) becomes inconsequential as we are essentially dealing with the same people. 

Furthermore, the strong autobiographical elements of Rue Deschambault, La Route 

d ’Altamont and De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline have been identified and agreed on by a 

number of Royan specialists^^. Dominique Fortier sums up the most obvious 

similarities between Rue Deschambault, La Route D ’Altamont and La Detresse et 

r  enchantement'.

^  T h is d o e s  not m ean that there are no au tob iograph ical e lem en ts running through the other w orks o f  
both authors. It w as felt, h o w ev er , that g iv en  the num ber o f  texts ex a m in ed  in this thesis, that a d iv isio n  
o f  so m e sort w as necessary . T h is seem s like the m ost lo g ica l d iv isio n .

T he term 'a u to fic tio n ’is  an alternative p o ssib ility , a literary genre d efin in g  the sp ace  betw een  fiction  
and autob iography.

F or ex am p le, F rancois R icard and Lori Saint-M artin , w ho have em erged  as the m ost prom inent critics  
o f  R o y ’s w ritings.
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Les deux romans sont axes sur le personnage de Christine qui [...] presente des 
ressemblances evidentes avec la personne de I’auteur -  comme Gabrielle Roy, 
Christine est la cadette d ’une famille nombreuse habitant une coquette maison 
de la rue Deschambault, a Saint-Boniface, au Manitoba; toutes deux ont pour 
pere un agent de colonisation du gouvemement federal qui les a affublees du 
malheureux surnom de ‘Petite M isere’, une mere d ’ascendance quebecoise 
amoureuse d ’histoires et de voyage, etc (Fortier in Everett and Ricard, 2003, 
p.37).

Numerous other parallels could be drawn between other characters who feature both in 

the novels and in Roy’s actual life and the various events that occur. However, the aim 

here is not to blur the boundaries between the fiction and autobiography, but simply to 

suggest that, for the purpose of this chapter, it is more appropriate to study the three 

above mentioned novels alongside Roy’s autobiography than to place them with her 

other works.

A mettre tous ces textes sur le meme plan, il ne s’agit nullement de confondre 
nai'vement auteure, narratrice, et personnage, ni de chercher dans la verite 
historique la cle d ’une enigme textuelle, mais de bien reperer, dans I’ensemble 
des textes consideres plutot comme une seule et meme fiction, la recurrence des 
memes traits: la presence de la mere, la presence de I’ecriture, et I’equivalence 
qui s’etablit entre les deux (Saint-Martin, 1999, p. 120).

The autobiographical writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel reflect a world 

where mother/daughter relations are accorded a central position and female heritage is 

valued. In both Roy and Noel, it appears that the family has been reconstituted around 

the mother, with the father either absent from the very beginning (Noel), or gradually 

disappearing in favour of the mother/daughter unit (Roy), ‘dans une maison remplie de 

femmes [...] ou la presence des hommes se fait de plus en plus rare et efface’ (Ricard, 

2000, p.45). Of Gabrielle Roy’s autobiographical fiction, Lori Saint-Martin remarks:

A chaque parution de la serie, 1’ensemble se reserre davantage autour de la 
mere. Dans Rue Deschambault, Christine nous presente la famille elargie: mere, 
pere, freres, soeurs, oncles et tantes. Dans la Route d ’Altainont, le pere est 
disparu deja, et ne demeurent que Christine, sa mere, un frere de celle-ci et sa 
grand-mere. Le dernier livre de la serie, De quoi t ’ennuies-tu Eveline, ne nous 
entretient plus que de la mere; Christine elle-meme disparait en tant que 
narratrice. C ’est dire que la mere est au centre du monde de la fille (Saint- 
Martin, 1999, p. 122).

At the same time, despite the pivotal role played by the mother and the daughter’s 

admiration for her in the autobiographical texts of Roy and Noel, in comparison with
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the authors’ other novels, there is also a wariness of maternal power and a clear desire 

on the part of the daughter to differentiate herself from the mother figure and assert her 

autonomy. This leads to a constant oscillation, on the part of the daughter, to and from 

the mother, in a conflicted attempt to leave her that is contradicted by an urge to reunite. 

The ambivalent nature of the mother-daughter relationship is not one-sided however, as 

tensions emanate from the mother too. Aware that she should loosen the grip on her 

daughter and encourage the latter to define herself as a separate individual, the mother 

is simultaneously afraid to lose this reflection of the self, on whom all her thwarted 

dreams and personal desires are reliant for realisation and who justifies her existence. 

The mother-daughter dynamic as depicted by the autobiographical writings of Gabrielle 

Roy and Francine Noel thus predominantly emerges as a struggle to assert subjectivity 

that is, for the most part, paradoxically, hindered by each other’s presence. The key 

question posed is how to protect the mother-daughter bond and mutually respect each 

other while at the same time establishing a sure sense of selfhood.

This section will commence with a brief introduction to the ‘autobiographical’ writings 

of Roy and Noel before moving on to more detailed analysis under particular headings 

relating to the major stages in the mother-daughter relationship as opposed to looking at 

the texts individually.
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7.2: Introduction to the Rovan ‘Autobiographical Series’

As previously stated, the Royan ‘autobiographical series’ mainly focuses on the mother- 

daughter unit of either Melina/Gabrielle or Eveline/Christine. The texts are 

fundamental in both the daughter’s quest for independence and selfhood and the 

mother’s journey through life. Roy celebrates the mother and acknowledges her as 

source of creative inspiration. In an interview with Alice Parizeau in the w om en’s 

magazine Chatelaine, April 1966, Roy ponders:

Que serais-je moi, sans le souvenir de ma mere? Si elle n ’avait pas ete, serais-je 
capable d ’ecrire ce que j ’ai ecrit? J ’en doute (Roy with Parizeau, 1966, p. 123).

For Lori Saint-Martin, the fact that Roy privileges the mother-daughter unit as early as 

the 1940s^^, raising the same questions that will be debated (and continue to be debated) 

by feminists at the end of the twentieth century, makes her a writer ahead of her time. 

Saint-Martin develops this point, drawing particular attention to Roy’s efforts to enable 

the mother to speak within the daughter’s text:

La premiere au Quebec sans doute, Gabrielle Roy interroge I’experience de la 
fille sans passer sous silence le point de vue de la mere. Elle ebauche une 
reconnaissance de la subjectivite maternelle et elle inscrit la voix de I’amee dans 
le texte de la femme plus jeune, si bien que deux subjectivites, deux voix s’y 
enchevetrent par moments. Chez Gabrielle Roy, la mere a une subjectivite, une 
voix propre, que lui refusent bien des textes feministes plus tardifs, oii s’exprime 
surtout un rejet ou une idealisation du maternel du seul point de vue de la fille 
(Saint-Martin, 1999, p .121).

It is in De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline that the mother’s voice is most prominent and 

autonomous. However, it is not without difficulty that Gabrielle Roy, writing as the 

daughter, attempts to bestow a voice on the mother. Roy’s lifelong literary project. La 

Saga d ’Eveline, dedicated to recounting the m other’s story, was eventually abandoned 

after umpteen failed versions: ‘Son beau projet de saga familiale, ce grand roman 

qu’elle a tant reve d ’elever a la memoire de sa mere, elle echoue finalement a lui donner 

le jo u r’ (Ricard, 2000, p.397). In comparison with La Femme de ma vie, of which early 

drafts experimented with the use of the first person pronoun for the mother, but 

eventually opted for the third person pronoun, unable to disentangle the mother’s voice 

from the daughter’s, Franfois Ricard notes the quasi usurping of the mother by the

W ith Bonheur d 'occasion, 1945.
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daughter in La Route d ’Altamont, a text which, once again, was envisaged by Roy as 

the m other’s story and as a replacement for the failure of La Saga d ’Eveline:

Ce livre, c ’est La Route d ’Altamont, livre hante, comme la saga, par la figure et 
le destin de la mere, mais dont le centre s ’est deplace de la mere a la fille, du 
personnage d’Eveline a celui de Christine, c ’est-a-dire d ’un roman de type 
biographique a un recit envahi par le ‘je ’ {de lafille)^^  et ecrit plutot sur le mode 
de r autobiographic (Ibid, p.398).

It becomes clear in Roy’s autobiographical series that mother and daughter are so 

inextricably intertwined that it is difficult for one to speak with the other. At the same 

time, this should not detract from the author’s endeavour to permit both to exist as 

individuals. Such is the intensity of the relationship between the two, that a pressing 

need to separate from the mother emerges on the part of Gabrielle/Christine, as is the 

case for Francine Noel, which in turn leads to feelings of guilt at having abandoned the 

mother and a continual desire for reconciliation even after the mother’s death, a 

reconciliation that will be sought through writing -  ‘L ’echange de voix, I’interminable 

reparation du silence entre la fille et sa mere defunte, la romanciere, en un sens, va les 

poursuivre tout au long de son oeuvre’ (Ibid, p.243). It is perhaps Lori Saint-Martin 

who most accurately sums up the essence of Roy’s autobiographical series in the 

following extract from Le Nom de la mere:

Toute I’oeuvre met en scene le drame de la separation d ’avec la mere, la 
necessite de rompre un lien qui pourtant fortifie et nourrit. Elle dit aussi le 
besoin dechirant de retour et de reparation qui habite celle qui a en effet reussi a 
vivre autrement que sa mere. L ’ambivalence, la culpabilite sont ici a leur 
comble et determinent, autant que le desir de reciprocite, la forme de I’oeuvre. 
Le matricide est encore a I’oeuvre dans le besoin qu’a la fille de se demarquer 
de la mere pour devenir creatrice; seulement, I’ecriture elle-meme, devenue une 
force reparatrice, permet des retrouvailles fantasmatiques, voire 1’emergence, 
dans le texte de la fille, d ’un debut de discours de la mere (Saint-Martin 1999, 
p. 119).

™ M y insertion.
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7.3: Introduction to Noel’s La Femme de ma vie

Je m’ennuie de ma mere. Non pas de la fee de mon enfance, mais de celle qui 
I’a remplacee, la femme fantasque et difficile avec qui j ’avais des &lairs de 
complicite, le plaisir des mots et du rire. Je m’ennuie de son courage, de sa 
fougue et meme de son implacable orgueil. Je ne saurai jamais ce qu’elle aurait 
pense de ce siecle debutant et de ses convulsions, ni de tout ce qu’elle n’aura pas 
connu. La serie de ses monologues est close et quand le telephone sonne, je n’ai 
plus a redouter que ce soit elle, ce n’est plus jamais elle, plus jamais sa voix {La 
Femme de ma vie, p. 164).

Written nine years after the death of her mother (Jeanne Pelletier), Francine N oel’s text. 

La Femme de ma vie (2005), pays homage to this extraordinary woman, in the same 

way that Gabrielle Roy venerates the mother figure in her ‘autobiographical series’. 

Noel describes Jeanne Pelletier as ‘celle d’oii je viens, celle qui m’a nourrie et marquee 

la vie’ (Ibid, p. 165) and endeavours to bear witness to the events of her life and to 

preserve her memory from oblivion. Of her own recit, Noel states, ‘Ce texte est une 

simple petite bataille contre I’envasement de la mort. Un memorial. Le refus de la 

perte’ (Ibid, p. 165). In an interview accorded at the 2006 biennial ACSI^' conference in 

Galway, Noel elaborates on her motivations for writing La Femme de ma vie:

C’etait pour rendre hommage a ma mere, parce que j ’avais de la peine. C’etait 
un memorial. Et comme ma mere n’a pas ecrit, elle n’a pas laisse des traces, je 
voulais laisser une trace d’elle parce que je trouvais que c ’etait une personne 
formidable. Et je ne voulais pas faire un personnage d’elle, elle depassait le 
personnage, pas besoin d’en faire un personnage, elle etait tout le monde. Done 
je voulais partager 9a avec les gens (Noel with Rodgers, 2006, p.8).

It is important to note, however, that La Femme de ma vie is neither a blind celebration 

nor an anecdotal recitation of the mother-daughter bond, but rather, like Roy’s texts, it 

perceptively unearths the deeply embedded flaws in the relationship as well as 

capturing its unique qualities. Suzanne Giguere, in a review of La Femme de ma vie 

printed in Le Devoir, describes it as ‘un recit entre ombres et lumieres’, marked by 

‘tensions, discordes, rapprochements, rires, envahissement, explosion, repos’ (Giguere, 

Le Devoir, April 9‘̂ , 2005). Just as Gabrielle/Christine struggles with Melina/Eveline, 

N oel’s ‘recit’ exposes the mother-daughter relationship in all its ambivalence and 

expresses a desire to demystify the mother and understand her as a woman and a subject 

in her own right. At the same time, the mother-daughter relationship depicted in La

A ssociation  o f  Canadian Studies in Ireland.
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Femme de ma vie does not always manage to escape the patriarchal stereotypes and 

distortions discussed in the theoretical introduction to this chapter. This in turn gives 

rise to an extremely complicated and at times painful mother-daughter relationship. It 

is evident in La Femme de ma vie that, while a new mother-daughter discourse is 

beginning to emerge, it is not without a struggle.

Like Gabrielle Roy’s ‘autobiographical series’, Francine N oel’s text is also a sustained 

quest for her own identity which is intrinsically entwined in the mother’s -  it is both ‘un 

devoir de memoire’ and ‘une quete des origines personnelles’ (Giguere, Le Devoir, 

April 9' ,̂ 2005). It is a story that celebrates female genealogy and recognises the 

mother’s potential for creativity. Although Noel does not feel that her mother directly 

influenced her writing (Noel with Rodgers, 2006), it is nonetheless clear in La Femme 

de ma vie that the mother’s love o f story-telling, as in the case o f Gabrielle Roy, is 

passed on to the daughter. Finally, the recit endeavours to be as truthful as possible and 

to give an authentic voice to the mother, while admitting that no mother-daughter story 

can ever be entirely objective -  ‘ma mere comm e elle se disait et comme je I’entendais 

se dire' (La Femme de ma vie, p. 164). It is the daughter-artist who speaks for the 

mother but who, acutely aware o f this, makes every effort to stay as close as she can to 

the mother's story, adding her own perspective but taking care not to dominate the 

discourse:

[. . . ]  j ’ai bien fait attention...et j'ai coupe tout ce qui concernait uniquement 
moi, par exemple, le couvent. Moi j ’ai adore le couvent et je pourrais ecrire au 
moins trente pages sur I’epoque. Mais je n’ai pas parle de §a, j ’ai parle du 
couvent dans la mesure oil ma mere etait impliquee dans ses relations avec les 
religieuses. J’ai situe les details et j ’ai explique comment j ’ai vecu 9a, mais je 
ne suis pas entree la-dedans. Je ne me suis pas justifiee. Je ne voulais pas me 
justifier. Le but etait de la dire comment elle etait (Noel with Rodgers, 2006, 
p.9).

Thus, it could be said that La Femme de ma vie pertains to the phase o f mother-daughter 

writing that aspires to a ‘double-voice’, that is, where both mother and daughter speak. 

Whether or not this is actually achieved is questionable. What is clear however, is that 

for Noel, and equally for Roy, it is nigh impossible for the daughter to write about the 

mother without getting involved in the process:

En ecrivant, je me suis rendue compte que...bon, je ne pensais pas au debut que 
j ’allais parler de moi, je m ’etais dit nai'vement que je parlerais uniquement
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d’elle. J ’ai fait beaucoup de plans, de detours, je presentais qa comme une 
histoire, elle etait la narratrice, elle disait ‘Je suis nee...,’ mais cela ne marchait 
pas. J ’ai essaye plusieurs, plusieurs choses. Et puis j ’ai compris que Jeanne 
Pelletier c’est touiours ma mere^'...et done, ie me suis impliquee dans le texte 
(Ibid, p.8).

My emphasis.
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7.4; Analysis of the Mother-Daughter Relationship in the ‘Autobiographical’ 

Writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel

7.41: La Fille amoureuse

In the early stages of the relationship (that is, during the daughter’s childhood) there 

appears to be total fusion between mother and daughter. In Gabrielle/Christine’s case, 

she becomes her mother’s cherished companion and confidante. W hether it be on 

extended train journeys deep into the countryside or simply on shopping expeditions to 

town, mother and daughter do not leave each other’s side. To a certain degree, this is 

because Gabrielle/Christine is the only child still in need of mothering, her siblings 

having grown up and flown the nest.’  ̂ Born on the 22”'* March 1909 in the village of 

Saint-Boniface in Manitoba, Gabrielle Roy was the final (and unexpected) child in a 

line of eleven, of whom only eight survived past adolescence. Both parents were fairly 

advanced in age at the time of her conception -  Gabrielle Roy’s mother was forty-one 

when she fell pregnant for the eleventh time and her husband was sixteen years her 

elder. Due to the substantial age-gap between the young Gabrielle and many of her 

siblings and the lack of attention she received from her father, Gabrielle Roy, for the 

most part, lived a solitary childhood, almost as an only child, which in turn led to a 

tightening of the bond between mother and daughter. Gabrielle was also prone to 

prolonged bouts of ill-health, and this made Melina Roy very, if not overly, protective 

of her youngest child. Furthermore, Melina/Eveline perhaps devoted herself so entirely 

to her youngest in a desperate attempt to justify her existence, her selfhood having 

become so irrevocably entangled with motherhood and all her personal desires 

sacrificed. Francois Ricard describes the symbiotic nature of the relationship between 

mother and daughter in Gabrielle Roy, Une Vie:

De toutes les femmes qui entourent la petite Gabrielle, c ’est la mere, bien sur, 
qui importe le plus a ses yeux, elle dont la presence emplit a ce point I’univers 
de la fillette que son existence semble se confondre avec la sienne. Deja tres 
forte dans toutes les premieres annees de la vie de Gabrielle, cette symbiose ne 
fait que se renforcer apres le depart des enfants et la retraite de Leon, lorsque la 
maison -  o l i  le pere et Clemence, chacun a leur maniere, se referment de plus en

Apart from her elder sister C lem ence, afflicted with a psychological disorder. C lem ence also remained 
very close to the mother throughout her life, never being able, unlike Gabrielle. to separate from her.
Their bond however, was very different to the one between M elina and Gabrielle due to C lem ence’s 
mental ill-health. It was C lem ence who was entirely reliant on the mother as opposed to both women  
needing each other in the case o f  Gabrielle and Melina.
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plus sur eux-memes -  semble ne plus abriter que la mere et sa petite fille, 
devenues I’une pour I’autre la seule interlocutrice et la seule compagnie (Ricard, 
2000, p.45).

Ricard continues:

Melina [...] dechargee de sa marmaille, elle a plus que jamais le temps de 
s’occuper de Gabrielle, maintenant son unique enfant [...] elle {Melina)’̂  est 
toujours presente, un peu couveuse meme, et elle accorde beaucoup de place a la 
fillette dans sa vie [...]. Melina ne se separe pour ainsi dire jamais de sa fille, ni 
pour le magasinage, ni pour les visites chez les voisines, ni pour la messe des 
matins de semaine a la cathedrale. Chaque ete, la mere et la fille vont passer 
quelques semaines a la Montagne Pembina, et Melina emmene Gabrielle avec 
elle dans les rares voyages qu’elle se permet, que ce soit au sanctuaire de Sainte- 
Anne-des-Chenes ou a Dollard, en Saskatchewan [...]. C ’est ainsi [...] que se 
cree entre Gabrielle et sa mere un lien beaucoup plus etroit que celui qui a pu 
attacher cette derniere a ses autres enfants (Ibid, pp.45-46).

It is not surprising therefore that Roy’s autobiographical series frequently links mother 

and daughter - ‘nous’, ‘maman et m oi’, ‘les deserteuses’^̂ . Gabrielle/Christine usurps 

the father and becomes the mother’s most intimate companion, the one to whom 

Melina/Eveline can divulge her deepest desires and innermost secrets, to the extent that 

the daughter comes to know and understand the mother more than the husband ever 

will. It is in the presence of Christine that the mother reveals an aspect of her 

personality that she keeps hidden from her husband -  her desire to feel ‘free’.

Penchees sur le parapet, nous avons longtemps regarde les mouettes. Et tout a 
coup, sur le pont, maman me dit que ce qui mourait en dernier lieu dans le coeur 
humain ce devait etre le gout de la liberte; que meme la peine et les malheurs 
n ’usaient pas en elle cette disposition pour la liberte {Rue Deschamhault, p.99).

The presence of the daughter has a much more positive effect on the mother than being 

in the company of her husband. In ‘Les Deserteuses’, Rue Deschamhault, Christine 

notices how rejuvenated her mother appears during their journey together and grows 

angry at her father for having deprived her mother of the liberating benefits of travel:

Et j ’en ai voulu a papa de ne pas plus souvent permettre a maman d ’avoir I’air 
jeune. C ’est vraiment joli de voir une vieille femme reprendre un air de jeune

M y insertion.
‘Les D eserteuses’ is tiie title o f  a story in Rue D escham hault, where E veline embarks on a spontaneous 

and courageous voyage, accom panied by her daughter and without her husband’s blessing. He is sim ply  
informed o f  their departure by a note left on the kitchen table.
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fille. Moi, si j ’avais ete un mari, c ’est ce que j ’aurais le mieux aime voir (Ibid, 
p.113).

Consequently the mother-daughter unit emerges as a more favourable and indivisible 

couple than that of husband and wife. In La Detresse et Venchantement, Roy recounts 

similar complicit experiences between mother and daughter, ‘de connivence avec elle’ 

{La Detresse, p.24), at the exclusion of the father/husband, where they neglect to tell 

him where they have been that day, hide purchases from shopping expeditions from him 

and manipulate the details of the family’s mounting financial debt:

De nos expeditions a Winnipeg, nous revenions ereint&s et, au fond, presque 
toujours attristees. Ou bien nous avions ete sages, n ’ayant achete que 
I’essentiel, et qui done a jam ais tire du bonheur a se limiter au strict necessaire! 
Ou bien nous avions commis quelque folie, par exemple achete le chapeau qui 
m ’allait si bien a un prix fou, et nous en avions du remords, il faudrait se 
rattraper ailleurs, disait maman, et ne pas avouer le prix au pere, me laissait-elle 
entendre a demi-mot (Ibid, pp. 15-16).

Like Gabrielle/Christine and Melina/Eveline, Francine Noel and Jeanne Pelletier exist 

in a world made up solely of women, where the mother plays the absent father’s role 

too, assisted by a whole host of surrogate mothers when necessary: ‘Elle a ete tout a la 

fois ma mere et mon pere, celle d ’oii je  viens, celle qui m ’a nourrie et marquee la vie’ 

{La Femme, p. 165).

Although, as a single mother, Jeanne Pelletier is often forced to leave her daughter in 

the care of other women during the week or at boarding school, so that she can earn a 

living to support them both, the tight-knit bond between mother and daughter is clear 

from the opening pages of the novel. Francine recalls often sharing a bed with her 

mother and the narrative is peppered with ‘nous’ and ‘ensemble, nous tenions m aison’ 

(Ibid, p. 17) as opposed to ‘je ’ and ‘elle’ and describes herself and her mother as, 

\d e s ) ’̂  com plices’ (Ibid, p.38), underlining their intense closeness and inseparability 

and the daughter’s almost lovesick infatuation with ‘Cet etre m erveilleux.. .je la desirais 

de toutes mes forces’ (Ibid, p.41). In the eyes of the young Francine, Jeanne Pelletier is 

an enchanted creature who rescues her from school/the babysitter every Saturday:

™ M y insertion.
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J ’avais I’impression d ’etre emportee par une fee. Tout ce qui entourait son 
corps m ’attirait et me faisait envie, ses robes en crepe de Chine, ses bijoux, ses 
colifichets, ses larges ceintures argentees (Ibid, p. 12).

The daughter paints a very positive portrait of the mother’s physical charms and reveals 

how it always made her proud to be in her company;

Elle avait alors quarante ans, la demarche vive, un peu sautillante, sur talons 
hauts [...]. Elle avait les yeux marron, de gros seins, les hanches etroites, les 
jambes trop fines. Une petite figure a I’ovale parfait [...]. Elle se tenait droite, 
ses mouvements etaient gracieux et elle gesticulait en parlant. On la considerait 
comme une jolie femme et, jusqu’a mon depart de chez elle, elle a toujours fait 
plus jeune que son age. J ’adorais marcher a ses cotes, traverser le carre Saint-
Louis ou le pare La Fontaine (Ibid, p. 16).

In comparison with the Royan mother-daughter unit, it appears that Francine has come 

to replace the absent husband with mother and daughter conducting themselves more as 

a couple, sleeping alongside each other and running the family home together. The 

young Francine is not even remotely interested in her father, never asking any questions 

about him, so completely captivated and fulfilled is she by her mother alone.

Mon pere oisif, parasitaire et lunatique. II ne fait rien pour moi. Ma mere fait 
tout, elle apporte un salaire, achete la nourriture, la prepare et prend soin de moi. 
C ’est done uniqement d ’elle que je releve, et je  lui reviens depuis le debut (Ibid, 
p.32).

In fact, she hardly remembers who her father is at all:

Je ne me rappelle pas ma mere aux cotes de mon pere, et lui parlant. Une photo
nous montre reunis tous les trois chez tante Aurore, mais c ’est une photo. Dans 
mes souvenirs, je  suis seule avec ma mere. Cela s’explique par le fait que Paul 
Noel a toujours ete intermittent dans nos vies et que, meme present, il avait une 
grande capacite d ’abstraction. Et puis, compare a ma mere, il n ’a jamais 
beaucoup retenu mon attention (Ibid, p. 13).

Such comments recall an earlier statement made by the author in an interview with de 

Vaucher Gravalli;

J ’ai ete elevee par une femme seule. Le modele, le pere, n ’etait pas present. 
Pour moi la structure fondamentale de I’univers, c ’est une structure feminine (de 
Vaucher Gravalli 1995, p.31).
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Although Gabrielle/Christine’s father is not quite so physically and materially absent 

from her life, the emotional relationship between father and daughter remains equally 

undeveloped. In stark contrast to the intimacy between mother and daughter, 

Gabrielle/Christine feels distant from and awkward around her father and even fears 

that she was an unwanted child in his eyes (Rue Deschamhault, p.39, La Detresse, p.23 

and pp.92-94).

During this early period of almost complete fusion between mother and daughter, it is 

difficult to differentiate one from the other and certainly, at times, it would seem that 

the daughter’s perspective is manipulated by the mother, or is merely an extension of 

the mother’s. One striking example of this is the train journey recounted by Roy in 

‘Pour empecher un mariage’ {Rue Deschambault). As Eveline and Christine travel 

home late at night following a failed attempt to dissuade Georgianna (the eldest 

daughter) from marrying, the mother wraps her youngest daughter up in her overcoat, 

covering her weary but curious eyes from the frivolity around them and, in particular, 

deliberately distracting Christine’s gaze from the sight of a young couple dancing and 

embracing:

Je sentais maman pres de moi toute raidie. Ma tete etait au creux de son epaule. 
Elle mettait sa main sur mes yeux pour m ’engager a les fermer, peut-etre pour 
m ’empecher de voir les danseurs. Mais a travers ses doigts je  voyais les ombres 
sur le mur...(/?«/^ Deschambault, p.57).

Lori Saint-Martin comments on this scene, observing that:

Christine voit le desir a travers les doigts d ’Eveline, a travers les interstices des 
interdictions maternelles, qu’elle interiorise toutefois en partie. Sans doute est- 
ce a cause de I’empreinte de la mere que la sexualite sera peu presente dans les 
ecrits publies de Gabrielle Roy, teintes d ’une pudeur presque douloureuse 
(Saint-Martin 1999, p. 144).

Francine Noel similarly alludes to the control that the mother exerts over the daughter’s 

point of view, to the extent that it becomes difficult to separate one from the other:

Elle {Jeanne)’̂  melait constamment son enfance et la mienne -  ma courte vie au 
moment du recit -  et ainsi j ’entrais avec elle dans la cohorte. Elle etait ma 
memoire. Et je  la croyais {La Femme de ma vie, p .l 1).

M y insertion.
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On the one hand, this highlights the unique bond between mother and daughter whose 

personal histories are so intertwined that they become each other’s stories. On the other 

hand, it also illustrates the mother’s position of power in their narration. In La Femme 

de ma vie, Noel recalls the stories her mother would recount about their family history 

and while she may be grateful for the preservation of her maternal genealogy, it is 

nonetheless the mother’s slant which predominates:

Ma vie etait la vie selon Jeanne Pelletier...E lle me designait ma place dans ce 
monde et notre saga familiale trafait la charpente de mon histoire personnelle, 
qui s’inscrivait dans le prolongement de la sienne (Ibid, p.38).

Noel discovers the extent of her mother’s control when, towards the end of the text, at a 

funeral, she hears alternative versions of the family saga and suddenly realises just how 

selective her mother’s memory has been over the years. Feeling angry and deceived, 

there follows a period where Noel refuses to have anything to do with her mother;

Je passai le reste de I’automne a ruminer. Je cessai d ’aller la voir et meme de lui 
telephoner [...]. Notre bain de famille a Cacouna avait marque ce que je croyais 
etre un point de non-retour dans nos relations; je doutais de sa bonne foi [...]. 
J ’etais resolue a ne plus me laisser manipuler (Ibid, p. 145).

In both the case of Roy and Noel, it soon becomes clear that, despite the blissfulness of 

the early stages of the mother-daughter relationship, such constant intimacy leads to 

suffocation and entrapment and inevitably, conflict. With the onset of the puberty and 

the subsequent stirrings of individualism, there emerges a distinct desire on the part of 

the daughter to sever the bond with the mother -  a separation that will prove to be 

painful and ambiguous.
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7.42; Conflict and Rebellion

Shame

Initially, it is the daughter who is unable to let go of the mother, to allow her to exist as 

an independent subject. The young Francine in the opening section of La Femme de ma 

vie, spends her time, either at boarding school or with a babysitter, longing for the 

weekend when she can be temporarily reunited with her mother.

Ces heures d ’intimite etaient trop breves et le dimanche soir, invariablement, 
elle rentrait dans sa semaine de travail et moi, dans un temps d ’attente et de 
desir {La Femme, pp. 12-13).

In the Royan ‘autobiographical series’, Gabrielle/Christine has difficulty accepting her 

mother as a separate being, with an existence outside of the mother-daughter unit. 

When Eveline expresses her wish to go travelling in ‘Les Deserteuses’ (Rue 

Descliamhault), Christine’s reaction is one of indignation that her mother should 

harbour personal desires:

‘Mais qu’est-ce qu’elle avait tant voulu de la vie?’ lui ai-je demande. ‘N ’etait- 
ce pas une maison, son mari, moi et les autres enfants?’ [...] Mais j ’etais fachee 
que maman put desirer autre chose qu’etre a jam ais captive de moi et de la 
maison, et je  ne lui ai montrai pas beaucoup d ’enthousiasme. Je n ’aimais pas 
beaucoup la voir changer [...], penser a ses gouts, s’accorder un caprice (Rue 
Deschamhault, pp.90-91).

It is not until Eveline includes Christine in her plans and makes a travelling outfit for 

both of them that the latter is content:

Maman fit son costume en deux pieces [...]. Quand le costume fut entierement 
faufile, maman I’essaya et me demanda si je  trouvais qu’il lui donnait I’air d ’une 
voyageuse. Je dis que oui [...]. Et maman, virevoltant devant moi, fit tourner la 
cape comme si le vent etait dedans. Elle eut I’air si libre que je ne pus 
m ’empecher de me mettre a bonder. Alors dans ce qui restait de retailles, a 
force de les ajuster [...] maman a reussi a me faire a moi aussi une jaquette de 
voyage, exactement comme la sienne [...]. Des lors, je ne fus plus hostile a la 
liberte (p.92).’^

My emphases.
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Before long, the situation is reversed and it is the daughter who is eager to leave the 

mother, while the latter, in turn, tightens her grip. However, while the daughter 

demands to assert her individuality and establish her independence, it would seem that, 

even as an adult, she is loathe to accord her mother the same liberty. In La Route 

d ’Altamont, Christine is disapproving and almost jealous of her elderly mother’s 

journey back to the environs of her youth, to a time when she existed outside of the 

daughter, but agrees to accompany her nonetheless:

Malgre tout, j ’etais etonnee de voir maman passer par-dessus son existence 
d ’adulte, au Manitoba, pour aller au plus loin de sa vie chercher ces images hier 
inconnues de moi et qui semblaient a present lui plaire plus que tout. Peut-etre 
meme en fus-je un peu vexee. [...]. Peut-etre en ai-je un peu voulu a ma mere 
de souhaiter autre chose que ce que je croyais bon de souhaiter pour elle. A vrai 
dire, je m ’etonnais que, vieille et parfois lasse, maman abritat encore des desirs 
qui me paraissaient etre ceux de la jeunesse {La Route d ’Altamont, pp .l 19 and 
12 2 ).

The first feelings of discord, between mother and daughter in the Royan 

autobiographical series, surface in conjunction with the young Gabrielle/Christine’s 

growing awareness of class. During trips to town (Winnipeg), Gabrielle/Christine is 

frequently exposed to the family’s penury and the mother’s limited education. As it is 

the mother whom the daughter witnesses forced to beg and bargain and being subjected 

to ridicule due to her inability to speak English, ‘la langue de I’ouverture, de la 

liberation, de I’avenir’ (Ricard, 2000, p. 109), it is thus she who comes to represent 

poverty and the lower classes and who must eventually be rejected by the daughter, 

eager to ascend the social scale. On several occasions, there is a sense of shame 

expressed in relation to the mother and her conduct. One particular incident which 

stands out is the visit to the doctor recounted in La Detresse et Venchantement, where it 

emerges that the young Gabrielle is in need of a serious operation that the family cannot 

afford. Desperate to ensure that her daughter will not go untreated, Melina begins to 

explain her predicament to the doctor in the hope of procuring an alternative payment 

arrangement. Although this is all for Gabrielle’s benefit, the latter is disturbed to see 

her mother reduced, more or less, to begging and to hear their family’s destitution 

relayed in such detail.

‘Cent dollars! Cent dollars!’ Alors je  compris qu’elle allait raconter I ’histoire 
de notre vie, qu’elle sortait en public lorsqu’elle n ’avait vraiment plus d ’autre
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recours, et qui me remplissait chaque fois d ’une confusion et d ’une detresse qui 
ne semablaient pouvoir se dissoudre ni en larmes ni en paroles. J ’aurais voulu 
retenir maman, I’empecher de parler, mais deja il n ’etait plus temps. Assise au 
bord de sa chaise, les mains nouees sur sa jupe, le regard fixe sur le plancher, 
d ’une voix monotone, sans jam ais lever les yeux vers le medecin afin de n ’etre 
distraite en aucune fa^on de ce qu’elle devait dire, elle racon tait...[ ...]. Elle en 
etait aux details les plus affligeants, que je  ne pouvais entendre sans vouloir me 
cacher le visage dans les mains {La Detresse, pp.20-21).

The mother, in Roy’s texts, is not only associated with private suffering but seems to 

take on greater symbolic status, reflecting the anguish of all Franco-Manitobans, first as 

French speakers within a vastly Anglophone North America, and second, as an inferior 

strand of the Francophone community itself. This new awareness of class and social 

status causes the daughter to see her mother in a new light, and she is no longer able to 

disentangle one from the other. Consequently, she feels that her success is dependent 

on establishing and maintaining a distance from both the mother and this social group.

Autrement dit, la jeune fille ne decouvre pas seulement a cette epoque precise de 
sa vie que ‘le malheur d ’etre Canadien frangais [est] irremediable’^̂  et que les 
Franco-Manitobains forment une communaute de seconde zone, minoritaire et 
bafouee; elle prend surtout conscience, pourrait-on dire de I’humiliation et de la 
misere de sa propre mere et de sa propre famille, qui cessent des lors de lui 
apparaitre comme ce cocon protecteur qu’elles ont ete tout au long de son 
enfance pour devenir un ferment de malheur, un empechement, une menace a 
son propre bonheur (Ricard, 2000, p. 103).

The daughter's rebellion therefore, can be interpreted, in part, as a rejection of her 

community and roots of which her mother has become a symbol. This is what she is 

fighting against rather than /a r. Ricard remarks:

[...] la jeune fille, loin de s ’assignera la tache de se venger les siens et de 
travailler leur ‘liberation’ [...] decouvre plutot a quel point son appartenance lui 
est un poids et combien il est urgent, si elle veut devenir I’etre ideal dont elle 
reve, de s ’affranchir du devoir patriotique et de se debarasser de ‘la misere dont 
j ’etais issue’, de ne plus lui appartenir. Autrement dit, ce n ’est pas uniquement 
ou avant tout la souffrance de sa mere et I’inferiorite politique des Franco- 
Manitobains qui indignent la jeune Gabrielle; ce n ’est pas contre cela qu’elle 
prend la decision de lutter. Elle veut se battre plutot contre I’inferiorite qui en 
decoule pour elle-meme et contre les obstacles que cette appartenance oppose a 
son propre epanouissement. Elle decouvre moins, en somme, la solidarite qui la 
lie a sa famille et sa communaute d ’origine que la necessite oil elle se trouve de 
rejeter cette solidarite pour pouvoir se realiser (Ibid, p. 107).

™ La Detresse. p. 15.
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It is important to note that, throughout the ‘autobiographical series’, there is a certain 

obsession with money (on the part of the daughter) and an overriding fear of losing the 

social standing gained through education and writing, which could also be interpreted as 

a dread of becoming the mother -  ‘Et une chose lui parait [...] certaine: elle ne sera pas 

comme sa mere, elle ne sera pas de cette ‘espece inferieure’ a quoi la destine sa 

condition de Franco-Manitobaine. Coute que coute, elle echappera a ce destin m audit’ 

(Ibid, p. 105).

It is not just the association of the mother with poverty and low social standing that 

causes the daughter to differentiate herself with such determination, but also the 

connection that Gabrielle/Christine makes between motherhood and suffering. Due to 

the intimate nature of the relationship between mother and daughter, from an early age 

Gabrielle/Christine is painfully aware of the sacrifice and burden that motherhood 

entails, despite the unconditional love that Melina/Eveline feels for her children. There
o r\

are many images of the physical toll maternity has taken on the m other’s body and in 

La Route d ’Altamont, Eveline states outright, that motherhood held her back in life:

Jeune, sais-tu que j ’ai ardemment desire etudier, apprendre, voyager, me hausser 
du mieux possible...M ais je me suis mariee a dix-huit ans et mes enfants sont 
venus rapidement. Je n ’ai pas eu beaucoup de temps pour moi-meme. 
Quelquefois encore je  reve a quelqu’un d ’infiniment mieux que moi que j'aurais 
pu etre...U ne musicienne, par exemple, n ’est-ce pas assez fou? (La Route 
d ’Altamont, p. 145).

N oel’s mother found herself in the same predicament -  forced to renounce her dreams 

in order to raise her child. It is understood that she gave up her brief teaching career 

and neglected her music because of her new responsibilities as a single mother. Noel 

writes:

Un jour, je  fis un commentaire anodin sur son talent d ’interprete. Elle comprit 
que je la trouvais mediocre pianiste. Elle dit: Je joue comme je  peux, j ’ai pas le 
temps de pratiquer, il fa u t que je  travaille, c ’est ga la vie, tu verras! Elle avait 
eleve la voix. Ce fut bref et strident. Comme un long cri dont on n ’entend 
qu’un fragment quand on ouvre un appareil de son et que le volume est au plus 
haut {La Femme, p.24).

B y  m aternity I do not s im p ly  m ean childbirth but a lso  the rearing o f  a ch ild .
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Motherhood is therefore associated with endless personal sacrifice, repressed desires 

and a sense of regret that the mother hardly dares to voice. Consequently, as far as the 

daughter is concerned, if she is to live her own life and pursue the career of her choice, 

the decision is clear -  motherhood must be renounced for it is incompatible with 

freedom. Turning one’s back on the mother is also, according to Franfoise Couchard, a 

means of escaping the power that, ironically, the spectacle of her suffering enables her 

to yield:

Un des moyens pour la mere d ’etendre son emprise sur sa fille est de la faire 
spectatrice de tout ce qu’elle lui sacrifie. La vision d ’une mere qui renonce a sa 
vie de femme, qui abandonne les satisfactions sexuelles et affectives pour se 
consacrer a ses enfants, contribuera a etayer chez la fille I’idee qu’elle a 
contracte a I’endroit de la genetrice une dette sans fin et impossible a 
rembourser (Couchard, 1991, p. 131).

The daughter, who feels responsible for the mother’s grief, is thus unable to abandon 

her in pursuit of her own dreams and goals, and instead, remains chained to the mother 

for life. This is exactly what Gabrielle/Christine intends to avoid by dismissing the 

model of womanhood presented to her by the mother. To quote Ricard:

Tout ce qu’elle sait, et elle le sait a coup siar, c’est que cela se fera, non par les 
voies habituelles que s’appretent a emprunter ses compagnes, ces voies par 
lesquelles sa mere et ses soeurs sont passees avant elle et par oii elles voudraient 
la voir passer a son tour, mais par ses voies a elle (Ricard, 2000, p .l 15).

Given the bleak portrait that is painted of motherhood in the ‘autobiographical’ writings 

of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, it is not surprising that a rupture occurs between 

mother and daughter. However, the breaking of this cycle of suffering and its inherent 

abandoning of the mother will not be without consequence for the daughter, due to the 

complex nature of the relationship between the two.

The Female Body and Female Sexuality

In the case of La Femme de ma vie, the first major area of conflict between mother and 

daughter concerns the body and sexuality. As a child, Francine is fascinated by her 

mother’s collection of cheap jewellery and make-up, but as she grows older, her outlook 

begins to change and there is a sense of embarrassment at her mother’s need to decorate 

herself with so much pretence. In the same way that Gabrielle/Christine’s shabbily
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dressed and poorly educated mother disconcerts, the overly adorned mother in La 

Femme de ma vie becomes a source of shame and a figure of desperation for the 

daughter. Noel describes the day of her First Communion:

Ma mere est arrivee alors que la ceremonie etait deja commencee et a du 
marcher jusqu’a I’arriere pour denicher une place. Elle essayait de se faire 
discrete, mais le bois du parquet craquait cruellement sous ses pas. Le 
lendemain, une copine m ’a demande: ‘Est-ce que c ’est ta mere, la femme 
maquillee qui est arrivee en retard?’ Oui, c ’etait bien ma mere: une femme 
maquillee, en retard et seule. [...]. Soudainement, j ’ai eu honte de cette mere 
besogneuse et clinquante. Et honte d ’avoir honte. Un fosse commen^ait a se 
creuser entre nous {La Femme, p.53).

Hidden behind ‘une pellicule de fards aussi forte qu’une arm ure’ (Ibid, p.50) and 

cherishing her vanity case as ‘le lieu du pouvoir feminin (Ibid), Jeanne Pelletier, under 

the discerning observation of the daughter, is a victim of what Naomi W oolf (2002) will 

later name ‘The Beauty M yth’.

La taille se remarquait a une couture et le buste, a des pinces plus ou moins 
profondes, selon qu’on en avait ou pas. Les mains s’ornaient d ’ongles vernis. 
La figure etait minutieusement detaillee et la tete, une chevelure a soigner. Le 
corps feminin s’appelait beaute. II etait un don a mettre en valeur par tous les 
artifices que la vie societale prescrivait: nous avions nos crinolines et nos 
escarpins, le fer a friser et le rouge a levres (Ibid, p.49).

‘La fee de mon enfance’ becomes ‘la femme fardee’ and the m other’s flaws emerge 

from underneath the masquerade. As in the case of Gabrielle/Christine, the image of 

the sublime mother is shattered to reveal a woman who is needy, lonely and insecure. 

Following her friend’s comment about her mother, Francine suddenly sees her mother 

from the outside. The daughter’s perspective undergoes dramatic transformation and 

the mother shifts from paragon to dud:

II n ’y eut pas de moment precis oii elle cessa d ’etre parfaite de figure et de 
corps, mais je  fus la proie d ’une prise de conscience fulgurante de son alterite. 
C ’est le matin au couvent dans la salle commune, j ’epoussette mollement une 
rangee de chaises, je pense a elle et je  la vois de I’exterieur comme je  la verrai 
toujours par la suite avec ses failles et ses pauvres efforts pour les camoufler. 
J ’ai onze ans (Ibid, p.53).

From this point onwards, Francine seems determined to differentiate herself from her 

mother. While in the past, she joined in on (or allowed herself to be subjected to) the
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rigorous beauty rituals, the daughter now chooses to express her physicality in her own 

way, refusing to subscribe to her mother’s norms.

These early cracks in the mother-daughter relationship are deepened by the onset of the 

daughter’s puberty. Although one might presume that like physical experiences would 

have the potential to unite mother and daughter, ironically it is their shared female 

sexuality that proves to be the biggest point of contention between the two. Noel 

writes, ‘C ’est dans nos corps memes que se cristalliserent nos premiers heurts et mes 

premiers desenchantements’ (Ibid, p.51).

The daughter’s developing body represents the independent woman that she is 

becoming and signifies a revolt against the mother and possibly an underlying 

matrophobia, revealed by her efforts to dress and present herself as physically different 

from her mother. The adolescent daughter may not have found her own identity yet but 

she knows exactly what she does not want to become -  the portrait of her mother. In 

turn, the mother finds it difficult to accept the changes in her daughter and her lessening 

control over her:

A mesure que mon corps de femme se dessinait, il apparut que ma morphologic 
etait differente de la sienne; je  n ’aurais jam ais son buste imposant. Par contre, 
j ’avais des jambes solides qu’elle qualifia de grosses pattes. Elle me trouva 
d’autres defauts de fabrication et, sincerement navree, me proposa des moyens 
de pallier ces imperfections. Je n ’ai pas suivi ses conseils car je  commen9ais a 
contester son usage du corps et, surtout, je  n ’en revenais pas de me decouvrir si 
differente d ’elle. Je ne m ’aimais pas encore, mais je  ne voulais pas lui 
ressembler (Ibid, p.54).

The question of female sexuality in La Femme de ma vie is shrouded in a cloak of 

secrecy. Rather than share her knowledge and experience with her daughter, the mother 

is reluctant to discuss anything to do with the body, apart from its decoration: ‘De 

sexualite, il ne fut jamais question entre nous’ (Ibid, p.48). For the mother, the female 

body is a source of shame and inferiority that needs to be hidden under clothes and 

behind a mask in order to be rendered acceptable:

Nos corps pouvaient etre regardes et entendus. Ils ne devaient produire rien 
d ’autre que des paroles et des chants. Le fait qu’il existat des choses sous la 
peau, glandes, visceres, fluides, humeurs et liquides, etait, autant que possible, 
ignore. [...] elle n ’evoquait les organes que sur le mode metaphoriqe ou 
medical. La geographic interne du ventre, qui se manifestait a certaines
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douleurs, etait designee par le medicament approprie: elle rempla9ait le mot 
intestin par Enterovioforme et uterus par Midol. Visiblement, elle se mefiait de 
I’organique et essayait de s’en tenir loin. Je ne doute pas qu’elle ait connu des 
moments de volupte et qu’elle fut sensuelle, mais elle contenait sa sensualite 
(Ibid).

Francine’s mother regards the female body and sexuality as a taboo subject. 

Consequently, the daughter’s menstruation and first bra are dealt with abruptly by the 

mother and without any real concrete advice given or empathy shown. Noel describes 

the two disastrous events, which are key moments in the journey into womanhood:

Une fin de semaine, je revins du couvent avec mes sous-vetements taches de 
sang. Elle me montra une serviette sanitaire de la taille d’un sandwich sous- 
marin et me dit: Tu es une grande fille, maintenant. La prochaine fois, tu 
mettras ga. Mon education sexuelle se resume a ces deux phrases (Ibid).

Dans mon initiation aux bonheurs du vetement feminin, elle avait bade I’etape 
de mon intronisation au soutien-gorge -  par ma tentative d’avoir des seins, je 
m’etais retrouvee avec une armature inadequate’ (Ibid, p.66).

With hindsight however, Noel does not blame the mother for her impoverished sex 

education but understands that Jeanne Pelletier was typical of her era;

II n’y a rien de singulier. Avant les annees 1970, on n’ennuyait pas les ecoliers 
avec les prouesses de I’embryon et des termes intensement anatomiques tels que 
trompes de Fallope ou liquide seminal. On leur laissait tout deviner (Ibid, p.48).

It is interesting to note that the daughter’s blossoming sexuality places mother and 

daughter in the unfamiliar situation of being in competition with each other within a 

patriarchal society. There is a distinct reluctance on the part of the mother to accept her 

daughter’s womanhood. N od recounts a specific incident:

II m’arrivait d’etre interpellee par des hommes et je ne savais jamais quelle 
contenance prendre. Cette fois-la, j ’eus la surprise d’entendre ma mere declarer, 
d’un ton d’agacement amuse: Qu’est-ce qu’ils ont tous aujourd’hui? Ils sont 
enerves! Et de sourire coquin. Pas un seul instant elle n’a pense qu’on sifflait 
pour moi. Elle avait cinquante ans alors que j ’arrivals toute fraiche sur le 
marche de desir. Mais elle avait peine a croire que je ne fusse plus une enfant. 
[...]. De la meme fa§on...il ne pouvait y avoir qu’une femme par maison, et ce 
role etait le sien. Je demeurais done sa fillette (Ibid).
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Sexuality and the female body is an equally taboo topic between mother and daughter in 

the Royan ‘autobiographical series’. Womanhood, in Roy’s texts, is not cause for 

celebration, but rather a source of mortification. Gabrielle/Christine’s introduction to 

the mysteries of the female body is as clumsy and ill-informed as Francine’s:

Et c ’etait par un de ces doux soirs d ’ete que maman, comme j ’etais devenue 
‘grande fille’ selon son expression, avait choisi de m ’eclairer sur les realites -  
mais ne disait-elle pas plutot, ce qui etait bien plus approprie: les mysteres de la 
vie. File s’y etait si mal prise que je  n’avais presque rien compris a ce qu’elle 
tenait a m ’expliquer, sinon que d ’etre femme etait humiliant a vouloir en mourir 
{La Detresse, p.239).

However, like Noel, in retrospect, the adult daughter does not vilify the mother or hold 

her culpable for this paltry initiation. Instead, she understands that it is characteristic of 

an uninstructed generation. Roy writes:

II ne faut pas trop blamer les femmes de ce temps-la d ’avoir si mal su parler du 
corps et d ’amour; elles etaient retenues par la gene et aussi de la pitie envers 
leurs petites filles, peasant bien faire en les laissant le plus longtemps ignorantes 
de ce qui les attendait. La lumiere a ete longue a venir, a nous, femmes, a 
travers des siecles d ’obscur silence (Ibid).

While Nancy Friday may venture too far in her blaming of the mother for all of the 

daughter’s sexual disorders {My M other Myself, 1979), it nonetheless appears true in the 

case of the Royan ‘autobiographical series’ that the daughter has introjected her 

mother’s anxieties about the female body and sex. As many critics have noted, female 

sexuality is far from glorified or enjoyed in Royan texts (Andron, Brossard, Ricard, 

Saint-Martin). There are few descriptions of physical pleasure -  in fact the only one is 

possibly the subtle reference to Gabrielle and Stephen in La Detresse et Venchantement 

(p.350). On the contrary, female sexuality is, for the most part, depicted as restricting 

and the female body as a prison.

Sadly, in opposition to the images of physical fusion and intimacy put forward in the 

theories of Rich and Chodorow, it is the female body that divides mother from daughter 

and vice versa in the ‘autobiographical’ works of Roy and Noel. There is a particularly 

poignant scene in La Detresse et Venchantement which demonstrates this. On the eve 

of G abrielle’s departure to Europe, Melina Roy visits her daughter in Saint-Boniface 

where they spend the night sharing a bed in a rented room. As they lie alongside one
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another, there is an awkwardness between the two adult women, in stark contrast to the 

scene on the train in Les Deserteuses where mother and daughter are wrapped in each 

other’s arms:

C ’etait la premiere fois de ma vie, je  pense bien, que j ’allais dormir a cote de 
maman, a moins que cela ne me fut arrive, comme c ’est probable, quand j ’etais 
toute petite, mais je  ne me le rappelais pas. [...]. L ’une a cote de I’autre, nous 
ne parvenions pas a nous endormir. Les craintes au sujet de I’avenir, les peines 
du passe, I’incertitude, compagne eternelle de la vie, ne pesaient-elles plus lourd 
sur nous du fait que nous etions livrees sans defense, cote a cote, a I’obscurite? 
[...] . Je sentais maman pres de moi, toute raidie, qui s’interdisait de bouger 
pour ne pas m ’empecher de dormir, et je  faisais de meme a son egard {La 
Detresse, p.233).

Mother and daughter, so physically alike, are strangers to each other’s bodies. This is 

what feminist theory seeks to counter in the reframing and rearticulation of mother- 

daughter relations: physical familiarity and understanding is considered to be 

paramount to the construction of a healthy relationship. Roy herself remarks, albeit in 

more general terms, that:

J ’ai toujours pense, depuis cette nuit-la, qu’a moins d ’avoir ete allonge a cote 
d ’eux dans le meme lit nous ne connaissons pas grand-chose des etres meme les 
plus proches de nous, encore moins peut-etre de nous-memes (Ibid, pp.232- 
233).

The Daughter’s Separation from the Mother

Separating from the mother and asserting one’s autonomy and individuality is no mean 

task for the daughter figure in Roy and N oel’s texts. Both Jeanne and Melina/Eveline, 

who have sacrificed all personal desires, seem determined to live through their 

daughters and expect to be involved, if not to control, any important decisions that the 

daughter should undertake.

In the case of both Roy and Noel, the mother emerges as the most active supporter of 

the daughter’s education and social advancement. In La Detresse et Venchantement, 

Roy recalls how her mother would intervene on her behalf any time her father 

contemplated speeding up her education as a means of saving money: ‘Alors qu’elle 

reussit si bien a I’ecole, qu’elle obtient les meilleures notes, la retirer maintenant, quelle
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injustice’ (Melina, La Detresse, p.77). Jeanne Pelletier similarly encourages her 

daughter’s instruction, working every hour possible to pay her school fees, enrolling her 

in extra curricular activities and by taking time with Francine over her homework and to 

speak with her. Noel writes an extensive list of academic references, the knowledge of 

which she owes to her mother:

D ’abord, elle evoquait les histoires des autres, qu’elle me presentait comme ‘la’ 
culture. C ’etait aussi la sienne, celle qu’elle avait glanee au fil de conversations, 
de lectures, de spectacles. Elle me redonnait ‘tout’ ce qu’elle savait, reprenant a 
sa maniere des mythes grecs et des passages de la Bible, allant avec aisance de 
I’historique au legendaire et du profane au sacre. C ’est par son entremise que 
j ’ai connu le loup Pelagneau de La Fontaine, Raminagrobois, Lamartine, Musset 
et Victor Hugo, Hercule nettoyant les ecuries d ’Augias, le roi Midas qui portait 
un bonnet pour cacher les oreilles d ’ane, Cresus, Nabuchodonosor dans ses 
jardins de Babylone, La Charlotte prie Notre-Dame, le poete legerement scato 
Piron, Louis XIV, Marie-Antoinette, Cleopatre, Liszt a Paris, Chopin a Paris, 
Josephine Baker a Paris, Sarah Bernhardt a Montreal, le rois Dagobert, les 
jumeaux Esaii et Jacob et leur plat de lentilles, Vercingetorix vaincu par les 
Romains, Clovis et le vase de Soissons, Le Vase de Sully Prudhomme, Le Cygne 
de Sully Prudhomme et tant d ’autres {La Femme, pp.27-28).

While it is without doubt admirable that these mothers have placed such strong 

emphasis on their daughters’ education, their motives could be construed as dubious. In 

the texts of Roy and Noel, the mother exerts a claim to the daughter’s life and expects 

to be allowed to live through her, that all the daughter’s choices will effectively include 

her (the mother) or, moreover, centre on her.

In the final section of La Route d ’Altamont, Eveline reveals that she has placed all her 

repressed hopes in her daughter’s hands:

Je te regarde et me dis que rien n ’est perdu, que tu feras a ma place et mieux que 
moi, ce que j ’aurais desire accomplir {La Route d ’Altamont, p. 146).

When Christine queries whether this can really compensate for the loss of one’s own 

dreams, Eveline replies, ‘Cela fait plus que compenser. N ’as-tu done pas encore 

compris que les parents revivent vraiment en leurs enfants?’ (Ibid). The underlying 

sentiment here is that the mother has the right to play a pivotal role in the daughter’s 

future.
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The same is true of Jeanne Pelletier who is incapable of seeing her daughter as anything 

other than an extension of herself and reacts with bitterness and resentment towards any 

bid for independence on the part of the daughter. This is revealed in the m other's angry 

outbursts when Francine makes any decision that does not include her or that indicates 

her daughter’s growing individuality. For example, Jeanne is furious when Francine 

gives up her piano lessons as it means renouncing her own personal dream -  that her 

daughter would become the concert pianist that she was unable to be. Such decisions 

prevent the mother from living through the daughter and cause Jeanne, who seems to 

consider her daughter’s life a possession, something to which she has an unquestionable 

right and total control over, to grow hostile towards Francine. In addition to this, there 

is the underlying realisation that as the daughter matures, she will become less and less 

dependent on her mother, leading Jeanne to feel abandoned and unwanted. The more 

independent Francine grows, the more reassurance Jeanne needs that she is still 

important to and loved by her daughter. The problem remains however, that for Jeanne 

it is not enough simply to be part of her daughter’s life, she demands to play the lead 

role.

Jeanne’s belief that Francine’s life is intrinsically bound to her own causes her to have 

no clear sense of boundaries between herself and her daughter and, consequently, leads 

her to disrespect the latter’s privacy -  for example, when she reads her love letters and 

shows no remorse whatsoever, even when it is clear that her intrusion has upset 

Francine.

Elle avait atteint cette part de moi qui me distinguait d ’elle; j ’avais des pensees, 
des espoirs, une vie en dehors de la sienne. Et moi, surprise qu’elle ait lu une 
lettre qui ne lui etait pas destinee et blessee par son manque d ’empathie, j ’avais 
eu I’impression d ’etre envahie {La Femme, p.52).

Melina/Eveline is willing to foster Gabrielle/Christine’s ambitions as long as they do 

not come between her and her daughter. Thus, Gabrielle/Christine’s choice of teaching 

as a career is openly advocated, in that it is an option equally desired by the mother. It 

allows the daughter to surpass the mother but in a restricted and acceptable manner. By 

qualifiying as a teacher, the daughter exceeds the m other’s achievements and elevates 

herself to a higher social class. However, this is admissible as the daughter is 

concurrently permitting the mother to finally fulfil her own forsaken aspirations and 

live out the life that she wanted for herself through her daughter. In a conversation with
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Christine in ‘Gagner ma v ie’, Rue Deschamhaiilt, Eveline encourages her daughter to 

opt for teaching:

Et elle (Eveline)^^ me confia ce qu’elle desirait pour moi de toute son ame: ‘Si tu 
voulais, Christine, devenir institutrice!...D n’y a pas d’occupation plus belle, 
plus digne, il me semble, pour une fem m e...’ Maman avait souhaite faire de 
toutes ses filles des mattresses d ’ecole -  peut-etre parce qu’elle portait en elle- 
meme, parmi tant de reves sacrifies, cette vocation manquee [ ...] . ‘Reflechis, 
Christine. Rien ne me ferait plus plaisir que de te voir institutrice. Et tu y 
excellerais. Reflechis bien’ (Rue Deschambault, p.249).

Since there are many similarities between teaching (in particular, primary teaching), and 

mothering (for example, guidance, caring, nurturance), it is a profession that will not 

distance the daughter from the mother’s model too dramatically. Lori Saint-Martin 

observes;

La femme mure revit sa propre vie par I’entremise de celle de sa fille; car s ’il est 
vrai qu’elle a ete incapable de concretiser ses reves, cet echec sera rachete par sa 
fille, qui realise les memes reves precisement. Ainsi, la vie de la fille est issue 
de celle de la mere, et pas uniquement au sens physiologique. La mere ne se 
contente pas de donner la vie a sa fille -  une vie biologique indeterminee, - elle 
va jusqu’a lui souffler la vie precise qu’elle devra mener (Saint-Martin 1999, 
p.127).

Disagreement surfaces however, when the daughter actually receives her first post. 

Ironically, despite years o f endorsing her daughter’s education and pushing her towards 

teaching, when the mother is faced with the reality o f an imminent separation, she 

seem s reluctant to let her daughter go:

‘Une ecole! Oil 9a?’
‘A Marchand’
‘Marchand!’
Tout a coup, elle faisait front, hostile, et je ne comprenais plus rien a son 
attitude. Apres tout, n ’avait-elle pas vecu pour me voir voler de mes propres 
ailes, obtenir enfin une ecole? Subitement, com m e pour marquer son opposition 
ou je ne sais quelle revolte, elle arracha son tablier et me langa;
‘Pas a Marchand. Jamais! C ’est un trou. J’en ai entendu parler. Un vrai trou. 
Tu n’iras pas la’
{La Detresse, p. 107).

M y insertion .
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While it could be said that the mother simply wants the best for her daughter, it is more 

likely that is an unwillingness to let her go that causes such vehement opposition. 

Further problems arise when the daughter begins to question her motives for teaching - 

‘Quand on se connait si mal, pourquoi ne tacherait-on pas de realiser le reve que ceux 

qui nous aiment fort font a notre usage!’ {Rue Deschamhault, p.249) -  and grows aware 

of how dependent her mother is on her for happiness -  ‘Si maman fut heureuse durant 

les dernieres annees de notre vie ensemble, c ’est moins pour son compte que parce 

qu’elle me pensait heureuse moi-meme de mon sort’ {La Detresse, p. 135). Although 

teaching brings a temporary peace to the mother-daughter relationship ( ‘Ma vie me 

plaisait et ma tache d’institutrice [...]. De plus, j ’avais ma mere qui elle n’avait plus 

que moi’, La Route d ’Altamont, p. 143), it is not long before the daughter is restless and 

feels trapped in her teaching job. Sensing that she is living her life for her mother and 

not for herself, the daughter soon succumbs to her lust for the unknown ( ‘Je I’avais 

entendu deja, parfois, I’appel insistant, etranger -  venant de nul part que moi pourtant -  

qui [...] me commandait de partir pour me mesurer avec quelque defi imprecis encore 

que me langait le monde ou que je me langais a moi-meme’, Ibid) and her aspiration to 

write ( ‘Je voulais ecrire comme on sent le besoin d’aimer, d’etre aime’, Rue 

Deschamhault, p.218).

The pursuit of such passions risks severing the mother-daughter bond, thus, the 

mother’s reception is rather cool, to say the least. In La Detresse et Venchantement, 

Roy reveals how it worried her mother to witness her daughter locking herself away in 

the attic to write -  the mother can sense a gap between the two beginning to set in and 

that she is losing her control over Gabrielle:

Une seule de mes activites lui faisait peut-etre un peu peur. C’est quand je 
m ’isolais, soir apres soir, pendant plus d’un mois, dans la petite chambre de 
fa9ade du troisieme, mon refuge tant aime lorsque j ’etais enfant, que j ’avais 
reintegre vers I’age de vingt-deux ans, ma petite chambre du grenier ou 
m’avaient visitee mes premiers songes {La Detresse, p. 136).

In ‘La Voix des etangs’, Rue Deschamhault, Eveline tries to entice Christine out of the 

attic: ‘Pourquoi t’enfermes-tu toujours ici? Ce n’est pas de ton age. Va jouer au tennis 

ou rejoindre tes amies. Te voila toute pale. C’est pourtant maintenant le plus beau 

temps de ta vie. Pourquoi n’en profites-tu pas mieux?’ {Rue Deschamhault, p.219).
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When, in La Route d ’AItamont, Christine announces her decision to travel to Europe, 

Eveline reacts badly, ‘avec une soudaine violence’, to the news:

‘Voila ce que tu complotes. J ’aurais du m ’en douter..
‘L ’Europe!’ reprit-elle, le lointain de ce mot renouvelant son ressentiment. 
‘Mais pourquoi? Pourquoi? Q u’iras-tu faire la-bas? Dans ces vieux pays 
tourmentes, si differents du notre? {La Route d ’AItamont, p. 146).

The mother does not understand her daughter’s need to flee the family home in order to 

write:

‘D ’abord, si tu veux ecrire, tu n ’as pas besoin pour cela de courir au bout du 
monde. Notre petite ville est composee d ’etres hum ains’ (Eveline)
‘Un ecrivain n ’a vraiment besoin que d ’une chambre tranquille, de papier et de 
soi-meme’ (Eveline)
‘Soi-meme, tu le dis bien!’ (Christine)
(Ibid, p. 147)

In an attempt to dissuade her daughter from embarking on a career as a writer, the 

mother focuses on all its negative aspects:

'Ecrire’, me dit-elle tristement, ‘C ’est dur. Ce doit etre ce qu’il y a de plus 
exigeant au monde [...]. N ’est-ce pas se partager en deux [...]: un qui tache de 
vivre, I’autre qui regarde, qui ju g e ...?  [...]. C ’est un don bien etrange [...] un 
peu comme une malchance qui eloigne les autres, qui nous separe de presque 
tous... [...]. Est-ce que ce n ’est pas en definitive etre loin des autres...etre toute 
seule’ {Rue Deschamhault, pp .219-220).

The m other’s recalcitrance, however, is actually a symptom of her own deep-rooted fear 

of being abandoned by the daughter and is due to her failure to see the latter as a 

separate individual. When Eveline proclaims, ‘Oserais-tu me dire que pour decouvrir, il 

faut tout abandoner?’ (La Route d ’AItamont, p. 148), the ‘tout’ could very easily be 

replaced by ‘m e’ as this seems to be the underlying insinuation. The stratagem of pleas 

and persuasion adopted by the mother quickly gives way to an atmosphere of hostility 

when the daughter remains resolute in her decision to leave home -  ‘Nous sommes 

devenues quelque peu ennemies, ma mere et m oi’ (Ibid). At the same time, the mother 

reveals herself to be indefatigable in her attempts to influence her daughter’s mind:

Pendant pres de toute une annee, maman, sans cesse vaincue, sans cesse 
recommen^ant, fit front contre ce que j ’avais de semblable a ce qu’elle avait ete.
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pour le decourager d’un trait amer, pour le railler et, parfois, de fa9on 
inattendue, pour le prendre en pitie (Ibid).

The more the mother tries to prevent the daughter’s departure however, the more it 

becomes inevitable. The same is true of the mother-daughter dynamic in La Femme de 

ma vie. Without necessarily realising it, the mother’s attempts to draw the increasingly 

distant daughter towards her again, ironically only serve to push her even further away. 

Francine gradually begins to feel suffocated by her mother’s over-involvement in her 

life:

Ma vie etait tellement liee a la sienne que je me sentais mariee: nous formions 
un couple [...]. II fallait que je sois la, c’est-a-dire avec elle. Puisque nous 
vivions ensemble, elle reclamait I’exclusivite. Si je restais a la maison, si je la 
suivais de bonne grace dans les pares, au conservatoire Lasalle ou chez ses 
amies, elle se montrait satisfaite. Or j ’etais difficile a tenir en laisse {La Femme, 
p.65).

Jeanne makes the same demands on her daughter that a husband and wife would 

promise to each other in marriage -  that Francine be loyal and faithful to her and her 

alone, ‘till death do us part’. There are many scenes in the novel where we witness 

Jeanne interrogating Francine as to where she has just been and with whom, practically 

accusing her of betrayal for having a life of her own. At one stage Francine remarks, 

‘Je m’imaginais parfois vieille fille vivant toujours avec sa mere, si bonne, et j ’en 

fremissais’ (Ibid, p.67). Naturally, Francine grows frustrated with her situation,

resenting her mother’s interference and striving to assert her independence more than 

ever.

The atmosphere of conflict only continues to heighten until the inevitable moment 

arrives when the mother can no longer maintain her grip on her daughter and the latter 

decides to move out and set up home on her own, eventually leaving for Paris to pursue 

her studies. This causes the mother to feel rejected, usurped and worst of all, 

humiliated:

La tension entre nous etait devenue permanente car elle se trouvait, elle aussi, en 
plein cauchemar: I’enfant qui lui disait qu’elle etait belle s’etait transformee en 
Jos Connaissant nanti d’une paire de fesses. Vous leur donnez de I’instruction 
et 9a vous humilie, 9a lit des livres que vous connaissez pas, 9a met des robes, 9a 
replique, 9a se derobe, 9a vous fuit, c’est glissant comme une anguille...Elle ne 
savait plus comment me prendre et, surtout, me garder (Ibid, p.67).
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The mother does not understand the daughter’s need for distance in order to assert her 

individuality. She vehemently denies her daughter’s ‘desir de vivre ma vie plutot que la 

sienne’ (Ibid) and can only see their separation from her own point of view, that she is 

being abandoned by her daughter. The mother’s defence therefore, is to, in turn, reject 

the daughter as vehemently as she feels rejected. The daughter’s departure is treated in 

the same way as a husband who betrays his wife and the punishment the mother doles 

out resembles the demand for a divorce:

Elle mit a execution ses menaces de desaveu. Par I’entremise de son amie 
Celine, elle me presenta a signer un document stipulant qu’elle n ’etait plus 
garante des dettes que je  pourrais encourir et ne repondait pas de mes vilaines 
actions. Elle I’avait redige sur du papier qu’elle avait emprunte a I’avocat pour 
lequel elle travaillait [...]. Ce document n ’avait aucune valeur legale et elle le 
savait, mais elle avait besoin de verbaliser ce qui lui paraissait un divorce (Ibid, 
p.77).

Elle avait cesse de m ’aimer. Je veux dire de s’investir dans notre relation. 
Pendant pres de vingt ans, j ’avais ete sa raison de vivre, son devoir, son alibi, 
son precieux fardeau. C ’etait fini. Ne pouvant plus m ’atteindre -  du moins le 
croyant -  elle mit toute son energie a me rayer de se papiers (Ibid, p.79).

The emotions experienced by the mother at her daughter’s departure are, from the 

latter’s perspective, excessive -  ‘elle m ’avait perdue, et la rage qui la submergeait 

n ’avait de commune mesure avec I’inevitable tristesse des parents qui voient partir leur 

enfant’ (Ibid, p.77). Francine describes her mother’s pain as comparable to the grief of 

someone who has just lost his/her partner: ‘elle etait veuve de moi, amere et blessee’ 

(Ibid, p.78). Guilt-ridden but determined not to give in to her mother’s emotional 

blackmail, Francine tries to include her mother in her life in a new way but Jeanne 

stubbornly refuses what she considers as second-best, ‘la place reduite’ (Ibid) accorded 

to her by her daughter. This turbulent phase of the mother-daughter relationship is dealt 

with sensitively by Noel: while the reader can fully grasp the daughter’s need to escape 

from the suffocating presence of the mother, at the same time, we empathise with the 

latter and understand her reaction (although perhaps extreme) to what she considers to 

be a personal rejection.

The hostility between mother and daughter in the Royan ‘autobiographical series’ does

not reach the same heights and there are no periods of time when mother and daughter

deliberately refuse to speak to each other. Eventually, Melina/Eveline comes to accept,
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albeit resignedly, her daughter’s decision. In fact, when the latter begins to express 

doubts about her trip ( ‘Je ne partirai pas [...] il y a trop d ’obstacles’), the mother 

intervenes, actually encouraging her daughter to proceed with her plans: ‘Tu vas partir 

[...]. Autrement tu te le reprocheras toute ta vie et tu me ferais me le reprocher aussi’ 

{La Detresse, p .236). This does not mean that the mother is no longer distressed at the 

impending separation:

Maman s’alarmait de me voir me departir de ces choses auxquelles elle savait 
que je  tenais. J ’avais beau lui dire que je  ne partais que pour un an -  ce que je 
croyais alors fermement -  elle me voyait agir comme quelqu’un qui coupe ses 
ponts derriere soi ou tourne une page de sa vie (Ibid, p. 181).

It is simply that she realises that she has no choice but to let her daughter go. 

Interestingly, as mother and daughter say their final goodbyes at the train station, it is 

the former who releases her grip first while the latter clings on tightly:

Je la serrai contre moi de toutes mes forces. Je lui murmurai a I’oreille je ne sais 
quelle sorte de priere de prendre bien soin d ’elle-meme, elle qui ne I’avait guere 
fait au temps o l i  la vie lui etait quelque peu bienfaisante. La premiere, elle 
desserra notre etreinte, me disant: T o n  train ...ton tra in ...’ (Ibid, p.242).

Lori Saint-Martin comments on this moving scene and the mother’s ability to let go:

Combattre en sa fille les reves que la vie a tues en elle-meme, freiner I’elan de 
jeunesse qui a deja ete le sien: la mere sera ainsi divisee contre elle-meme. A la 
fin, elle capitulera et se sacrifiera une fois de plus, pour que sa fille puisse la 
depasser (Saint-Martin, 1999, p. 129).

As with Noel, the reader understands the predicament from both perspectives. 

Although recounted from the daughter’s point of view, Roy’s texts encourage us to 

empathise with both mother (in her sense of abandonment) and daughter (in her quest 

for independence). When mother and daughter embrace for the last time on the train 

platform on the day of the daughter’s departure to Europe, the reader is both embroiled 

in the daughter’s excitem ent,‘en plein milieu de cette exaltation’, but also moved by i e  

petit visage de ma mere, subitement devenu vieux et creuse par le chagrin qu’elle ne 

pouvait plus me cacher’ {La Detresse, p.242).
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Melina Roy’s dignified comportement during the above scene at the train station 

contrasts with the adieux between mother and daughter at Dorval airport, Montreal, in 

La Femme de ma vie. Like Gabrielle Roy, Francine Noel decides to pursue her studies 

(for one year) in France (Paris). Having spent the previous year devoid of contact from 

and being denied by her mother (the latter unable to accept her daughter’s need to assert 

her independence), Francine is shocked to see Jeanne turn up at the airport on the day of 

her departure ‘bouleversee et larmoyante’ {La Femme, p.80). Noel professes:

Je ne comprenais pas en quoi elle etait affectee; je n ’allais pas me pulveriser 
dans I’avion ni attraper la malaria dans les marigots d ’Abidjan, je  partais tout 
simplement en France comme les autres doctorants, parce qu’il le fallait. Et elle 
n ’avait jam ais revoque son edit de reniement. Alors pourquoi venait-elle pleurer 
a Dorval? (Ibid, p.80).

These remarks come across as quite harsh, however, it is soon revealed that daughter 

understands, to a certain extent, her mother’s reaction:

Pour les Quebecois d ’alors, le voyage en Europe etait une coupure. Paris-la- 
France-la-mere-patrie demeurait une matrice beante, la grande avaleuse qui 
reprenait ses enfants. Ma mere a du penser que je n ’en reviendrais jamais, a 
I’instar de certains artistes qui s’y etaient exiles volontairement dans les annees 
1950-1960 et dont elle connaissait I’histoire. Mon sejour de I’autre cote de la 
mer de I’oubli fut pour elle la repetition de la perte. Elle s’etait crue sevree de 
moi; elle ne I’etait pas. De la sa scene des adieux a Dorval (Ibid, p.82).

Unlike Melina Roy, Jeanne Pelletier is not content simply to write to her daughter in 

Europe, she goes there herself to visit her, or, as Noel puts it, ‘elle venait maintenant me 

repecher ou, du moins, me constater’ (Ibid). The announcement of this trip agitates the 

daughter ( ‘Je ne le voulais pas. J ’etais paniquee a la seule idee de partager le meme 

espace qu 'elle et j ’eus le gout de quitter Paris,’ Ibid, p.81) and the experience itself is 

‘penible’ and ‘intensement malheureuse’ (Ibid). The daughter is suspicious of her 

mother’s motives for coming to see her (for example, to check up on her or persuade 

her to return home) and has the uncomfortable feeling almost of being being followed 

( ‘Je me sentais copiee; ma mere me suivait mes traces comme une soeur cadette,’ Ibid).

In La Femme de ma vie, it is possible to link the conflict between mother and daughter

to the relationship that the former had with her own mother. As previously highlighted,

feminist theorists are convinced of the impact the mother’s relationship with her own

mother has on her interaction with her daughter. This would certainly appear to be true
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of Jeanne and Francine, whereby Jeanne, given up as a young child by her own mother 

(and placed in her aunt’s care) is now terrified of abandonment and remains firmh 

attached to her daughter -  ‘Rejetee par sa mere [...] son cauchemar etait maintenant de 

se voir delaissee par m oi’ (Ibid, p. 145). Jeanne seeks in her daughter an intense bone 

and a mother figure of sorts, in an unconscious effort to compensate for all that she 

missed out on as a child with her own mother. By the the time Jeanne had the 

possibility to reunite with her own mother, it was too late:

Elle a acces a sa mere au moment oil la plupart songent a s’en detacher, elle ne 

parvient pas a forcer son amour et c ’est avec le regard impitoyable d ’une jeune 

adulte qu’elle I’observe (Ibid, p. 140).

Furthermore, the fact that Jeanne was given up by her mother means that she wa> 

deprived of a rite of passage -  the daughter’s rebellion against the mother, which is 

essential to the renegotiation of their relationship later in life. In the case of 

Melina/Eveline, little is mentioned about her (as daughter) actual relationship with her 

mother, but it does become evident that she did not stray too far from the maternal 

model. Perhaps this is why it is so difficult for her to accept Gabrielle/Christine’s 

determination to be different.
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7.43: Guilt

It is not just the mother who makes it difficult for the daughter to separate, the latter’s 

identity quest is further hampered by her own feelings of guilt and responsibility 

towards the mother. As a young child, Gabrielle/Christine is aware of the sacrifices that 

her mother has had to make and consequently vows to recompense her -  ‘ce n ’etait rien 

en regard de ce que je  ferais pour elle, si seulement elle m ’en donnait le tem ps’ {La 

Route d ’Altamont, p. 156). There are particular moments in La Detresse et 

I ’enchantement when the daughter suddenly seems to grasp the extent of her mother’s 

suffering, both physical and psychological, and she is spurred on to take action on the 

mother’s behalf. The first of these scenes “ is the sight of Melina, on her knees, praymg 

solemnly for her daughter who needs to have an operation. Gabrielle recalls:

II me semble bien me rappeler, que j ’ai forme au fond de mon ame la resolution 
de la venger {La Detresse, p.30).

Pour venger ma mere, il m ’etait apparu que je  devrais, de retour a I’ecole, 
travailler doublement, etre la premiere toujours, en frangais, en anglais, dans 
toutes les matieres, gagner les medailles, les prix, ne cesser de lui apporter des 
trophees (Ibid, p.33).

Henceforth, the pursuit of atonement and the alleviation of the mother’s misery become 

implicated in the daughter’s sheer determination not just to succeed but to excel:

Je songeai a m ’engager envers elle par la seule promesse dont j ’etais sure 
qu’elle lui redonnerait courage. Alors, je  lui annonfai qu’a I’ecole, des lors, je  
serais toujours la premiere de ma classe...lo in  encore de penser que cette 
promesse, j ’allais la tenir (Ibid, p.37).

Et puis le sentiment me vint que pour dedommager maman des sacrifices sans 
fin qu’elle s’etait imposes pour moi il ne fallait pas moins qu’une eclatante 
reussite de ma part (Ibid, p.77).

This promise to requite the mother is one to which the daughter certainly holds fast:

Je tenais a ma parole donnee a ma mere quelques annees avant, a I’hopital, et je  
lui rapportais annee apres annee, la medaille accordee pour les meilleures notes

Other exam ples are when R oy catches sight o f  her weary and ageing mother from the stage on the day 
o f  her high school graduation and o f  her tired, heartbroken face amidst the throngs o f  people at the train 
station as the daughter departs for Europe.
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en fran9 ais par I’Association des Canadiens fran§ais du Manitoba. Puis j ’obtins 
la plus convoitee de toutes, octroyee celle-la par I’lnstruction publique du 
Quebec a I’eleve terminant la premiere en frangais pour tout le Manitoba [ ...] . 
Mon lot de medailles, maintenant imposant, remplissait presque un tiroir. 
Maman les conservait a I’abri de la poussiere, precieusement. Elle qui n’avait 
frequente qu’une pauvre ecole de village et n’avait jamais re9 u en r&ompense 
scolaire qu’un petit livre de cinquante cents qu’elle cherissait encore, elle etait 
eblouie par mon tiroir plein de grosses medailles, et je la soup9 onne de 1’avoir 
souvent ouvert quand elle etait seule pour les admirer a I’aise (Ibid, p.69).

In fact, these medals become so firmly associated with the mother’s happiness and 

compensation that, when they go astray in Paris, Gabrielle’s distress is more to do with 

the mother’s loss than her own:

Car ces medailles perdues, etait perdue la recompense de maman et perdue 
aussi, en quelque sorte, la brillante joie que j ’avais ete dans sa vie (Ibid, p.295).

Noel makes a similar comment about her separation from the mother in La Femme de 

ma vie, illustrating how enmeshed the latter’s confidence and self-image is in the 

daughter: ‘En la quittant, je ne m ’affirmais pas, je la fuyais. Et j ’emportais avec moi sa 

reussite’ (La Femme, p.74).

This pact that the daughter in the Royan ‘autobiographical’ series makes with herself, 

that is, to avenge the mother, is one that will continually haunt her throughout her life: it 

is a debt o f which she will never feel fully acquitted and which causes her to feel that 

she has failed her mother. Each time Gabrielle catches a glimpse o f her mother's 

‘pauvre visage, gris de fatigue...les paupieres battues, les joues tirees’ {La Detresse, 

p.79), she is filled with a sense o f culpability. These sudden realisations o f her 

mother’s physical deterioration shock the daughter, as they do not correspond to the 

image she has retained o f her strong and still youthful childhood mother. Francine Noel 

experiences a similar ‘awakening’ in La Femme de ma vie when it appears to her that 

her mother has aged almost overnight: ‘Je la regardais monter les marches peniblement, 

une a une, et je realisai qu’elle avait la silhouette d’une vieille. Le coeur me fendit’ {La 

Femme, p. 120).

Roy’s sense o f guilt is not alleviated by the fact that family and friends accuse her o f  

abandoning her mother when she decides to set off for Europe:
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0 -3

T u  nous abandonnes’ (Clemence)
II y a des mots comme cela: une fois dits, on les entendra toujours. Ils se logent 
dans quelque coin de la memoire d ’ou on ne pourra les faire sortir. Ils nous 
attendant a un tournant de la pensee, la nuit souvent, quand nous ne pouvons 
nous rendormir, alors que ce sont toujours les vieilles souffrances qui viennent 
nous retrouver les premieres. Peut-etre, quand nous serons cendre et poussiere, 
ou ame immortelle, que nous nous en souviendrons encore. Et s’ils nous 
traquent ainsi a travers la vie, et peut-etre au-dela, c’est sans doute qu’ils 
contiennent une part de verite (Ibid, p.213).

In Gabrielle Roy Une Vie, Ricard recounts in detail the pressure placed on Roy not to 

leave, emanating from the openly expressed disapproval of those around her:

Que diable va-t-elle faire la-bas, demandent les uns, et d ’oii lui vient son argent? 
On n’a pas idee en ce temps de chomage, de quitter un poste stable et bien paye 
pour se lancer ainsi a I’aventure, surtout lorsqu’on est une jeune femme seule, 
sans com.pagne de voyage ni mari. Pour qui se prend-elle, disent les autres; 
croit-elle si facile de reussir la oil tant d ’autres ont echoue? Quel orgueil, quelle 
ingratitude; comment peut-elle ainsi delaisser sa pauvre mere agee et malade? 
(Ricard 2000, p. 175).

The mere act of receiving a letter from her mother during her stay in Europe reminds 

Roy of what she considers to be her negligence as a daughter and the role she has 

played in her mother’s anguish;

Elle etait de ma mere. Aussitot en reconnaissant son ecriture, je me mis a 
trembler. Je tremblais a la reception de chacune de ses lettres, non parce que je 
craignais d ’y lire des reproches ou des plaintes -  elle ne m ’en adressa jamais -  
mais parce que la seule vue de son ecriture suffisait a ouvrir en moi un passage 
au souvenir de la douleur dont j ’etais I’aboutissement, et dont il me semblait que 
je n ’avais pas le droit de me tirer moi seulement. Ainsi je  m ’y sentais 
condamnee comme a un devoir {La Detresse, p.408).

And yet her remorse is neither so powerful that she eventually decides to return to 

Canada of her own free will '̂* nor is it sufficient to encourage her to write to the mother 

more frequently:

Le pire, c ’est que je  dus, a mon tour, laisser un etre aime longtemps presque 
sans nouvelles, car je  dois me rappeler, datant de ce temps-la, des lettres 
angoissees de ma mere dans lesquelles elle me faisait reproche de ne pas ecrire 
du tout, ou de n ’envoyer que de petits bouts de lettres n ’en disant guere long 
(Ibid, p.361).

M y insertion.
Roy returns from Europe because the threat o f  the Second W orld War is loom ing.
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When Roy does eventually leave Europe, it is not, much to her mother’s despair, to her 

family home in Manitoba that she retreats, but the city of Montreal where she will 

embark on a career as a journalist. The pressure from Melina Roy does not cease here 

however; she is not happy that her daughter is back in Canada, she wants her to move to 

Saint-Boniface, to return to her. It would seem that the mother never entirely accepted 

the daughter’s separation. Consequently, the letters continue, simultaneously paining 

the daughter and strengthening her will to remain apart.

Mais les messages de Melina insistant pour qu’elle rentre au Manitoba, repetant 
que Ton attendait, demandant la date de son retour, I’impatientaient autant, 
sinon plus, qu’ils la culpabilisaient. Pourquoi la harcelait-on ainsi, elle qui ne 
voulait qu’une chose: se liberer du passe, ne plus compter que sur elle-meme, et 
aller de I’avant, sans attache, sans dette envers quiconque, jusqu’au triomphe qui 
viendrait un jour si elle parvenait a en faire son deuil et unique but? Q u’avait- 
elle besoin de freres, de soeurs et d ’une vieille mere qui ne cherchait qu 'a  la 
rappeler a elle, la-bas, loin derriere? (Ricard, 2000, p.237).

The daughter in La Femme de ma vie is in a similar predicament, guilt-ridden at her 

growing resentment towards her mother but too frustrated to stay with her. Although 

convinced that she has no other choice but to escape from this suffocating home 

environment, she equally feels that to harbour such negative emotions towards her 

mother is reprehensible, almost blasphemous.

Au fond de ma noirceur se logeaient la rage de ne pouvoir controler mes 
sentiments a son egard et la culpabilite. Le terrible commandement de Dieu, le 
quatrieme, me hantait: ‘Pere et mere honoreras afin de vivre longuement’. Du 
mot pere je  ne me preoccupais pas, le mien n ’en etait pas un. Mais ma mere! 
La plus-que-mere! La parfaite qui s ’extenuait pour moi et que je  n ’aimais plus! 
Je voyais mon inappetence envers elle s’amplifier de jour en jour et cela me 
devastait {La Femme, p.63).

Francine’s conflicting emotions perturb her so much that she even goes so far as to 

confess to the local priest that she has been thinking ill of her mother, but exits the 

church without any sense of resolution:

J ’ai garde de cette demiere confession une impression d’absurde impuissance, 
comme une aporie: personne ne pouvait me delivrer de ma repugnance envers 
ma mere, personne ne voulait m ’en absoudre, et j ’etais condamnee a demeurer 
seule avec elle et ma culpabilite (Ibid, p.64).
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Similar feelings are expressed in the latter pages of the recit when the daughter finds 

herself taking care of her elderly mother, visiting her, keeping her company and 

assisting her with everyday tasks. No matter what she does for her mother, Francine is 

tormented by a gnawing guilt that it is not enough -  ‘J ’avais envers elle une dette de vie 

que je  n ’acquittais pas (Ibid, p. 145). But like Roy, this regret is not so racking that it 

will push her to sacrifice her freedom for her mother:

J ’aurais tellement aime lui dire: ‘Viens habiter chez moi, m am an!’ Mais j ’etais 
incapable de prononcer cette phrase, je ne pouvais pas concevoir de vivre sous 
le meme toit qu’elle (Ibid, p .l 17).
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7.44; The Return

Given the ambivalent nature of the mother-daughter relationship, it is impossible for the 

daughter to remain permanently severed from the mother. Thus, the ‘autobiographical’ 

texts of Roy and Noel are crosscut by two contradicting desires -  to separate from and 

to reunite with the mother. Paradoxically, it is the rupture from the mother that actually 

facilitates the daughter’s return. In La Femme de ma vie, having established a distance 

between herself and her mother, the daughter is able to stand back and reconsider the 

mother from a more objective standpoint: ‘Soustraite a sa presence physique, je  ne 

voyais plus que ses qualites. Rares etaient les conversations dans lequelles je  ne glissais 

pas son nom ’ {La Femme, p.78). Despite all the hostility and arguing that have passed 

between the two, leading to the daughter’s eventual departure, ironically, the latter now 

finds herself reminiscing about the mother and realising their connection more than ever 

before: ‘Je me definissais encore par rapport a elle, elle etait ma bible, elle m ’obsedait’ 

(Ibid, p.79).

The daughter’s pregnancy in La Femme de ma vie, presents an opportunity for mother 

and daughter to reunite -  ‘Pendant ma grossesse, selon un schema classique, je  m ’etais 

rapprochee d ’elle’ (Ibid, p.90). The mother-daughter bond is slowly re-established as 

Francine finds herself relying on her mother to help her with her own enti^ into 

motherhood as a single woman -  ‘Dans le bordel emotif oij j ’avais vecu apres mon 

accouchement, elle avait su etre ferme, efficace et discrete. Lorsqu’il etait question de
85Franfois {Francine’s son) , je  pouvais toujours compter sur elle’ (Ibid, p.95). At the 

same time, this could suggest that the mother-daughter bond is still determined by 

dependency -  the mother welcomes the daughter back with open arms because the latter 

needs her, and the daughter willingly accepts because she cannot cope on her own. 

Furthermore, the fact that Francine, like Jeanne, is a single mother re-aligns the two 

women. The reproduction of same family model as her mother could be perceived as a 

return on the part of the daughter. Although not a deliberate choice, the daughter is 

following the mother’s example and this perhaps intensifies their bond for a time. Once 

again the family unit centres on mother and daughter and is devoid of the presence of 

any men. For a second time, mother and daughter function as a pseudo couple, co-

M y insertion.
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operating in the raising of their new arrival, with the grandmother (Jeanne) usurping the 

father’s role.

Elle etait desolee de voir ma vie amoureuse aussi peu reluisante que la sienne 
[...]. Mais j ’ai garde renfant. Je subvenais a ses besoins et I’elevais seule. Je 
faisais avec une joyeuse ostentation ce qu’elle meme avait fait trente ans plus tot 
dans la peur, la necessite et le denuement. J ’etais son echo mais en mieux, sa 
victoire. Nous ne correspondions pas au modele de la famille traditionnelle et 
elle s ’en fichait, nous etions modernes; une dynastie de filles-meres qui se 
prolongeait dans un enfant. Tout se passait comme si, le pere de cet enfant 
s ’etant ejecte vers I’Espagne, nous avions, elle et moi, accouche de sa 
descendance. Nous etions la triade indestructible (Ibid, p.95).

The mother’s old-age is another period of reunification between mother and daughter. 

In this instance, however, there is no doubt that it is a return based on the mother’s 

needs and the daughter’s sense of responsibility towards her. As Jeanne Pelletier grows 

older and feebler, eventually falling victim to cancer, Francine is weighed down by 

question of her future care, causing the old feelings of guilt to resurface. The daughter 

is caught in the dilemma of wanting to look after her mother, but at the same time, 

afraid of being manipulated and suffocated by her. The mother is both ‘humiliee de 

devoir me demander de I’aide et, en meme temps, convaincue que cela lui etait du’ 

(Ibid, p. 125). Contrastingly, Roy’s mother does not make the same demands on her 

daughter during her old-age. Although ailing and increasingly in need of care, Melina 

Roy is more worried than Jeanne Pelletier about being a millstone to her daughter’s 

career: ‘Elle avait hate de me voir venir, mais quand ce serait possible, quand cela ne 

me derangerait pas trop mon travail’ {Le Temps qui m ’a manque, p. 19). Interestingly, 

this echoes the young Gabrielle’s oft-expressed fear that she is a burden to her parents, 

but now the situation has been reversed.

Je brulais alors de m ’elancer vers eux pour leur annoncer mon intention de 
chercher un emploi, n ’importe quel emploi, pour les delivrer enfin de toutes ces 
depenses a mon endroit (La Detresse, p.77).

In spite of the impingement on her own freedom, the daughter in La Femme de ma vie

is unable to abandon the mother in her time of need: ‘Ses envahissements prenaient la

figure de I’autoritarisme, elle devenait vite tyrannique et vindicative, mon exasperation

montait d ’un cran et je  songeais a la laisser au milieu de sa devastation. Mais je  restais’

{La Femme, p. 125). A routine is soon established whereby Francine visits regularly,

assisting her mother with the everyday tasks that she is no longer able to carry out alone
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and most importantly, keeping her company. The roles of mother and daughter are thus 

inverted, with the former now fully dependent on the latter -  ‘En somme, elle devait 

compter sur moi pour tout, ses amies etant trop loin, trop agees ou pas assez intimes 

pour la soigner’ (Ibid, p. 122). As the illness takes its toll on the mother’s body, the 

daughter witnesses her tragic transformation from ‘une battante, une feroce, une sorte 

de vieille dame indigne’ (Ibid, p.93) to ‘une vieille petite fille fragile’ (Ibid, p. 125). In a 

very moving description which uses Jeanne’s own imagery, but in reverse, and 

therefore highlights just how fluid the boundaries are between mother and daughter, the 

latter states: ‘Elle etait devenue cette petite qu’elle avait souvent evoquee, qui tombe et 

se ramasse aussitot, mais elle tombait irremediablement’ (Ibid, p. 154).^^

Similar permutations of roles occur in the Royan ‘autobiographical series’. As a child, 

Gabrielle/Christine is enthralled by the mother’s story-telling and refers to her as ‘la 

Scheherazade qui a charme notre longue captivite dans la pauvrete’ {La Detresse, 

p. 143). Soon it is the mother who eagerly aw’aits the daughter to return from her 

evening’s festivities, armed with tales to enchant and intrigue:

Souvent c ’etait a la faible clarte d ’une veilleuse ou meme seulement dans un 
rayon de lune entre par la fenetre que je voyais briller son visage de cette attente 
heureuse des histoires qui m ’avait animee, enfant, et que je reconnaissais a 
present sur ses traits. C ’etait mon tour de I’arracher a la pesante vie [...] je lui 
faisais le cadeau du recit encore tout chaud et palpitant d ’une soiree 
particulierement enlevee {La Detresse, p. 151).

The same scenario occurs in La Femme de ma vie, where the daughter, who once 

listened endlessly to her m other’s tales, suddenly finds herself in the position of 

‘raconteuse’ during the m other's battle with cancer:

[...] je  frequentais ma mere plus que je  ne I’avais jam ais fait depuis mon depart. 

Elle parlait moins, mettant toute son energie a lutter contre la douleur. Je devins 

bavarde. Je lui racontais a mon tour des anecdotes ‘de bureau’, je  me confiais, 

un peu, et elle m ’ecoutait...(La Femme, p. 123).

This is how Jeanne used to describe the young Francine.
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As Gabrielle/Christine’s mother enters old-age, it is the daughter who swiftly becomes 

the worrier, seeking to tighten the reins on the mother’s freedom and to call a halt to her 

‘traipsing’ around the countryside visiting her siblings:

Alors je  me fachai et dis a maman que c ’etait ridicule a la fin, une vieille femme 
de son age passant son ete a trimer chez I’oncle, ensuite, a peine de retour, deja 
sur les chemins comme une pauvresse...Je m ’arretai court. Nous nous 
regardions, maman et moi, dans la stupeur. Hier c ’etait elle qui me parlait ainsi: 
‘Penses-tu done, parce que tu es jeune, pouvoir indefiniment bruler la chandelle 
par les deux bouts? Tot ou tard, ta sante se ressentira de trop de veillees’ [...]. 
Et voila que, sans qu’on y eut pris garde, les roles etaient intervertis. C ’etait 
moi qui grondais, et maman, exactement comme moi naguere, qui haussait 
I’epaule, faisait I’independante {La Detresse, p. 190).

Although in the Royan ‘autobiographical series’, the daughter does not become the 

m other’s carer during the latter’s ill-health to the same extent as Noel, this does not 

mean that she is not with the mother every day in her mind:

En fait, depuis que je savais Maman malade, je  n ’avais cesse d ’aller vers elle, 
inconsciemment ou non, par mes ecrits que je faisais au plus vite pour gagner 
I’argent du voyage, par les lettres que je lui ecrivais [...]. [...] a tant penser a 
elle, je m ’apaisais. C ’etait comme si elle m ’eut rejointe pour faire route avec 
moi puisque nous allions dans le meme sens, la oCi elle avait ete heureuse...(L6’ 
Temps qui m ’a manque, p.23).

Physical resemblance in old-age also marks a return of sorts to the mother. Early on in 

La Detresse et Venchantement, Gabrielle notices the increasing similarities between her 

mother and grandmother:

Etait-ce parce que je  ne I’avais pas vue de dos depuis longtemps, etait-ce parce 
que la maladie me donnait des yeux pour voir, mais, comme elle s ’eloignait, sa 
silhouette me parut vieillie, toute differente de celle que je  croyais connaitre, 
presque celle de grand-mere deja vers la fin de sa vie {La Detresse, p.37).

Interestingly, speaking about her own mother in La Route d ’Altamont, Eveline 

confesses that, as she grows old, she feels that she is becoming more and more like her 

mother -  ‘C ’est avec I’age mur que je I’ai rejointe, ou qu’elle meme m ’a rejointe, 

comment expliquer cette etrange rencontre hors du tem ps’ {La Route d ’Altamont, 

p. 138). At the same time, she reveals how she, like her own daughter Christine, 

struggled in vain against this assimilation or fusion with the mother:
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Toute jeune, je  me reconnaissais parfaitement en mon pere [...]. Plus tard [...] 
j ’ai commence a detecter en moi quelques petits signes de la personnalite de ma 
mere. Mais je  ne voulais pas lui ressembler, pauvre vieille pourtant admirable, 
et je  luttais. [...] . Un jour [...] je  me surpris esquissant un geste d ’elle qui, des 
la premiere fois ou je  le fis, me vint pourtant aussi naturellement que de respirer. 
Mon propre visage d ’ailleurs se mit a changer. Toute jeune, on disait de moi 
que j ’etais le vivant portrait de ton grand-pere. [...]. Maintenant, peux-tu 
honnetement me dire que je  ne ressemble pas etonnament a ce portrait de grand- 
mere a I’age que j ’ai atteint? (Ibid, p. 139).

For Roy herself, old-age gives her a renewed understanding of her mother:

Maman, a cette epoque, allait sur ses soixante-sept ou soixante-huit ans. L ’age 
que j ’ai maintenant, alors que je  prends le temps enfin de m ’interroger sur ce 
qu’elle a pu ressentir d ’infini chagrin. Tout cela est bien curieux. II semblerait
que Ton ne rejoint vraiment ses gens que lorsqu’on atteint I’age qu’ils avaient,
alors qu’a cote d ’eux, on ne comprenait rien a leur vaste solitude {La Detresse, 
p.143).

It is possible to surmise that Roy’s adoption of a whole host of surrogate mothers*^

during her time abroad and throughout her career as a writer is symptomatic of the

daughter’s underlying desire to be reconciled with the mother.

W ithout a doubt, however, it is writing that is the most prominent site of return and 

restitution between mother and daughter for both Roy and Noel. In the case of the 

latter, this commences during the mother’s lifetime, whereas for the former, it does not 

get underway until after her death. In both cases, the daughter’s creative talent can be 

traced back to the mother. Of Melina, Gabrielle Roy declares that:

Je ne I’ai jam ais vue sortir de la maison, ne serait-ce que pour aller au potager 
cueillir des legumes pour la soupe et, en passant, parler a la voisine par-dessus la 
cloture, sans revenir avec quelque petite histoire a raconter, chaque detail a sa 
place et la place importante accordee a ce qui etait une surprise toujours [...]. 
Au fond, chaque pas hors de la maison etait pour elle une sorte de voyage qui 
aiguisait sa perception de la vie et des choses {La Detresse, p. 143).

Thus, it is also the mother who provides Gabrielle with the model that equates travel 

with creativity. Although in an interview Noel maintains that her mother was not an

Som e exam ples are M adame Jouve (Paris), Gladys (London), Esther Perfect (Epping Forest U pshire), 
her ‘payse’ (Paris), Lady Curre (London) and Ruby (Provence), all o f  whom are named in La D etresse  et 
I'enchantem ent. M ore are cited in the biography, G abrie lle  R oy Une Vie.
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immediate source of inspiration for her writing (Noel with Rodgers, 2006)**, it is 

nonetheless evident, right from the opening paragraph of La Femme de ma vie, that her 

m other’s love of story-telling had a positive effect on her as a child.

M a mere parlait beaucoup. Elle aimait repliquer, commenter, raconter. Un rien 
lui etait un pretexte a recits: son travail, les gens dans la rue, les spectacles 
qu’elle voyait et surtout notre saga familiale {La Femme, p .l 1).

Later in the text, Noel states that, ‘Ce qu’elle m ’a legue de plus fort, c ’est le verbe. J ’ai 

attrape son amour des h isto ires...’ (Ibid, p. 162), acknowledging the mother’s creative 

legacy. In Roy’s La Rue Deschamhault, Christine further reinforces this point, 

professing:

C ’etait pourtant sa faute si j ’aimais mieux la fiction que les jours quotidiens. 
Elle m ’avait enseigne le pouvoir des images, la merveille d ’une chose revelee 
par un mot juste et tout I’amour que peut contenir une simple et belle phrase 
{Rue Deschamhault, p.219).

Paradoxically, it is the mother, this source of creative inspiration, who must be 

abandoned in order for the daughter to find her voice. As previously stated, it is also 

the mother, bearer of this gift who, ironically, is the most vehemently opposed to the 

daughter’s departure/travelling/separation, all of which are equated with writing. 

Consequently, writing becomes the ideal path by which to return to the mother -  the gift 

of storytelling, which was transfered from mother to daughter, is reciprocated and 

passed back from daughter to mother. Lori Saint-Martin comments on the reparatory 

nature of writing, particularly after the death of the mother, when all the 

‘autobiographical’ texts in question in this chapter were produced.

L’ecriture, pour laquelle on a quitte la mere, devient maintenant le moyen 
privilegie de renouer avec elle par-dela la mort. Ecrivaine, on peut celebrer sa 
mere, la remettre au monde par le biais de I’ecriture, la donner a voir a tous sous 
sa forme ideale: genereuse, belle, douee. La fille inscrit un retour vers la mere 
qui, grace au detour par I’ecrit, sera non seulement parfait dans sa forme, mais 
eternel. L’ecriture permet done de racheter, en partie, la mort de la mere. 
Toujours vivante, toujours presente, elle renait, encore et encore, le temps d ’un 
texte (Saint-Martin 1999, p. 132).

It is not entirely clear in the interview, but this remark seem s to refer to the fact that N o e l’s own mother 
is not a main character in her fiction, in the way that M ehna Roy traverses the writing o f  Gabrielle Roy, 
as opposed to maternal creative inheritence. This interview can be found in the appendix o f  this thesis.
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Saint-Martin identifies the importance of rejuvenating the mother in the daughter’s text 

and of resurrecting her memory. It is a way of keeping her close, an attempt to repair 

their severed bond and for the daughter to show that she never fully left her. Also, by 

inscribing the mother’s creative powers into the text, the daughter is affirming their 

likeness and denying the rift that occurred in reality. Revealing both mother and 

daughter to be creative is a means of reconciling them. Metaphorically speaking, the 

daughter who writes gives birth to the mother. As Lori Saint-Martin puts it, ‘Alors que 

le corps biologique de la mere avait accueilli la fille, le corps du texte de la fille abrite, a 

son tour, la mere’ (Saint-Martin 1999, p. 139). The birth metaphor features in the 

‘autobiographical’ texts of both Roy and Noel. In La Route d ’Altamont, Eveline, in 

conversation with her daughter Christine, describes her relationship with her own 

mother as follows:

A celle qui nous a donne le jour, on donne naissance a notre tour quand, tot ou 
tard, nous I’accueillons enfin dans notre moi. Des lors, elle habite en nous 
autant que nous avons habite en elle avant de devenir au monde {La Route 
d ’Altamont, p. 139).

In La Femme de ma vie, we learn that, while pregnant with Francine, Jeanne Pelletier 

was caught in a fire in her home and forced to escape by squeezing her huge body 

through a small window, a feat by no means easily accomplished. Four months of 

convalescence later and Francine is delivered safe and sound. The window scene is 

poignant as it evokes the simultaneous birth of the mother and the daughter 

( ‘M etaphoriquement, nous naissions ensem ble’. La Femme, p.30), as if the daughter 

gives the mother a new lease of life in the same way that the mother ensures the life of 

the daughter. It is also possible to read here the mother’s belief that she has a second 

chance at life through her daughter.

Writing is a means of bestowing the ultimate gift on the mother, the gift of immortality, 

that is, literary immortality. That said, although posited as the site of reconciliation 

between mother and daughter, Saint-Martin wonders just how successful the return to 

the mother through writing actually is. She considers the daughter’s sense of debt to the 

mother to be so great that writing alone will not suffice and that it will never in fact be 

totally repaid. M arianne Hirsch makes the same speculation in The M other Daughter 

Plot: ‘There is no writing without loss, and writing cannot quite constitute recovery’ 

(Hirsch, 1989, p .115). Judith Kegan Gardiner deems mother-daughter writing a
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substitution for direct communication (1978, p .159), casting doubt on its efficacy as a 

means of reparation.

In the case of Roy, the figure of mother consistently recurs in her texts as if through 

some unremitting need to atone. Saint-Martin (1999) surmises as to whether Roy’s 

work, overall, could be seen as an effort to recount the m other’s story. As previously 

noted, several attempts are made to complete La Saga d ’Eveline but it is eventually 

abandoned, as though it were impossible for Roy to ever create anything good enough 

for her mother. Futhermore, Roy’s first novel, Bonheur d ’Occasion, which is dedicated 

to Melina Roy, is published after the latter’s death. Inevitably therefore, Roy is haunted 

throughout her career by the thought that she never really managed to repay her mother 

properly by allowing her to bask in her glory.

Where Noel is concerned, on the other hand, several of her texts are published during 

the mother’s lifetime. The first {Maryse) is greeted exuberantly by the mother who sees 

the daughter’s success as reflecting on her too. In addition, Jeanne seeks out the 

positive representations of motherhood in the novel and is convinced that they are based 

on her {La Femme, pp. 100-101). The sequel to M aryse is less well received by the 

mother however, who feels that, this time, the daughter has painted a negative picture of 

their family. Nonetheless, the first novel brings about a temporary peace between 

mother and daughter. This is in stark contrast to Roy who laments:

Pourquoi maman serait-elle morte avant que je  n ’aie eu le temps de lui rapporter 
la raison d ’etre fiere de moi que j ’etais allee au bout du monde lui chercher au 
prix de tant d ’efforts? Elle si patiente, comment ne m ’aurait-elle accorde le peu 
de temps qui m ’avait manque? {Le Temps qui n i’a manque, p. 14).
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7.45: The Mother’s Text or the Daughter’s Text

As previously noted, in The Mother/Daughter Plot, Marianne Hirsch exposes the 

difficulties and paradoxes inherent in the writing of the mother into the daughter’s text 

and, more significantly, of allowing the mother to speak as a subject. Hirsch states:

The discourse of the dead mother is mediated through the voice of the daughter- 
artist. The mother herself does not speak as subject and the woman artist writes 
[...] as a daughter and not as a mother (Hirsch, 1989, p.l 18).

If the mother remains the object of the daughter’s desire and discourse, how then can an 

equal relationship based on reciprocity (as advocated by Luce Irigaray) and ‘mutual 

recognition’ (Jessica Benjamin) be established between mother and daughter? In the 

‘autobiographical’ texts of both Roy and Noel, there is an incisive attempt to give a 

voice to the daughter’s and the mother’s reality. Whether or not this is actually 

achieved is questionable, as the obstacles encountered by both writers in such an 

endeavour are multifarious. The intention nonetheless, to allow the mother to be heard, 

remains manifest throughout.

On the whole, the texts of Roy and Noel are recounted from the perspective of the 

daughter who assumes the position of the first person narrative ( ‘je ’) and through whom 

the reader gains access to the mother’s ( ‘elle’) experiences. The frequent use of indirect 

discourse and reported speech, however, draws the mother closer to the reader and 

provides a more immediate insight into her thoughts and feelings. In this way, the 

daughter acts as a mediator between the mother and the outside world. Interestingly, in 

the texts of Gabrielle Roy, the exchange between mother and daughter spans three 

generations with Melina/Eveline allowing her own mother to make herself heard 

through her as a daughter. In La Route d ’Altamont, Eveline reveals: ‘Chaque jour, a 

present, en vivant ma vie, c’est comme je lui {sa m eref^  donnais une voix pour 

s’exprimer’ {La Route d ’Altamont, p. 139). Eveline’s daughter, Christine (the narrator), 

draws a similar conclusion as she observes her mother defending her own mother, 

Christine’s grandmother, in a discussion with uncle Cleophas (Eveline’s brother): 

‘Maman avait I’air d’etre a I’ecoute de quelqu’un d’invisible, une ame disparue peut- 

etre et qui ne cessait pour autant de se faire entendre’ (Ibid, p. 135). Whether or not the

M v insertion .
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daughter can authentically capture and relay the mother’s voice without implicating 

herself is debatable, but this does not seem to be the claim of either author. When 

describing the mother’s thoughts and feelings, the daughter often speaks hesitantly and 

eschews imposing her own perspective:

J’avais I’impression que ma mere...(La Femme, p. 123)

Je me demande si de tous les paysages qu’elle avait vus, ce n’est pas celui-la 
seul qui lui est revenu a la veille de sa mort {Eveline, p.41).

Ma mere, pas un seul instant de sa vie dans les plaines, je pense, n’a jamais 
oublie le contour {Eveline, p.41).^*^

In the concluding paragraph to La Femme de ma vie, Noel admits the difficulties the 

daughter encounters in the retelling of the mother’s story: ‘Des I’ete de sa mort, j ’ai 

reve d’ecrire ce livre sur elle pour celebrer son verbe a la fois plethorique et lapidaire. 

Mais je n’ai pas son style’ {La Femme, p. 164). Furthermore, she highlights the quasi

impossibility of constructing ‘un recit complet et objectif (Ibid) and in which she, as 

the daughter, is not involved:

Je voulais quelque chose qui eflt son panache, de plaisantes anecdotes, et ne 
raconter que de bons moments. Mais un tel livre aurait ete faux car trop de 
douleur me liait a elle et je n’ai pas su en faire I’economie (Ibid).

Noel continues, ‘Je n’ai done pas cherche “la” verite’ (Ibid), aware that there will never 

be just one side to the mother-daughter saga but eager to portray her mother as honestly 

as possible.

It would seem therefore, that when one writes about the mother from the daughter’s 

perspective, both narratives are inevitably embroiled. However, with regard to the 

‘autobiographical series’ of Gabrielle Roy, there is one particular text that merits 

singling out -  De quoi t ’enniiies-tu, Eveline (1988). As the title suggests, this text 

focuses the character of Eveline, the mother of Christine, and attempts to develop her 

subjectivity. The narrative unfolds as a response to the question posed in the title and 

seeks to delve into the thoughts and feelings of Eveline, but, most importantly, it 

endeavours to achieve this in the absence of the daughter. Although the daughter is 

present at the very beginning of the text, as is evident in the repeated utterance of

^  My emboldening.
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‘Maman’, this quickly gives way to an omniscient author and ‘Maman’ becomes 

‘Eveline’, an established subject. While the fact that ‘Maman’ appears in the opening 

pages and that Eveline never assumes the position of first person narrative may be 

emblematic of the daughter’s difficulty and malaise in allowing the mother to speak 

alone, it is nonetheless clear in De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline, that the daughter sincerely 

wishes to bestow a sense of independence and individuality on the mother. This is 

obvious in the simple fact that, for the first time, the daughter (Christine) allows the 

mother to undertake a journey on her own, in contrast to the other texts featuring the 

mother-daughter unit of Eveline and Christine, where the former is always accompanied 

on her travels by the latter. In an analysis of De quoi t ’ennuies-tu, Eveline, Lori Saint- 

Martin remarks:

La fille-narratrice tente de deviner la mere, pour redecouvrir ses pensees et ses 
sentiments et, finalement, pour devenir elle, pour parler avec sa voix plutot que 
de lui en imposer une. Ainsi, la fille-narratrice, par son effacement, donne a la 
mere un espace narratif et une voix qui lui sont propres, mais pas le statut de 
narratrice (Saint-Martin 1999, p. 158).

Without a doubt, by dispensing with the daughter in the mother’s narrative, Roy’s text 

delves into realms as yet under-explored by women writers. Again Saint-Martin reflects 

on the contemporaneity of Roy’s work:

Tres tot, et bien avant que les theoriciennes feministes n’en annoncent le projet, 
Gabrielle Roy aura su ebaucher une reconnaissance de la subjectivite maternelle 
et meme proceder a I’inscription de la voix de la mere dans le texte de la fille. 
La modernite de ses ecrits n’est jamais plus eclatante que lorsqu’il est question 
de la mere, et du meme coup, de I’ecriture (Ibid, p. 160).

However, the fact that it is either the mother or the daughter who speaks is also 

noteworthy; as it would appear that the voice of one is dependent on the silence of the 

other. Furthermore, in the text under examination, Eveline, over the course of a lengthy 

bus journey to visit her dying brother, travels back to her ow'n childhood, to a time 

before marriage and motherhood. Consequently, she exists as a daughter in the text and 

not as a mother, thus begging the question as to whether the mother can ever really be 

envisaged as a subject from the daughter’s perspective?

To briefly summarise, where Roy and Noel are concerned, all efforts by the daughter to 

empower the mother, to permit her to exist alongside the daughter as a subject, to allow
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her to speak, remain problematic. That said, it cannot be denied that both venture far in 

their quest to locate the mother’s voice, especially Gabrielle Roy who is justly 

described by Saint-Martin as a ‘figure de pionniere’ (1999, p. 159) in this domain.
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7.46: The Final Loss

In an essay published in a special edition of Feminist Studies (1978), entitled Towards 

a Feminist Theory o f M otherhood, Judith Kegan Gardiner examines the significance of 

the maternal deathbed scene in w om en’s writing. According to Kegan Gardiner, the 

maternal deathbed scene is rich in symbolism. First, it often serves as the locus for the 

dramatisation of the heroine’s {daughter’s) central struggle for her identity. Second, it 

has the potential to function as a site of reconciliation between mother and daughter. 

However, it could also be that the dying mother represents the stultifying role and 

negative personal traits that the daughter wishes to bury. Finally, and possibly most 

interestingly, as the ailing mother prepares to leave this life, the maternal deathbed 

scene represents an occasion when the daughter is forced to see the mother, albeit 

fleetingly, as a separate person (Kegan Gardiner, 1978, p p .146-165).

The death of the mother plays a key role in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and 

Noel and it would seem that the daughter is never really able to recover from her loss. 

The pursuit of the mother in their texts displays an urge to reunite with the mother and 

is a means of compensating for her absence after death. It is also a way to preserve her 

memory. The mother’s failing health is very much present in the texts of both authors: 

it is a source of distress for the daughter who finds it difficult to cope with this doleful 

reality and the impending loss of her childhood image of the mother. The way that the 

mother deals with her illness merits discussion. In the case of Roy, the mother tries to 

hide her worries, physical and psychological - ‘Cela lui ressemblait si peu d ’avouer la 

fatigue’ - and to cover up the gravity her gradual degeneration, keeping it as ‘le secret 

entre elle et son m edecin’ {Le Temps qui m ’a manque, pp. 14 and 17). Her primary 

concern is not for herself but to protect her children and to spare them, in her opinion, 

any unnecessary grief; ‘[...] mais sur le point de s ’ouvrir completement le coeur, elle 

{la mere) se retenait, incapable, pour en etre delivree, de me {la f i lle f^  charger de son 

angoisse’ (Ibid, p.29). At the same time, there is a certain amount of denial on the part 

of the daughter that the mother is becoming increasingly unwell -  ‘Elle ne m ’avait 

pourtant pas paru si malade I’ete passe’ (Ibid, p. 14) -  whence the shock at the news that 

her mother has passed away. For Judith Kegan Gardiner, this is because the mother 

becomes synonymous with pain and suffering to the extent that it becomes the expected

My insertions in brackets.
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norm (1978, p .159). It is also due to the fact that so much of the daughter’s identity 

quest is caught up in the pursuit of the self to the detriment of her relationship with her 

mother. Roy herself confesses:

Mais je rentrais presque epuisee de mon long voyage, la tete pleine des mille 
choses que j ’avais vues et avais peur de ne pas bien rendre, si inquiete et 
tracassee au sujet de mon travail a venir [...] que, dans mon mal a moi, j ’avais 
pu passer sans le voir a cote du sien, deja peut-etre tres serieux des ce moment- 
la {Le Temps qui m ’a manque, p. 15).

While Melina Roy shields her daughter from her pain in order to protect her, w ĥere 

Jeanne Pelletier is concerned, it is more a stubborness and a refusal of old-age that leads 

her to keep the worst of her afflictions to herself. Jeanne makes a sharp distinction 

between herself and other old people -  ‘Elle exprima clairement une seule chose: elle 

ne voulait pas etre enfermee avec des vieux' {La Femme, p. 116) -  and vehemently 

struggles against her ailments, leading to a long and drawn-out illness: ‘Je ne meurs pas 

cette annee, je n’ai pas le temps’ (Ibid, p. 120). Like Roy, Noel is also guilty of ignoring 

the gravity of her mother’s condition even though the signs were there: ‘Les 

changements s’etaient manifestos avant, par une alteration de son caractere, dont j ’avais 

minimise I’importance (Ibid, p.l 19).

The main discrepancy in the treatment of the mother’s death between Roy and Noel is 

in the lead-up. In La Femme de ma vie, the mother’s gradual deterioration is described 

at length, right up until the moment of her death. In Roy’s text however, Le Temps qui 

m ’a manque, whose starting point and central focus is the mother’s death, the naixative 

unfolds immediately after the latter’s decease. Although the mother’s failing health is 

briefly mentioned in Roy’s other ‘autobiographical’ texts, the author does not deal with 

it as extensively as Noel. In La femme de ma vie, Jeanne Pelletier’s hospital 

consultations, her treatment and the dismal facts of her condition are all presented to the 

reader, as is the daughter’s anguish at witnessing her mother fight a losing battle against 

cancer and realising her mother’s mortality. Unable to face the harsh reality that she 

will soon lose her mother forever, the daughter tries to convince herself otherwise:

Aucun medecin n’etait disponible pour me parler mais I’infirmiere en chef me 
re9ut avec chaleur et me dit tout ce qu’elle connaissait de la leucemie des 
personnes ag&s. Elle me confia que sa propre mere avait survecu cinq ans a ce
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diagnostic. Je m ’accrochai a ce chiffre; maman vivrait encore cinq ans®  ̂{La
Femme, p. 121).

For the most part, the daughter remains at the mother’s side throughout her illness, but 

this does not mean that relations between them are no longer ambivalent. Mother and 

daughter continue to quarrel and the daughter grows frustrated with the burden of care 

placed on her. And yet, each time the daughter thinks that she can longer deal with or 

be around her mother, she finds herself being drawn back to her again: ‘Tres lentement, 

la rancoeur m ’a quittee. Puis I’inquietude m ’a reprise [...] je  lui donnai signe de vie’ 

(Ibid, p. 145).

The reunion between mother and daughter during the latter’s illness, takes on a sinister 

air. Noel reveals that, ‘chaque fois que je  I’approche, j ’ai I’impression d ’entrer avec 

elle dans la m ort’ (Ibid, p. 150), as if their lives are so closely intertwined that one will 

not be able to take leave of this life without the other. At the same time however, the 

daughter is acutely aware that this is one journey she cannot undertake with or for the 

mother -  ‘Mais je  ne peux pas souffrir a sa place, mourir a sa place’ (Ibid, p. 150). 

Ironically, it is only through death that the mother will ultimately manage to define 

herself as separate from the daughter.

In the final stages of the illness, mother and daughter are increasingly unable to separate 

from each other with Francine grasping Jeanne’s hand as she draws her last breath. It is 

the ultimate role reversal where the daughter accompanies the mother, the woman who 

brought her into this world, as she makes her exit from it.

L ’agonie a dure cinq jours. [...] je  m ’assoyais dans son lit et je  lui tenais la 
main, comme a une enfant qui a besoin d ’etre rassuree [...]. Le dernier jour [...] 
elle m ’appela: Francine! ‘Oui, maman, je  suis la, je  reste avec toi toute la 
journee.’ D ’une voix chargee d ’angoisse, elle demanda: La nuit aussi? Je dis: 
‘Oui, la nuit aussi.’ Sa main se detendit et elle ne dit plus rien (Ibid, p. 153).

It would seem that it is not until the mother has been reassured one last time that her 

daughter is by her side and will not abandon her, that she is able to pass away 

peacefully.

My emphasis.
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In the opening pages of Le Temps qui m ’a manque, Melina Roy is already deceased and 

Gabrielle, stunned to say the least, is making her way back home by train for the 

funeral. It is revealed that Gabrielle received a telegram from her siblings that morning 

announcing the death of their mother. As she sits on the train she reads and rereads it, 

too stupefied to really absorb the news, or perhaps unwilling to accept it: ‘Maman est 

morte. Je n ’arrivais pas encore malgre tout a le croire tout a fait, tout au fond de I’am e’ 

{Le Temps qui m ’a manque, p. 14). As Kegan Gardiner indicates, the maternal deathbed 

is a possible site of reconcialition between mother and daughter. Roy however, in 

contrast to Noel, is deprived of this opportunity and her mind is tormented with 

questions and alternative scenarios: what if she had been the first of the siblings to be 

contacted; perhaps she should have read the signs of her m other’s illness better and 

been more prepared; surely her mother or her siblings could have better informed her of 

her mother’s deteriorating health? Roy feels that she has been robbed of a crucial final 

encounter between mother and daughter.

Je m ’imaginais que, partie plus tot, je  serais arrivee a temps pour revoir ma mere 
vivante et recueillir son dernier regard. Et je  me faisais de ces choses que 
maintenant je n ’aurais jam ais une sorte de tresor que, meme I’ayant perdu, je 
possederais en quelque sorte pour toujours. Que disait Esther a ce sujet? Q u’il 
convenait -  n ’etait-ce pas cela? -  aux etres qui s ’aiment de faire leurs adieux sur 
cette terre (Ibid, p. 15).

M elina’s death resurrects in Gabrielle all the old feelings of guilt at having abandoned 

the mother and her obsession with recompensing the mother. This time however, there 

is also the distressing realisation for the daughter that now it is too late.

A la douleur d ’avoir perdu ma mere se melait, se melerait a jamais celle de 
m ’etre fait derober le bonheur que j ’aurais eu de lui en apporter une part avant 
qu’elle ne m ’eut quittee (Ibid, p.33).

The same sense of guilt and regret is expressed in La Femme de ma vie where Noel 

confesses, ‘Je ne me consolais pas de tous nos conflits non resolus’ and chastises herself 

‘de n ’avoir pas assez fait avec elle de son vivant’ (La Femme, p. 157). The fact that Roy 

persistently tries to convince herself that she did do enough for her mother and that she 

succeeded in making her happy -  ‘A travers des larmes et parfois un sourire distrait, je 

disais combien depuis toujours je  m ’etais hatee pour venir au secours de ma m ere’ - 

only serves to further highlight the daughter’s underlying fear that she may have failed
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to achieve this goal, that is, ‘chercher ce qu’il y avait de meilleur [...]. Je le 

rapporterais a ma mere. Et elle en serait a jamais rejouie’ {Le Temps qui m 'a  manque, 

pp.35 and 13). In a cruel twist of fate, just as Roy is eagerly writing a letter to her 

mother announcing her permanent journalistic contract with the magazine Le Bulletin 

des Agriculteurs, the income from which would have assured a more comfortable 

lifestyle for the mother, the telegram containing the news of latter’s death has already 

begun its journey;

Enfin j ’ecrivais la phrase que j ’avais si longtemps desire ecrire: ‘Sois sans 
i n q u i e t u d e . J e  me rappelai la joie que j ’avais eprouvee en trafant ces 
mots, une joie qui dans ma pensee jam ais plus ne serait joie [...]. Ainsi, a 
I’heure ou je  courais a la poste y deposer ma lettre, il n ’etait deja plus le temps 
de rejouir ma mere, il n ’en avait deja plus ete le temps au moment oij je  lui 
ecrivais dans le chaud rayon de soleil entre par la fenetre. C ’etait a une morte 
que j ’ecrivais. C ’etait a une morte que j ’offrais mon secours qui avait trop 
longtemps tarde (Ibid, pp.30-33).

It is also possible to detect a certain amount of egotism and self-pity in Roy’s desolation 

at the mother’s sudden death -  Roy, to an extent, is angry at the mother for having died 

before she had the chance to repay her debts as now she will have to face the burden of 

carrying them with her for the rest of her life. Ironically, the daughter finds herself 

suffering the same agony that her mother had to endure for so long, namely, the pain of 

abandonment.

The texts of Roy and Noel provide an insight into the emotional pain felt by the 

grieving daughter at the mother’s decease. In the case of the former, the initial reaction 

is shock and disbelief. She repeats the words ‘Maman est morte’ over and over on the 

train as if the act of pronouncing them will induce realisation. At first, Roy is unable to 

cry: ‘Aucune larme ne m ’etait encore pourtant venue. J ’avais les yeux secs d ’une 

fievreuse. Je n ’etais pas encore, j ’imagine, entierement livree a la peine, trop etourdie, 

trop abasourdie par le choc pour en ressentir toute la force’ (Ibid, p.24). It is not until 

the middle of the night, en route to the funeral and in the company of strangers, that 

Roy unleashes her agony:

Alors enfin me vinrent des larmes. Je ne pus bientot plus retenir des sanglots. 
Des gens commencerent a se tourner vers moi, sympathiques ou curieux. Je 
m ’enfuis pour pleurer sans temoins dans les toilettes. [...]. Mes sanglots 
redoublerent [...] aveuglees par les larmes, secouees par la revolte (Ibid, p .34).
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Noel, on the other hand, due to the nature of the m other’s illness, has sufficient time to 

prepare for her impending death and to say her final goodbye. Nonetheless, there is still 

much that remains unresolved and unsaid between mother and daughter. Roy, by 

contrast, is caught unawares by the mother’s sudden departure and does not have the 

opportunity to be reconciled with her. Hence, the confession at the coffinside - a final 

moment of intimacy and physical proximity between mother and daughter, which 

parallels the bedside scene in La Femme de ma vie, and a last attempt at absolution from 

the mother on the part of the daughter.

Seulement presque toute la nuit, comme nous nous relayions pour la veiller tour 
a tour, j ’eus enfin I’occasion de m ’approcher seule aupres d ’elle. II me semblait 
que je  lui devais des explications au sujet des medailles perdues, que c ’etait ma 
toute derniere chance d ’etre franche avec elle (Ibid, p.53).

The grieving process is ‘un long derangement’ {La Femme, p. 157) for both Roy and 

Noel. The latter is unable to part with her any of mother’s possessions and spends 

hours in her fiat, looking through her affairs, in an attempt to be close to the mother, to 

find her again: ‘Je gardai aussi ses bijoux et ses vetements. Je les ai portes, au grand 

etonnement de mon entourage. J 'etais atteinte d ’une sorte de mimetisme primitif 

proche de la contagion. Je voulais me vetir d ’elle, me I’incorporer’ (Ibid). Roy enters a 

period of depression (referred to in the latter section of Le Temps qui m ’a manque) that 

is difficult to shake off. During a stay in Gaspesie for the purpose of journalistic 

research, Roy describes her enduring bereavement as rendered even more unbearable by 

her beautiful surroundings from which she fails to take solace:

[...] mes sanglots eclaterent a la pensee d ’un monde encore si beau dont maman 
n’etait plus, dont maman etait exclue, dont maman ne faisait plus partie. [...]. 
Tout paraissait vouloir incliner le coeur a la joie, et je  me revoltais contre cette 
joie de vivre a laquelle il me paraissait que je  ne saurais plus prendre part {Le 
Temps qui m ’a manque, p .87).

Both Roy and Noel infer that, during the worst moments of their grief, they harbour a 

wish to be dead too, such is the pain for the daughter who is now forced to exist without 

the mother. Roy reveals that ‘par moments, je  ne savais pas si je  n ’en voulais pas plus a 

maman de m ’avoir mise au monde que d ’etre m orte’ (Ibid, p.39), while Noel states, 

‘malade, j ’ai pense mourir a mon tour pour faire comme elle’ {La Femme, p. 157).
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One fact that is made very clear by the death of the mother is the intensity and enduring 

nature of the mother-daughter bond. As Roy travels home through the night by train to 

attend her mother’s funeral, she confides;

C’est en cette nuit de juin 1943, quelque part dans une foret de I’Ontario, que 
commenga entre ma mere et moi le singulier echange de voix o l i  c ’est pourtant 
moi seule qui rc9ois ses confidences a travers le silence, ou plutot la longue 
quete inepuisable que Ton poursuit d’un etre disparu, qui ne peut avoir de fin 
qu’avec notre propre fin {Le Temps qui m ’a manque, pp.25-26).

Although the mother may have departed, her interaction with her daughter does not 

cease -  her voice continues to be heard and listened to by the daughter. In fact, while 

keeping vigil by her mother’s coffin, Roy renews her vow of vengeance: ‘Je me surpris 

a lui promettre, tout en pleurant, que j ’obtiendrais, pour la consoler et la rehausser, bien 

d’autres medailles, des dizaines de medailles (Ibid, p.54). As Frangois Ricard remarks, 

this ‘echange de voix’ between mother and daughter will penetrate the latter’s entire 

career as a writer, who will seek through their continuing dialogue a means of repairing 

the severed bond (Ricard, 2000, p.243). Cruelly, it is not until the mother has gone that 

the daughter seems to realise the uniqueness of their relationship and to reach an 

understanding of the mother. Roy repines:

Ce n’est jamais qu’a travers notre seule experience que nous connaissons la 
sienne, a travers notre maladie sa cruelle maladie, a travers notre ennui son 
intarissable ennui, a travers notre mort ses derniers instants solitaires. Ainsi il 
est a jamais trop tard pour seulement faire savoir a I’etre que nous aimons 
combien nous le comprenons et comprenons sa pauvre vie dont quelque detail 
jusque-la nous a manque {Le Temps qui m ’a manque, pp.25-26).

For Noel, ‘ce qui rend la mort revoltante, c ’est de savoir que I’etre cesse d’exister a tout 

jamais’ {La Femme, p. 163). She continues:

La mort marque la perte de la conscience: tout se degrade et se disperse, et plus 
jamais ne se retrouveront ensemble les molecules ayant forme tel corps, tel 
cerveau uniques. Jeanne Pelletier ne pense plus et ne sent plus rien. Absente 
d’elle-meme a tout jamais, elle Test aussi pour les survivants (Ibid).

Thus, through her writing the daughter becomes the mother’s historian, preserving her 

story and granting her literary immortality.
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8: THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP IN THE FICTION OF 

GABRIELLE ROY 

8.1: General Introduction

This section will look at the mother-daughter relationship in the fiction of Gabrielle Roy 

as distinct from her ‘autobiographical’ works discussed in the previous section. The 

texts examined here will include Bonheur d ’occasion. La Petite Poule d ’eau and La 

Riviere sans repos, due to the pivotal position they accord to the mother-daughter 

relationship. They will be studied in the following order -  first, Bonheur d ’occasion, 

second, La Riviere sans repos and third, La Petite Poule d ’eau. This particular order 

respects the mother-daughter trajectory as opposed to following the publication dates.

8.2;Bonheur d’occasion

In Ecrire dans la maison du pere  (1990), Patricia Smart remarks on the overwhelming 

presence, or rather, invasion, of the mother figure in Roy’s first novel, Bonheur 

d ’occasion, which is dedicated to Melina Roy (Roy’s own mother) and was marked by 

her death during the course of its composition. It is almost. Smart suggests, as if the 

mother took over the novel against the author's own will (Smart 1990, p.201). It would 

seem that the mother has inevitably written her way into and claimed a central role in 

the daughter’s text, just as she did in real life. In Fragile lumieres de terre, Roy herself 

speaks of the centrality of the mother figure in Bonheur d ’occasion'.

Cette petite femme de peuple, douce et imaginative, je  peux bien vous avouer 
aujourd’hui qu’elle s’est introduite presque de force dans mon recit, qu’elle en a 
bouleverse la construction, qu’elle en est arrivee a le dominer par la seule 
qualite si peu litteraire de sa tendresse. Et je  suis bien reconnaissante 
aujourd’hui a Rose-Anna de m ’avoir force la main, parce que sans I’humilite et 
la force de sa tendresse, il me semble que mon recit n ’aurait pas eu le don de 
vous emouvoir (Fragiles lumieres 1978, p. 163).

But Bonheur d ’occasion is not just the mother’s saga; the daughter is very much at the 

heart of the narrative too and the tortured relationship between the two women has not 

gone unnoticed by feminist critics of Roy’s work.^^ As Smart points out, Florentine

N a m ely  G abrielle  P ascal, Paula G ilbert L ew is, Lori Saint-M artin , Carol .1. H arvey, M arie-P ierre  
A ndron, Patricia Sm art.
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Lacasse is the first daughter in Quebec women’s writing who is not motherless^'* (Smart 

1990, p.216), thus Roy is one of the first Quebec women writers to acknowledge the 

importance of this relationship in a woman’s life. By placing this relationship at the 

centre of her text and revealing the interaction between mother and daughter to be 

painful and complicated, Roy demonstrates both an awareness of how patriarchal 

culture pits women against each other in order to perpetuate their submission and a 

realisation that the only hope for female solidarity lies in the ability to resolve and 

rethink the mother-daughter relationship:

Dans cette guerre qui oppose Florentine a sa propre mere, aux autres femmes de 
son milieu et done a elle-meme, se situe le noeud a defaire afin que la 
transmission culturelle {au feminin^^) soit possible (Ibid, pp.216-217).

8.21: Maternal inheritance

Maternal inheritance in Bonheur d'occasion  is essentially negative. The only example 

that the mother can show to the daughter is one of hardship, misery and servitude -  

‘cette debacle de I’ego sacrifie aux exigences de la famille avant d ’avoir meme pu se 

decouvrir’ (Pascal 1988, p .150).

For Madame Laplante, Rose-Anna’s mother, the journey through life is likened to a 

purgatory, a suffering that she had had to undertake in order to earn her place in heaven. 

Certainly, she took care of her fifteen children, fed them, washed them, clothed them, 

tended to their needs and provided shelter, but motherhood does not seem to have 

brought her any joy: ‘Toute sa vie elle avait parle de supporter ses croix, ses epreuves, 

ses fardeaux. Elle avait parle toute sa vie de resignation chretienne et de douleurs a 

endurer’ {Bonheur d ’occasion, p.203). Thus the message that Madame Laplante 

transmits to her daughter Rose-Anna, is essentially pessimistic -  a w om an’s life is one 

of obligation and suffering that she must resign herself to. There is little point in 

strugghng against this. On the eve of Rose-Anna’s wedding, M adame Laplante warns 

her daughter that, ‘la misere nous trouve. T ’auras tes peines aussi’ (Ibid, p.203). The 

maternal inheritance that passes from Madame Laplante to Rose-Anna is resignation,

Apart from. Smart concedes, the very young M arie-Didace Beauchem in (Germaine Guevrem ont).
M y insertion.
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martyrdom and the negation of any hope for happiness: ‘elle ne croyait pas au bonheur, 

elle n ’y avait jam ais cru’ (Ibid, p.202).

Although Rose-Anna may initially struggle against her m other’s fatalism^^, eventually, 

like Madame Laplante, she too becomes resigned to her suffering and becomes the 

same bleak personification of misery for Florentine that her own mother was for her. 

As Patricia Smart points out, ‘la plainte’ is the only language that Rose-Anna has at her 

disposal to communicate with her daughter (Smart 1990, p.212). Of her mother, 

Florentine observes the absence of joy in her life and the misery that seems to follow 

her around:

Ah! C ’etait bien la sa mere, songea Florentine, trouvant tout de suite le langage 
de leurs ennuis! [...] malgre elle c ’etaient les mots de peine qui lui venaient a 
ses levres. C ’etaient la ses vrais mots de salutation (Bonheur d ’occasion, 
p.l22).

When Florentine chastises her mother for falling pregnant once again, Rose-Anna 

replies with words which her own mother will echo later in the novel -  ‘Q u’est-ce que 

tu veux, Florentine, on ne fait pas comme on veut dans la vie; on fait comme on peut’ 

(Ibid, p.89). Madame Laplante will make a similar pronouncement to Rose-Anna when 

the latter goes to visit her: ‘Tu vois a c’te heure que la vie, ma fille, on arrange pas §a 

comme on veut’ (Ibid, p.201). Given that maternal inheritance is overwhelmingly 

negative in Bonheur d ’occasion, it is not surprising that there should emerge such a 

vehement revolt against the mother on the part of the daughter. This outright rejection 

of the mother’s example is primarily evident in the character of Florentine Lacasse. It 

is also understandable that a mother should fear that a daughter will be trapped in a 

similarly miserable destiny, condemned ‘a la souffrance et a I’humiliation du corps’ 

(Ibid, p.279). Hence, Rose-Anna’s confused reaction at the onset of her younger 

daughter’s (Yvonne’s) adolescence:

Sous le vetement de nuit, Rose-Anna venait de sentir les formes naissantes, 
toutes gracieuses de sa fille. [...]. Et elle ne sut pas tout de suite si cette pensee 
lui donnait de la joie ou I’accablait davantage (Ibid, p.369)

Rose-Anna has come to associate womanhood with pain and sacrifice and thus cannot 

envisage any possibility of happiness for her daughters:

Fatalism in the mother-daughter relationship will be discussed further on, with reference to R ose- 
A nna’s attempt to differentiate herself from her mother.
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Toujours elle avail voulu des filles. Et pourtant, au dernier moment, elle avait 
desire, chaque fois, mettre au monde un enfant male, qui souffrirait moins 
qu’elle. Toujours, dans I’obscurite, dans la solitude, a travers la detresse du 
corps, elle avait redoute de donner naissance a une fille (Ibid, p.379).

W hile, on the one hand, the above citation illustrates the unique character of the 

mother-daughter bond (evident in Rose-Anna’s desire to have girls), it also reveals an 

anxiety that the mother will not be able to transmit a positive example to her daughter.

8.22: Florentine’s revolt

Moi je ferai comme je  voudrai. Moi, j ’aurai pas de misere comme sa mere 
{Bonheur d'occasion, p .89).

For Florentine Lacasse, the mother’s life resembles ‘un long voyage gris, terne, que 

jam ais, elle [...] n ’accomplirait’ (Ibid, p. 122). Faced daily with the never-ending 

struggle and weariness of her mother, Florentine determines to take her destiny into her 

own hands and to define herself in opposition to Rose-Anna. All descriptions of the 

latter in the novel highlight her life of self-sacrifice and suffering endured for the sake 

of her family and the toll that this has taken on her, both physically and mentally. This 

example of martyrdom and resignation does not go unheeded by the daughter who, 

fearful of becoming trapped in the same way as her mother, in poverty and maternity, 

vows not to follow the same path and consequently rejects all that Rose-Anna 

represents to her mind: isolation, servitude, exhaustion and the impossibility of finding 

happiness:

Elle {Florentine) est saisie d ’horreur devant le spectacle de la condition 
feminine que lui offre sa mere et elle refuse de s’identifier a cette image de 
misere et de demission. [...]. Volontaire et independante, elle tente [...] de se 
defendre, car une violente revolte nait en elle a I’idee de connaitre le meme 
asservissement que Rose-Anna (Pascal 1988, p. 154).

As it is Rose-Anna’s body which shows the most visible marks of her suffering, it is not 

surprising that, in her revolt against a similar miserable destiny, transmitted from 

mother to daughter, Florentine should choose to demarcate herself physically from the 

mother. Rose-Anna, ‘deformee par de nombreuses maternites, semblait toujours porter
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un fardeau sous sa robe gonflee’ (Ibid p.89) has pain written all over her body and each 

time Florentine perceives this, her resolve to control her own physicality strengthens.

Puisque des qu’elle devient mere, la femme royenne est une image de 
resignation, de deformation du corps, le corps problematique devra etre 
combattu par les descendants (Andron 2002, p.85).

From the opening pages of the novel, we learn that Florentine is thin and slight, verging 

on childlike in appearance. On seeing her in the cafe, Quinze Cents, for the first time, 

Jean Levesque notices ‘le tressaillement de ses mains, freles comme celles d’un enfant; 

il vit les clavicules se decouper dans I’enchancrure de son corsage’ (Ibid, p. 12). With 

‘des seins pointus et tout petits’, it would seem that Florentine has tried to halt the 

development of her body, to keep it in a prepubescent state, safe from the dangers of 

womanhood and the suffering that the mature female body brings, as she has witnessed 

in the example of her mother. Marie-Pierre Andron reflects on this negation or refusal

of the body on the part of the daughter in the Royan universe:

Les filles veulent soustraire leur corps a I’ideologie qui presida a la vie des 
meres dont la fameuse ‘revanche des berceaux’. [...]. Pour les filles de ces 
meres sacrifices, la maternite est regressive du point de vue de I'identite. La 
refuser, c’est refuser la loi biologique du corps, done refuser le destin corporel 
de celles qui les ont precedees et rendre caduques douleurs et humiliations. 
Leur logique de refus s’exprime par la recherche d’une image personnelle basee 
sur un antagonisme. Refusant d’etre un prolongement filial des meres elles 
s'efforceront a une tentative de reappropriation de leur destin par la maitrise du 
corps (Ibid, p.72).

Andron (2002) and Bourbonnais (in Saint-Martin 1992) identify an unwillingness to 

nourish the body in Bonheur d ’occasion and suggest that Florentine may suffer from 

anorexia, as she is so thin her appearance startles those who look close enough -  

‘Comme tu es maigre’ exclaims Jean Levesque {Bonheur d ’occasion, p. 195) and;

II { J e a n f  fut frappe de sa maigreur. Autour de sa taille, elle avait pourtant tire 
jusqu’au bout le ceinturon de son uniforme vert, mais on devinait que ses 
vetements adheraient a peine a son corps fluet (Ibid, p. 12).

Andron notes that when Florentine is invited to the restaurant either by Jean or
98Emmanuel, she hardly eats at all, nor does she display any desire for food. The scene

”  M y  insertion.
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between Jean and Florentine at dinner for the first time in an elegant restaurant in town 

is worthy of commentary. As the exquisite dishes arrive on the table, Florentine does 

not seem remotely interested:

Les plats se suivaient: le potage Julienne, les hors-d'oeuvre, une entree de filet 
de sole, I’entrecote, la laitue, les patisseries fran9aises. Et elle parlait toujours. 
Elle s’arretait parfois pour picorer dans son assiette comme un oiseau {Bonheur 
d ’occasion, p.89).

This behaviour is repeated the second time Jean and Florentine dine together -  

Florentine barely eats anything, ‘ne faisant que porter une fourchette a sa bouche pour 

la laisser aussitot retomber’ (Ibid, p. 194).

Nicole Bourbonnais makes an analogy between the decor of the first restaurant that 

Florentine visits with Jean (which Florentine seems more interested in than the food) 

and her physicality;

Ce qui met I’eau a sa bouche, c ’est plutot I’elegance du lieu, son decor de bon 
gout, soit la blancheur des nappes, le miroitement des cristaux, bref la 
transparence du lieu qui est a 1’image de son corps desincarne (Bourbonnais in 
Saint-Martin 1992, p. 110).

Florentine’s relationship with food in the novel is overwhelmingly negative and 

nourishment is only ever directed towards others, and denied to the self. Bourbonnais 

comments:

Le rapport de Florentine a I’objet alimentaire temoigne encore de son dedain 
pour I’embonpoint. Chez elle, aucune appetence pour les substances 
nourricieres, aucun signe de gourmandise qui s’expliquerait pourtant aisement 
du fait de I’extreme denuement de la famille. L’acte de se nourrir est toujours 
pour autrui, toujours oriente vers I’axe du devoir: soit que la jeune serveuse, 
dans I’obligation de gagner sa vie, assure le passage des mets en echange d’une 
maigre pitance ou de ces restes que sont les pourboires, soit qu’elle offre, dans 
un moment d’oubli de soi, un bon repas a sa mere (deja grosse), soit qu’en guise 
d’appat, elle prepare du sucre a la creme pour Jean (Ibid, p.l 10).

Food is refused in Bonheur d ’occasion in order to prevent the development of child

bearing hips and the heaviness so often associated with Rose-Anna. For Florentine, the 

emaciated body represents freedom from the constraints of motherhood and the misery

Given that Florentine com es from a poor background and would rarely have the opportunity to eat so  
w ell in such a luxurious restaurant, one would expect her to devour the niceties before her.
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of womanhood. It also reflects a desire to repress one’s sexuality. Again, for 

Florentine, female sexuality has only one possible outcome - that is, pregnancy and 

pain. Nicole Bourbonnais speaks of ‘le rejet obstine du ventre’ manifest in Bonheur 

d ’occasion and identifies the following principle: ‘appetit = corps plantureux = 

procreation’ (Ibid, p. 109 and p . l l l ) .  Thus, Florentine, in her determination to live 

differently from her mother, will attempt to deconstruct this equation and replace it with 

her own: lack of appetite = thinness = infertility = control of the body = liberation = 

happiness. Andron elaborates on this point, referring to ‘le culte d’une maigreur 

salvatrice’ (Andron 2002, p.90) in Bonheur d ’occasion:

Cette anorexic des filles incarne [...] une manifestation de leur volonte: celle de 
maitrise du corps qui fait cruellement defaut a leurs meres, soumises aux 
epanchements d’un corps apparement incontrolable par ses maternites et ses 
debordements de taille. C’est donner ainsi aux corps une limite [...] une limite 
de taille ni grasse ni ronde, sans confusion possible avec la matemite, pour un 
coips d’une jeunesse atemporelle, qui les soustrait a ‘une identite’ de femme 
(Ibid, p.93).

Female corporeality is problematic in Bonheur d ’occasion in its potential to imprison 

women in a particular destiny, thus, it would seem that, in the case of Florentine, the 

way to avoid this is by erasing the body. A second strategy adopted by the latter is the 

disguise of the body through adornment (clothes, jewellery, make-up and accessories). 

Florentine’s concern with self-decoration is a defensive strategy, linked to her refusal of 

her mother’s suffering - ‘un insolent dementi a la misere de la mere’ (Ibid, p. 100). Such 

displays of vanity alienate mother from daughter, the former trapped in a body 

sacrificed for others and the latter obsessed with cultivating a body for her alone. 

Florentine’s ostentatious self-decoration erects a banier between her and her mother for 

whom ‘la seduction et I’apparat sont incongrus’ (Ibid).

It is interesting, however, to consider one of the first descriptions given of Florentine in 

the novel:

La faiblesse hereditaire, la misere profonde qu’elle perpetuait et qui faisait aussi 
partie de I’echeance, semblaient sourdre du fond de ses prunelles eteintes et se 
repandre comme un voile sur la figure nue, sans masque^^ {Bonheur 
d ’occasion, p. 17).

M y  hi gh l i gh t ing .
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Florentine’s self-decoration is a means of disguising her miserable reality, an act of 

denial. Her reliance on make-up reveals a desire to erase her natural appearance and 

superimpose a false image in accordance with how she would like to be viewed. 

Florentine daydreams about purchases ( ‘elle songeait aussi a son petit chapeau neuf, au 

parfum qu’elle venait de s’acheter,’ Ibid, p.22) believing that each new item will make 

her happier, will show others that she is successful. Florentine’s make-up ritual has 

become a crutch that she can no longer survive without, hence her anxiety when Jean 

unexpectedly invites her to the restaurant:

Elle avait imagine bien sur, qu’elle sortirait ainsi un jour avec le jeune homme, 
mais mise en ses plus jolies atours. Elle pensa avec detresse, avec une reelle 
detresse, a sa jolie robe neuve [...]. Elle passa en revue tous les petits bijoux de 
son coffre dans lequel elle aurait pu choisir une epingle pour ses cheveux, des 
bracelets [...]. N ’etait-ce vraiment pas navrant, pensait-elle, d ’aller en ville 
dans sa pauvre petite robe de travail et sans aucun bijou (Ibid, p.80).

Florentine’s distress further increases when she fears that she may have forgotten her 

lipstick, that she will be completely ‘naked’ before this young man in the restaurant, 

that he will catch a glimpse of the real her:

Une inquietude s’ajouta soudain a sa grande deception. Avait-elle au moins son 
baton de rouge? Frenetiquement avec des mains qui tremblaient, elle ouvrit son 
sac de faux cuir, et se mit a fouiller parmi les objets qui s’y trouvaient. [...]. A 
la fin, ses doigts rencontrerent le tube de metal; elle le serra avec jo ie et elle fut 
soulagee, elle fut tres soulagee. [...]. Elle se sentait [...] reconfortee parce 
qu’elle avait son baton de rouge (Ibid).

Yet, despite how hard Florentine tries to disguise her impoverished origins and the 

destitution of her family, her mask is not infallible. From the moment Jean Levesque 

casts eyes on the waitress, he detects an air of desperation in her appearance:

II la voyait paree, prete a sortir le soir, avec beaucoup de fard pour couvrir la 
paleur de ses joues, des bijoux cliquetant sur toute sa maigre personne, un petit 
chapeau ridicule, peut-etre meme une voilette derriere laquelle ses yeux avives 
de khol brilleraient: une jeune fille drolement attifee, volage et toute tourmentee 
deja par le desir de lui plaire. Et ce fut en lui comme une poussee de vent 
destructeur (Ibid, p. 13).

In fact, Florentine’s attempts to distance herself from her mother’s misery and her

family’s destitution - her vulgar, cheap perfume, her thickly painted lips, her laddered

stockings and her chipped nail varnish - only serve to further align her with them, as if
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it is a destiny that she cannot escape, that eventually the daughter will become like the 

mother. For Marie-Pierre Andron, it is important not to read any embracing of female 

sexuality in Florentine’s adornment of the body, but rather a rejection (Andron 2002). 

Similarly, Bourbonnais describes Florentine as ‘non-seulement est-elle presentee 

comme indifferente aux voluptes de bouche, mais aussi peu tentee par le plaisir sexuel’ 

(Bourbonnais in Saint-Martin 1992, p .l l  1). Jean is a potential ‘ally’ for Florentine in 

the desperate pursuit of happiness rather than a desired lover.

Paradoxically, the female body, the main cause of the mother’s suffering, becomes the 

daughter’s key to happiness, but only if she can control it. Florentine invests ‘tout son 

charme physique dans un enjeu terrible pour le bonheur’ (Bonheur d ’occasion, p. 18). 

Consequently, the pursuit of emaciation and artifice can be said to be caught up in an 

existential quest, that is, desire for the self as opposed to desire for other. However, as 

Florentine places herself in the power of others, ‘se subordonne aux regards et aux 

desirs d’autrui [...], la seduction pour soi se confond [...] avec la seduction pour 

Autrui’ (Andron 2002, p. 100). Despite this confusion, Florentine’s principal motivation 

is to own her body, to exert mastery over it and to construct a distinct and separate 

identity from the mother. Andron succinctly sums this up:

Ainsi, Florentine n’use pas d’artifices pour susciter le desir mais pour exercer un 
pouvoir sur les hommes, pour gagner son bonheur, puis a la fin du recit, par 
revanche, pour se sauver d’un destin miserable de mere-fille (Ibid, p. 105).

A third means of escape for Florentine Lacasse lies in the pursuit of a man who will 

elevate her to a higher social class, namely, Jean Levesque. Convinced that Jean holds 

the key to future success and happiness, Florentine determines to ally herself with him 

from the moment she sets eyes on him.

II sembla a Florentine que, si elle se penchait vers ce jeune homme, elle 
respirerait I’odeur meme de la grande ville grisante, bien vetue, bien nourrie, 
satisfaite et allant a des divertissements qui se paient cher {Bonheur d ’occasion, 
p.l9).

Jamais elle n’avait rencontre dans sa vie un etre qui portat sur lui de tels signes 
de succes. II pouvait bien, ce gar9on, n’etre qu’un mecanicien en ce moment, 
mais deja elle ne doutait plus de sa reussite dans I’avenir, dans un avenir tres 
rapproche meme, que la justesse de I’instinct qui lui conseillait de s’en faire un 
allie (Ibid, p.20).
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Gabrielle Pascal comments on Florentine’s instant attachment to Jean Levesque:

Croyant trouver en Jean Levesque les elements d ’une existence superieure a 
celle de sa famille, elle {Florentine)^^'^ tente, dans un defi a son destin, de le 
seduire et se laisse plus au moins violer par lui (Pascal 1988, p. 154).

Florentine’s pursuit of Jean is relentless, despite the fact that he is often cold and unkind 

towards her; ‘Jean c ’etait celui qu’il fallait suivre, jusqu’au bout, pour toujours. Jamais 

elle ne le laisserait s’echapper’ (Bonheur d ’occasion, p. 117). For Jean however, 

Florentine personifies all that he has endeavoured to escape, hence his cruel rejection of 

her once he has possessed her:

L’odeur de la pauvrete [...] ce genre de vie miserable contre laquelle tout son 
etre se soulevait [...] sa misere, sa solitude, son enfance triste, sa jeunesse 
solitaire; elle etait tout ce qu’il avait hai, ce qu’il reniait [...] (Ibid, p.213).

Finding herself alone and pregnant, Florentine’s recourse is to seek the protection of yet

another man, instead of reuniting with her mother'®'. It would seem that, although she
1 0 ^has found herself in a similar predicament to her mother “, through which one would 

imagine her mother could guide her, she is still determined that her life will be different 

from the fate of Rose-Anna. Thus, Florentine will abuse the feelings her friend 

Emmanuel Letourneau harbours for her and hastily lead him down the aisle to a 

loveless marriage, simultaneously duping him into believing that he is the father of the 

child she is carrying, all in the pursuit of freedom from her mother’s miserable 

existence. Florentine considers Emmanuel as an answer to her troubles, a way to 

salvage the mess that finds herself in, and so she puts all her energy, her whole self, into 

the game of charming and seducing him ( ‘Quel etait le meilleur moyen de I’ensorceler’, 

Ibid, p.350). Emmanuel will redeem her and restore the image that she has constructed 

of herself, give her back her fabricated identity and imagined destiny.

Emmanuel, il lui semblait qu’il arriverait peut-etre a lui donner le gout de vivre, 
un nouvel orgueil, de la joie encore a etre bien mise, coquette et irresistible. Par 
lui elle avait recommence de se trouver jolie, ardente (Ibid).

Deja elle se voyait renaitre, aimee, plus jolie que jamais, sauvee (Ibid, p.353).

™ M y insertion.
Florentine will make an attempt to return to Rose-Anna for com fort during her hour o f  need, but it w ill 

be a failed attempt, as w ill be discussed latter.
R ose-A nna is also expecting when Florentine falls pregnant, and has much experience o f  childbirth 

and child-rearing.
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8.23: Mother-Daughter (Non-)Communication

In Bonheur d'occasion, as Patricia Smart has remarked, any possible reunion between 

mother and daughter is thwarted by the submission of women within patriarchal culture, 

concerned with the perpetuation of its own status quo (Smart 1988, p.217). Thus, in 

Bonheur d ’occasion any attempt at exchange between mother and daughter, any 

endeavour to reach out to one another is essentially flawed. Smart comments:

Florentine et Rose-Anna sont rendues ennemies par leur condition feminine. 
Dans chaque scene du roman oii on les voit ensemble, c’est dans une situation 
de communication avortee (Ibid).

This distance between mother and daughter, which seems impossible to bridge, is 

brutally evident in the scene where Florentine’s pregnancy is discovered by Rose-Anna. 

In need of her mother’s comfort and advice, Florentine is confronted with the harsh 

reality that her mother is unable to rescue her from this mess. In fact, Rose-Anna can 

barely look at her daughter. In a poignant scene where mother and daughter stand 

opposite one another, but with their gaze averted, the paradox of the situation becomes 

clear in that they are at once united and yet cruelly driven apart by the fact that they are 

both pregnant. Again, it appears that the female body, as was highlighted in relation to 

the pubescent daughter in the ‘autobiographical’ section, rather than bringing women 

together, only serves to alienate them: ‘Chacune reste isolee de I’autre mais aussi liee a 

I’autre dans leur destin de femme’ (Lewis 2000, p.76). As Florentine and Rose-Anna 

face each other, there is silence, a repressed daughterly cry for help and a muted 

maternal response. The following passage merits citation at length.

Lorsqu’elle {Florentine)^'^^ se redressa, pale, le visage humilie, sa mere la 
regardait. Elle la regardait comme si elle ne I’avait jamais encore vue, et la 
decouvrait soudain. Elle la regardait avec des yeux agrandis, fixes, et une 
expression de muette horreur. Sans pitie, sans bonte: rien que de I’horreur plein 
les yeux. Presque violente, d ’une voix qui montait, elle s’ecria:

Mais qu’est-ce que t’as done, toi! Hier, a matin, pis encore a soir...On dirait 
que t’es...

Elle s’etait tue et les deux femmes se regardaient comme deux e n n e mi e s . I I
n’y avait plus entre elles que les bruits d’une intimite qui s’etablissait dans leur

M y insertion. 
M y emphasis.
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propre logis, de I’autre cote d’une mince cloison. Florentine, la premiere, 
abaissa la vue. Une fois encore elle chercha les yeux de sa mere, avec des 
paupieres battant lourdement, avec un tressaillement des levres et une angoisse 
de tout son corps: la premiere fois et la demiere fois de sa vie sans doute qu’elle 
mettait dans son regard cet appel d’etre traque. Mais Rose-Anna avait detourne 
la tete. Le menton appuye sur la poitrine, elle semblait etre devenue une chose 
inerte, indifferente, a demi enfoncee dans le sommeil {Bonheur d ’occasion, 
p.273).

There is no solidarity between mother and daughter in this scene, only negative 

emotions: shame, pity, anger. As Gabrielle Pascal observes, ‘une haine mutuelle nait 

entre elles de I’aversion que leur inspire leur condition de femmes’ (Pascal, p .154). 

During this moment of c r i s i s , m o t h e r  and daughter are unable to reach out to and 

support each other. Instead, barriers are erected which will further impede the already 

narrow channels of communication. Whether it is because Rose-Anna is ashamed of 

Florentine or pained at her daughter’s predicament, she is incapable of responding. 

Paula Gilbert Lewis refers to this scene as the ultimate ‘echec de reflet necessaire entre 

deux generations de femmes’ (Lewis 2000, p.76). From this moment on, the silence 

between mother and daughter becomes deeply embedded and practically irreversible 

and irremediable. Later in the novel, the extent of their non-communication is revealed 

in a comment that also ironically highlights the linked suffering of the two:

Depuis le soir oii elle avait cru deviner la honte de sa fille, il lui etait reste une 
grande gene envers elle. Comme si elle portait une part de cette honte.
Elle n'osait a peine plus la regarder. Encore moins lui parler {Bonheur 
d ’occasion, p.359).

Since Florentine is denied recognition from Rose-Anna during her greatest moment of 

need,'°^ she will in turn reject the mother’s attempt to communicate with the daughter 

close to the end of the novel. When, on the morning of Florentine’s wedding to 

Emmanuel, Rose-Anna tries to open up to her daughter, the latter sharply cuts her off, 

ignoring any tentative advice the former struggles to offer:

- [...] si c ’est contre ton gre que tu te maries, si tu aimes quelqu’un d’autre, il 
n’est pas trop tard. Faut le dire...

Pour toute reponse, Florentine saisit la robe entre les mains de sa mere.

W e must not forget the mother’s crisis too w ho, at this stage in the novel, is being pushed out o f  her 
own hom e and is pregnant herself.

M y emphasis.
Even though Florentine has overtly rejected the mother and all that she stands for since the outset.
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Laisse-moi faire, dit-elle, je  suis capable de m ’habiller toute seule.
{Bonheur d ’occasion, p.361).

The difficulty that m other and daughter experience in communicating with each other is 

evident in the way that they watch each other for clues that they can translate, hardly 

daring to speak: Rose-Anna ‘guettait un mot, un regard de Florentine’ (Ibid). In similar 

terms to the first scene discussed, the discovery of Florentine’s pregnancy, where 

mother and daughter are described as enemies, here they are strangers to each other: 

‘Cette Florentine, au masque raidi, aux sourcils fronces, lui etait une inconnue. Elle 

n ’arrivait pas a retrouver en elle la Florentine de jad is’ (Ibid, p.362).

It is not surprising however, that communication between Rose-Anna and Florentine 

should be strained when one considers the relationship that the former had with her own 

mother, M adame Laplante. In the same way that Jeanne Pelletier’s interaction with her 

daughter {La Femme de ma vie) is influenced by the form er’s relationship (or rather, 

lack of relationship) with her own mother, we feel that Rose-Anna’s difficulty in 

showing physical tenderness to her children stems from the fact that she herself did not 

receive any from her mother, Madame Laplante.

M adame Laplante avait eleve quinze enfants [...]; mais jam ais elle ne s’etait 
penchee sur aucun d ’eux avec une flamme claire et joyeuse au fond de ses durs 
yeux gris fer. Jamais elle ne les avait pris sur ses genoux [...]. Jamais elle ne 
les avait embrasses, sauf, du bout des levres apres une longue absence; ou 
encore, au jou r de I’An, et cela avec une sorte de gravite froide et en pronon9 ant 
des souhaits uses et banals {Bonheur d ’occasion, p.203).

Rose-Anna wonders if that is all there is to motherhood, providing food and clothes but 

little else, as M adame Laplante did -  ‘Mais est-ce rien que 5 a qu’une mere doit donner a 

ses enfants’ (Ibid, p.206) -  and yet she remains equally unable to express affection with 

her own children:

Avec ses enfants pas plus qu’avec Azarius, elle ne se livrait souvent aux 
epanchements. La tendresse s’abritait presque toujours chez elle sous des 
regards discrets et des mots d ’un usage familier. Elle eut eprouve de la gene a 
I’exprim er autrement (Ibid).

This emotional awkwardness is transmitted from mother to daughter, to the extent that

they feel such expression is inappropriate, hence, Rose-Anna’s reticence before her
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mother during their visit to the countryside. She does not feel that she has the right, as a 

daughter, to open up to her mother about her woes and pain and to expect comfort;

Elle se sentait presque honteuse, tout a coup, honteuse d ’etre venue vers sa 
mere, non pas comme une femme mariee avec ses responsabilites, ses charges et 
la force que cela suppose, mais comme une enfant qui a besoin d ’aide (Ibid,
p.202).

Although Smart (1988) asserts that the female character in Quebec literature (up until a 

certain era) only features within a strictly masculine realm, ‘la maison du pere’, and that 

her trajectory involves being transferred from one m an’s power (the father) to another’s 

(the husband), it seems, in Bonheur d ’occasion, that it is the specific act of marrying 

and becoming a mother oneself that firmly and ironically seals off any future 

possibilities for the development of the mother-daughter relationship.

That said, despite the numerous failed attempts at dialogue between mother and 

daughter in Bonheur d ’occasion and the emotional barriers erected between the two, it 

is important to note the existence, nonetheless, of an underlying, albeit repressed, desire 

to communicate with each other: ‘un amour visceral entre mere et fille qui se bute aux 

contraintes imposees par le langage et la culture’ (Smart 1988, p .217). If mother and 

daughter cannot express themselves freely and openly in Bonheur d ’occasion, then we 

must pay close attention to the silences, the gestures, the looks and the hesitations 

between the two. The first scene worthy of analysis in this light is when Rose-Anna 

unexpectedly calls in to see Florentine at work in the cafe, Quinze Cents. As Florentine 

observes the suffering of mother which has inscribed itself on her body ( ‘Des petites 

rides [...]  creusees aux coins des yeux [...] une lassitude s’etait inscrite dans les traits 

[...] la souffrance, le courage ecrits sur ce visage’, Bonheur d'occasion, p. 121), she 

feels a sudden urge to reach out to Rose-Anna, to relieve her of her pain in some small 

way:

Le desir lui vint, subit, comme un mouvement de joie, d ’etre bonne aujourd’hui 
pour sa mere, plus attentive, plus douce, plus genereuse (Ibid, p. 122).

At the same time, the interaction between mother and daughter is awkward. Initially

Florentine feels ashamed of her mother as she enters the cafe, poor and shabby, but is

almost immediately hit with a surge of guilt at having harboured such thoughts. When

she offers a hot meal to her mother, Rose-Anna is unable to accept without worrying
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about the cost for her daughter, although she eventually agrees. W itnessing her mother 

enjoy the food brings a sensation of satisfaction to Florentine and further inspires her to 

attend to the m other’s needs:

Alors Florentine, voyant les traits de sa mere detendus, la voyant presque 
heureuse, eprouva un desir profond, deculpe, d ’ajouter a la joie qu’elle lui avait 
donne. Elle glissa la main dans son corsage, en sortit deux billets neufs (Ibid, 
pp.125-126).

Later in the novel, when Florentine is distraught at her unplanned pregnancy, she 

experiences an overwhelming urge to return to Rose-Anna, to seek maternal solace: ‘Ce 

courage de Rose-Anna luisait subitement comme un phare devant elle. La maison allait 

la reprendre, la guerir’ (Ibid, p.268).

This need for the expectant daughter to be reconciled with the mother and concurrent 

and renewed vision of the latter as a tower of strength (also present in N oel’s La Femme 

de ma vie) will be echoed in another scene towards the end of the novel, but this time 

involving Rose-Anna and Madame Laplante. As Rose-Anna gives birth, silently, 

without a single cry, she feels an unusual affinity with her mother:

Rose-Anna se sentit plus pres de sa mere, soudain, qu’elle ne I’avait jam ais ete. 
Une certaine fierte, une sorte de courage gonflerent son coeur, comme si, 
etrangerement, une force nouvelle venait de lui etre transmise par le souvenir de 
la vieille madame Laplante (Ibid, p.383).

However, this is the only time in the novel that Rose-Anna refers to Madarne Laplante 

as a positive example, and in the case of Florentine, the attempt to return to her mother 

fails miserably.

Again, on the morning of her wedding, there is a brief moment when Florentine almost 

abandons herself to her mother’s care -  ‘elle faillit se jeter dans les bras de sa mere’ 

(Ibid, p.363). Again, such a warm reunion between mother and daughter tragically does 

not, cannot, occur. It would seem that mother and daughter are impeded by an exterior 

force or law and that they have not yet found an appropriate language of their own to 

express their love. What is significant, nevertheless, is that an underlying urge to 

communicate clearly exists, thus it is just a matter of time before an authentic mother 

and daughter dialogue emerges: this moment has not yet arrived in Roy’s first novel,
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Bonheur d ’occasion. But, it is also vital to note that the desire to communicate and any 

temporary bond predominately emanates from the daughter and, to a certain extent, 

lacks reciprocity. This could be due to the obstacles the daughter as writer encounters 

in trying to enable the mother to speak. It could be said that a mother-daughter voice is 

beginning to stir in Bonheur d ’occasion: certainly, the novel closes on an optimistic 

note for their relationship with Florentine musing on how she is now in a position to 

financially aid her mother (with Em manuel’s money). The same is true of Rose-Anna 

who, as illustrated, experiences a positive, albeit fleeting, connection with her mother 

during childbirth. On the whole however, this mother-daughter discourse has yet to 

find a way to surface from the void and to free women from the chains of their solitude 

and separation.

Est-ce qu’il y avait des reponses que Ton pouvait obtenir du fond de ce gouffre ou 
on etait enferme si loin de toute oreille humaine qu’on aurait pu crier des jours et 
des jours sans arracher a I’isolement autre chose qu’un faible echo de peine (Ibid, 
p.271).

8.24: Pre-determined mother-daughter destiny

According to Nicole Bourbonnais (in Saint-Martin 1992), it is not by chance that there 

are female representatives of three generations of Florentine’s family in Bonheur 

d ’occasion. The presence of these three women, ‘cette fusion de trois femmes en une’ 

(Bourbonnais in Saint-Martin 1992, p.99), namely, Florentine, Rose-Anna and Madame 

Laplante, illustrates the different stages of female destiny and serves to highlight its 

fatalistic nature. The entrance of these women into the novel, Bourbonnais states, is 

also strategically planned. The first character we are introduced to is the young girl, 

Florentine. Then, just before Florentine is seduced and impregnated by Jean Levesque, 

Rose-Anna, the symbol of what lies ahead for Florentine, arrives on the scene, ‘au 

moment strategique oia le corps aguichant de la fille va rejoindre celui de la m ere’ (Ibid, 

p. 100). W e meet Madame Laplante when, heavily pregnant, Rose-Anna visits her 

childhood home for a day. Once again, there is a sense of what the daughter will 

inevitably become, against her own will: ‘le corps desormais inutile de la grand-mere 

complete le trajectoire du destin fem inin’ (Ibid).
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Therefore, no matter how hard the daughter struggles in Bonheur d ’occasion to liberate 

herself from the chains of maternal inheritance and to ‘do it differently’ from the 

mother, their fates inevitably end up the same. Cruelly and ironically, Florentine, who 

vehemently rejects a maternal destiny throughout the novel, suddenly finds herself in 

the same predicament as her mother -  pregnant and desolate. On her wedding day, 

Florentine begins to perceive the similarities between herself and Rose-Anna and 

shudders at the thought that she will merely be following the same path as her mother:

Et ce mot ‘mariage’ qu’elle avait auparavant lie a I’idfe d ’un bonheur eperdu, de 
la reussite, lui parut austere, affligeant, plein d ’embuches et de tristes 
decouvertes. Elle aperfut sa mere, lourde, qui allait et venait avec peine; et une 
vision d ’elle s’implanta dans son esprit. File s’etira, sentit un frisson parcourir 
ses members delicats; la pensee de I’epreuve qu’elle aurait a subir la remplit 
d ’une atroce indignation. Oh, qu’elle hai'ssait le piege dans lequel elle etait 
tombe {Bonheur d ’occasion, p.360).

Although Florentine manages to take some control of her future by ensuring financial 

security through her marriage to Emmanuel, essentially, as Lori Saint-Martin indicates, 

‘sa vie ne sera pas si differente de celle de sa mere, qui a eu au moins le bonheur 

veritable et non pas d ’occasion d ’epouser I’homme de sa vie’ (Saint-Martin 2002, 

p. 113). The pitiful Florentine will share her m other’s destiny against her will, so much 

so that Paula Gilbert Lewis has described her as ‘Rose-Anna’s true daughter, whether or 

not the young woman has inherited her mother’s determination and strength, or is 

vowing not to become resigned to her fate as she believes her mother has done’ (Lewis 

1984, p.71).

The same is true of Rose-Anna who, despite her determination to lead a happier life 

than her mother, to escape her example of misery, has had to confront the same 

hardships and physical burdens. In fact, there are specific references in Bonheur 

d ’occasion which reveal that, with age, Rose-Anna grows more and more like Madame 

Laplante. When Florentine accuses her mother of preaching, ‘1’image de sa vieille mere
I Q Q

{Madame Laplante), inflexible et froide, s’imposa a elle {Rose-Anna) , et I’idee lui 

vint qu’elle lui ressemblait peut-etre’ {Bonheur d ’occasion, p.362). At times Rose- 

Anna is not even conscious of her increasing resemblance to her mother, as if it is 

beyond her control: ‘Sans effort, comme I’habitude fut deja ancienne, elle esquissait, 

sur le bras de sa chaise, le meme geste futile que sa vieille m ere’ (Ibid, p.206). In

M y  insertions in brackets.
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Bonheiir d ’occasion, it would seem that rejecting the mother is futile and that the over

riding characteristic of the mother-daughter relationship is fatalism.
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8.25: Yvonne

Although a minor character in Bonheur d ’occasion, it is nonetheless important to devote 

some discussion to the character of Yvonne, Rose-Anna’s other, younger daughter, in 

connection to the mother-daughter relationship. Like her elder sister Florentine, 

Yvonne also determines to distinguish herself from her mother and refuses a maternal 

destiny. Yvonne’s affirmation of difference will be her decision to join a convent, or, 

as Andron puts it, through ‘I’occultation du corps’ (Andron 2002, p.85). In this respect, 

Yvonne will deny the physicality of womanhood and avoid the misery that female 

sexuality and endless pregnancies have entailed for Rose-Anna. In comparison with 

Florentine, Yvonne is also described as thin {Bonheur d ’occasion, p.90, p.369). While 

this could be explained by a mystical detachment from the body, it is also connected to 

her desire to separate her destiny from that of the mother;

La sublimation est spirituelle pour Yvonne et si cet engagement religieux 
soustrait la fillette a la matiere, il signifie aussi son refus d ’etre comme Rose- 
Anna et de se laisser pieger par le corps (Andron 2002, p.87).

In a moving scene where Yvonne and Rose-Anna seek solace in each other in the face 

of Daniel’s imminent death, their bodies are juxtaposed, highlighting the physical 

distance between mother and daughter even as, ironically, they hold each other close: 

‘entourant de ses (Yvonne)'^^ bras greles la taille lourde de sa m ere’ {Bonheur 

d'occasion, p .369). W hen Rose-Anna asks her daughter if she will marry one day like 

her elder sister, Yvonne firmly replies that she will not and that she intends to join the 

convent. Just as her body is already hidden under her convent school uniform, by 

becoming a nun Yvonne will further repress her female sexuality/physicality and widen 

the gap between herself and her mother. Rose-Anna is aware of this and it pains her to 

observe her daughter deliberately moving away from her:

II lui apparut que I’enfant etait retranchee de ce monde, et, qu’entre elles, une 
distance infranchissable venait de s’etablir. Alors de toutes les separations qui 
la frappaient, celle-ci lui parut tout a coup la plus dure, la plus mysterieuse et la 
plus nettement irreparable. [...]. Mais Yvonne ne lui avait jam ais appartenu 
(Ibid, p.371).

M y insertion .
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8.3: La Riviere sans repos

There are many points of comparison between the trajectory of the daughters in 

Bonheur d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos, Florentine and Elsa respectively. One 

of the first similarities that can be noted is the rapidly changing society from which the 

girls emerge. In the case of Florentine, Montreal is undergoing rapid industrialisation 

and urbanisation as well as having to deal with the horrors of the Second World War. 

As for Elsa, the traditional Inuit society that she was born into is undergoing similar 

transformation due to the presence and influence of the Whites. Thus, both narratives 

occur amidst turbulent times. Furthermore, Florentine and Elsa both fall pregnant 

against their will and in grim circumstances - rape by an American GI (Elsa) and 

possible rape by Jean Levesque (Florentine). Finally, the two protagonists are firmly 

united in their desire to distinguish themselves from the mother and to assert their 

autonomy, but in different ways. As Lori Saint-Martin remarks:

Florentine refuse le lot de Rose-Anna, les maternites nombreuses et la pauvrete 
sans remMe; Elsa s’oppose a Winnie, qui, attachee aux vieilles fa9ons de faire, 
resiste aux tentatives de sa fille d’imiter les Blancs (Saint-Martin 2002, p.l 14).

Thus, while Florentine goes to great lengths to ensure that her body in no way 

resembles the maternal figure, Elsa’s rebellion takes the form of a rejection of a 

lifestyle, the traditional Eskimo way of life represented by Winnie, instead choosing to 

follow the customs and fashions of the White community.

Although both Florentine and Elsa find themselves unexpectedly pregnant through 

unfortunate circumstances, the reaction of the mothers of these girls to the news differs. 

As discussed, Rose-Anna is frozen to the spot, horrified and ashamed, unable to even 

look at her daughter. Winnie, by contrast, does not consider her daughter’s pregnancy a 

taboo (even though she was raped by a white American soldier); the daughter is cared 

for throughout her term and the child is welcomed without question into the Inuit family 

{La Riviere sans repos, p. 102).

8.31: Elsa’s rebellion

Despite her mother’s support during the unplanned pregnancy and following the birth of

the child (Jimmy), Elsa grows further apart from and colder towards Winnie as the
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narrative proceeds. The first signs of a rejection of the mother’s model are evident from 

the opening pages of the novella: Elsa and her friends flock to the cinema regularly to 

live out their fantasy of a White American lifestyle and have even begun to imitate their 

favourite movie stars ( ‘Elies se tenaient par la taille comme elles I’avaient vu faire au 

cinem a’, Ibid, p.95). As previously stated, the mother, Winnie, stands for traditional 

Inuit culture in the novella, thus this embracing of ‘White Americanness’ 

simultaneously constitutes a denial of the maternal example. Indeed, it is difficult to 

distinguish which is being the most vehemently rejected by the daughter, the mother or 

simply the Inuit way o f life, for, as we saw in Bonheur d ’occasion and also in La 

Detresse et I ’enchantement, the mother has become synonymous with low social 

standing.

Although in Bonheur d ’occasion we do not witness the arrival of Florentine’s baby, 

Rose-Anna’s grandchild, for the novel draws to a close before the birth, it is nonetheless 

clear that, ironically, pregnancy, a shared physical female experience, has driven a 

wedge between mother and daughter. The same is true for Elsa and Winnie; apparent in 

the daughter’s subscription to White customs regarding maternity:

[...] a I’exemple des femmes blanches qui faisaient toute une histoire de mettre 
un enfant au monde, elle se plia, un peu comme a une comedie, aux visites chez 
I’infirmiere, a la pesee mensuelle, aux examens du sang et de I’urine (Ibid, 
p. 107).

The real parting of ways, however, firmly sets in once her son, Jimmy, has been born. 

Elsa blatantly refuses W innie’s example of mothering and fashions her child-rearing on 

what she has observed in the W hite community. At first the rejection of W innie’s 

model is subtle but rapidly grows more overt:

Ses (J/m777j)'*° cheveux, soyeux comme le duvet des canards encore bebes, 
etaient deja longs. Elsa pouvait se livrer sans fin au plaisir de les enrouler sur 
ses doigts comme elle avait vu s’y prendre Madame Beaulieu pour les cheveux 
de son bebe, au temps oii elle travaillait chez cette dame (Ibid, p. 109).

Elsa, pour I’habiller, comme en toutes choses maintenant, ne suivait plus que les 
conseils des Blancs (Ibid, p .l 10).

M y  insertion.
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Thus, as opposed to being reunited by the arrival of a son and grandson, mother and 

daughter enter into fierce competition, to the extent that Elsa believes W innie is trying 

to steal her child away from her (Ibid, p. 121). Elsa’s pursuit of white culture leads to 

her assuming white physical traits, even those that are negative, consequently further 

distinguishing her from Winnie:

[...] elle maigrissait a vue d ’oeil et en venait a prendre I’air un peu harasse de sa 
jeune patronne et d ’autres jeunes femmes blanches toujours preoccupees de ne 
pas assez bien faire (Ibid, p. 129).

As in Bonheur d ’occasion, the mother in La Riviere sans repos represents all that the 

daughter is struggling against and is determined not to become. For Elsa, W innie 

symbolises servitude, but worse still, ignorance and lassitude: ‘Toute sa vie 

apparemment elle s’etait contentee de ce qu’elle avait, jamais elle n ’avait cherche a 

s’elever’ (Ibid, p .121). Again, as in Bonheur d ’occasion, there is a sense of shame 

associated with the mother whose lowly social class and imperfect body (both are 

intertw ined)"' trouble the daughter. Just like Florentine and Rose-Anna, in La Riviere 

sans repos, mother and daughter reach a stage where they are practically strangers to 

each other:

Winnie en venait a se demander si c ’etait bien toujours a sa fille qu’elle avait 
affaire. Or justement il arrivait a Elsa, en examinant sans bonte la pauvre
Winnie tout edentee, peu soigneuse de sa personne, de se dire que ce ne pouvait
etre sa mere (Ibid, p. 122).

In both Bonheur d'occasion  and La Riviere sans repos, as far as the daughter is 

concerned, the mother’s life model does not equate with success or happiness and thus 

cannot be emulated. Each time Elsa catches a glimpse of W innie’s reality, she is further 

reminded of what she does not want to become -  in fact, the daughter’s intent to ‘do it 

differently’ from the mother in this novella takes on the air of a battle, with W innie and 

Elsa increasingly estranged from each other. The mother becomes ‘I’etre humain 

auquel elle tenait le moins a ressembler, peut-etre meme sa pire ennemie, en tout cas un 

obstacle dans la marche qu’elle poursuivait vers un but d ’ailleurs sans cesse se 

derobant’ (Ibid, p. 127). Interestingly, it is revealed that W innie’s relationship with her 

own mother was equally strained: ‘Elle rappelait avec fierte que, jeune, elle avait tenu 

tete [...] a sa propre mere, la vieille M ary’ (Ibid, p. 122).

That is, the mother’s physicality reveals her social class and is due to her social class.
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8.32: Elsa’s return to the mother

Ironically however, without realising it, E lsa’s fate will follow that of her mother. 

Consumed by a possessive love for her son, she renounces all sense of self-hood and 

devotes herself to pleasing him, even though this devotion is not reciprocated by 

Jimmy. Elsa lives entirely for and through her son, closing herself off to the possibility 

of any other real relationship outside of this one. In comparison with Florentine, Elsa’s 

life is now entirely bound up in a man, and, like Winnie, her raison d ’etre is 

motherhood. Lori Saint-Martin comments on the ironic direction that Elsa’s life takes, 

despite all her protest and determination to be different from Winnie:

Ainsi, par amour de son garfon, qui se comporte avec elle a la maniere d ’un 
amant indifferent mais possessif, Elsa renoncera a I’existence assez libre qu’elle 
menait jusque-la et a toute vie sexuelle et affective propre; a sa fagon, elle se 
conforme, sans trop s’en rendre compte, au modele traditionnel de la mere de 
famille devouee (Saint-Martin 2002, p. 114).

There is further irony in the fact that, as Jimmy grows up, he becomes ashamed of and 

estranged from his mother, echoing Elsa’s feelings earlier in the novella towards 

Winnie:

Aujourd’hui, il n ’y avait plus de doute; c ’etait vraiment en etrangere que Jimmy 
la considerait. Un peu plus tard il en vint a lui demander qui etait sa vraie mere; 
n’y avait-il pas eu substitution d ’enfant, a I’hopital, lors de sa naissance? Elle 
finit par comprendre que, dans sa honte de I’avoir pour mere, il s’etait invente 
des histoires ainsi qu’elle-meme, quand elle etait jeune, en revenant du cinema 
{La Riviere sans repos, p.212).

The distance between the two continues to increase until mother and son are practically 

strangers to one another, in the same way that W innie and Elsa could no longer 

recognise themselves as mother and daughter.

A la maison, il continuait a tenir sa mere a I’ecart. II n ’entrait que pour se laver, 
mettre le linge propre qu’elle lui avait prepare, dormir. Cote a cote dans cette 
hutte etroite, ils parvenaient a y vivre en etrangers, ne sachant pour ainsi dire 
plus rien des pensees et des sentiments I’un de I’autre (Ibid, p.216).

Eventually, Jimmy sets off in search of his father and Elsa finds herself elderly and

abandoned, just like Winnie, with no longer any real purpose in life, having so
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completely poured all sense of self into her son. Not only does Elsa’s situation recall 

W innie’s life journey, in addition, with the onset of age, Elsa begins to reproduce her 

mother’s mannerisms, just like Rose-Anna {Bonheur d ’occasion) and Eveline (Roy’s 

‘autobiographical’ series): ‘elle prit I’habitude, en riant silencieusement, de se donner 

des claques sur les cuisses, a la maniere, il y avait peu de temps, de W innie (Ibid, 

p.224). Before long, the resemblance is so overwhelming that mother and daughter 

appear to have melded into one body, as is illustrated in the following passage:

A quarante ans, elle eut I’air d ’une vieille femme. Dans ses robes sans plus de 
couleur, aux pieds des bottes depareillees, grises comme la terre, ne regardant 
plus le monde que d ’un oeil, I’autre clos dans la fumee de cigarette, elle 
ressemblait de plus en plus a sa defunte mere. Un jour, deux commeres qui 
avaient bien connu celle-ci, en voyant venir par la greve la meme silhouette, leur 
sembla-t-il, s’ecrierent ensemble:

Mais c ’est pas possible. C ’est W innie elle-meme, Winnie est revenue sur 
terre!

Au passage, a travers le bruit chantant des vagues, Elsa entendit la remarque et 
fit I’effort de se redresser pour ne pas tellement ressembler a sa mere qu'elle 
comprit pourtant alors comme jamais, dans sa chair delabree, dans une sorte de 
honte de I’ame. Mais un peu plus loin, n ’en pouvant plus, elle laissa ses pieds 
trainer et son dos reprendre sa courbure. Les deux commeres arretees pour la 
suivre de I’oeil, qui, au moment oil elle s’etait redressee, avaient pu douter de 
leur impression et penser devoir en changer, a present se montrerent rejouies et 
repartirent a hocher la tete; ‘Eh bien oui, c ’etait Winnie, tout le portrait de 
W innie’ (Ibid, p.232).

In comparison with Bonheur d ’occasion, this ‘return’ to the mother is against the 

daughter’s will and is part of an an uncontrollable, irreversible mother-daughter fate: it 

would seem that the daughter is destined to become the mother no matter how strongly 

she rebels against her.

8.33: Mother-daughter potential

Despite the prevailing negativity that characterises mother-daughter relations in La 

Riviere sans repos, as identified in Bonheur d ’occasion, there are brief glimmers of 

hope. Ironically, it is W innie’s death that brings more positive feelings (on the part of 

the daughter), to the fore. Elsa is deeply saddened by her m other’s passing ( ‘La mort de 

sa mere I’affectait plus qu’elle ne I’aurait cru’. Ibid, p.204), suggesting that the mother- 

daughter bond runs deep and is never completely severed, despite surface appearances.
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But, as highlighted in relation to Bonheiir d ’occasion, mother-daughter communication 

does not flow freely; neither woman can express herself to the other and the mother- 

daughter relationship becomes a battle of wills as opposed to an exchange of love. This 

obstructed mother-daughter dialogue is evident in the scene where, living far from 

home in the wilderness of Inuit territory, Elsa tries, wants to write a letter to her mother 

but is unable to find any words. Instead she pens a long and affectionate letter to 

Madame Beaulieu, who could be interpreted as as surrogate mother for Elsa; while the 

former does not necessarily behave in a maternal way towards the latter, she is, 

nonetheless, the woman whom Elsa decides to mould herself on, having rejected her 

biological m other’s model. This need for a surrogate mother, although it involves a 

denial of the biological mother, reveals the importance of the mother-daughter bond (at 

least from the daughter’s point of view). It is simply that, as noted in Bonheur 

d'occasion, the conditions are not yet in place for an authentic articulation of this 

relationship.
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8.4: La Petite Poule d ’eau

Luzina and Josephine constitute the mother and daughter unit at the centre of La Petite 

Poule d ’eau. In contrast to Bonheur d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos (where the 

daughters appear as young adults), the daughter figure in this text is introduced to us as 

a child of only five years old. However, as Josephine matures it becomes clear that, like 

Florentine and Elsa, she is ambitious and anxious to assert her autonomy as opposed to 

simply following Luzina’s example. Josephine has defined hopes and aspirations for 

the future that she is determined to see through, even if this entails a separation between 

mother and daughter. Access to this new and better life in La Petite Poule d ’eau, unlike 

Florentine and Elsa who are bound to men and obsessed with materialism, takes the 

form of education. Lori-Saint-Martin describes Josephine’s narrative as ‘le trajet 

scolaire’ (2002, p .117). Education will elevate the daughter to independence and a 

higher social class and, more importandy, free her from the self-sacrifice associated 

with motherhood. Marie-Pierre Andron makes a comparison between Florentine’s 

anorexia (as a means of rejecting the maternal body) and Josephine’s escape route, 

which she describes as ‘la boulimie intellectuelle’ (Andron, 2002, p.97). For Andron, 

the only appetite permitted and cultivated in the Royan mother-daugher universe is the 

voracity to learn. She states that i a  boulimie intellectuelle est 1’alternative au piege de 

la matiere du corps’ (Ibid, p.98).

8.41; Josephine

Josephine is intensely devoted to her own instruction, to the point where the desire to

learn consumes her every waking moment. She relentlessly pursues M. Armand

Dubreuil (the third teacher to arrive on the island) with questions, ignoring his

disinterest in teaching and determining to extract information from him: ‘elle n ’etait

point pour abandonner ses tactiques qui consistaient a apprendre de quiconque en

connaissait un peu plus que Josephine’ (La Petite Poule d ’eau, p. 126). In striving to

better herself, Josephine pushes herself to her intellectual limits, perhaps in the same

way that Florentine puts all her energy into avoiding food: ‘La tete entre ses mains,

butee a apprendre, elle se heurtait a d ’indechiffrables textes (Ibid, p. 127). It is pertinent

that, when M. Dubreuil is leaving and asks the children what they would like as a gift,

Josephine requests his grammar manual. Furthermore, she is the first to greet Mile Cote

when she arrives on the island and she makes the most of her less agreeable second
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teacher Miss O ’ Rourke, realising that, while there may not be a bond, she can still learn 

from her. Learning becomes Josephine’s sole sense of purpose.

R ejecting"’ the exam ple offered to her by her mother (a life of numerous pregnancies 

and servitude within the home), Josephine fashions herself on the model of her first 

teacher, the young Mile Cote. Mile Cote’s influence and enthusiasm for learning 

remain with Josephine and shape the latter’s decision to become a schoolteacher too. 

This alignment with M ile Cote is not simply on a intellectual plane but also on a 

physical level -  Josephine longs to be as clever but also as elegant as her teacher:

II y avait maintenant quatre ans qu’une grande ambition avait souleve Josephine: 
marcher sur des talons hauts, d ’une demarche legere et pleine de grace comme 
M ademoiselle; se coiffer avec des bouclettes sur le front comme Mademoiselle; 
et ce qui etait beaucoup plus difficile, devenir savante comme M ademoiselle {La 
Petite Poule, p. 125).

Again, as discussed in relation to Bonheur d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos, the 

maternal body, inscribed with physical pain and suffering, is problematic for the 

daughter. Although Luzina appears to be a contented mother, each physical description 

of her refers to her heavy and swollen body. Thus, it is not surprising that Josephine 

should prefer the appearance of M ile Cote who, with ‘une demarche legere et pleine de 

grace’ (Ibid, p. 125), seems to inhabit a world far removed from Luzina whose 

movement is often impeded by ‘les jam bes gonflees’ (Ibid, p. 15). Josephine’s desire to 

resemble Mile Cote, both physically and intellectually, signifies a rupture from and a 

rejection of the m other’s model. Andron remarks, with regard to Josephine’s decision 

to become a teacher:

Luzina et I’institrice sont essentiellement opposees.""* Et Josephine a choisi la 
representation de I’institutrice [,..]. En outre, par I’enseignement, elle a aussi 
choisi un savoir et une fonction diametralement opposes a Luzina, cantonnee 
dans leur maison et absorbee par ses taches domestiques quotidiennes. Ce choix 
quasi existentiel signifie son emancipation par rapport au modele maternel. 
Choix elabore, il passe par la reflexion, la culture et la restitution du savoir 
(Andron 2002, p.99).

"■ But it is not a total rejection as we shall see.
For Gabrielle Pascal, how ever, a career in teaching is not so starkly opposed to motherhood, as we 

shall see in a latter section.
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8.42; Mother-Daughter Inheritance

While Josephine’s emulation of Mile Cote, her education and her pursuit of a career, 

lead to a mental, physical (appearance) and geographical separation from the mother, it 

is important to point out that the separation is only partial. Mile Cote may have inspired 

the young girl to assert her independence and to achieve her dreams, but it could be said 

that the initial love of knowledge and discovery emanates from Luzina.

From the opening pages of the novel, Luzina is depicted as an adventurous and creative 

woman. The first section of La Petite Poiile d ’eau is humorously entitled ‘Les vacances 

de Luzina’, and refers to Luzina’s annual leavetaking of her family. Although the 

destination of the voyage undertaken each year is a hospital where Luzina will give 

birth and these ‘holidays’ will in fact add to her already sizeable brood (which Luzina 

considers large enough), such harsher realities remain in the background, hidden from 

the reader until the close of the chapter. Instead, the overall image of Luzina that 

emerges is that of a courageous explorer, who enjoys this annual release, taking 

pleasure in meeting new people and discovering new places, and returning armed with 

stories to enchant her family. Lori Saint-Martin comments:

Nous voyons en Luzina une voyageuse et une femme creatrice, non une mh'c 
accablee comme Rose-Anna. Cette Luzina legere (malgre son poids) et 
epanouie annonce en toute chose M ile Cote, I’idole de Josephine. Ainsi, en 
imitant celle-ci, Jo.sephine reste fidele aux aspirations de sa mere (Saint-Martin, 
2002, pp. 118-119).

However, Saint-Martin astutely adds that:

Des qu’apparait la premiere maitresse dans I’lle, toute trace des voyages de 
Luzina disparaitra du texte; seuls les deplacements des enseignants seront 
consignes, comme si Luzina avait ete effacee en tant que femme libre et mobile 
(Ibid, p.361).

Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that, unlike Rose-Anna and W innie who only seem to

transmit a negative model to their daughter, Luzina has positive qualities that are

observed and welcomed by Josephine. It is Luzina who encourages and is responsible

for her children’s education. The gifts that she brings back from her ‘voyages’ consist

of pencils and postcards and, while it is Hippolyte, her husband, who initially thinks of

the idea of building a school, it is Luzina who puts the project in motion. Luzina recalls
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her own school days fondly and enjoys listening to her children’s lessons. She also 

figures as a keen writer (of many letters) and a voracious reader (of novels). 

Furthermore, Luzina will continue to ensure that her children are educated, even after 

the school has shut down, by allowing to them to set up class in her kitchen and by 

taking time out from her domestic chores to assist them. W ithout a doubt, it is from 

Luzina that the love of learning is inherited, particularly in the case of the daughter, 

Josephine. Thus, in her pursuit of education and desire to become a teacher, Josephine 

is not so much breaking away from the mother, but rather, following the positive 

elements of her character: ‘elle imite sa mere ecoliere, plutot que sa mere genitrice’ 

(Saint-Martin 2002, p .l 18).

8.43; Mother-Daughter Conflict

Although Luzina has always been supportive of her children’s education, when 

Josephine’s pursuit of knowledge becomes all-consuming, Luzina uncharacteristically 

loses her temper with her daughter and threatens to throw her grammar book in the fire 

{La Petite Poule, p. 128j. Almost immediately she regrets this outburst, provoked by a 

fear of losing her daughter and an awareness of the increasing divide between them:

Que lui arrivait-il done! Longtemps elle avait vecu au milieu de ses enfants, 
douce, indulgente, tranquille elle-meme comme un enfant, imaginant qu’ils 
deviendraient tres instruits, connaitraient beaucoup plus de choses qu’elle ne 
savait. Elle n ’avait pas entrevu qu’ils poseraient de questions accablantes, la 
trouveraient ignorante (Ibid, pp. 128-129).

Luzina is afraid of being surpassed by her children and becoming a source of shame for 

them -  the former will inevitably happen but her children will never be ashamed of her. 

Given her apprehension at the potential loss of her daughter, it is not surprising 

therefore, that Luzina’s next reaction should be to try to reclaim Josephine and to draw 

her back into the familiar maternal world by distracting her from learning but, at the 

same time, contradicting her own values:

- Je vais te montrer a coudre, offrit-elle avec une amabilite excessive. Prends du 
fil, une aiguille. C ’est bien plus utile de savoir coudre que d ’apprendre la 
grammaire (Ibid, p. 129).
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Josephine will not be so easily waylaid however, and proceeds to announce that she 

intends to become a schoolteacher, a choice that will necessitate leaving the mother. 

Suddenly, the woman who, until now, had facilitated, encouraged and also inspired the 

daughter’s thirst for knowledge, becomes her greatest obstacle,""* just like Eveline with 

Christine in Rue Deschambaiilt and La Route d ’Altamont. At first, Luzina does not take 

much heed of her daughter and thinks that she wants to ‘play’ at being the 

schoolmistress. When she realises that Josephine is indeed serious about her decision, 

Luzina launches ‘une sournoise strategic de defense’ (Ibid), alerting her daughter to the 

miserable example of Miss O’ Rourke, the second teacher to arrive on the island: 

‘Comme la pauvre Anglaise, je suppose! T’as envie de courir les pires ecoles comme 

notre vieille Miss O’ Rourke. II n’y a pas pire misere qu’etre maitresse d’ecole’ (Ibid). 

Josephine is quick to remind her mother of the more positive model of Mile Cote and 

persists in her intention while Luzina is equally relentless in her rebuttal;

- Pour faire une maitresse d’ecole, dit Luzina, il faudrait que tu ailles au couvent 
des annees, puis des annees. Tu serais enfermee au loin. Faudrait que tu fasses 
au gout des Soeurs tout le temps. Et d'abord, il faudrait que tu partes seule avec 
le vieux Nick Sluzick, que tu prennes les gros chars. Une petite puce comme 
toi, tu penses que 9’aurait du bon sens! (Ibid, pp. 129-130).

Without realising it, the mother has just demonstrated to her daughter exactly how she 

will achieve her goals. Sensing that she is fighting a losing battle with her daughter, 

Luzina’s final strategy is to insinuate that it is not appropriate for a girl to harbour such 

ambition, echoing her earlier mistaken assumption that Josephine simply meant that she 

wanted to play at being a teacher as opposed to actually believing that she could 

realistically become one: ‘Passe encore pour des gar§ons, consentit Luzina, d’aller 

s’instruire au loin. Mais une petite fille n’a pas tant que cela besoin de s ’instruire’ 

(Ibid, p. 130). With these words, Luzina is negating everything that she fought for. 

Throughout the novel, Luzina, like Eveline in the ‘autobiographical’ texts, is a symbol 

of self-advancement and instruction, until it becomes a question of losing her daughter. 

However, as well as inheriting Luzina’s love of learning, Josephine has also been 

bequeathed her mother's fighting spirit and thus stubbornly refuses to renounce her 

dream. Once Luzina accepts this, she relents and supports her daughter in the pursuit of 

her goal (for example, by making Josephine’s uniform for the convent school).

It is acknow ledged that M ile Cote encourages Josephine to push herself to her limit and fo llow  her 
dreams, guiding her education into a w hole new realm, but the original inspiration com es from Luzina.
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8.44: Mother-daughter reciprocity

In La Petite Poule d ’eau, there is a clear example of a positive mother-daughter 

exchange. Having inherited so many affirmative qualities from her mother, in 

particular, her sheer determination, Josephine takes control of her future and achieves 

her dreams in a way that Florentine and Elsa fail to do. At all times, Josephine is aware 

that she owes much of her success and happiness to her mother and in a moving letter 

which she writes to Luzina, Josephine becomes ‘la premiere figure de fille-ecrivaine a 

rendre hommage a la mere, renouant avec elle grace a I’ecriture apres 1’avoir quittee’ 

(Saint-Martin 2002, p. 122).

Chere maman, quand je suis entree ce matin dans ma classe et j ’ai vu tourner 
vers moi le visage des enfants, j ’ai bien pense a toi. Dire que ce bonheur, je  le 
dois en grande partie, ma chere maman, a ton esprit de sacrifice, a ton 
devouement [...]. Un grand merci du fond du coeur...ton abnegation...C ’est toi 
qui nous a donne le gout d ’apprendre {La Petite Poule deau, p. 150).

The role of writing, therefore, in the daughter’s return to and reconciliation with the 

mother surfaces in La Petite Poule d 'eau}^^  Furthermore, the letter reveals that in the 

mother, the daughter sees a source of inspiration and a model to be imitated rather than 

rejected. The character of Josephine manages to incorporate the best of her mother 

while at the same time carving out a separate identity for herself, but without 

relinquishing the maternal bond.

8.5: Summary

The Royan fictional universe, as evident in the texts discussed, is distinctly non- 

Freudian and instead closer to the Irigarayan model which calls for renewed 

examination and celebration of the centrality of the mother-daughter couple. Certainly, 

love for a father/husband/son does exist, but it is relegated to the background of these 

texts and instead it is the mother-daughter tragedy which takes centre stage, a move of 

which Adrienne Rich would approve. And yet, while the mother-daughter relationship 

may predominate in Roy’s novels, it is not without complication or tension. In many 

instances, the daughter rejects the maternal figure, symbol of unhappiness and

It is a feature o f  R oy’s ‘autobiographical’ series too, but it really com es to fruition in N o e l’s M aryse  
trilogy.
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imprisonment and source of social and physical shame, in order to assert her autonomy 

and differentiate herself from the mother. As Saint-Martin notes, in Roy’s texts:

S’y confrontent en effet I’immobilisme des meres et la revolte des jeunes 
femmes, dont aucune ne voudra ressembler a sa genitrice (Saint-Martin 2002, 
p. 105).

She continues:

Toute son oeuvre met en scene la fin d’une epoque, celle de la mere de famille 
infiniment bonne et devouee, et I’emergence d’une autre, celle de la jeune fille 
ambitieuse, decidee a reussir, et qui pour y parvenir rejette sa mere, symbole a 
ses yeux d’asservissement et de misere (Ibid, p. 106).

Certainly, in the case of Florentine {Bonheur d ’occasion) and Elsa {La Riviere sans 

repos), there is outright severance with the mother. The latter becomes the daughter’s 

greatest obstacle in the quest for happiness: mother and daughter are depicted as 

enemies as opposed to accomplices, or at the very least, a positive influence on each 

other. It is the miserable example shown by the mother that pushes the daughter 

towards emancipation and self-affirmation.

Ironically, a shared female corporeality, and, more specifically, pregnancy (Florentine) 

and motherhood (Elsa), pushes mother and daughter further apart rather than 

reconciling them, in contrast to the mother-daughter couple of Noel’s La Femme de ma 

vie. Florentine and Elsa inhabit a society where the female body remains the property 

of patriarchal doctrine and serves as a primary source of servitude and oppression. Yet, 

despite the daughter’s sheer resolve in both of these texts to escape the mother’s misery, 

the former’s destiny will adhere to the mother’s model against her own will. In both 

Bonheur d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos, maternal inheritance is essentially 

negative and also pessimistically determinist. There is also a distinct lack of mother- 

daughter communication and, most notably, a silence surrounding female sexuality (as 

was observed in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of both Roy and Noel). Again, it is 

important to emphasise that a common physicality separates mother from daughter and 

vice versa in these novels, the only corporeal link being humiliation at and 

imprisonment in their bodies, ‘un indicible mepris pour sa condition de femme’ 

{Bonheur d ’occasion, p.263). This lack of an authentic mother-daugher bond hinders
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female relationships in general and impedes sisterhood. Florentine coldly rejects 

M arguerite’s offer of help (when she falls pregnant): ‘Les femmes! pensait-elle avec 

mepris. Et d ’ailleurs, est-ce qu’une femme peut aider une autre fem rne?...M ais qui 

I’aiderait?.. (Ibid, p.282). The answer for Florentine lies in a man -  first Jean, then 

Emmanuel. E lsa’s sense of self is similarly embroiled in another man -  her son, 

Jimmy. Thus, the daughters’ rejection of the m others’ model in these two texts is 

doomed to failure because the former do nothing to break the chains of the latter’s 

servitude. Instead, the daughter remains an ‘object’ in patriarchal society: Florentine 

actively cultivates her status as an object of male desire, Elsa is raped and then 

subsequently pours all sense of self into her son. Their female icons come from ‘des 

romans-feuilletons de quinze cents’ {Bonheur d ’occasion, p .12) or the silver screen and 

are consequently caught up in patriarchal definitions of femininity. It is therefore 

inevitable that Florentine and Elsa will fail in their quests to ‘do it differently’ from 

their mothers:

Toutes deux etaient ambitieuses et comptaient bien reussir leur vie. Toutes 
seules, sans aide, elles ont recherche un salut strictement personnel, luttant pour 
leur bonheur a I’interieur des stereotypes, sans se revolter contre ceux-ci. Mais 
puisqu’elles ne remettent pas en question les valeurs et les contraintes imposees 
aux femmes par le milieu [...] , elles retombent dans le piege, Florentine faisanl 
un mariage sans amour, Elsa perdant son fils adore. Leur quete d ’amour aboutit 
a I’echec. Parce qu’elles ont voulu s'elever sans remettre en question les valeurs 
ambiantes, Florentine et Elsa finissent par ressembler a cette mere dont elles ont 
tant cherche a se differencier. L ’evasion revee n ’a pas lieu; revenues au point de 
depart, elles connaitront comme leur mere I’humiliation, le delaissement, le 
sentiment d ’avoir echoue (Saint-Martin 1988, p.66).

In Bonheur d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos, while the traditional roles proposed 

to women may no longer hold tight, at the same time, no real alternative has emerged 

yet. The same appears true with respect to the mother-daughter relationship itself; there 

are attempts (especially in Bonheur d ’occasion), albeit feeble, at communication and 

reconciliation with the mother but they fail miserably, which leads Patricia Smart to 

wonder, ‘Mais serait-ce que le temps n ’est pas encore venu dans le texte quebecois pour 

que les voix de la mere et de la fille se rejoignent?’ (Smart 1990, p.228).

By contrast, Josephine, the daughter figure of La Petite Poule d ’eau, successfully 

achieves her dream while managing to maintain a positive relationship with her mother. 

Granted, there is a certain separation from the mother (but this is necessary if Josephine
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is to become a teacher) and the adoption of a surrogate female role model in the form of 

Mile Cote, but Josephine does not entirely leave Luzina behind. Despite the moments 

of conflict, shame, guilt (daughter) and abandonment (mother), Luzina and Josephine 

establish a repciprocal rapport, where the mother passes on affirmative qualities to the 

daughter and the daughter, in response, pays homage to the mother. The mother- 

daughter relationship survives, and even flourishes, in La Petite Poule d ’eau because 

the daughter is encouraged to leave and assert her own identity, which subsequently 

facilitates her return: the mother-daughter relationship between Luzina and Josephine is 

based on exchange and respect. Furthermore, Josephine succeeds in her goal because, 

unlike Florentine and Elsa, she breaks the chains that have imprisoned her mother and 

takes responsibility for her own destiny instead of placing it in the hands o f a man. 

According to Gabrielle Pascal, Josephine’s choice of career, a schoolteacher, has an 

important impact on mother-daughter relations. The schoolteacher, Pascal declares, 

perfectly embodies both maternal love and daughterly freedom: ‘Mere symbolique, elle 

repond aux besoins de I’attachement mais personnage en transit elle garde le droit a 

Terrance’ (Pascal 1979, p. 144). The profession of teaching allows the daughter to leave 

and enjoy her independence while at the same time, keeping her close to the mother. 

Pascal develops her discussion of the character of the schoolteacher:

Ce personnage feminin, qui ne connait pas les servitudes des meres [...] exerce 
cependant une maternite symbolique aupres de ses &oliers. Devouee a la 
communaute qu’elle sert, elle ne perd pas pour autant sa liberte de mouvement. 
[...]. L ’institutrice apparait comme la mediatrice victorieuse entre les meres 
ecrasees par leur role et les filles que leur revolte marginalise. Dans la 
conformite d ’un role privilegie qui protege son autonomie et lui donne un 
pouvoir, dans une maternite sublimee qui n ’exclut pas la tendresse, ce 
personnage feminin fait I’experience d ’une plenitude (Ibid, p. 159)

However, it must also be stated that, just as it is possible to detect the beginnings of a 

desire for reconciliation with the mother (on the part of the daughter) in Bonheiir 

d ’occasion and La Riviere sans repos, the positive representation of mother-daughter 

relations in La Petite Poule d ’eau is only the beginning of a more authentic mother- 

daughter bond: there are still many areas which have yet to be articulated, namely the 

female body and female sexuality, topics which remain unbroached in La Petite Poule 

d ’eau.
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To sum up, it is possible to draw several conclusions regarding the mother-daughter 

relationship as depicted in Roy’s fiction. Confronted by mothers who symbolise a life 

of isolation, self-sacrifice and servitude, the daughter appears to have little choice but to 

rebel against the m other’s example if she wants to carve out a happier future for herself. 

As discussed, it is possible to identify several distinct forms of maternal rejection (on 

the part of the daughter): through the body (anorexia); through the mind (education); 

through the soul (religion); and through social elevation (materialism, marrying into 

wealth). Gabrielle Pascal describes these various means of revolt as ‘sublimations 

diverses qui visent toutes a creer une distanciation par rapport au destin maternel’ 

(Pascal 1979, p. 143). Pascal identifies five types of sublimation or strategies adopted 

by female characters in Roy’s texts in order to escape the misery of the female 

condition: ‘la sublimation sociale, la sublimation raciale, la sublimation mystique, la 

sublimation litteraire, la sublimation professionnelle ou le recours mystique’ (Ibid). 

The first involves attempting to climb the social ladder and thus distance oneself from 

the mother, but usually by aligning oneself with a man from a higher social class 

(Florentine). The second relates to Elsa and her efforts to ‘act W hite’ so as to avoid the 

same fate as her Inuit mother. The third refers to life in the convent as a means of 

rejecting the suffering of motherhood and marriage (Yvonne)"^. The fourth, ‘la 

sublimation litteraire', applies to Luzina and describes her valorising, almost 

mythologising of her role as mother and wife in order to ignore the self-sacrifice that it 

requires. Finally, the fifth, ‘la sublimation professionnelle’, incorporates escape from a 

similar destiny to the mother via education and a career (Josephine and 

Gabrielle/Christine from the autobiographical texts). Pascal points out that all of these 

sublimations, bar one, fail, and that women appear to be predestined to suffering in 

Roy’s texts. The only sublimation to prove successful is, of course, ‘la sublimation 

professionnelle’ -  ‘dans cet univers imaginaire, en effet, le talent, inne autant 

qu’imprevisible, reste pour les femmes la cle de toute liberation’ (Pascal 1979, p. 160).

Regarding maternal transmission and the future of mother-daughter relations, when the 

influence is predominantly positive (as in the case of La Petite Poule d ’eaii), it is 

welcomed by the daughter, and, although there is an initial separation between mother 

and daughter, the latter is eventually able to return and is happy to define herself in

There is also the character o f  Odette, C hristine’s elder sister, in R oy’s Rue D eschainbault who chooses 
the convent as an escape route from the servitude o f  marriage and motherhood. H ow ever, it is suggested  
that this is sim ply the substitution o f  one patriarchal prison with another.
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conjunction with as opposed to against the mother’s example. On the other hand, when 

maternal inheritance is overwhelmingly negative, the daughter violently rejects the 

maternal model and puts all her effort into distancing herself from the mother. The 

influence of social class in mother-daughter relations is not to be overlooked. When the 

mother becomes associated with poverty, the daughter, anxious to elevate herself to a 

higher social ranking, dissociates herself from the mother (Bonheur d ’occasion and La 

Riviere sans repos). Although Luzina, in La Petite Poule d ’eaii, is by no means 

wealthy, she is more financially secure than Rose-Anna and Winnie, and this is an 

important factor to be taken into consideration in an examination of the mother- 

daughter relationship.

For Paula Gilbert Lewis, the establishment of a reciprocal mother-daughter relationship 

is vital if women are ever to achieve a sense of sisterhood: ‘la solidarite entre mere et 

fille precede la solidarite entre femmes’ (Lewis 2000, p.75). Thus, in Bonheur

d ’occasion, where the mother-daughter bond has disintegrated, there is also, and 

unsurprisingly, a lack of female solidarity with other women (for example, Florentine’s 

rejection of Marguerite who appears to be her only female ‘friend’). In La Petite Poule 

d ’eau, by contrast, there is a strong identification between Mile Cote and Josephine -  

even though this relationship entails a brief separation from the mother, it is temporary 

and in fact permits the daughter to return to the mother. Also, as has been noted, 

identification with other women leads to a more optimistic outcome for Josephine, as 

opposed to Florentine and Elsa who ally themselves predominantly with men.

Finally, as illustrated by Gilbert Lewis, it could be said that it is the direction of ‘le

reflet mere-fille’ that will shape the nature of the mother-daughter relationship and

determine the daughter’s destiny. A reciprocal reflection ‘reussit a renforcer une vision

d’independance feminine et a creer une solidarite psychologique feminine’ while

‘I’echec du reflet brise le miroir ou transforme la filiation en servitude’ (Ibid). In the

case of Florentine and Elsa, the mother-daughter reflection is thwarted whereas

Josephine welcomes the mother’s reflection, interiorises it and then restores it to the

mother by achieving all that Luzina was unable to but also recognising the mother as a

source of her success. Thus, in the fiction of Gabrielle Roy, the importance of the

mother-daughter reflection (as Gilbert Lewis puts it), or a reciprocal mother-daughter

exchange, is clearly highlighted. Certainly there is an awareness of the need for a

mother-daughter affinity and one can detect the stirrings of an alliance, or at any rate, an
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underlying desire for reconciliation. However, for the most part, mother and daughter 

appear wedged apart by patriarchal norms and unable to find their way back to each 

other. La Petite Poiile d ’eau is the most optimistic text of the three discussed in this 

section as it illustrates the very real possibility of a mother-daughter reciprocity, which 

will be developed further in the fiction of Francine Noel.
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9: THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP IN THE FICTION OF 

FRANCINE NOEL 

9.1; General Introduction

This section will discuss the various representations of the mother-daughter relationship 

in Noel’s four novels: the Marsye trilogy {Matyse, Myriam premiere, La Conjuration 

des bdtards) and Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique. The mother-daughter 

relationship emerges as an important feature in all of these novels, but most notably in 

books one and two of the Maryse trilogy (Maryse and Myriam premiere). The novels 

will be examined in the following order -  first, Maryse, second, Myriam premiere, 

third. Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique, and finally. La Conjuration des bdtards I 

feel that this particular order, which also corresponds to the order of publication, best 

reflects the overall mother-daughter trajectory. However, as we shall see. Nous avons 

tous decouvert VAmerique marks a certain detour in this trajectory.

9.2 Maryse

Feminist critics of Noel’s first novel have commented on the vein of matrophobia which

runs throughout the entire text. Kathryn Roberts describes Maryse as ‘hante par un

desir de renier, d’oublier le passe pauvre et humiliant vecu chez sa mere’ (1995, p.31)

and similarly, Saint-Martin remarks that 'Maryse, c’est la rupture totale avec la mere

qui incarne le mediocre milieu familial’ adding that ‘la mere n’est la que par la

negation, I’absence’ (1993, p.246). Of her own text, Noel herself admits that ‘Dans

Maryse, je donne une image de la mere qui est dure’ (Noel with Pelletier and Saint-

Martin 1993, p.227). This horror of becoming one’s mother is predominantly

associated with the eponymous protagonist of the novel, but it is also possible to discern

in Maryse the emergence of a whole generation of women (represented by the students,

Maryse, Marite, Marie-Lyre Flouee) eager to break with the restrictive traditions of the

past and consequently, the example of their mothers (Roberts 1995, pp.31-32). Thus,

the mother-daughter relationship in Maryse will be discussed not only in relation to the

protagonist but where secondary ‘daughter’ characters are concerned too. Also, this

section hopes to show that, while other critics have focused on the conflict and

negativity between mother and daughter in Maryse, the nature of this relationship is far

from straightforward. While, for the most part, there is indeed a strong desire on the
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part of the daughter figures to separate from the mother, there are also moments of 

understanding between mother and daughter and glimpses of an everlasting bond, not to 

mention the very positive example of mother-daughter relations presented to us by the 

characters of Blanche and Marite.

9.21: Rejection of the mother

Like Florentine Lacasse {Bonheur d ’occasion), Maryse (nee Mary) O ’ Sullivan, 

protagonist of the Maryse trilogy, rejects her mother (Irene Tremblay) and the misery, 

suffering and impoverishment that she incarnates. She no longer directly communicates 

with her mother and the only news that she receives about her is via infrequent 

telephone calls from her sister Maureen with whom Maryse also has a troubled 

relationship. In fact, M aryse’s whole fam.ily have become a sort of ‘non-passe’ 

(Roberts 1995, p.32) that Maryse has tried to erase from her life. Maryse is thus 

annoyed by the intrusion of her sister into her make-believe personal history, and by her 

phone calls that serve as a reminder of the fam ily's existence and more importantly, 

M aryse’s roots:

Sa famille, qu'elle pensait avoir parquee dans un coin de sa memoire et n’etre 
plus qu’une chose dont on parle continuait de vivre de son cote. Pire, ils allaient 
se multiplier [...]. Maryse avait honte d ’eux [...] et honte d ’avoir honte 
{Maryse, p.37).

At the same time, as the above quotation illustrates, negating one’s ancestry and 

denying one’s mother provokes contradictory feelings of guilt in the daughter, who is at 

once ashamed of her background and ashamed of her shame (like the daughter figures 

in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel). That said, the daughter does not 

stir when she receives a call telling her that her mother is ill -  her feelings of guilt are 

not enough to push her to visit her mother. This is reminiscent of Gabrielle (La 

Detresse et Venchantement) and Francine {La Femme de ma vie) who are both self- 

reproaching of their attitudes towards their mothers and yet the former, despite 

numerous pleas from Melina and the inundation of letters from her, cannot not bring 

herself to move home, while the latter, even when her mother is ill, cannot possibly 

conceive of living with her.
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In fact, where Maryse is concerned, it seems she would prefer a phone call informing 

her that her mother has died, as then she would be rid of this ghost from her past once 

and for all:

Une semaine etait passee depuis que Maureen avait telephone pour annoncer 
d ’un air important que leur mere etait malade. Maryse n’etait pas allee la voir et 
elle n'irait pas; elle n’avait rien a lui dire. Sa soeur n’avait pas rappele. Irene 
n ’etait done pas morte, pas cette fois-ci, et, contrairement aux insinuations de 
Maureen, elle vivrait sans doute longtemps encore, lamentable et 
larmoyante... Irene O’Sullivan, nee Tremblay, avait toujours ete 
pitoyable...(Ibid, p.234).

Irene O’ Sullivan cuts a deplorable figure in the eyes of the daughter and the latter (like 

Florentine in Bonheur d'occasion and Elsa in La Riviere sans repos) refutes the 

possibility of any resemblance or connection to the mother: ‘elle {Maryse)^^'' ne voulait 

d’ailleurs pas lui etre comparee et ne s’attardait jamais longtemps sur son image’ (Ibid, 

p.236). Although, the author does not linger on physical descriptions of the mother and 

daughter to the same extent as Roy does with Rose-Anna and Florentine, there are 

nonetheless scattered references to Maryse’s thinness ( ‘Elle etait trop maigre’. Ibid, 

p.239) in contrast to Irene’s fleshiness ( ‘la graisse de ses bras’. Ibid, p.479). We recall 

from our discussion of Bonhenr d'occasion that the daughter’s cult of slenderness is 

associated with her rejection of the mother’s heavy maternal body and the lifestyle that 

it represents. At one stage in the novel, Maryse, observing her reflection in the mirror 

and imagining how she will look as an older woman, proclaims: ‘Pourvu que je ne me 

mette pas a ressembler a ma mere’ (Ibid, p.239). Another symbol of the daughter’s 

rejection of the mother, and, significantly, the pleasure that she takes from doing so, is 

her pet cats -  animals which were banished from the mother’s household and 

considered dirty.

Maintenant, elle se sentait grande et libre d’avoir autant de minous qu’elle 
voulait. L’apparition de Melibee Marcotte dans sa vie lui semblait d ’ailleurs de 
tres bon augure: a la caresser, elle avait 1’impression de transgresser un interdit, 
de s’affranchir (Ibid, p.47).

It is a rebellious act similar to Christine’s locking herself in the attic in order to write, 

aware of her mother’s disapproval {Rue Deschambaidt).

M y insertion.
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Maryse has constructed a life for herself beyond the parameters of her family and, in 

particular, her mother, with whom she will no longer associate:

Maryse savait bien qu’Irene habitait toujours le meme taudis, ou un taudis 
analogue, dans le meme quartier, mais elle ne pensait plus a elle. Jamais. Sa vie 
etait ailleurs (Ibid, p.236).

Like Rose-Anna Lacasse {Bonheur d ’occasion) and W innie {La Riviere sans repos), 

Irene Tremblay is inextricably linked to poverty, ignorance and suffering"^ and is 

reduced to nothing more than ‘une nettoyeuse, voila ce qu’avait toujours ete Irene 

Tremblay, une nettoyeuse morose et muette’ (Ibid, p.482) in the eyes of the daughter. 

In fact, she has becom e the physical embodiment of wretchedness: ‘La misere n ’etait 

pas, n ’avait jam ais ete, et ne serait jam ais belle. Comme Irene Tremblay, la misere 

portait d ’horribles dentiers mal ajustes qui nuisaient a sa prononciation’ (Ibid, p.483). 

Irene Tremblay could not be further removed from the world that the daughter yearns to 

belong to: ‘Tout ce qui venait du haut de la cote, du quartier Outremont, etait 

merveilleux’ (Ibid, p.48). This reminds us of Florentine in Bonheur d ’occasion who 

similarly envies the wealthy class that strategically inhabits the heights of Montreal. 

However, it is important to state that in Maryse, although the daughter's negative 

feelings essentially focus on the mother, there is not simply renunciation of the latter 

but of the protagonist’s entire family. Maryse has relegated all her family members to 

her past ( ‘irremediablement perim es’ Ibid, p.237), and, while at the beginning of the 

novel she harbours fond memories of her father, it is not long before he too becomes 

associated with ‘le souvenir d ’un passe sordide, a gom m er’ (Ibid). For Maryse, there is 

nothing positive to be gained from holding on to her roots which, in her opinion, should 

remain deeply buried and out of sight: ‘Elle trouvait fascinant qu’on puisse raconter son 

enfance [...] avec autant de naturel, sans rien avoir a travestir ou a dissimuler (Ibid, 

p.48).

H owever, it must be pointed out that w hile W innie and Irene are portrayed as passive sufferers, Rose- 
Anna Lacasse is a fighter.
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9.22: Lack of mother-daughter communication

On reflecting on her childhood, Maryse feels that there may have been a time when she 

loved her mother. However, it is so far in the past that it barely seems real and she is 

unsure whether or not such feelings ever existed. Even if they did, Maryse quickly 

suppresses them and reduces them to the fact that it would have been a period of her life 

when she was fully dependent on her mother and had no choice but to be connected to 

her.

Elle I’avait aimee, pourtant, elle devait I’avoir aimee, petite. Elle n ’avait pas le 
choix, alors. Mais plus maintenant. Elle ne la detestait pas, mais elle ne I’aimait 
pas (Ibid, p.236).

Between mother and daughter now, there is an emotional void, a deficit of feelings of 

any sort whatsoever, a complete breakdown in any tenuous relationship that may have 

existed.

As the novel unfolds, it becomes clear that Maryse, like Christine/Gabrielle (the Royan 

‘autobiographical’ series) and Josephine {La Petite Poitle d ’eau), has elevated herself, 

through education, to a social class higher than that of her family and has subsequently 

defined herself as different to her mother. By bettering herself however, Mar^'se 

surpasses both her family and her mother and the gap between them widens further:

[...] elle (M a m e )" ^  ne voulait pas frayer avec des gens qui avaient toujours ri 
d ’elle quand elle rentrait du couvent avec un accent different et de manieres de 
table fancies (Ibid, p.37).

As M aryse’s education progresses, mother and daughter become increasingly unable to 

communicate with each other:

Irene [...] ne savait pas quoi repondre quand Mary s ’animait pour parler de son 
cours Classique. Les rares fois oii elle avait prete attention a sa fille, elle n ’avait 
pas saisi le sens de ses paroles, et de peur de ne pas comprendre a nouveau, elle 
avait pris I’habitude de ne pas ecouter. C ’etait sans importance maintenant pour 
Maryse: depuis son depart de la rue H6tel-de-Ville, sa mere, et meme son pere 
Tom, avaient perdu le peu de poids et d ’epaisseur qu’ils detenaient autrefois 
(Ibid, p.236).

M y insertion .
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As was the case for Gabrielle {La Detresse et I'enchantement) who was subjected to 

sharp criticism from her siblings for ‘snubbing’ her own mother, there is a certain 

resentment in M aryse surrounding the daughter who has surpassed and abandoned the 

mother, the maternal home and the family raised there. Maryse, like Gabrielle, is made 

to feel guilty by her sister for her social advancement. ‘On n ’est pus assez smattes pour 

toe’ (Ibid, p.36), Maureen proclaims to Maryse, suggesting that the daughter does not 

have the right to leave and assert her independence. Maureen has chosen to replicate 

the mother’s example in contrast to Maryse who has refused it. However, the picture 

that is painted of M aureen in the novel is pitiful (she is merely a reproduction of a 

miserable model) whereas Maryse encapsulates personal growth and the pursuit of 

individual goals.

It is not just words that are lacking between mother and daughter, there is also a dearth 

of physical communication. Like Madame Laplante and Rose-Anna Lacasse, Irene 

Tremblay does not display any physical warmth towards her childen: ‘Irene touchait 

rarement a ses filles, les marques d ’affection n ’etant pas leur fort dans sa famille’ (Ibid, 

p.280). Maryse admits that she would have welcomed her mother’s attentions had they 

been offered; ‘elle avait deja voulu etre ecoutee et cajolee; cela ne s’etait pas produit car 

Irene n 'avail pas le tem ps’ (Ibid, p.236). M other and daughter have become a taboo to 

each other through their bodies -  the daughter is deprived of the m other's touch and the 

latter denies herself the daughter's embrace.

9.23: Maternal Transmission

Female transmission in M aryse, in comparison with Bonheur d'occasion  and La Riviere 

sans repos, is depicted as overwhelmingly negative. Mothers either have little to pass 

on to their daughters, or the daughters reject what is offered to them. Katherine Roberts 

writes:

II n ’y rien ici de I’experience des femmes qui puisse etre transmis a la 
generation de Marite, Maryse, et MLF. Celles-ci se sentent prises dans un 
cercle vicieux de haine o l i  une femme souhaite meme la mort d ’une amee pour 
pouvoir partager ou heriter de ses biens (1995, p.32).
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When Maryse is at a wedding held in her partner’s family home, she observes the 

women around her, especially her partner’s mother, Hermine Paradis, and disdainfully 

remarks that they are all in competition with each other, ‘toutes les femmes avaient les 

memes desirs, les memes envies’ {Maryse, p.278). Like vultures ready to swoop on 

their prey, ‘elle sont toutes pressees d ’avoir leur heritage qui est essentiellement les 

biens des hommes, ou les objets offerts, achetes par eux’ (Roberts 1995, p.33).

Maryse vit une longue file de jeunes filles lorgnant d ’un oeil faussement detache 
les bijoux des vieilles qui tardaient a mourir. Les jeunes souhaitaient 
silencieusement leur mort pour pouvoir profiter de leur bien avant d ’etre vieilles 
a leur tour et devenues indesirables {Maryse, p.278).

Thus, mother-daughter transmission is described as being entwined in an endless circle 

of covetousness and jealousy, where ‘les femmes n ’ont rien de positif a se leguer sinon 

de vains bijoux (Roberts 1995, p .33).

Where the protagonist Maryse is concerned, the only thing that she sees as having been

passed on to her by her female ancestors is ill health. In comparison with Florentine

whose poverty peers through all her artifice, it would seem that M aryse’s origins are
1 ”̂ 0also inscribed on her body against her will in terms of her poor constitution “ :

[...] des deux cotes elles etaient vouees a la souffrance; toutes ces maladies 
sournoises qui bouillonnaient en elles! Sans compter leurs obscures maladies- 
de-femmes dont elles s ’entretenaient a mots converts. Elles etaient toutes 
atteintes de quelque chose et sa race etait taree {Maryse, p .242).

Consequently, Maryse chooses to dissociate herself from her female ancestry, opting 

instead for a host o f surrogate relatives who have the potential to transmit positive 

characteristics, just as Josephine does in La Petite Poule d ’eau by transferring her 

attachment from Luzina to the school teacher, Mile Cote:

C ’est pourquoi Maryse avait voulu les oublier et ne plus frequenter que des 
femmes gaies, aux chairs epanouies. C ’est ce qui I’avait d ’abord seduite chez 
Marite; elle & latait de sante. Et Marie-Lyre avait les dents blanches, bien 
droites et les cheveux drus. Elle n ’etait jam ais malade (Ibid)

M ichel Paradis accuses Maryse o f  sm elling like a pharmacy.
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However, like Florentine {Bonheur d ’occasion) and Elsa {La Riviere sans repos), as 

hard as she may try, Maryse does not seem to be able to erase all traces of inheritance.

Mais contrairem ent a ses attentes, ses belles amies n ’avaient pas deteint sur elle 
et sa race pourrie lui ressortait par les pores de la peau: elle suait la maladie 
(Ibid).

Elle etait nee pauvre et cela paraitrait toujours (Ibid, p.306).

In reference to her mother, the protagonist describes her as ‘toujours [...] fermee et 

comme absente...E lle aussi avait vecu dans une sorte de nowhere parallele a celui de 

son m ari’ (Ibid, p.483) and states that she ‘n ’avait rien a lui leguer’ (Ibid, p.280). 

Maryse reveals that everything she knows, she owes to other women whether it be 

related to the household, appearance or culture. Like Madame Laplante {Bonheur 

d ’occasion), Irene Tremblay ensured that her children’s basic needs were met, but 

ventured no further in her daughter’s education:

Cette femm e-la avait torche en silence la petite Mary, mais pour le reste, pour le 
savoir-faire et I’adresse, pour I’allure, I’allant, la fa^on, la maniere de bien laver 
les draps, pour I’etendage, le reglage des comptes, la lecture, les talons hauts du 
dimanche et les bas bien tires, c ’etaient des etrangeres, toujours qui lui avaient 
montre com ment s’y prendre (Ibid, p.483).

At one stage in the novel, Maryse reveals herself to be angry with her mother for having 

failed to teach her anything at all. She feels that had knowledge been passed on from 

mother to daughter, she would not find herself in situations where she is either 

powerless or inadequate before other women. For example, Maryse has difficulty in 

standing up to Hermine (her partner’s mother) and puts this down to being ill-equipped 

in life as a woman due to her m other’s negligence:

Maryse pensa que si sa mere lui avait montre comment travailler, elle n ’aurait 
pas eu a subir, encore une fois cet apres-midi, les remontrances d ’une etrangere 
suffisante (Ibid, p.407).

Maryse goes so far as to question maternal inheritance itself, and doubts whether a 

mother can actually pass on anything of value to her daughter: ‘Le savoir-faire n’etait 

peut-etre pas transmissible de mere en fille’ (Ibid, p.406). Even Marite, who, on the 

whole, enjoys an affirmative relationship with her mother, feels that she was poorly 

informed by Blanche regarding childbirth and maternity: the knowledge that she
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expected from her mother was not handed down. ‘Pourquoi tu ne me I’as pas dit, 

maman, que 9 a faisait si m al?’ (Ibid, p. 126), Marite complains to Blanche. The latter’s 

mistaken reasoning is that, to her mind, there is nothing her generation can teach the 

new one: ‘De toute fa9 on, mon experience ne peut pas tellement te servir’ (Ibid).

Despite this pessimistic outlook on maternal inheritance, there emerges, nonetheless, a 

distinct concern on the part o f the new generation o f women (represented by Maryse, 

Marite and Marie-Lyre) to reconstruct mother-daughter inheritance along more positive 

lines, to ensure that the mother has something to pass on to her daughter, that the 

daughter will learn from the mother. Thus, Marie-Lyre, albeit in a humorous tone, 

decides to;

Tenir un registre des caracteristiques, entrees en fonction et departs de ses 
chums. Elle n ’avait que vingt-quatre ans, mais si 9 a continuait a ce rhythme-la, 
elle en oublierait bientot des bouts et, une fois vieille, elle n ’aurait plus rien de 
coherent a raconter a ses petites-filles (Ibid, p. 140).

Similarly, Maryse longs for a daughter and envies the women around her who have a 

girl child:

Maryse pensa qu’elle ne se promenerait jamais suivie d'une petite fille, sa fille. 
Elle aurait echange toutes ses annees d’etudes avec Soledad pour avoir une 
enfant comme e lle .. . ’ (Ibid, p.395).

Perhaps this longing is due to an inadvertent desire to relive and repair her own failed 

mother-daughter relationship, as it would seem to be the case for Jeanne Pelletier {La 

Femme de ma vie) who, having been abandoned by her mother, determines not to 

release her hold on her daughter (Francine). Maryse is adamant that, unlike Irene, she 

will provide her daughter with all the tools that she needs for life: ‘Si j ’ai une fille, se 

promit-elle, je lui serai attentive, je lui enseignerai to u t...’(Ibid, p.484).
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9.24; Marite and Blanche Grand’maison (A positive mother-daughter 

relationship)

It is in Marite and Blanche Grand’maison that we find a more promising example of 

mother-daughter interaction, in stark contrast to the shame and tension that 

characterises Maryse’s relationship with Irene. Marite Grand’maison seems to have 

sailed through childhood, adolescence and into adulthood without any notable mother- 

daughter conflict. In fact their relationship seems to improve as the daughter matures:

Effectivement, Marite avait une vie harmonieuse mais elle se trouvait tout a fait
ordinaire, comparee a son amie Maryse, qui semblait avoir eu une enfance
etrange. [...]. II lui arrivait de penser avec perplexite au classique rejet des
parents qu’elle n’avait pas eprouve bien fort lors de son adolescence: cela ne
s’etait pas produit dans son cas et c’est en douceur qu’elle etait devenue une
adulte. Elle se disait que ces theories sur I’oedipe et la puberte etaient peut-etre
de la foutaise, comme devait I’etre la pretendue inevitable rivalite entre la fille et
la mere; plus elle vieillissait plus elle se sentait proche de la sienne. En fait, la

1 1seule note discordante dans ce tableau, c’etait Charles-Emile, son pere " (Ibid, 
p.41).

Maryse enviously observes the rapport that her friend Marite enjoys with her mother; it 

is a closeness that she is unfamiliar with:

Marite avait I’air d’aimer beaucoup Blanche et §a devait etre extraordinaire de 
pouvoir, comme 9a, se dire et dire: ‘J ’aime ma mere’. On devait se sentir bien 
(Ibid, p.48).

This affirmative mother-daughter relationship is not simply noticed by others. Marite 

herself recognises all the positive traits that she has inherited from Blanche and is 

neither afraid to pay homage to her nor to declare her love: ‘Je I’aime, moi, ma mere 

[...]. Ce que j ’ai de mieux, je le tiens d’elle’ (Ibid, p.474). Unlike Maryse who rejects 

her female inheritance, Marite proudly proclaims, ‘Je viens d’une lignee de femmes 

vaillantes’ (Ibid). The most striking difference between Blanche Grand’maison and 

Irene Tremblay is that the former managed to retain a sense of self throughout marriage 

and motherhood in contrast to the latter whose subjectivity melted into the roles that life

Once again, as observed in the discussion o f  the ‘autobiographical’ writings o f  Roy and N oel and also 
R oy’s fiction, the father occupies a position o f  little significance in stark contrast to the importance 
accorded to the mother-daughter unit. In fact, the father figure seem s to hover around the periphery o f  
the texts, as an outsider in a mother-daughter centred world.
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forced her to assume. Even though it was demanded of Blanche that she sacrifice her 

career (as a lawyer) for her family, by filling her life with rewarding activities, she 

ensured that at no stage did she lose sight of her individual personality. Consequently, 

she has not become bitter in her old-age, nor does she feel that her children robbed her 

of her selfhood. Furthermore, she is able to pass on her positive and confident attitude 

to her daughter.

Blanche avait le charme des femmes de sa generation qui, par miracle, n ’etaient 
pas devenues aigries. [ ...]. Malgre les desillusions de son mariage, elle etait 
encore habitee d ’un immense gout de vivre qu’elle avait transmis a sa fille. 
Blanche etait le genre de mere que vous auriez aime avoir eue; pas une mere 
martyre, ni souffreteuse, ni hagarde, ni agrippante, mais une femme ayant son 
quant-a-soi, sa vie a elle, ses activites, curieuse encore, et vivante, etonnamment 
vivante (Ibid, p.46).

A second significant difference between Blanche Grand’maison and Irene Tremblay, 

and which impacts on the mother-daughter relationship, is their social class. Blanche’s 

lack of financial worry means that she can choose how to spend her days and can enjoy 

her children, unlike Irene who is forced to perform menial tasks so as to have enough 

money to feed and clothe her children. As a result, she has little time or energy to offer 

her family. Lori Saint-Martin comments on this point:

S ’observe ici le meme phenomene que chez Gabrielle Roy: les filles du milieu 
pauvre (Florentine, Maryse) rejettent leur mere et son lot de miseres, tandis que 
les filles de milieu plus aise (Christine dans Rue Deschamhault, Josephine dans 
La Petite Poule d ’eau, Marite) s ’inscrivent par rapport a elle dans la continuite, 
dans la complicite (Saint-Martin 1993, p.246).

While the mother-daughter rapport that exists between Marite and Blanche is essentially 

optimistic in outlook, it is not, however, a perfect relationship. Certainly, it is Maryse 

who most vehemently rejects the mother, but it could be said that Marite harbours a 

desire ‘do it differently’ too. For example, the latter chooses not to christen her son 

Gabriel, a decision that marks a rupture with the traditions of her mother’s generation. 

That Blanche proceeds to perform her own private christening ceremony for her 

grandson, of which her daughter is oblivious, reveals the clash of interests of both 

mother and daughter and two generations of women. In addition, Marite reveals an 

anxiety that she may not fully ‘know’ her mother as a woman and that she may never be 

accorded such an opportunity:
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11 me semble parfois que Blanche est une etrangere et que je  ne la connais pas 
non plus; on ne s’est pas assez parle, on ne s’est pas assez vues. Et c’est peut- 
etre trop tard (Maryse, p.474).

This not the first time that mother and daughter are described as strangers to each other 

-  we recall earlier examples from Roy of Florentine/Rose-Anna, ElsaAVinnie and also 

Gabrielle/Melina. It would seem that, even in the warmest of relationships, mother and 

daughter have not yet been entirely restored to each other and that the channels of free- 

flowing mother-daughter communication remain to be constructed.

9.25: Daughter’s inability to entirely repress the mother

Lori Saint-Martin notes that in Maryse, ‘Le rapport mere-fille est souvent esquive, 

refuse, refoule hors narration’ (1993, p.247). At the same time, the daughter, try as she 

might, is unable to entirely repress the memory/existence of the mother. Thus, Maryse 

reveals that while she rarely thinks of her mother during the day, at night, in her sleep,

she frequently returns to the maternal home. It is interesting to analyse the mother-
1 '> 0

daughter relationship from the perspective of M aryse’s recurring dreams. “  The first 

dream that she recounts is the following:

La nuit derniere, dit-elle, j ’ai reve que j ’allais a Quebec avec ma mere pour une 
noce. Une noce plate. Je me mets a danser mais ma mere m ’arrete et me dis 
que je lui fais honte...P lus tard, je  suis chez elle avec d ’autres personnes, des 
hommes. Nous nous preparons pour aller voir un spetacle. Quelqu’un a pris 
son bain et I’eau sale qu’il a laisse dans la baignoire me degoute. Je suis en 
retard, pas encore habillee. Je fouille dans I’im.mense garde-robe de ma mere 
pleine de vetements bleus trop grands pour moi, j ’essaie ses robes et aucune ne 
me va {Matyse, p.34).

The first part of this dream identifies the daughter as a source of discomfort for the 

mother due to the fact that she behaves differently from the mother and does not 

conform to the norms expected of her. Also, it is significant that the mother stops the 

daughter from dancing, perhaps referring to the way in which the daughter feels that the 

mother has the potential to hold her back in life. In the second half of the dream, 

Maryse describes herself as being in her mother’s house, but in the company of men -  

this could refer to the way that, like Florentine, the protagonist initially aligns herself 

with a male figure, Michel Paradis, as a means of escaping her miserable past. There is

The interpretations offered are entirely subjective.
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a third element to the dream that involves the dirty bath, the ritual of dressing and 

finally searching in the mother’s wardrobe and trying on her clothes. The dirty bath 

water could represent the protagonist’s shame of her impoverished family roots, her 

m other’s ignorance and passivity -  she would like to cleanse herself of such a tarnished 

past but is unable to. The fact that she is late and not yet dressed could relate to the 

daughter’s quest for her own identity which she has not yet managed to authentically 

articulate, and her lingering between her past (old Maryse) and her future (new 

Maryse), and perhaps a hesitation in abandoning the mother. Finally, the mother’s 

wardrobe and clothes are symbolically significant: that none of the mother’s clothes fit 

the daughter reveals the conflict in their relationship, the rupture between the two and 

the nigh impossibility of reconciliation. Paradoxically, it perhaps also illustrates both 

the daughter’s underlying desire to incorporate the mother, to ‘re-fuse’ with her and, at 

the same time, her eagerness to cast off the mother. The engulfing wardrobe could 

signify the daughter’s fear of the all-powerful mother, capable of assimilating the 

daughter, stunting her personal development and quashing her individuality. At another 

stage in the novel, Maryse confides, ‘enfant, je  me mefiais des placards, des gardes- 

robes; comme si j ’avais peur d ’y etre em muree’ (Ibid, p.51).

Maryse relates a second dream through writing later in the text;

Je reve que je  suis dans la maison de ma mere. Lemire est la, avec d'autres 
personnes, mais pas ma mere. Lemire dit que le mobilier est laid et je 
I’approuve. [...]. Tout est en desordre. Je vais dans la salle de bains parce que 
je suis menstruee. Je veux me laver mais il n ’y a plus de baignoire’ (Ibid, 
p.233).

Once again there is the imagery of untidiness and lack of cleanliness in the mother’s 

house. The daughter wants to wash herself (erase the traces of her past) but is prevented 

from doing so. In this dream there is a further reference to menstruation in the mother’s 

house, which simultaneously links and severs mother from daughter (the daughter 

rejects the mother’s corporeality but cannot obviously deny all shared physicality with 

her). Interestingly, the relaying of this dream occurs during the Mayse’s temporary 

aphony in the novel. By the time Maryse has finished writing about her dream, she has 

recovered her voice, thus inferring that the female writer’s voice is inextricably linked 

to the mother and dependent on a return to her (as Cixous, Irigaray and Kristeva would 

support). Even though these dreams may present a bleak view of mother-daughter
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relations, they announce nevertheless, a subconscious and eternal, albeit conflicted, 

bond between the two. The final reference in the novel, however, to M aryse’s dreams 

concludes on a pessimistic note, speculating on the irremediable state of the mother- 

daughter relationship:

Dans ses reves, Maryse retournait souvent a la maison de son enfance: quand 
elle n ’y entrait pas, tout restait harmonieux, mais si elle passait le seuil, presque 
toujours, un sentiment d ’etrangete la saisissait.. .et le reve prenait des allures de 
cauchemar (Ibid, p.478).

9.26: Surrogate mothers

Elle ne tenait, ne voulait tenir, ni de sa mere francophone et bornee, ni de son 
pere, iriandais, idiot et m consistant...E lle etait issue de ces batardises, de ces 
deux sous-cultures appauvries. Elle etait sans racines et ne devait pas s ’attarder 
a la question des origines...(Ibid, pp.484-485).

The protagonist in Maryse, as previously highlighted, goes to great pains to distance 

herself from her biological roots. To compensate for this loss, she establishes an 

alternative family for herself, comprised of surrogate mothers and sisters.

The noticeable absence of the biological mother in the protagonist’s life (enforced by 

the daughter but not refuted by the mother) is counterbalanced by the presence of 

substitute mother figures, revealing the daughter’s need for a maternal bond. Blanche 

G rand’maison, mother to Marite, provides a positive example of motherhood and 

womanhood that Maryse would like to emulate, in the same way that Josephine (La 

Petite Poule d ’eau) regards Mile Cote as a perfect role model:

Une fois vieille, elle serait comme Blanche, encore belle et bien preservee. 
Blanche! Elle avait fait sa connaissance quelques jours plus tot et elle etait 
encore sous le choc de cette rencontre (Ibid, p.46).

This is because, unlike M aryse’s mother (Irene Tremblay) and also Mile Cote (in the 

case of Josephine), Blanche Grand’maison has not sacrificed her identity as a woman to 

marriage and motherhood: she is associated with strength and success, and, 

significantly, she has maintained her beauty. The latter is a crucial factor for the 

daughter -  when the m other’s body emanates suffering and decrepitude, it is the object
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of unmitigated repudiation. Thus, Maryse welcomes, craves, Blanche’s attention -  she 

accepts Blanche’s reflection and delights in ‘ce temps de reconnaissance’ (Ibid, p.47), 

all of which are lacking from her biological mother.

But not all alternative mother figures in the novel are welcomed. As soon as Maryse 

moves in with her boyfriend, Michel Paradis, the latter’s mother, Hermine begins acting 

as if she now has unquestionable access to her pseudo daughter-in-law’s life. Hermine 

furnishes the apartment with her own possessions and pesters Maryse with incessant 

phone calls, often preventing the latter from working, whereas her biological son, on the 

other hand, does not have to suffer the same intrusions. Hermine tries to mould Maryse 

into a mini version of herself, subjecting her to an unpleasant make-over and adorning 

with her jewels, powders, creams and hair accessories that she has selected:

Maryse voyait la main de sa belle-mere, devenue soudainement ferme, s’abattre 
regulierement sur sa tete. Elle eut I’impression d’etre ligotee, nue et 
impuissante, a un fauteuil de dentiste (Ibid, p.279).

Even Maryse’s biological mother ‘ne lui avait jamais inflige un tel traitment’ (Ibid). 

Similarly, Hermine arranges the apartment how she would like it and instructs Maryse 

on housework, until the latter can bear it no longer; ‘Elle avait 1'impression d'etre 

comme le linge qu’Hermine voulait plier a sa volonte. Elle voulut renverser la table 

d ’un coup de pied pour que tout revole’ (Ibid, p.407).

Unlike Blanche, Hermine only seems to define herself in relation to her son and 

husband; she is, as Francesca Benedict puts it, a typical example of ‘La Femme-objet’ 

(1993, p.268). Benedict elaborates on this point, stating that while Hermine may phone 

often and talk a lot, she does not think for herself nor does she express any individual 

opinions but simply regurgitates her husband’s -  ‘c’est ce que dit Emilien’ {Maryse, 

p. 155). Hermine Paradis is a mother figure who pushes her way in to Maryse’s life as 

opposed to Blanche whose presence is welcomed. It is not surprising therefore that the 

former is eventually rebuffed.

There are two distinct groups of women in Maryse, those who are caught up in

traditional patriarchal stereotypes of womanhood and those who represent a new breed

of liberated women. Maryse rejects all the mother figures who are trapped in the old,

restrictive definitions of womanhood. It is important to note, as Georgiana Cole points

out, that Maryse was raised by three patriarchal stereotypes of femininity ‘la maman, la
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putain et la bonne soeur’ (Cole 1990, p. 102) -  Irene, her aunt Kathleen and Sister Sainte 

Monique respectively. This trio is rejected and replaced by a new, more affirmative 

version, comprising Maryse, Marite and Marie-Lyre, who embody the concept of 

sisterhood.

9.27: Sisterhood

M aryse’s two best friends (Marite and Marie-Lyre) constitute the alternative family that 

Maryse has constructed for herself, having abandoned her biological roots. As 

Alexandra Jarque remarks, ‘les gens qui, [ ...] , se sont eloignes de leur famille, s’en 

construisent done une nouvelle, faite d ’am is’ (1991, p.35). This is exactly what Maryse 

does, leading critics to hail Francine Noel as ‘Tune des premieres auteures quebecoises 

a axer ses romans sur les rapports entre femm es’ (Saint-Martin 1993, p.241). In stark 

contrast to Bonheur d ’occasion where sisterhood is rejected and men are considered to 

be the only means of achieving success, happiness and emancipation, Mayse is without 

a doubt ‘le roman des copines’ (Jarque 1991, p.31).

For Alexandra Jarque, Maryse, Marite and Marie-Lyre constitute a new type of

protagonist in the Quebec novel, of whom ‘une caracteristique fondamentale [...] est

leur appartenance a un groupe d’amis, le plus souvent compose d ’autres femmes [...]

les families se retrecissent, se desagregent, et la viabilite du couple devient de plus en

plus problematique’ (Ibid, p.32). Maryse looks up to her friends and considers them to

possess many admirable characteristics to which she herself aspires. Marite is

described as ‘une heroine aux prouesses innombrables’ {Maryse, p.42), a kind of

‘superwoman’ who has managed to combine a high-powered career with motherhood,

and still have time for her friends: ‘II n ’y avait aucun tremblement dans sa demarche,

ses gestes ou sa parole. Rien que du solide’ (Ibid, p.34). Similarly, Maryse admires

M arie-Lyre’s independent spirit, her sense of humour and her beauty (Ibid, p.502).

Both Marite and Maryse are involved in the struggle for w om en’s rights, thus further

reinforcing the concept of sisterhood that they represent. As a lawyer, Marite takes on

the cases of battered wives and it is no coincidence that the abbreviation of Marie-

Lyre’s Flouee’s name (MLF) also stands for the ‘Mouvement de liberation des

fem m es’. Throughout the novel, the latter constantly writes letters to newspapers and

phones radio stations, ‘toujours pour signaler au monde ce qui n ’allait pas’ (Ibid,

p. 101). Maryse, whose emancipation occurs during the course of the novel, will soon
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join her friends in their fight for wom en’s rights -  her writing will concern itself with 

the recovery of w om en’s history and experiences, in particular those of marginalised 

women.

This sense of sisterhood solidifies as the narrative progresses and Maryse gradually 

moves away from Michel and his clique and towards her female friends (Colville 1990). 

Marite and Marie-Lyre inspire and encourage Maryse, allowing her to grow in contrast 

to Michel who destroys all her confidence (Latulippe 1996, p.73). Thus, female 

friendship plays an important role in ‘I’epanouissement personnel’ as well as providing 

‘I’entraide, I’echange des biens, de services et d ’information’ (Jarque 1991, p.35). 

Unlike the men in the novels, Marite and Marie-Lyre Flouee ‘act’, instead of simply 

talking about ‘acting’. Marite and Marie-Lyre inform Maryse about public and private 

issues and support her at all times when others disappoint her. Maryse is surprised to 

discover that when political questions are explained by Marite, they begin to make 

sense, unlike her discussions with Michel w'ho seems determined to sustain her 

ignorance. Heidi W agner comments on the protagonist’s ‘evolution intellectuelle a 

travers ces am ities’ (Wagner 1998, p.38) and remarks that ‘c’est par I’entremise de ces 

amities, et non pas par ses relations avec Michel [ ...], que Maryse va evoluer [...] vers 

la reflexion politique et le feminisme (Ibid, p.43). In a similar vein, Lori Saint-Martin 

states that:

Meme si Maryse s’ouvre tout de suite apres la premiere rencontre de Maryse 
avec Michel Paradis et se clot au moment de leur separation definitive, on y 
assiste surtout a 1’evolution intellectuelle d ’une jeune femme et a I’eclosion de 
solides amities fem inines’ (Saint-Martin 1993, p.241).

Georgiana Coleville also observes the gradual emergence of sisterhood in Noel’s first 

novel:

Petit a petit, Maryse s ’eloigne de lui {Michel) et de sa clique snob, affirme son 
independance et resserre ses liens avec son propre reseau d ’amis, tous plus ou 
moins ses doubles (Coleville 1990, p.99).

Marite and Marie-Lyre become the protagonist’s substitute family. W hile they may not 

share the same surname, their alternative lineage/bond is highlighted by their similar
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forenames. In the company of her two friends, Maryse has a stronger sense of identity 

and belonging than with her biological mother:

Maryse regarda la femme qui croyait etre sa m ere...M aryse n ’avait rien a dire a 
cette femme qui lui sembla plus etrangere que toutes les autres, celles qui ne 
seraient jam ais de sa famille, mais qu’elle aimait et qui I’aimaient {Maryse, 
p.484).

Since feminist critics agree that sisterhood endows women with power in the face of 

patriarchal values (Morgan, 1970), it is not surprising therefore, that Michel, M aryse’s 

partner, should disapprove of these close friendships as they pose a threat to his 

dominance. Heidi W agner notes:

Quant aux amies de Maryse, Marie-Lyre et Marite, Michel n ’a absolument 
aucune sympathie pour elles. II les qualifie de folles et d ’emmerdeuses; attributs 
souvent utilises dans le langage sexiste pour caracteriser les femmes qui 
depassent les normes etablies par la societe (Wagner 1998, p.43).

Michel iu i avoua qu’il detestait Marie-Therese. Pour des raisons obscures’ {Maryse, 

p .60), nor does he like Marie-Lyre -  ‘Michel s’etait contente de declarer que Marie- 

Lyre etait une vraie folle, categorie de femmes qui semblait surpeuplee (Ibid, p.75).

Finally, it is important to note that sisterhood in Matyse  is based on reciprocity and 

exchange, qualities which are still largely lacking between mother and daughter but 

which must be cultivated in order for this relationship to be rescued. When Marie-Lyre 

declares light-heartedly that she is M aryse’s muse for her writing, the latter is quick to 

coiTect her: ‘MLF n ’etait pas une muse mais son egale, sa repondante. “Tu es ma 

paire”, dit Maryse’ (Ibid, p.502).

9.28: The Daughter’s Attempt to Return to the Mother

When Maryse learns that her father, whom she has not seen since she was a child, has 

recently passed away, she begins to reflect on their relationship and wonders if perhaps 

she idolised him to the detriment of her relationship with her mother. She has difficulty 

recalling any real paternal presence and begins to realise that it was only ever her
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mother, albeit begrudgingly, who was there to look after her and tend to the everyday 

practicalities:

Elle eut beau le chercher, elle ne voyait pas le visage de Tom penche sur son lit 
d ’enfant. La seule figure qu’elle apercevait -  et encore vaguement -  c ’etait 
celle, inquiete et hebetee, d ’Irene, la fois qu’elle avait ete longtemps malade 
(Ibid, p.418).

C ’est Irene qui s’occupait des choses variees, importantes, des taches ingrates de 
la maison de la maison. Lui n ’avait jam ais fait que lui raconter des histoires, 
une histoire creuse.. .C ’etait un homme de ven t.. .(Ibid, p.479).

This is similar to the situation in Bonheur d ’occasion, where the father (Azarius, who 

has much in common with M aryse’s father, Tom), in absenting him self from the daily 

struggle, manages to maintain a youthful and joyous, almost mythic image in the 

daughter’s mind, as opposed to the mother who becomes associated with suffering.

It is a combination of the final loss of her father and a comment from Marite (anxious to 

spend more time with Blanche before it is too late) that eventually spurs Maryse on to 

visit Irene following a lengthy period devoid of contact between mother and daughter, 

simultaneously revealing an underlying and irrepressible desire on the part of the 

daughter to make peace with the mother: ‘Le lendemain elle irait voir Irene, avant que 

celle-ci ne meure a son tour et qu’elle regrette, pendant des annees, de ne pas y etre 

allee’ (Ibid, p.478).

It is interesting to remark that as M aryse's relationship with Michel deteriorates, her 

friendships with Marite and Marie-Lyre strengthen. Likewise, this attempt to return to 

the mother occurs after the break-up of Maryse and Michel. Therefore, it can be 

deduced that sisterhood and better mother-daughter relations first necessitate liberation 

from the patriarchal system. Having freed herself from masculine domination (Michel), 

Maryse can rejoin the female world.

Another of M aryse’s motivations for going to see Irene is that she wants the latter to 

break her silence, to speak to her as a subject and to recount her story as a mother: ‘Elle 

aurait aime qu’Irene lui donne sa version des faits et lui raconte certains details de son 

enfance’ (Ibid, p.478). This attempt at mother and daughter communication, whilst 

admirable, fails miserably:
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Pourquoi etait-elle revenue? Elle avait trop espere de cette demarche. 
Nai'vement, elle avait souhaite que sa mere, encore vivante, soit mieux que Tom. 
Elle aurait tellement aime qu’Irene ait quelque chose a raconter, des souvenirs 
au moins, a lui leguer (Ibid, p.479).

Mother and daughter are unable to exchange conversation and the daughter finds herself 

being the object o f a monologue rather than a two-way discourse. Furthermore, as the 

mother speaks, ‘une verite accablante se faisait jour en Maryse: sa mere ne I’aimait pas, 

ne I’avait jamais aimee’ (Ibid). However, perhaps it is the case that the mother first 

requires the opportunity to speak for herself, to recover her lost voice, to recount her 

own pains and woes, before she can communicate in a reciprocal manner with her 

daughter.

Maryse’s instant reaction to her miserable encounter with her mother is one o f utter 

disappointment and a resolve to cut all ties with this woman, in whom she cannot trace 

any aspect o f her own identity, for good:

Irene etait usee, abrutie, sans espoir et sans present autre que celui des quiz 
televises. Et elle n’avait meme pas de passe consistant! Assise dans son eternel 
fauteuil de television, elle etait un monument de mediocrite. Elle n’avait pas 
change, avec le temps, mais empire: elle etait seulement devenue plus ignorante, 
plus difforme, plus desesperante. Maryse eut le gout de brailler: ‘C ’est 9a, ma 
mere, se dit-elle, et rien de plus’. Elle regarda la femme qui I’avait mise au 
monde, qui lui avait montre le monde. Non. Cette femme-la ne pouvait pas lui 
avoir enseigne quoi que ce soit, parce qu’elle ne savait rien et ne voulait plus 
rien savoir (Ibid, p.481).

However, following this initial revulsion at the pitiful sight o f her mother, an 

unexpected awareness o f the latter’s circumstances burgeons on the part o f the 

daughter. Maryse suddenly realises that Irene has been a prisoner o f her own destiny, 

and thus she attempts to understand why she is the way she is as opposed to blaming her 

outright for her failings as a mother.

Irene n’avait jamais eu le temps d’apprendre a travailler: a quatorze ans, on 
I’avait placee comme bonne, et son ouvrage etait tellement long et harassant 
qu’elle n’y avait jamais trouve aucun plaisir. Comment aurait-elle pu vouloir 
transmettre a ses filles un pauvre savoir-faire qu’on lui avait inculque de force, 
au cours des ans, et qu’elle detestait? (Ibid).
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The discovery of a photograph of her mother as a young girl among her father’s scant 

possessions, reminds the daughter that her mother existed as a subject before the chains 

of marriage and motherhood. Maryse is shocked to see that her mother was once ‘une 

jeune femme mince, plutot jolie, a la chevelure abondante, et qui souriait de toutes ses 

variees dents a la cam era’ (Ibid, p.496). The daughter’s surprise at such an image of her 

mother - ‘cette image si flatteuse d ’un corps que Maryse n ’avait jam ais connu a sa 

mere’ (Ibid) - illustrates both her inability to consider the mother as a subject 

(reminiscent of Christine in Rue Descharnbault who is annoyed at the m other’s 

expression of personal desires), but also the mother’s failure to project herself as an 

individual.

As she looks at this unfamiliar picture of her mother, the daughter’s understanding of 

the m other’s suffering deepens:

Sa mere n ’avait pas toujours ete si difforme; c ’est une femme jeune et belle qui 
s’etait laissee seduire par le delire hesitant et quasi enfantin de Tom. Par la suite 
elle avait du le maudire en silence, pendant qu’elle nourrissait la progeniture qui 
lui etait nee. Bouche close sur le regret de I’avoir epouse, elle avait peine et 
travaille, hargneuse et amere. Cela n’avait pas ete photographie par Tom. II ne 
remarquait pas cela. Les hommes ne photographient pas leurs femmes pendant 
qu’elles travaillent mais le dimanche matin, alors qu'elles se deguisent et 
essaient de rappeler la jeune fille qu’elles ont ete (Ibid, p.498).

Maryse thus determines that through her writing she will restore the m other’s voice and 

identity -  ‘Irene [...] telle qu’elle aurait du etre, si la vie lui en avait laisse la chance’ 

(Ibid, p.502). She decides to entitle her text Fragments des vies posthumes de Rose- 

Irm e  Tremblee, muette et morte-nee, paying homage both to her mother and to other 

working women like her (for example, M aryse’s cleaning lady was Rose). This text 

will come to fruition in the sequel Myriam premiere, however, at the close of Maryse, 

the protagonist experiments with a poem about Irene, heralding the beginning of a 

textual inscription of the mother-daughter relationship.

Ma mere n ’est pas nee avant moi, 
ma mere n ’est pas nee.
Les filles qui n ’ont pas eu de mere
sont condamnees a rester petites, toujours,
et a mourir dans I’enclos maudit de leur enfance:
they have to stay in kindergarten forever...(Ibid, p.485).
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W hile this poem reveals the negative side to the relationship between the protagonist 

and her mother, that is, the psychological impact a lack maternal love will have on the 

daughter (Maryse is depicted as an orphan, continually in search of a positive mother 

figure) and the mother's extinction as a person due to society’s prescribing of roles for 

her, it illustrates nonetheless a desire to articulate this relationship authentically. 

Through writing, the mother-daughter roles will ironically be reversed, and it is Maryse 

who will give birth to the mother and attempt to recount her lost saga. It is significant 

that when Maryse exits her mother’s home for the last time, after a failed reconciliation, 

‘elle partit en ne fermant pas la porte’ (Ibid, p.484) -  the path is open now for mother 

and daughter to find each other and to understand each other through the daughter’s 

text, whence the importance of wom en’s writing to the mother-daughter relationship.
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9.3: Mvriam premiere

9.31: Introduction to Myriam premiere

Where in Maryse, there is a distinct move, in the case of the protagonist, from 

dependence on a man (Michel Paradis) to a valorisation of sisterhood as a locus of 

female self-confidence, personal growth and autonomy, this theme is explored to an 

even wider extent in the sequel, Myriam premiere. The title itself is indicative of one of 

the novel’s core aims -  to challenge traditional patriarchal genealogy by instead 

thinking back through one’s mother(s). Legitimacy is no longer authorised by the 

father in Myriam premiere -  daughters are the direct descendants of other women with 

no mention of men (just as Gabrielle/Christine and Francine existed in exclusively 

female worlds in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel), and the transmission 

of values and possessions is unambiguously ‘ad feminam’. Georgianna Colville 

describes Noel’s vision in Myriam premiere as essentially ‘utopique et matriarcale’ 

(Colville 1990, p. 102) and for Katherine Roberts, there is an indubitable emphasis on 

the creation of a ‘matrimoine’ (Roberts 1995, p.36). This matrifocal vision was 

announced in the closing chapters of Maryse with the protagonist’s forsaking of the 

father’s land and her subsequent decision to articulate her mother’s story despite their 

tortuous relationship. Admittedly the plot of land bequeathed by the father was pitiful, 

but this rejection of patrimony is a significant act in itself, a modern and ironic version 

of the ‘la terre paternelle’ saga so heavily present in ‘le roman du terroir’ (Saint-Martin 

1993, p.247).

Given the importance accorded to matrilineage in Myriam premiere, it is not 

inconsequential that Charles Grand’maison, husband to Blanche, father to Marite, 

grandfather to Myriam and bastion of patriarchal beliefs, should die on the opening 

page of this novel, thus leaving the way open for women to replace traditional 

patrimony with the construction of a new female system of inheritance. It is also 

pertinent to note that Charles Grand’maison had no say in the naming of his descendant, 

Myriam:

It is significant to point out that there is no real fem ale alternative to patrimony. Francophone 
fem inists often use the word ‘matrimoine’, but in English, the word matrimony has an entirely different 
definition -  the state o f  being married, which most o f  the fem ale characters in N oel reject as an out-dated  
and re.strictive institution. M atrilineage is perhaps the closest possibility.
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II n’aimerait pas surement voir sa descendance affublee d’un prenom a ce point 
biblique. Seulement, le juge Grand’maison n’etait que le grand-pere*^"* dans 
cette histoire, il n ’avait pas voix au chapitre, et selon le desir de Marite, la mere, 
ils I’avaient nommee Myriam (Myriam, p .l 1).

1 ”̂ 5As in many of the texts “ that have been examined so far, in Myriam premiere fathers 

are either absent/unknown or useless or often both. Miracle-Marthe reveals that she is 

only able to trace her mother (Ibid, p.37), although it must be added that this 

relationship is strained, and Marite’s first husband, Jean Duclos, has abdicated his 

responsibilities as father to Gabriel. The latter fails to reciprocate any of his son’s 

attempts to contact him, whether by phone or letter:

II (Gabriel) compose le deuxieme numero pour entendre dire par le repondeur 
que ‘Jean Duclos est presentement absent’. La formule est bonne; c ’est bien ce 
que son pere a toujours ete pour lui, un homme presentement absent (Ibid, 
p.176).

Certainly, there is the character of Fran9 ois Ladouceur who, through his devotion to 

Myriam (his biological daughter with Marite) and Gabriel (his ‘adopted’ son with 

Marite) redeems the flaws of the other fathers in the novel. On the other hand, the 

language used to describe Fran9 ois Ladouceur is stereotypically feminine - ‘une vraie 

fee du foyer’ (Ibid), even his name has connotations of tenderness and gentleness, 

virtues generally associated with the female and mothering. Furthermore, it is Fran5 ois 

who stays at home, in the private domain, while his wife, Marite, goes out to work on 

the public scene as a lawyer and soon to be politician. Perhaps it is more apt therefore, 

to consider Franfois Ladouceur not as a new-age father but as male mother, a man who 

has undertaken the duties generally associated with mothering: this is the type of 

mothering advocated by Nancy Chodorow (1978). To assert that Francois Ladouceur 

embodies the traditional qualities generally associated with women and mothers does 

not mean that there is only one way to be a mother or a woman -  in fact, Noel’s 

protagonists constantly enlarge the definition of mothering and womanhood by 

presenting multiple possibilities. The point here is simply to reinforce the absence of 

any creditable father figures in Francine Noel’s fiction by aligning Fran9 ois Ladouceur 

with motherhood. Of her own character, Noel herself states in an interview that.

M y emphasis.
Azarius is largely absent and negligent o f  his paternal responsibilities in Bonheur d 'occasion . Elsa 

and Josephine’s fathers are predominantly silent. The father is often absent in the ‘autobiographical’ 
writings o f  Roy, practically unknown and certainly unwanted in N o e l’s La Femm e de ma vie  and in 
M aryse, he is m issing and then dies.
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‘Frangois Ladouceur est un homme rose qui a evolue avec les differentes femmes qu’il 

connait, et qui est un bon pere’ (Noel with Rodgers, 2006, p.9), thus simultaneously 

admiring his capabilities as a father but pointing to the strong influence his feminist 

female companions have exerted on his conduct.

From the point of view of mother-daughter relations, Myriam premiere is interesting in 

that it spans three generations through the characters of Myriam (daughter and 

granddaughter), Marite (daughter and mother) and Blanche and Alice (mothers and 

grandmothers). There are also the various adopted mother figures in the novel such as 

Maryse, Marie-Lyre and Elvire who belong to the same generation as Marite. In 

addition, all three generations are enabled to speak for themselves and to each other; we 

simultaneously hear the voices of granddaughter, daughter, mother and grand-mother. 

Katherine Roberts comments on how this is a progression from Maryse:

Une des fa9ons dont cette pensee feministe se manifesto dans le deuxieme 
roman est la volonte, de la part de Francine Noel, de multiplier les voix des 
narratives feminines et d’accorder la parole aux personnages feminins plus ages. 
[...]. A la place de I’hostilite qui deteint, dans le premier roman, sur toutes les 
figures feminines de la generation de celles qui ont cinquante ans en 1970, dans 
Myriam premiere, Blanche et Alice ont une subjectivite, elles ont ‘voix au 
chapitre’ (Roberts 1995, pp. 44-45).

While it is perhaps extreme to say that all representatives of the older generation are so 

belligerently depicted in Maryse (it may be the case for Hermine Paradis, but the 

portrait of Blanche is, on the whole, positive), Roberts nonetheless makes an astute 

observation concerning the multiplicity of voices in Myriam premiere as opposed to 

Maryse where it is only ever the protagonist’s generation -  the daughters -  that speaks.

On the whole, Myriam premiere is a veritable plethora of mother-daughter dialogues, 

due to the presence o f other narratives within the main narrative -  that is, the 

supplementary plots and the matrilineal stories recounted by the fictional writer Maryse, 

all of which are intricately intertwined with N oel’s overall narrative. Roberts (1995) 

labels these secondary yet extremely relevant narratives as ‘les recits encadres’ or ‘les 

hypo-recits’ of Myriam premiere and highlights their importance in the inscription of 

ordinary women’s lives into the annals of Quebec history:
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Les recits encadres du roman -  les contes racontes par Maryse -  se nourrissent 
de I’histoire et refont le passe des femmes au Quebec, allant meme jusqu’a 
renouveler le concept de patrimoine (Roberts 1995, p.37).

It should not pass unremarked that Maryse herself appears armed in the novel with a 

copy of Collectif C lio’s ground-breaking Histoire des Femmes au Quebec, published 

for the first time in 1982.

The ‘recits encadres’ contain a finely balanced mixture of fact and fiction: ‘C ’est ce qui 

est fantastique avec les histoires de Maryse, elles sont inventees mais il y a des preuves, 

conime des traces dans la vraie vie’ {Myriam, p. 17). They can be divided into three 

distinct series, ‘qui ont toutes pour sujet la vie des femmes du passe’ (Roberts 1995, 

p.50) -  Alice and the quest for the maternal home, ‘La Femme aux bijoux’ (Catherine 

G rand’maison) and the various stories related to M aryse’s ancestors. The first story 

(Alice) is related through both Maryse and Alice herself, the second (Catherine 

G rand’maison) is recounted entirely by Maryse and the third (Maryse’s ancestors), like 

the first, is a combination of events that occur in the novel and extra details added by 

Maryse.

Alongside all these real and imagined mother-daughter relationships in Myriam  

premiere, there is also the presence of an important literary mother, namely Gabrielle 

Roy. In the first novel, Maryse acknowledges the impact Gabrielle Roy has had on her 

as a student, while throughout Myriam premiere she is concerned about the ailing health 

de ‘sa premiere inspiratrice’ (Colville 1990, p. 104). This proliferation and variety of 

mother-daughter units in M yriam premiere ‘qui s’entrecroisent, se refletent et se 

rejoignent’ (Ibid, p.58) reconfirms the centrality of this relationship, initially observed 

in Maryse, to the fiction of Francine Noel. To sum up, Myriam premiere is concerned 

with articulating mother-daughter relationships through a plurality of forms and voices 

and the feminisation of patrimony via a retracing of one’s matrilineal ancestry and 

positive transmission from mother to daughter, grandmother to granddaughter.
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9.32; Matrilineage (Miracle-Marthe, la sorciere)

Joseph-Lilith-M iracle-M arthe (who goes by the name Miracle-M arthe in Myriam  

premiere  and later Lihth'"^ in La Conjuration des bdtards), although a secondary 

character in the narrative, is nonetheless a primary spokesperson for the valorisation of 

female ancestry. ‘Gardienne magique des liens matrilineaires’ (Roberts 1995, p.63), 

she transmits a feminised genealogy to Myriam, one that could never be traced in 

history books.

During the first encounter between Miracle-Marthe and Myriam, the former refuses to 

acknowledge the latter as she has introduced herself -  Myriam Ladouceur- 

G rand’maison. For Miracle-Marthe, ‘il n ’y a de liens que matrilineaires’ {Myriam, 

p .37), thus Myriam shall be known in only relation to her m other’s surname: ‘Vous etes 

une G rand’maison, descendante d ’Eleonore de Grand’maison, la premiere venue ici au 

debut du dix-septieme siecle’ (Ibid). In an interview, Noel describes her own character 

as:

Une sorciere punk, une enfant trouvee qui passe ses journees a la bibliotheque, a 
consulter des dossiers, a faire des arbres genealogiques inverses, dit-elle, du cote 
des femmes. II y a une sorte de desir de remonter aux sources [...] (Noel with 
de Vaucher Gravili 1995, p.41).

Thanks to her various sporadic encounters with Miracle-Marthe, Myriam will be 

thoroughly documented on her female ancestry. In turn, Myriam is ‘ravie d ’avoir un si 

bel arbre genealogique translucide’ {Myriam, p. 115):

Toi, Myriam Grand’maison, je  te connais, je  sais d ’oti tu viens, je  te feel, fille de 
Marie-Therese, petite-fille de Blanche et arriere-petite-fille de Ju lie ...[...]. 
Entre toi et ton ai'eule Eleonore de Grand’maison, la premiere debarquee ici au 
dix-septieme siecle, j ’ai compte treize generations. Vous venez toutes de cette 
femme immense a la criniere de lionne. Entre elle et toi il y a eu treize meres 
qui ont rechappe soixante-treize enfants. Je ne parle pas de ceux qui sont morts 
en bas age, mais je  compte les batards, nous autres, sorcieres, aimons les

The significance o f  the name LiHth should be com m ented on here. In biblical terms, Lilith was 
A dam ’s first partner, she preceded Eve. H owever, she was cast out o f  Eden when it was discovered that 
she had a mind o f  her own and was unwilling to be subservient to Adam. Early representations o f  Lilith  
depict her as a witch and a shrew but feminist critics have reinterpreted her an icon  o f  fem ale strength. It 
is appropriate therefore, that one o f  the most prominent vo ices o f  matrilineage in the novel should bear 
her name.
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batards. Elle sourit et defile les noms des treize aieules de Myriam. Elle les 
defile tres vite a I’endroit, a I’envers et en diagonale, puis elle fait rewind et fast 
forward. Les grands-meres ont des noms etranges [...]. Myriam sent un petit 
vertige la tirer vers I’interieur d ’elle-meme comme un remous. Une spirale. 
(Ibid, p. 114).

There are several points to be raised here, concerning the delivery of this uniquely 

female genealogy. First of all, following its pronouncement, Miracle-Marthe is asked 

by the barman (known as ‘le D iable’) ‘Etes-vous fem iniste?’ (Ibid, p.l 15), to which she 

reacts with confusion, repeating the word to herself ‘comme s’il s ’agissait d ’un terme 

latin ou japonais’ (Ibid). This leads the barman to retract his question -  ‘il sent qu’il a 

gaffe’ (Ibid). There are several observations that can be made here. First, it would 

appear that any valorisation of womanhood is instantly associated with the politics of 

feminism when this may not necessarily be the case. Second, the term feminism seems 

to be descending into a insult, something with which women no longer want to be 

associated, hence the barm an’s apology at his almost ‘accusation’. Furthermore, 

Miracle-Marthe is described as a ‘sorciere’ throughout the novel, due to her powers of 

foretelling the future and seeing into the past, but perhaps it is also a reference to how 

feminists were/are viewed by society -  a mutated and menacing form of womanhood. 

The term ‘fem inism ’ has thus become tainted, ‘heavy’ (Ibid, p .l 16) and there is a 

certain reluctance to be associated with it, even when one’s perspective may appear to 

fit a feminist agenda. As discussed in the introduction to the authors, Gabrielle Roy 

was always keen to distinguish between concern with the condition of women and 

feminism in the political sense. Similarly, Noel, although not afraid of the term 

feminism and certainly of the opinion that her writing concerns women and women’s 

issues, at the same time, she does not like to think of her novels as overly imbued with 

the politics of feminism. Thus, once again the debate emerges as to what exactly can be 

classified as feminist -  simply a positive focus on women or must there be a distinct 

feminist political agenda, which in itself is difficult to identify given that feminism is by 

nature plural and unrestricted by definition. A third point concerns M iracle-M arthe’s 

confused reaction on hearing the term ‘fem inist’ -  as if it were a word belonging to a 

foreign language. This could refer to contemporary views that feminism is now a 

redundant ideology'*^, that society has moved into a ‘post-feminist’ era -  again, as we 

saw in the introductory chapters to this thesis, such a statement is debatable. Perhaps

'■’ S ee ‘Interview with Francine N oiil’in the appendix o f  this thesis, p .353, for further thoughts on the 
status o f  fem inism  today.
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Noel is lamenting the fact that feminism has been depicted as a trend, one that is no 

longer fashionable among the youth, even though it is still very much relevant.

The other points that emerge from this ‘filiation uniquement matrilineaire’ (Ibid) 

pronounced by Miracle-Marthe relate to its delivery -  ‘a I’endroit, a I’envers et en 

diagonale’, ‘rewind’, ‘fastforward’, ‘spirale’. Here we are reminded of French 

feminists’ descriptions of ‘ecriture feminine’ as circular and fluid in form and its 

potential to challenge the linear and excluding patriarchal logic, the ‘loi du pere’. 

Remaining with the notion of the ‘loi du pere’ as excluding and the depiction of woman 

as ‘other’ or ‘abject’, it is significant to note that in Miracle-Marthe’s quasi-monologue, 

she includes Myriam’s illegitimate ancestors, as feminism is concerned with recovering 

that which has been marginalised. Miracle-Marthe’s subsequent naming of Myriam’s 

female ancestors reveals a desire to preserve forgotten female histories and the 

importance that feminism places on each individual woman within a global agenda. It 

is their forenames that she stresses, as these mark their identity as women, whereas their 

surnames symbolise their imprisonment in a patriarchal system of inheritance:

Eleonore de Grand’maison, I’aieule a la criniere de lionne, donne le jour a 
Berangere, qui donne le jour a Philomene, qui donne le jour a Fran^oise, 
laquelle a pour fille ainee Elisabeth, nee en I’an de grace 1725. Trente ans plus 
tard, Elisabeth accouche de Jeanne qui meurt en donnant naissance a Berangere, 
la deuxieme du nom. Berangere deux a pour fille Angelique-aux-longues- 
mains, laquelle donne naissance a Arthemise, d’oii vient Julie, d’oia vient 
Blanche qui fait Marite qui te fit a I’ete soixante-quinze. Le nom de 
Grand’maison, que portait Eleonore, a ete perdu des la deuxieme generation, et 
par hazard des alliances, ta grand-mere Blanche I’a repris en epousant Charles- 
Emile. Entre temps, la particule est tombee, c ’est sans importance, les femmes 
de ta famille n’ont que des prenoms, Eleonore, Berangere, Philomene, 
Fran9oise, Elisabeth, Jeanne, Berangere deux, Angelique, Artemise, Julie, 
Blanche, Marie-Therese, Myriam (Ibid, p.398).

This lengthy naming of female ancestors is reminiscent of the avant-propos to the 1982 

edition of L ’histoire des femmes au Quebec.

Anne, sept ans, etait assise dans le coin de la cuisine et cherchait ses aieules. 
Comme si elle recitait une comptine, elle enumerait: ‘Ma mere s’appelle Juliette, 
et la mere de Juliette, c ’est Rebecca; la mere de Rebecca, c ’est Maria; la mere de 
Maria, c ’est E m ilie...’ puis elle a oublie la suite.
Dis, maman, c’est qui la mere d’Emilie?
Dis, maman, elle faisait quoi la mere d’Emilie?
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Comme des milliers d ’enfants, Anne jouait a remonter le temps. Quand, a 
I’ecole, on lui apprendrait I’histoire, personne ne pourrait lui dire ce qu’Emilie, 
son arriere-arriere-grand-mere, avait fait. On ne lui parlerait que des grands 
hommes qui avaient marque le cours de I’histoire. Si elle avait ete assez 
audacieuse pour s’informer des femmes qui avaient participe a cette histoire, on 
lui aurait enumere fierement la petite liste des femmes celebres, de Marguerite 
Bourgeoys a Therese Casgrain. Si elle avait ose demander si Emilie, son aieule, 
faisait partie elle aussi de I’histoire, on lui aurait probablement repondu: 
‘Pourquoi faudrait-il qu’Emilie soit dans I’histoire? A-t-elle fait quelque chose 
de special?’ Pour les historiens, Emilie n ’avait pas de signification historique. 
Elle avait simplement vecu sa vie et etait done historiquement ‘in-signifiante’ 
(Dumont et al., 1982).

Thus, in many respects, Myriam premiere shares the same aims as the ambitious 

L ’Histoire des fem m es au Quebec, that is, the reconstitution of Quebec history from a 

female perspective and the rehabilitation of occulted and marginalised women/female 

relationships.

9.33: Les recits encadres

Alice

The first ‘recit encadre" (entitled ‘Le voyage a I'lle V erte') to be examined involves 

Alice, mother to Frangois Ladouceur and M yriam’s paternal grandmother and also 

Aurelie, M yriam’s great-grandmother. The story has a double perspective in that it is
I ^8narrated by Alice herself and embellished by Maryse and thus is a mixture o f truth " 

and invented details. Maryse defends her version of the story stating that ‘les choses 

sont toujours variees dans un sens’ (Ibid, p.99). For the purpose of this discussion, it is 

not so much important as to what is ‘fact’ '"^ or not, or who is narrating, but what the 

story tells us about the mother-daughter relationship.

As the novel unfolds, A lice’s health and memory deteriorate and she becomes 

increasingly anxious to return to her childhood dwelling, which she refers to solely as 

her m other’s home, and also to bring her granddaughter with her. This contrasts starkly 

with M aryse’s eagerness to leave the maternal home and her reluctance to ever re-visit 

it. The journey to ‘L ’lle V erte’, A lice’s maternal origins, is one of the structuring

By truth, I mean A lice ’s reality, which is, o f  course, N o e l’s fiction. The aim is sim ply to distinguish it 
from M aryse’s fiction.

O bviously none o f  it is fact -  one version is invented by Noiil and the other by Maryse within N o e l’s 
narrative. H ow ever, N o e l’s version is taken to be the definitive one.
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narratives of the novel. It brings a number of matrifocal desires to the surface, for 

instance, the daughter’s (Alice) desire to reunite with the mother (Aurelie) - traumatic 

life experiences tend to awaken this urge in the daughter, i.e., imminent death and 

childbirth -, her keenness to preserve the mother’s memory (the importance of the 

mother’s house to Alice), and her wish to pass on something of herself and her mother 

to her granddaughter Myriam, thus protecting the female lineage. Regarding maternal 

transmission, in the case of Alice, it has been positive. Inspired by her own mother who 

worked as a schoolteacher, Alice undertook the same career (Ibid, p.236). Like her 

mother, Aurelie, ‘qui a le don d’expliquer et [...] ne resiste jamais au plaisir de 

transmettre ce qu’elle sait’ (Ibid, p.415), Alice correspondingly passes on this love of 

learning to her granddaughter Myriam (Ibid, p. 13).

Alice’s mind is frequently inhabited by thoughts of her mother and memories of the 

maternal home, which, as previously stated, she hankers to revisit: ‘elle ressent la meme 

impatience qu’autrefois a I’idee de revoir le domaine d’Aurelie’ (Ibid, p.235). It is also 

revealed that since leaving her mother’s abode, following her marriage to Antoine, 

Alice has incessantly tried to re-create the same home conditions, thus illustrating the 

daughter’s difficulty in severing from the mother: ‘Dans chacun des logements qu’elle a 

occupes a Rosemont, a chaque demenagement, c’est la maison de sa mere qu’Alice a 

essaye de retrouver’ (Ibid, p.234).

Aware of her ailing condition, Alice is impatient to bring her granddaughter to visit the 

ancestral home before it is too late:

Elle aimerait y revenir avec Myriam. Et Blanche Grand’maison, peut-etre. 
[...]. A la fin, c ’est elle {Alice)^̂  ̂ qui prendrait la petite main froide de Myriam 
dans sa vieille main pour la r&hauffer [...]. L’autre grand-mere prendrait 
r  autre main de Myriam et ensemble, elles remonteraient lentement vers la 
maison marine’ (Ibid, p.264).

This quotation presents a striking image of Myriam walking toward her female origins, 

flanked by her two grandmothers -  the benefactors of matrilineage and the beneficiary. 

However, the event fails to occur, since Alice is denied what she considers to be her 

rightful and longed-for inheritance. ‘Le domaine de sa mere Aurelie’ (Ibid, p.233) will 

once again bypass Alice and be transmitted from brother to brother, even though it is

M y  insertion  in ita lics.
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depicted as an essentially female domain: ‘Les hommes construisent les maisons mais 

ce sont les femmes qui les habitent. A I’lle, les hommes etaient dehors la plupart du 

temps, ils avaient les champs, la peche, les batiments, mais I’interieur etait le territoire 

des femmes’ (Ibid, p.233). Furthermore, Alice is the eldest child, but this does not 

entitle her to inherit the mother’s home -  she is the wrong sex! Alice is deeply hurt to 

learn that the house will not be passed on to her and is worried about its future. She 

fears that ‘Gedeon mettra la maison en vente et les etrangers qui I’acheteront ne 

I’entretiendront pas ou ils la transformeront, la rendant meconnaissable’ (Ibid, p.457) 

whereas she would have looked after it as a homage to the mother and a preservation of 

the latter’s history. Selling the house will erase the possibility of enshrining the 

memory of the mother. Significantly however, it is not Alice who voices her anxieties 

and upset but her daughter, Marie. The former, as she belongs to an older generation of 

women, feels perhaps that she has no right to speak out against this injustice. Her 

daughter, on the other hand, is not afraid to criticise the system of inheritance that 

continues to favour patrimonial lineage. In a letter to Fran9ois, the mother’s feelings 

are expressed via the daughter’s words, thus pointing to the importance of the 

daughter’s writing in the recounting of the mother’s saga:

C’est etrange de se retrouver, de but en blanc, dans le contexte rural du Quebec 
des annees quarante. C’est pourtant cela, notre famille, cela existe encore: le 
partage des biens s’effectue selon un ordre fige, immuable, archi-previsible. 
Pour Jean-Baptiste les choses sont simples: apres sa mort, Gedeon sera le plus 
vieux des fils vivants, consequemment, c ’est a lui que la maison revient. L’idee 
que maman puisse en heriter ne semble pas I’avoir effleure. Le fait qu’elle soit 
I’amee ne compte pas, elle est seulement I’ainee des filles. [...]. Maman est 
triste de ne pas heriter de la maison mais elle n’en parle pas (Ibid, pp.292-293).

Myriam is also annoyed at this news which she discovers on reading a postcard 

addressed to her parents: ‘Si Alice n’a pas la maison, elle ne pourra jamais la visiter’ 

(Ibid, p.328). Myriam is proud of her female ancestry and eager to learn about it and 

embrace it: ‘elle regarde I’eau de la carte-postale et pense a toutes les grand-meres 

merveilleuses de son arbre genealogique’ (Ibid, p.329). Again, this diverges

dramatically from the overwhelming shame felt by Maryse in the first novel regarding 

her female ancestors. It is also in stark contrast to the actions of Roy’s Florentine 

(Bonheur d ’occasion) and Elsa [La Riviere sans repos) who put all their effort into 

dissociating themselves from their female heritage.
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In spite of her disappointment that AureHe’s house will never pass from mother to 

daughter and the fact that she does not manage to bring her granddaughter to the island, 

Alice remains determined to leave something for Myriam. The written word is 

therefore substituted for the maternal home, a letter which Myriam will be able to 

conserve and one day hand over to her own daughter or granddaughter, thus preserving 

the memory of her female ancestors:

Quand Myriam ouvrira la lettre, elle lira les mots d ’une morte. Ce sera un 
mirage comme le souvenir d ’une etoile eteinte dont on voit encore le reflet, une 
nova eclatee depuis longtemps [...]. La lettre est une astuce, la derniere, c ’est sa 
fa^on de persister. Persistante comme une nova en train d ’eclater (Ibid, pp.565- 
566).

This is not the only letter in Myriam premiere -  there are several others between mother 

and daughter which will also be examined in this section. As Katherine Roberts 

remarks, writing (especially letters) and story-telling become the cornerstone of 

ensuring female transmission:

A cause de la transmission des biens de pere en fils dans le systeme patriarchal, 
les femmes se font voler leur part du patrimoine patriarcal. A defaut de pouvoir 
leguer autre chose, elle laisse a leurs filles le contenu d’une lettre ou les 
epreuves d ’une aieule, transmises oralement de generation en generation. 
L’heritage des femmes devient done discursif et, du point de vue du roman, 
privilegie (Roberts 1995, p.47).

Significantly, Alice addresses this letter to ‘ma petite am oure’, a grammatical mistake 

but ‘c ’est exactemment ce qu’elle voulait dire, dans le fond’ {Myriam, p.565). The 

traditional patriarchal structures of society having failed mother and daughter, 

grandmother and granddaughter, Alice writes to Myriam in a language of their own, a 

feminised language, perhaps the only one that can recount maternal bonds and 

matrilineage.

Alice and mother-daughter dreams

As noted in relation to Maryse, the bond with the mother penetrates the subconscious of 

several female characters (as daughters) in the fiction of Francine Noel. Like Maryse, 

the character of Alice frequently dreams of returning to the mother. However, in the
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case of Alice, the daughter willingly rejoins the mother, whereas Maryse rather 

unwillingly revisits the mother’s home both in her dreams and in reality. Unlike 

Maryse, Alice enjoyed a positive relationship with her mother and her desire to inherit 

the mother’s home symbolises a longing to be reunited with her. Nonetheless, the 

mother-daughter dreams that she experiences are equally as confusing as they are for 

Maryse and thus they necessitate analysis. The first dream recounted in the novel raises 

questions as to whether the daughter ever manages to leave the mother behind as a love 

object.

La nuit derniere, dit-elle, j ’ai reve que je retournais chez ma mere, dans la 
maison de la ferme. En realite, je n’en etais jamais sortie. Je venais de me 
marier avec Antoine et pourtant, je restais encore chez la mere Aurelie. Ils 
etaient comme des rivaux, elle et lui. Je fais souvent ce reve-la.. .(Ibid, p. 126).

The husband/male partner has to compete with the mother (and not the father as 

traditional psychoanalysis asserts) for the daughter’s affection. The latter is thus caught 

in a position whereby she should renounce the bond with the mother and transfer this 

love on to a man, if she is to develop a ‘healthy heterosexuality’ in synchronicity with 

Freudian theory. However, as illustrated by A lice’s dreams, the daughter is unable to 

give up the mother, hence revealing one of the flaws of patriarchal theories of 

development -  a failure to account for the unique and enduring bond between mother 

and daughter (as emphasised by Chodorow). Alice is not alone in experiencing such 

dreams and sense of conflict between mother and husband/male partner:

Le reve semble egalement familier a Blanche. Tantot, apres le depart d’Alice, 
elle se souviendra que Marie-Therese lui a deja dit avoir fait un reve analogue, 
I’assimilant elle-meme a Francois. Elle se demandera par quelle curieuse 
alchimie nocturne certaines femmes amalgament 1’image de leur mere a celle de 
I’homme avec qui elles vivent (Ibid, p. 127).

In fact, in the case of Marite, it would seem that her choice of second partner (her first

marriage having disintegrated) is directly linked to her relationship with her mother. As

previously highlighted, Franfois is imbued with many traditional feminine

characteristics and, at one point in the novel, Marite likens their interaction to the bond

between mother and daughter: ‘II est dans sa vie, une presence ineluctable comme celle

d’une mere; il est sa securite [ . . . ] ’ (Ibid, p.425). It would seem that through Fran9ois,

Marite has re-created a relationship similar in aspect to the original mother-daughter

rapport, either due to Blanche’s recent stepping down from her maternal duties and
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increased assertion of autonomy, leading the daughter to seek a substitute, or because 

the satisfactory and fulfilling nature of their relationship has encouraged the daughter to 

desire the same dynamic in her romantic life. What is indisputably evident, whichever 

interpretation is more valid, is the centrality of the mother in the daughter’s world.

There is a second dream which focuses on the mother-daughter relationship recounted 

by Alice in the novel and which merits discussion.

La nuit derniere, son reve coutumier est revenu mais un element nouveau s’y est 
ajoute. C’est a maree haute, a I’automne, partie de chez Pelletier, en face de

131I’lle, elle retourne chez sa mere en chaloupe, le coeur leger. La maison 
grossit a mesure qu’elle approche mais brusquement, sans qu’ils aient eu le 
temps d’atteindre le quai, la mer se retire et la barque s’&houe dans la vase. Ils 
doivent parcourir a pied toute la longue, 1’interminable greve. Et la vase les 
aspire. A ce moment-la, I’homme qui conduisait la barque a disparu. Elle 
marche seule dans la mer retiree vers la maison de sa mere. Elle marche 
longtemps. Une fois a I’interieur, elle voit qu’on a demoli un des murs du salon 
et que la porte menant au grenier a ete condamnee. Elle demande pourquoi, 
personne ne le sait. Elle etouffe. Elle n’est pas sure qu’il y ait deja eu un 
grenier ici, et meme une piece bleue quelque part dans la maison [...]. Elle 
cherche la piece bleue et ne la trouve pas. Elle se souvient maintenant que 
I’homme du bateau etait Antoine, son mari. II avait la figure d’Antoine. Au 
milieu du salon detruit, sa mere Aurelie est debout, sereine et souriante. Mais 
elles ne peuvent pas se parler... Ce n’est pas une variante agreable du reve. A la 
fin, la maison etait devenue liquide et floue, comme si elle avait coule (Ibid, 
pp.263-264).

This dream raises a number of interesting speculations concerning the mother-daughter 

bond. First, it is important to reiterate that each time Alice returns to the mother 

through reverie, she does so willingly, ‘le coeur leger’, in contrast to Maryse and later
13^Fatima " whose subconscious and actual journeys to the mother’s home are distinctly 

reluctant. Secondly, there is the turbulence of the journey undertaken in the dream and 

the harsh conditions that have to be overcome in order to reach the mother’s home, 

representative of the push and pull nature of mother-daughter relationship, the periods 

of rupture and union. It could also be suggestive of the way that patriarchal society, 

aware of the danger of sisterhood, tries to force mother and daughter (i.e., traditional 

psychoanalysis) apart in a bid to protect its own stronghold. When Alice eventually 

reaches the mother’s house, it is in a state of dilapidation and one of the doors has been

My emphasis.
Fatima is the protagonist o f  Nous avons tous d ecou vert I ’A m erique  and her mother-daughter dreams 

will be exam ined in a latter section.
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blocked off. Again, it is possible to read here the obstacles placed in the way of 

mother-daughter love. The mother appears amidst all this chaos, serene and smiling; 

the daughter is happy to find her, but they are unable to speak to each other. This is 

perhaps because women have not yet formulated a language of their own in which the 

mother-daughter relationship can be articulated authentically; as yet it is restricted by 

patriarchal discourse. It is interesting that the daughter’s companion on the journey to 

her mother’s house is A lice’s husband, Antoine, who, in fact, disappears as they 

approach their destination. Thus, once again, mother and husband/male partner are 

pitted against each other as love rivals in the daughter’s saga and the daughter is forced 

to choose between the two. That the mother triumphs in this dream reveals the 

daughter’s impossible relinquishing of the mother-daughter bond despite the 

requirements of traditional theories of development. The final image to be examined is 

that of the disintegration of house for which there are two possible interpretations. 

Initially, it reminds us of the unfair patriarchal system of inheritance that will prevent 

Alice from possessing the mother’s house. However, the depiction of the house as 

‘liquide et floue, comme si elle avait coulee’ is reminiscent of the terms used to 

describe ‘I’ecriture feminine'/female language. As it is Alice who goes on to feminise 

conventional language by inscribing ‘ma petite am oure’ in her letter to her 

granddaughter, it could be surmised that the closing image of the house in this dream 

symbolises the beginning of a new discourse that will facilitate female communication. 

Poignantly A lice’s final scene depicts her lamenting her failed return to the m other’s 

house (having been prevented from inheriting it) but filled with hope for future 

generations of women in her family: ‘Au centre de sa douleur, le visage de Myriam 

brille comme un petit feu doux’ (Ibid, p.564). While Alice feels that she was unable to 

transmit something of Aurelie to Myriam (her granddaughter), the latter, on the other 

hand, will ensure that the memory of Alice is preserved and passed on.

La Femme aux bijoux

The story of ‘la femme aux bijoux’ recounted by Maryse takes place between 1908 and 

1929 and refers to Catherine G rand’maison, an ancestor of Myriam. It is a tale initially 

of forbidden love between Catherine and Jean Labelle but following the latter’s death at 

war, it soon mutates into a story centred on the mother-daughter bond. In fact, the title,
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1 ^ 3‘la femme aux bijoux’ ‘ , which refers to the jewels that Catherine inherited from her 

own grandmother, then indirectly passed on to Blanche (Ibid, p. 17), reveals female 

relationships to be at the centre of this story and not romance as the beginning of the 

tale would suggest. The famous jewels, which remain in the foreground throughout the 

entire novel make their first appearance on page sixteen, sparkling and shining, adorned 

by Blanche and admired by Myriam. The jewels, like Alice’s letter, become an 

important symbol of matrilineage and perpetuation of female memory, serving as an 

alternative to the patriarchal system of inheriting property. Each descendant is eager to 

possess the jewels, but not in a covetous or materialistic way, as is the case in Maryse 

where women prey like vultures on their elder female ancestors, impatient to inherit 

their riches. Instead, in Myriam premiere, the value of the jewels is connected to the 

stories they represent, to their previous owners and thus to the preservation of female 

memory. Hence, when Catherine decides to elope with her lover, she abandons 

everything except her grandmother’s jewels, not for their monetary worth but as a 

reminder of their relationship to her female ancestry:

La seule chose qu’elle prend en partant, ce sont les bijoux de sa grand-mere 
[ ...]; elle est sa preferee et la grand-mere les lui a promis. Elies les emporte en 
souvenir. II y a un bracelet de platine, deux epinglettes, le collier de perles [...] 
et les boucles d ’oreilles serties de rubis et de brillants (Ibid, p.30).

Thus, even when she is in the depths of poverty, widowed and a single mother, 

struggling to make a living and without any family support, she does not sell the jewels 

as their importance to her stretches far beyond their potential financial gain: ‘elle ne les 

a pas chipes pour les ceder au premier coup dur. Elle les porte toujours sur des robes 

noires ou grises tres simples’ (Ibid, p. 101). By the end of the novel, it will be Myriam 

who will inherit the family jewels and she will wear them with the same sense of pride 

as her female ancestors.

With regard to the story of ‘la femme aux bijoux’, it has been noted that it quickly 

mutates from a tale of romance to one that is focused on the tightly knit mother- 

daughter unit of Catherine and Augustine, ‘seules au monde’ (Ibid, p. 102). In 

comparison with the main narrative, men (although it is against Jean’s will -  he is killed 

in battle) are absent from the mother-daughter world of Catherine and Augustine,

It is perhaps not insignificant to note that 'bijoux’ in French slang means testicles. The various 
women w ho inherit these jew els are passing on m atrilineage from one generation to another and thus 
challenging the patriarchal system  o f  heritage. They are replacing male history with a fem ale version.
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perhaps to compensate for the way that women have long been denied a role in 

patriarchal society. The relationship between Catherine and Augustine emerges as a 

positive one, with the mother passing on stories to her daughter, and the latter ‘ravie’ 

(Ibid, p. 103) to listen to her mother’s tales, just as Myriam is captivated by Maryse and 

in the same way that the daughters of Roy and Noel’s ‘autobiographical’ writings were 

enchanted and inspired by the mothers’ story-telling. By the age of eighteen, Augustine 

finds herself reproducing her mother’s past, pregnant and single. She is not the first 

daughter to be in such a position -  we recall how Elsa {La Riviere sans repos) and 

Florentine and Rose-Anna {Bonheur d ’occasion) all reproduced the mother’s story. 

Catherine vows to support her daughter; together they will raise the child with mother 

and daughter forming a couple to replace the traditional husband and wife unit, a similar 

outcome to that of La Femme de ma vie. However, it is at this point that society 

intervenes and prises mother and daughter apart. Without a husband, Augustine is not 

considered to have any legitimate relationship in society (the mother-daughter link does 

not c o u n t ) a n d  consequently she is forced to give birth in anonymity in the miserable 

surrounding of a cold convent hospital and, worse still, separated from her mother. 

Feminists have remarked on the strengthening and often renewal of the mother-daughter 

bond during the latter’s pregnancy. While this may not be true where Florentine and 

Rose-Anna {Bonheur d'occasion) are concerned, it undoubtedly reconciles Francine 

and Jeanne in La Femme de ma vie and, likewise, in the case of Catherine and 

Augustine, it intensifies their connection to each other. During labour, the daughter 

cries out in pain for her mother: ‘Tout son esprit se tend vers I’image de sa mere 

Catherine. Pourquoi ne vient-elle pas alors qu’elle a besoin d’elle [...]. Les mains 

agrippees aux barreaux de son lit, elle appelle sa mere’ (Ibid, p.277). Meanwhile, the 

mother is desperately seeking to be reunited with her daughter but societal obstacles 

have been placed in her way. It is impossible to have any information on her daughter, 

for not only has her name been changed to the generic surname Leclerc, but her 

forename has been replaced too:

‘Dites-moi au moins oil est mademoiselle Leclerc’, repete Catherine. ‘Comment 
?a se passe pour elle?’ ‘C’est laquelle des demoiselles Leclerc?’ fait la soeur. 
‘Aujourd’hui j ’en ai vingt-deux sur ma liste.’ Catherine la regarde, incredule: 
‘Vous voulez dire que toutes les meres celibataires portent le meme nom?’ 
‘C’est 9a’ dit le soeur. ‘La mienne s’appelle Augustine...’ La soeur consulte 
son registre: ‘Je n’ai personne d’inscrit sous ce nom-la.’ Alors, Catherine se

This is one o f  the reasons why Florentine is so desperate to get married to Emmanuel even though she 
does not love him (Bonheur d ’occasion).
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souvient qu’elles ont aussi change le prenom de sa fille. Elle n ’avait pas porte 
attention a ce detail, a I’enregistrement: toutes les filles-meres partagent le 
meme patronyme, seul leur prenom les distingue, et ce n ’est pas le leur. 
L’operation a quelque chose de profondement humiliant (Ibid, p.274).

This scene recounted by Noel was, in fact, very much reality in Quebec in the early 

twentieth century. In La norme et les deviantes. Des fem m es an Quebec pendant 

I'entre-deux guerres (1989), Andree Levesque describes the process of renaming 

unmarried mothers in convent hospitals. Each ‘disgraced’ patient received:

Un ‘nom im pose’ tire d ’une banque de noms attribues depuis le 19eme siecle a 
plusieurs generations de meres celibataires. II s’agissait surtout de noms 
inusites comme Herai's, Calithene, Potamie, Rogata, Macedonie, Gemelle, 
Nymphodore, Extasie, Symphorose. Si ces appellations etaient bizarres, 
d ’autres comme Humiliane ou Fructueuse, etaient lourdes de sens (1989, p. 125).

The renaming of the unmarried, pregnant daughter reveals a society that considers the 

mother-daughter relationship to be an invalid one (as highlighted and criticised by Luce 

Irigaray); single expectant women and their illegitimate off-spring, even though they 

may have the support of their own mothers, must be hidden away from society. In 

Myriam premiere however, this is what Noel seeks to redress -  the legitimisation of the 

mother-daughter bond. In the case of Catherine and Augustine, they are never reunited 

as the latter dies in childbirth with the ‘sentiment que sa mere I’a abandonnee’ (Ibid, 

p.276).

Marvse’s ancestors

The final ‘recit encadre’ concerns the O ’Sullivan clan, M aryse’s relatives. Although 

Maryse, by this stage, has already written a play based on the women of her family (this 

is undertaken at the end of the first novel), she wants to explore further the character of 

Kate, inspired by her enigmatic aunt of the same name. The catalysing factor in this 

creative project is M aryse’s chance encounter with her cousin Norma, now known as 

Barbara and who is working as a prostitute on the streets of Montreal. As Maryse 

spends time talking with and getting to know her long lost cousin, two more poignant 

mother-daughter narratives rise to the surface -  Norma/Barbara and her own daughter 

and Kate and her daughter (recounted by Norma/Barbara).
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Norma/Barbara confides in Maryse that she has a daughter of eight years old whom she 

has sent away to boarding school. Mother and daughter have thus been separated from 

each other against their will -  as a single mother, Norma/Barbara struggles to make 

ends meet and, having been forced to turn to prostitution as her only form of income, is 

consequently unable to look after her daughter. Ashamed of what she does, 

Norma/Barbara hides the truth about herself from her daughter and determines that the 

latter will have a better life, will succeed where the mother failed: the daughter is the 

mother’s second chance at life. A similar phenomenon was observed in the 

‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel, that is, the mother attempting to realise, 

via the daughter, the dreams that she was forced to renounce. In fact, in the case of 

Norma/Barbara, the daughter has become her sole ‘raison d ’etre’. Maryse observes her 

cousin’s attachment to the photo of her little girl and imagines her frequently showing it
1 T C

to strangers: ‘L’enfant est une preuve, Elle {la mere) montre sa photo pour affirmer 

sa propre existence, sa legitimite’ (Ibid, p. 144). The m other’s identity and self-worth, 

hopes and dreams are intrinsically bound up in the daughter. In the eyes of 

Norma/Barbara, the daughter is perfect, all that she, the mother, is not: ‘elle 

(Norma/Barbara) I’aime, et tout en elle la ravit’ (Ibid, p. 143). That the mother believes, 

expects the daughter to compensate for her failings, indicates that she considers the 

daughter to be an extension of the self. Later in the novel, when Norma/Barbara finds 

herself temporarily in prison and suddenly aware of the dangers incurred by her 

profession, she is not so much worried about her own safety but rather her daughter’s:

Elle a ressorti la photo de sa fille, les matrones la lui avaient laissee...
‘T ’sais, Mary, si y fallait que je disparaisse du jour au lendemain, I don’t know 
what would happen to her’ (Ibid, p.543).

It is from Norma/Barbara that Maryse learns for the first time of Kate’s daughter: ‘Kate 

got kid too, dit-elle. A little girl, like m e’ (Ibid, p. 146). The discovery of this family 

secret stuns Maryse and subsequently leads to a fascination with mother-daughter 

relationships and the retracing of matrilineal connections, which will shortly take centre 

stage in her writing/story-telling, just as they have done in the case of Noel.

En allant a la rencontre de sa cousine, elle voulait penetrer le present mais 
Barbara ne lui a rien revele de son existence actuelle; elle s’est dissimulee 
derriere le masque du passe et I’a renvoyee a la famille O ’Sullivan [...]. Elle

M y  in ser t ion  in ita lics .
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(Maryse) s’allume une cigarette et se met a reconstruire L ’O euf d ’ecureuil, a 
tout chambarder. Ainsi done, Kate avait une fille! Du coup, ce personnage 
prend une dimension nouvelle! Dans la version actuelle, c ’est Martha qui est 
importante, mais si elle pouvait reecrire la piece, Kate en deviendrait le pivot 
(Ibid, p. 151).

Like Norma/Barbara, Kate never revealed the nature of her livelihood, prostitution, to 

her daughter, ' but in contrast to Norma/Barbara, nor did she tell anyone that she had a 

little girl in boarding school: T h ey  just didn’t talk about it, that’s all. It was a shame in 

those days’ (Ibid, p. 147). Once again, we have another example of mother and 

daughter torn apart because society refuses to recognise this relationship as legitimate.

This unexpected news gives rise to much reflection on the part of Maryse as writer and 

storyteller. Like Noel, Maryse is concerned with unearthing the forgotten histories of 

women, hence her attention becomes focused on the neglected mother-daughter plot. In 

an attempt to reconstruct the past and articulate this relationship, obliterated by 

patriarchal society, Maryse decides that she will write ‘la lettre de Kate a sa fille’ (Ibid, 

p. 159). When questioned by Myriam as to what she is doing, Maryse begins to describe 

the special mother-daughter bond between Kate and her little girl but also all the 

obstacles placed in its path:

Le seul amour de Kate, dit Maryse, c 'est sa fille de huit ans, mais elle ne peut 
pas la garder avec elle, §a ne se fait pas: a I’epoque, la plupart des filles-meres 
donnent leur fille en adoption. Les religieuses de I’hopital oii elles accouchent 
leur expliquent qu’elles sont des femmes de mauvaise vie et qu’elles ne pourront 
jamais elever leur enfant sans mari, sans maison, sans travail respectable. Elles 
n’y arriveront tout simplement pas! (Ibid, p. 159).

Maryse continues, highlighting the irrepressible nature of the mother-daughter bond by 

emphasizing Kate’s determination to stay in contact with her daughter against all odds: 

‘Elle s’ennuie de sa petite. Elle lui ecrit. Elle est analphabete et pourtant, elle ecrira a 

sa fille’ (Ibid, p. 159). Maryse is equally captivated by the intensity of the bond between 

Norma/Barbara and her daughter, which she is determined in incorporate into her 

writing:

Ce qui la fascine chez Norma, c ’est son attachement pour sa fille en manteau 
bleu royal. - Je ne sais pas si cette enfant-la a ete desirfe, dit-elle, mais je  sais

Norma/Barbara’s daughter thinks she works in PR. K ate’s daughter thought her mother was a 
department store assistant.
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qu’elle est aimee! C’est comme I’autre putain, I’ai'eule Kate, qui a toujours 
continue de s’occuper de sa fille. J ’aimerais bien savoir ce que la petite est 
devenue. Elle sera surement dans mon roman et I’enfant de Norma aussi: elles 
seront ‘les petites filles en bleu’, deux batardes vivant en pension loin de leurs 
meres aimantes et leur ecrivant (Ibid, p.437).

Ironically, having invented a letter from Kate to her daughter, Maryse is unexpectedly 

presented by her cousin with an authentic version (Ibid, p.225). At first, Maryse is 

confused as to why this letter to Kate from her daughter has been passed into her hands. 

However, by the end of the novel, she understands the role of the woman writer in 

giving a voice to all these forgotten mother-daughter relationships, of inscribing them 

into history and literature;

Elle comprend maintenant pourquoi Norma lui a confie le seul patrimoine dont 
elle ait herite, la lettre a Kate; c’est tout simplement pour qu’elle raconte cette 
histoire d’amour maternel, en toute humilite et qu’ainsi, il en reste quelque 
chose.. .(Ibid, p.544).

As Maryse gathers ideas for her next creative project, Le roman de Barbara, she asserts 

that it will be populated with marginalised women and neglected female relationships; 

the protagonists will be prostitutes and each one will have a daughter. Thus, the 

labyrinth of mother-daughter plots in Myriam premiere thickens, assuming a third layer 

- Noel’s narrative yields the ‘recits encadres’ and the latter produce Maryse’s own 

writing -  and reaffirming the centrality of this relationship to the novel as a whole.

Summary of the ‘recits encadres

The ‘letter’ emerges from the ‘recit encadre’ as a privileged and indispensable means of

preserving matrilineage, facilitating mother-daughter communication and permitting

mother-daughter/grandmother-granddaughter intimacy. In the case of Alice, the letter

to Myriam becomes a bona fide  form of female transmission and substitute for the

failure of the ‘house’ whose inheritance is caught up in patriarchal structures. With

regard to Kate and her daughter, the letter is their only way of keeping in touch, having

been separated from each other due to the imposition of patriarchal norms. Not only

does the letter reunite generations of women, it also repairs broken female solidarity

and provides a medium through which women can express feelings and emotions for

each other. For example, it is a letter that brings about the reconciliation of Marite and

Maryse following a disagreement between the two; coincidentally, just as Maryse is
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contemplating what to write to Marite, a letter from the latter arrives, both women 

having had the same idea. The letter is therefore portrayed as the most appropriate and 

honest outlet for the expression of female emotion while they still struggle to find a 

language of their own (but are certainly making progress towards authentic female 

com munication).'

From a literary point of view, the preponderance of the letter in Myriam premiere leads 

to its consideration as a valid but oft disregarded genre. It is certainly crucial not to 

overlook the role of letter writing in a discussion of w om en’s writing. Katherine 

Roberts comments on the use of letters by Francine Noel:

On peut pourtant voir son omnipresence dans les recits encadres de Myriam  
premiere comme un d in  d ’oeil a I’un des domaines nouveaux de la recherche 
feministe sur I’ecriture feminine qui consiste a reconsiderer la correspondance 
des femmes en tant que locus litteraire. C ’est souvent dans leurs lettres que 
nous trouvons le talent et les idees des femmes du passe, parce qu’elle n ’avaient 
ni les fonds ni I’approbation publique pour pouvoir publier ailleurs. Dans cette 
optique, la lettre deviendra a la fois la figure d ’affectivite et de creativite des 
femmes d ’autrefois (Roberts 1995, p.53).

Maryse envisages that her own letter to Marite will be ‘un texte gratuit qui vienne 

exclusivement du coeur et qui, pour une fois, ne soit destine ni a une publication 

immediate ni a une quelconque lecture publique’ {Myriam, p.410) -  perhaps therefore, 

it is the letter which is the most genuine form of wom en’s writing, the least impeded by 

patriarchal language.

Other letters written by women in Myriam premiere include Catherine’s ( ‘la femme aux 

bijoux’) letter to her husband Jean at war and of course, the second letter connected to 

A lice’s story, which is written on her behalf by her daughter Marie. As previously 

indicated, in M arie’s letter, the daughter gives a voice to the feelings that the mother is 

unable to express, thus underlining the significance of the daughter’s writing in the 

recounting of the m other’s story. Again, it is via the letter that real female emotions are 

able to transpire.

Letter writing is also the main form o f  com m unication between mother and daughter in La D etresse  et 
I ’enchantem ent (also referred to in Le Tem ps qui m ’a m anque) and it w ould seem  that it is the only place 
where the mother is able to express her pain at her daughter’s absence from her life.
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As a whole, the ‘recits encadres’ also raise a number of points concerning the role of the 

woman writer in the dissemination of female histories and the securing of matrilineage. 

W ithout Maryse, the stories of Catherine/Augustine, Kate/daughter and Norma/Barbara 

and daughter would be forgotten. Maryse, as woman writer, does not simply create a 

space for the articulation of mother-daughter relations, in particular, she focuses on 

those who have been further excluded within their already marginalised status as 

women -  mother/daughter outcasts. Consequently, the tales of Norma/Barbara, Kate, 

Catherine and Augustine assume a wider dimension, representing prostitutes and 

unmarried mothers as distinct groups of women whose voices have not been heard.

The woman writer thus emerges as the protector of female histories, in particular, the

mother-daughter plot. Regarding her own mother Irene, who is deceased in Myriam

premiere, we recall that at the end of the first novel, Maryse began work on a play

which would be based on the life of her mother. By the beginning of Myriam premiere,

this play has been completed and Maryse has another one in production (L ’oeu f

d ’eciireuil). For Lori Saint-Martin, the fact that the play relating the life of Irene

Tremblay (M aryse’s mother) and, therefore, inevitably interwined with the relationship

between mother and daughter, takes place outside of the narrative, reveals the nigh

impossibility of mother-daughter reconciliation and the obstacles faced by mother-

daughter writing (Saint-Martin 1993). However, there is, in Myriam premiere, a second

attempt to recount the life of Irene Tremblay when Maryse begins to describe the 
1 ^ 8photograph ' of her mother taken at the age of eighteen {Myriam, p.492). That said, it 

must be admitted that Maryse does not spontaneously speak about her mother, she has 

to be persuaded to do so. In fact, it is not until half way through Myriam premiere that 

we learn that Irene Tremblay is dead and even then it is brushed over in a few words, 

treated as inconsequential by Maryse. It is one thing to be able to write/recount the 

mother-daughter relationship between other women: it is quite a different matter when 

it involves writing/speaking as a daughter oneself.

This photograph was discovered by Maryse among her deceased father’s possessions towards the end 
of the first novel.
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9.34: Physical Intimacy

One noticeable development in the mother-daughter relationship portrayed in Myriam  

premiere is the ease of physical contact and affection between mother and daughter, 

grandmother and granddaughter, as opposed to the awkwardness surrounding the 

female body and lack of mother-daughter touching observed in other texts, such as 

Bonheur d ’occasion. La Detresse et Venchantement, Maryse and La Femme de ma vie. 

On the opening page of this novel, Myriam is sitting comfortably on her grandm other’s 

knee. Both grandmother and granddaughter enjoy the physical proximity. Blanche ‘ne 

s’en est jam ais privee, et elle continue de faire meme si la petite s’alourdit; elle a 

presque huit ans’ (Ibid, p .11). Similarly, Myriam ‘s ’appuie sur la poitrine de Blanche, 

c ’est agreable d ’etre assise sur elle’ (Ibid, p. 17). This scene is in stark contrast to the 

cold reception Rose-Anna’s children receive when they visit their grandmother in Roy’s 

Bonheur d ’occasion. The relationship between grandmother (Blanche) and 

granddaughter (Myriam) is depicted in Myriam premiere as one of complicity (Ibid, 

p.432) and mutual understanding: ‘̂ a  prend une grand-mere pour comprendre une 

petite fille’ (Ibid, p.430). It is similar to the exclusive mother-daughter units in the 

‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel, but with greater physical contact. This 

complicity between grandmother and granddaughter is perhaps due to the fact that, in
1 -JQ

the circle of life, old-age and youth rejoin each other ‘ : ‘Myriam regarde les yeux 

profonds, eternels, de sa grand-mere. On dirait qu’elle a toute sa vie devant elle, 

comme a huit ans’ (Ibid, p.433). The special nature of the mother-daughter bond could 

also be due to the increasingly common phenomenon of the working mother, of which 

Marite is a prime example. On the other hand, the relationship between Marite and 

Myriam depicted in the novel is a healthy one, where the daughter respects her m other’s 

ambition and the mother still manages to make time for her daughter. Juggling 

motherhood and a career, however, is by no means an easy option and M arite often 

struggles with fatigue. Yet, despite the demands made of her physically and mentally, 

she maintains a warm and affectionate bond with her daughter:

Toujours en patins, Myriam roule entre les grands-meres. Marite I'intercepte au 
passage, I’assoit sur elle, la serre fort et la cajole. Elle est comme §a, sa mere, 
forte en gueule, prompte a se choquer, mais licheuse sans bon sens! Quand elle

The sam e theme, that youth and old-age reunite in the circle o f  life, is made by Gabrielle Roy in La 
Route d ’A ltam ont.
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vous dent, c ’est pour un bon moment. Myriam se laisse faire. Elle aime (Ibid, 
p.50).

The point being asserted here is that the maternal body, whether in the form of the 

mother or grandmother, is no longer forbidden to the daughter (unlike the scenes in 

Bonheur d ’occasion in particular, where mother and daughter are afraid to touch each 

other and yet long for an embrace). Furthermore, Myriam is well-educated about and 

unashamed of the female body. She is not embarrassed to happen upon Maryse''^^, 

naked and engaging in sex with Laurent, nor is she bashful about asking questions 

related to the female body and sexuality. Finally, in opposition to the utter rejection of 

the maternal body prevalent up until now, in Myriam premiere, the daughter admires 

the physical appearance of her maternal figures. For Myriam, Blanche (grandmother) 

‘est confortable et moelleuse pour son age’ (Ibid, p. 17). As she scrutinises the faces of 

Marite (biological mother) and Maryse (surrogate mother), Myriam finds beauty in 

them (Ibid, pp. 18-19) and, on observing MLF (surrogate mother), she remarks on her 

slenderness: ‘elle est haute et mince, parfaite’ (Ibid, p.85). In sharp contrast to Myriam, 

MLF refers to her own mother as ‘difforme a la fin’ (Ibid, p. 188), thus associating 

ageing with ugliness and terrified that she will become as hideous as her mother, in the 

same way that Florentine {Bonheur d'occasion) and Elsa {Im  Riviere sans repos) are 

horrified at their mothers’ physical appearance. This distinction in the way the maternal 

body is viewed by MLF and Myriam illustrates the progress that has been made in 

mother-daughter relations (as they belong to two different generations).

9.35: Multiple Mothering

Another major advancement regarding mother-daughter relations that can be observed 

in Myriam premiere is the now multifarious nature of mothering. Myriam has a whole 

host of mother figures who look after her alongside Marite, complementing the latter’s 

mothering. These alternative mothers are grandmothers and M arite’s close friends, 

Maryse and MLF, whom Myriam refers to as her ‘tantes surnaturelles’ (Ibid, p.21).

However, while expanding the domain of mothering certainly eases the burden for the 

biological mother, it also gives rise to conflict between the latter and the secondary 

mother figures. For instance, it leads Marite, the biological mother, to fear that she is

A s Maryse acts as a surrogate mother for Myriam (soon to be d iscussed), it is appropriate to include 
her in section on mother-daughter intim acy, even though she is not the biological mother o f  Myriam.
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easily replaceable: ‘II lui vient soudain I’idee deprimante qu’elle est inutile ici, dans sa 

propre maison. Si jamais elle mourrait, Maryse pourrait la remplacer. Ou MLF’ (Ibid, 

p.241). With specific regard to her role as mother, her anxiety is even more 

pronounced: Marite remarque que sa fille se resigne vite a son absence. Du moment 

que quelqu’un, quelqu’une, est la pour la materner!’ (Ibid, p.241). It is suggested in 

Myriam premiere that mothering need no longer necessarily be carried out by a woman 

-  a discussion takes place on ‘la maternite possible des hommes’ (Ibid, p.427) and 

indeed this point is reinforced by the character of Pran9ois Ladouceur. While this 

opening up of maternal responsibilities to include both sexes is advocated by much 

feminist theory, in Myriam premiere the possible contentions of such a development, as 

well as the advantages, are clearly highlighted -  that is to say, the biological mother can 

feel usurped as opposed to aided.

It is this extension of mothering in Myriam premiere that places the usually smooth 

relations between Marite and her friends Mar>'se and MLF under strain. Marite begins 

to grow envious of their intimacy with her daughter: ‘Tu sais, dit Marite, quand MLF 

peigne Myriam, ga me fait mal, comme si j ’etais jalouse’ (Ibid, p.380). Moreover, she is 

frustrated by the flexible nature of their mothering which allows them to distance 

themselves from the drudgery of motherhood:

Vous etes deux pareilles, deux matantes bubble gum, deux magiques! Vous 
avez du fun avec mes enfants, mais moi quand je les recupere, il me reste les 
punitions, les maladies, et les jeans dechires! Pendant ce temps-la, vous autres, 
vous vous rechargez, vous bambochez, pis vous avez pas de probleme de 
gardienne. Vous etes celibataires, des hosties de celibataires (Ibid, p.355).

In retort, Maryse and MLF launch their own attack on Marite, accusing her of using 

them when it suits her and limiting their interaction with Myriam at her whim:

Quand t’as besoin de nous autres pour garder, tu nous sonnes, dit-elle, mais 
quand tu reviens, t’aimerais bien qu’on disparaisse dans un placard [...] (Ibid, 
p.356).

Finally, Maryse reveals a new area of rivalry between modem women -  the clash 

between the single and the married, the childless and the mothers: ‘Tu sais, continue 

Maryse, des enfants, j ’en aurai jamais. Et toi, tu m ’emmerdes! Si tu savais ce que tu 

peux m’emmerder, aujourd’hui!’ (Ibid, p.380).
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As has been discussed in the introduction to this thesis, for centuries in Quebec, women 

had no say regarding motherhood, it was expected of them. Those who did not marry 

and have children, if they were not in a convent, were considered to be social outcasts, 

branded as ‘la vieille fille’ (Joubert 2000). Ironically however, this new freedom of 

choice for women, concerning marriage and maternity, has a limiting as well as a 

liberating side. It appears to have achieved little in the name of sisterhood, but rather it 

exacerbates relations between women, creating an atmosphere of rivalry instead of 

uniting them. In Bonheur d ’occasion, women were in competition with each other to 

snare a man. In Myriam premiere they are determined to prove to other women that 

their lifestyle choice is the best. Consequently, women have been divided into opposing 

camps - married vs single, mothers vs childless -  each group envious of and threatened 

by the existence of the other.

9.36; Surrogate Mothers

Despite the brief moments of tension that emerge for the first time in Myiam premiere 

between the trio of Maryse, Marite and MLF (and are related to issues of motherhood), 

the three friends continue nonetheless to act as surrogate mothers for each other. Once 

again, this suggests the primacy of the mother-daughter relationship in a w om an’s life, 

and that where the biological one has failed, it will be replaced with a surrogate 

mother.'"^'

In both Maryse and Myriam premiere, there is an explicit desire, on the part of the 

women of Maryse’s generation, to choose one’s female ancestors. MLF proclaims, 

‘Maryse et toi, vous etes ma vraie famille, dit-elle. Vous m 'avez choisie et vous ne me 

laisserez jam ais tom ber’ {Myriam, p. 137). There is a rejection of biological female 

links in favour of sisterhood, thus Marite pronounces that ‘L ’amitie, c ’est mieux que la 

fam ille ...’ (Ibid).

Maryse and Marite emerge from the trio as the most prominent mother-daughter unit. 

Thus, when the time comes for Maryse to leave for South America with Laurent, the

Both Maryse and M LF separated from the b iological mother as soon as they were able to do so. Their 
relationships with the biological mother were essentially negative. Marite differs in that her relationship  
with B lanche appears, on the w hole, positive. At the same time, her friendship with Maryse and Marite 
seem s to fulfil som ething that was perhaps m issing with Blanche.
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separation between these two women is reluctant and painful, and described in terms of 

a mother-daughter rupture. Of M arite’s anxieties related to M aryse’s imminent 

departure, Laurent comments: ‘T ’es pire qu’une mere dont la fille part en Europe pour
14^la premiere fois’ (Ibid, p.558). '  Similarly, Maryse frets about leaving Marite: ‘Mere 

poule, pense Maryse. Q u’est-ce que je vais faire sans elle, qui me mateme depuis des 

annees?’(Ibid, p.466).

It appears that when Myriam is not involved, this trio of women modelled on the 

mother-daugher relationship functions smoothly and ideally. Communication flows 

between the three women, unlike the majority of the mother-daughter relationships that 

have been analysed in this thesis prior to this section. MLF comments:

Elies se parlent depuis tellement d ’annees, se coupant, se reprenant, se 
recoupant; la parole circule entre elle/'*^ Marie-Lyre est contente de les avoir 
choisies comme famille (Ibid, p.481).

Perhaps the recent conflict between them only emerges because Myriam has altered the 

dynamic of their interaction, necessitating their exclusive mothering of her and thus 

depriving them of mothering each other.

The choice of the verb ‘circuler’ to describe the communication between Maryse, 

Marite and MLF is pertinent in that it conjures up notions of ‘I’ecriture fem inine’ and 

‘parler-fem m e’ (fluid, spiral, alinear). Thus it appears that this ‘surrogate mother and 

daughter trio’ have achieved the type of authentic female discourse that is necessary for 

all mother-daughter relationships, the kind advocated by Luce Irigaray (1979 and 1981).

9.37: M other and daughter role reversal

Once again in Myriam premiere, the theme of role reversal between mother and 

daughter (also observed in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel) arises as an 

inherent feature of this particular relationship. Marite finds herself behaving with 

Blanche (her mother) in the same way she does with Myriam (her daughter): ‘Pendant 

que Blanche lui parle, Marite se rend compte qu’elle I’ecoute comme on ecoute une

This com m ent reminds us o f  M elina R oy {La D etresse  et I'enchantement)  and .leanne Pelletier {La 
Femme de ma vie)  and their pain in seeing their daughters leave for Europe.
143 ^E m boldening to highlight the importance o f  the verb ‘circuler’.
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enfant. Elle pense a cette phrase; J'ai ete ta fille  et j ’ai ete ta mere' (Myriam, pp.226- 

227). Similarly, following an argument between the three best friends, Marite finds 

herself being consoled by her daughter Myriam. ‘Ma mere est pas bien [...]. II faut que 

j ’aille la consoler [...]. Des fois j ’ai I’impression que c’est moi la mere’ (Ibid, p.397), 

exclaims Myriam, to which Miracle-Marthe adds, ‘Peut-etre que dans une vie 

anterieure, t’as deja ete sa mere, [...] et elle ta fille’ (Ibid), thus outlining the fluid and 

reciprocal nature of mother and daughter roles. In fact, as illustrated by the following 

excerpt, in the Grand’maison household, the expected interaction between the three 

generations of women appears, at one stage, to have been completely overturned, with 

Myriam attending to Marite’s emotional needs and Marite responding to Blanche’s:

Elle (Marite) s’interrompt et, bizarrement, elle s’entend dire a Myriam qu’elle 
s’est chicanee avec Maryse. Apres le depart de celle-ci, elle a appele sa mere 
pour se faire consoler -  un vieux reflexe -  mais c ’est plutot elle qui a ecoute 
parler Blanche. Et maintenant elle se confie a sa fille (Ibid, p.402).

Myriam, assuming a maternal stance, gives Marite advice on how to repair the conflict 

with her friends, hence repaying all the times that she sought solace from her mother:

Je ne sais pas quoi faire, dit Marite.
C’est pourtant simple, dit Myriam: tu vas les appeler et t’excuser. C’est toujours 
ce que me dis, sois la plus fine, fais les premiers pas. Tu vas voir, ga va 
s’arranger.

Marite regarde sa fille, amusee par son air serieux. Myriam I’embrasse a nouveau et 
lui caresse les cheveux. Elle ajoute:

Fais done pas ta fraiche, maman! Laisse-toi consoler! (Ibid, p.402).

Unlike the daughters of earlier generations (found in ‘le roman du terroir’) who were
1 44forced into the position of mother when it was required of them, in Myriam premiere, 

certainly in the case of Myriam and Marite, mothers and daughter move back and forth 

freely and willingly between both roles, giving and taking, exchanging and 

reciprocating.

9.38; Mother’s assertion of subjectivity

In Myriam premiere, the type of maternal subjectivity encouraged by Luce Irigaray in 

L ’une ne houge pas sans Vautre (1979), comes to the fore. However, in comparison

For exam ple, the daughters o f  Trente A rpents, M aria  C hapdelaine, Le Survenant, who, due to the 
death o f  the mother, have no choice but to assum e her role in the household.
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14Swith the texts of Gabrielle Roy, it is often the figure of the grandmother, as opposed 

to the mother, who is endowed with a new wave of autonomy in the final stage of her 

life. Her children now raised and perhaps widowed also, the grandmother finds herself 

in a unique and unrestricted position where she can, most probably for the first time, 

assert her individuality and answer only to her own desires.

Thus, the character of Blanche, M arite’s mother and M yriam’s grandmother, recently 

widowed and no longer tied to her children, is portrayed as liberated and in the throes of 

an exciting period of rebirth and self-exploration, similar to that of adolescence. As 

previously commented, in the writings of both Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, old 

age and youth appear reunited in the circle of life.

Maintenant, a I’autre bout de sa vie, il lui semble que le temps s’etire et qu’elle 
reprend les annees perdues (Ibid, p.67).

Montreal redevient un endroit vivable, une ville comme celle qu’elle a connue, 
jeune fille (Ibid, p.68).

Blanche has no wish to celebrate M others’ Day when it occurs in the novel, stating that 

i a  fete des Meres, §a m ’emmerde, vous ne pouvez pas savoir com m ent!’ (Ibid, p. 125). 

As far as she is concerned, the existence of such a feast, rather than paying homage to 

mothers, further traps women in this role by recognising them only as mothers and not 

individuals. In many ways, Blanche seems to correspond to the type of mothering 

advocated by Irigaray; not only does she assert her subjectivity, she also respects 

M arite’s private space and does not confuse the boundaries between mother and 

daughter. Consequently, Blanche knows when and is not afraid to loosen the reins on 

her daughter’s existence, as she is not dependent on the latter for the realisation of her 

own dreams and desires, unlike the mothers of Roy and N oel’s ‘autobiographical’ 

writings. B lanche’s comportment on her adult daughter’s birthday is exemplary of her 

ability to open up a space between mother and daughter which is respectful of the needs 

of each other and where neither woman feels neglected: ‘C ’est aujourd’hui

I’anniversaire de Marie-Therese mais elle ne va pas lui porter son cadeau; elle a une 

reunion importante et M arie-Therese a quarante ans, tout de meme [...]. Elle 

telephonera a Marie-Therese dans la soiree’ (Ibid, p. 181). It is the m other’s ease with 

and promotion of a healthy distance between mother and daughter that, in turn, leads

In particular, I am thinking o f  the grandmother in La R oute d'A ltam ont.
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the daughter to envisage her mother as a subject, a woman in her own right, and not 

simply an object of the daughter’s desire. When Marite questions Blanche on whether 

she has ever loved another man apart from Charles-Emile (husband to Blanche and 

father to Marite), it is clear from her casual tone that she would not mind how her 

mother answered (Ibid, p.20). This indicates that the daughter’s perception of her 

mother extends far beyond her role within the family, which is a marked improvement 

from earlier daughters (Florentine, Elsa and even Gabrielle/Christine) who have 

difficulty in seeing their mother as an individual. But this is also due to the latter’s 

inability to project herself as anything but a mother.

Although it has been suggested that it is primarily third generation women 

(grandmothers) who exhibit autonomy and subjectivity due their recent liberation from 

the constrictions of motherhood, the character of Marite must be examined in relation to 

the question of maternal subjectivity in Francine Noel. Following the example of her 

own mother Blanche, Marite sets boundaries between herself and her daughter, 

protecting her personal life from being assimilated into M yriam’s, while at all times 

retaining a close bond with her. Thus, when Myriam intrudes on her mother’s privacy 

by listening in on her phonecalls, Marite is quick to chastise her daughter and remind 

her of these boundaries: ‘Es-tu encore sur la ligne, Myriam Ladouceur? Espece de 

faticante! J ’ai droit a ma vie privee, moi aussi!’ (Ibid, p.424).

Furthemore, in the novel, M arite is encouraged to speak as a mother and to recount her 

maternal stories by her friends Maryse and MLF. Marite worries that no-one wants to 

hear about the daily trials and tribulations of a mother, but her friends’ insistence that 

she speak freely highlights N oel’s concern with giving a voice not only to daughters but 

also to mothers: ‘Mais parle! dit Maryse. [...]. Q u’est-ce que c ’est histoire’

(Ibid, p.364). Granted, it has never been the case that Marite suppressed her 

subjectivity in the face of the many demands of motherhood -  throughout the trilogy 

she is both a successful career woman and caring mother. But while she is not afraid to 

speak out a lawyer and a professional in the public arena, her hesitation to speak purely 

as a mother due to her anxiety that no-one many want to listen to the daily grind of 

motherhood, illustrates the obstacles underlying the formulation of an authentic 

maternal discourse -  that mothers themselves are not even sure if they have the right to

My emphasis.
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speak or indeed, if anyone will listen to them. Nonetheless, it is accurate to state that, 

by creating texts where both mother and daughter are enabled to speak, Noel is 

directing w om en’s writing into a new and largely unexplored dimension, where it is no 

longer true that the daughter’s speech necessarily signals the m other’s silence (as feared 

by Hirsch, 1989).

9.39: Negative maternal transmission

Not all the mother-daughter relationships depicted in Myriam premiere are so liberated 

and seemingly easy. Although a more prominent feature of the first novel in the trilogy, 

M aryse’s conflictual rapport with her recently deceased mother Irene continues to linger 

in the background. M LF’s relationship with her mother, which is not mentioned in the 

first novel, is revealed in Myriam premiere to be similarly problematic and unresolved;

Etant I’ainee d ’une famille de quatre enfants, elle est partie tot de la maison, 
refusant d ’elever la tralee qui la suivait. Sa mere etait une fin finaude; souvent 
elle partait le week-end en cure de repos a I’hotel Albert-Prevost, la laissant 
avec la vaisselle et les enfants sales. Marie-Lyre n ’avait pas vraiment le gout de 
jouer a la mere et, a I’age de dix-neuf ans, pendant un de ces fameux week-ends 
prolonges, elle a pris a son tour la poudre d ’escampette (Ibid, p. 137).

Although it is often the case that a lack of veritable mother-daughter bonding leads

women to attempt to replace the original relationship with the one between them and

their own daughter(s), it could equally be true that it causes women to seek intimacy

elsewhere, either from female friends (Maryse and Marite) or sexual relationships.

Nancy Friday (1977) firmly believes that the success or failure of mother-daughter

interaction impacts heavily on a woman’s sexuality, thus the neglect suffered by MLF

and the inaccessibility of the mother to the daughter as a child may be at the root of her

fleeting and unfulfilling adult romatic liaisons. It could also explain M LF’s disinterest

in becoming a mother herself -  she does not perceive the bond to be a satisfying one.

And yet, like Maryse, despite the antagonistic nature of their relationship, MLF is

unable to entirely repress the memory of the mother. Each time she hears running

water, she is reminded of how her mother used to say ‘I’eau est la chose la plus

reposante du m onde’ (Ibid, p.355). Given that water is something most people hear on

a daily basis, one can surmise therefore that M LF’s mother is in her thoughts every day.

Thus, the daughter, no matter how strongly she may will it, is never fully able to

obliterate the mother. The latter continues to haunt the daughter’s subconscious, her
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influence even extending into her the daughter’s interaction with others, especially with 

other women. It is MLF who makes the astute observation that could be applied to all 

of the texts under examination in this thesis:

Marie-Lyre se dit que ses relations avec les autres femmes sont brouillees par
son rapport ambigu a sa mere. Elle voudrait tellement que I’amitie soit simple!
(Ibid, p.356).

9.310: Concluding Points

Myriam premiere heralds a new era of mother-daughter recognition and reciprocity 

based on respect for each other’s subjectivity, and emphasizes the importance of 

positive maternal transmission and recounting mother-daughter stories. The character 

of Myriam represents the promising future of mother-daughter relations. As has been 

highlighted, Myriam enjoys a healthy relationship with her mother, thanks to the 

presence of surrogate mothers and grandmothers and M arite’s preservation of her own 

autonomy and the daughter’s awareness of her mother’s subjectivity. Theirs is a 

relationship where both mother and daughter give of themselves and receive. Myriam 

also emerges as the privileged guardian of female history. By the end of the narrative, 

‘elle commence a avoir tout un lot de symboles: les boucles d ’oreille de Catherine 

Grand’maison, la Sultane bleue, les souliers turquoise ultra-pointus de Marie-Lyre, et 

bientot, elle aura la lettre de la grand-mere A lice’ (Ibid, p.556). As the quotation 

illustrates, throughout the course of the novel Myriam amasses a hoard of objects that 

symbolise her connections to other women, a motley group of blood relations and 

surrogate mothers. W hat is most significant, however, is that Myriam is patently proud 

of this inheritance. Not all daughters/granddaughters are so lucky to have estimable 

female ancestry. Ariane, M yriam’s companion, laments: ‘Moi, mes grand-meres sont 

moches, dit Ariane. Et elles ont jam ais rien a raconter. Elies radotent’ (Ibid, p. 108).

As the title of the novel suggests, Myriam represents a modern generation of daughters

whose relationship with the mother will take on an entirely new and affirmative form.

The notion of sisterhood which surfaced in Maryse is also solidified through the

character of Myriam who, albeit in play with Arianne and unaware of its feminist

undertones, announces ‘la fondation de la tres ancienne dynastie des soeurs de reve’

(Ibid, p.454). This new dynasty of women will be ‘liee par le reve’ (Ibid) asserts
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Ariane. Although these are the words of a child, pronounced innocently, this notion of 

dreams as the common denominator between the women who will be part of this new 

dynasty, is suggestive of a female language (as described by French feminism) which 

lies outside the realm of logical thought.

What is unarguably evident at the close of the novel is that, unlike the generation of 

women before her, Myriam will not be deprived of nor will she renounce her female 

ancestry -  in fact, she will perpetuate it:

Ayant re9u son heritage au feminin -  sous la forme de la lettre d’Alice, des 
histoires de Maryse et de la genealogie feminisee de Miracle-Marthe -  Myriam 
est prete a remplacer sa grand-mere mourante dans le cycle de vies feminines. 
Elle ne sera pas, comme [...] Maryse [...], une orpheline de sa propre histoire 
(Roberts 1995, p.66).
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9.4: Nous avons tous decouvert I’Amerique

9.41: Introduction to Nous avons tous decouvert I’Amerique

As has been carefully outlined in the preceding section, Noel’s second novel, Myricim 

premiere, pursues and achieves the aims of promoting maternal inheritance and 

recounting women’s history in Quebec from a uniquely female perspective. In doing 

so, Noel writes her way out of what Patricia Smart (1990) has identified as the 

imprisoning framework of ‘la maison du pere’. In ‘la maison du pere’ the woman is 

trapped in the position of ‘femm e-objet’ in order to ensure the solidity of the 

construction. At the base of this structure is located a patriarchal or oedipal triangle 

within which the woman finds herself being passed from one man to another, with no 

‘histoire a elle’, but rather, her possession constituting little more than a minor role in 

what is essentially ‘son histoire a lu i’ (Smart 1990, p.33). Women find themselves 

subjugated to:

[...] une construction ideologique creee par une hierarchic male rattachee a 
I’Eglise catholique et modelee sur la France pre-revolutionnaire: hierarchic dans 
laquelle le pouvoir se transmettait en lignee directe de Dieu le Pere au Roi de 
France au pere de famille et ensuit au fils aine (Ibid, p.30).

Thus, in ‘la maison du pere’, authority is transmitted solely from father to son. Smart 

comments, ‘Pour la fille [ ...], il n ’y a aucune place dans la maison a part celle de I’objet 

silencieux et immobile qui soutient I’edifice’ (Ibid, p.34). Even the domain of female 

and maternal creativity passes through the male child -  ‘Ce pouvoir qu’a la femme de 

“creer un homme futur” est explicitement presente comme la version feminine de la 

creativite masculine dans I’a it’ (Ibid, p.31).

However, in the case of Myriam premiere, it could be stated that Noel manages to 

subvert the foundations of this traditional structure, replacing it with an alternative 

hierarchy where knowledge and creativity are handed down from one generation of 

women to another and preserved within ‘la maison de la mere’. This maternal 

transmission operates at various levels in Myriam premiere, in the relationships 

between the primary female characters and also via the stories recounted by Maryse 

within the larger narrative framework. Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique, Noel’s 

third novel, on the other hand, appears to mark an abrupt departure from the
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valorisation of matrilineal lines of inheritance so clearly evident in Myriam premiere. 

In Nous avons tous decouvert, not only is there a distinct rejection of both the mother 

and motherhood on the part of the protagonist, there is also a return to i a  maison du 

pere’ and a certain weakening of female solidarity. This is in stark contrast to Myriam  

premiere where female relationships are at their strongest in N oel’s fictional world. 

Granted, the rejection of the mother and motherhood is not a feature unique to Nous 

avons tous decouvert -  it is common in much mother/daughter writing, as has been 

identified -  but with regard to Noel, there seems to be in this third novel, an interruption 

or a step backwards in the progress made in Myriam premiere concerning the trajectory 

of mother-daughter relations.

9.42: Mother and Daughter Relations

As is the case in Maryse, the mother-daughter relationship between the protagonist 

Fatima (daughter) and Ginette (mother) in Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique is 

tense (Nous avons tous, p. 17), to say the least. For the majority of the novel, Fatima 

refers to her mother simply as Ginette. W hile on the one hand, this could be positively 

interpreted as a recognition of the m other's separate subjectivity and existence as a 

woman beyond the duties of motherhood, where Fatima is concerned, it is more 

probably due to a denial of her underlying bond with this woman and a rejection of 

Ginette as her mother. Like Maryse, Fatima endeavours to dissociate herself 

completely from her origins. In fact, the only real contact that she has with her mother 

and the rest of her family is via her aunt A line’s phonecalls: ‘Je I’ecoute raconter les 

exploits du clan. Cette fois-ci, les vedettes de I’episode etaient elle-meme et ma 

m ere ...’ (Ibid, p.22). In comparison to Maryse, this total denial of the family and the 

mother in Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique creates ‘le sentiment d ’etre orpheline, 

de ne pas avoir de m ere’ (Roberts 1995, p.85).

The gulf between mother and daughter has become so wide that they hardly know each

other any more, nor how to interact. W hereas Blanche, the cherished mother and

grandmother of Myriam premiere dreads the fuss that will be made of her on M other’s

Day, Fatima has to be reminded by her aunt about the nearing of this event, which it

would seem she has forgotten entirely in past years: ‘Fatima cherie, la fete des meres

approche! Cette annee, n ’oublie pas d ’appeler ta maman! Tu sais comment elle a le
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coeur fragile et tendre et delicat et patati!’ (Nous avons tous, p.77). The woman that 

Aline describes however, does not match the image that Fatima harbours of her mother, 

suggesting that mother and daughter have become so estranged they are barely familiar 

to one other, or perhaps this is a side to the mother that the latter has never exposed, 

never been able to display to the daughter: ‘La sensibilite de ma mere ne m’a jamais 

frappee’ (Ibid).

Mother-daughter relations in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique have become so 

strained that the mother has become almost afraid to contact her daughter: ‘Ma mere, 

qui s’ennuie-et-n’ose-pas-me-telephoner. Elle se retient, parait-il. Elle aussi? On se 

retient toutes, 9a doit etre de famille. [...]. Imaginons le carnage en cas de non-retenue 

soudaine et simultanee’ (Ibid, p.205). However, when the mother does muster up the 

courage to call the daughter, the lines of communication between the two are so 

obstructed that the conversation is futile: ‘Telephone de Ginette. Comme toujours, elle 

parle et ne m’ecoute pas’ (Ibid, p.312). Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique is 

devoid of any veritable exchange between mother and daughter and were it not for 

Aline, the aunt, the relationship would, in fact, be shrouded in total silence; ‘Aline [...], 

c ’est elle qui fait le pont entre ma mere et moi’ (Ibid, 346). It is a situation similar to 

the one observed in Maryse where mother and daughter are practically strangers to each 

other, dependent on Maureen (Maryse’s sister) to maintain some form of contact 

between them, and when they do finally have the chance to communicate during an 

unexpected visit from Maryse to the mother, like Fatima, Maryse feels that the 

conversation is one way, where the daughter listens and the mother speaks.

9.43: The Rejection of the Mother

Fatima’s rejection of the mother is nowhere more evident than in her outright 

repudiation of motherhood. In the same way that Florentine maintains an emaciated 

physique in a desperate bid to escape the fate of the mother, Fatima is adamant that she 

will never have children. In this respect, Fatima, whose estrangement from her mother 

and family, in general, aligns her with the character of Maryse, differs from the latter 

here, in that Maryse is fond of children and longs to become a mother and, in particular, 

to have a daughter. From early on in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique, Fatima 

makes her aversion towards children quite clear:
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Quand Amelia''*^ me parle de ses monstres cheris, sur le coup, elle me convainc 
de leurs grands merites, mais une fois seule, je  reviens a mon sentiment premier. 
Angel est un adolescent typique egocentrique -  il est paresseux, manipulateur -  
et le fait que sa gueule d ’ange soit moins souvent dans le decor me soulage. 
Reste I’inevitable Baboune adoree. Cette enfant est laide et m ’horripile. 
Comment une femme aussi belle qu’Amelia a-t-elle pu produire une rejetonne 
aussi moche? (Ibid, p. 18).

Given her revulsion of children, it is not surprising, therefore, that Fatima asserts 

authoritatively at several points in the novel that she will never have any, that she has 

no desire whatsoever to become a mother, hence, vociferously demarcating herself from 

her mother:

Je n ’ai pas d ’enfant ici, je  n’en aurai pas ailleurs non plus...(Ibid, p .32).

C ’est le desir de ‘sauver le monde’ qui m ’a toujours animee, pas celui de 
materner. Je ne me vois pas en mere lapine.. .(Ibid, p.78).

[...] moi qui n ’aurai jam ais d ’enfants (Ibid, p. 126).

The life that Fatima has carved out for herself is essentially solitary and individualistic; 

apart from her friendship with Amelia, for the most part, she prefers to avoid close 

bonds and intimacy. She is fiercely protective of her own personal space (her apartment 

and her diary) and is insistent that no-one will encroach on her privacy: ‘Je suis bien 

comme 9a, seule. Sereine. Libre’ and ‘Ici, c ’est chez moi, chez moi seule’ (Ibid, pp.37 

and 65).

9.44; The Diary

That Fatim a’s writing takes the form of a private diary merits discussion. The choice of 

a monophonic and essentially narcissistic narrative has grave consequences for the 

establishment of female communities and the valorisation o f female ancestry and 

matrilineal transmission, all of which are at the fore of Myriam premiere. In addition to 

locking herself away in her apartment for long periods of time, Fatima also cuts herself 

off from other women in the novel, and this is heightened by the diary form. Certainly, 

Amelia is an important figure in the protagonist’s life and theirs is a friendship which is

A m elia does not spell her name with an accent as is traditionally the case in French.
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cherished by the latter. However, in spite of the various conversations between Fatima 

and Amelia, which are either described or transcribed in the diary, we do not directly 

hear the latter’s voice, apart from in her two letters. Thus, female communication and 

exchange, so greatly prized in both Maryse and in particular, Myriam premiere, is 

lacking in Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique. The multiplicity of female voices 

present in the first two novels is reduced to one lone voice in the third.

The diary form can be associated with individualism and the construction of the self in 

opposition to the outside world, and, in the case of Fatima, it also serves to differentiate 

herself from the mother and erect a barrier between the two women. It is important, at 

this point, to highlight a specific episode recounted by Fatima in the novel which refers 

to the m other’s previous invasion of her daughter’s confidentiality and recalls the 

m other’s reading of the daughter’s love letters in La Femme de ma vie: ‘Je repense au 

journal de mon enfance, pille par ma mere: c ’etait mon espace prive, ma memoire, et 

elle la piratait!’ (Nous avons tous, p. 172). The consequences of this past intrusion, 

Fatima reveals, continue to affect her interaction with others, especially where her 

mother is concerned, and have led her to fiercely assert her right to seclusion and 

secrecy:

Je ne suis pas la premiere a qui cela soit arrive, mais il est clair qu’une partie de 
mon comportement actuel est regie par cet incident inaugural, cette blessure. Si 
je  vis en celibataire, c ’est que je  conserve un fond de mefiance envers 
I’humanite: je  ne veux pas etre forcee de partager ce que je  ressens. Parfois, au 
fil des conversations et des evenements, ma mere devoilait ce qu’elle avait lu 
dans mon journal. [...]. Elle savait tout de moi, tout ce que je  ne voulais pas 
dire, et elle I’etalait devant la famille. Encore aujourd’hui, j ’ai peur qu’on 
vienne lire par-dessus mon epaule (Ibid).

As Katherine Roberts (1995) points out, the rejection of the mother is two-fold in 

Fatim a’s writing: First of all, it occurs through the content, that is, the protagonist’s 

descriptions of the sheer absence of any mother-daughter exchange; and secondly, it is 

evident in the excluding nature of the diary form itself.

The diary form adopted by Fatima and the self-imposed isolation serve to cut any links 

with the past and mark a denial of origins, in particular, the primary bond with the 

mother. Roberts comments on the severity of Fatim a’s rupture with the female 

community at large:
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Pour les femmes qui ont besoin, de maniere urgente, de valeurs feminines et de 
connaitre leur passe pour faire contrepoint a une societe largement definie par 
des valeurs masculines, cette coupure pourrait etre catastrophique (Roberts 
1995, p.89).

Not only does the individualistic diary form serve to differentiate the daughter from the 

mother and to erect a barrier between the two, it also segregates Fatima from other 

women in general. In contrast to Myriam premiere which favours links, connections 

and transmission from one generation of women to another, Nous avons tons decouvert 

presents us with a protagonist who desires to live in a state of solitude and reticence. 

Unlike the stories recounted in Myriam premiere by Maryse to Myriam, of which the 

purpose is to transmit and perpetuate matrilineage, Fatima’s diary entries have no such 

specific audience. They do not, therefore, constitute the same valorisation of female 

legacy as Maryse’s storytelling. A personal diary is not for the access of others, thus 

Fatima is not passing anything of her experiences on to anyone. Hence, Fatima’s 

narrative has the opposite purpose to Maryse’s story-telling and writing -  to remain 

confidential rather than shared. In fact, not only will no-one else read her diaries, 

Fatima herself reveals that she will probably never look at them again either, 

diminishing her own texts as insignificant and purposeless: ‘ce carnet sera sans doute 

aussi inutile que les precedents, mais c’est sans importance: il me suffit de ne pas les 

relire, et alors, personne n’en souffre, meme pas moi’ {Nous avons tons, p. 11). 

Whereas Myriam premiere closes with the young Myriam in possession of a host of 

matrilineal regalia - jewellery, a letter, stories -, in Nous avons tous decouvert 

I ’Amerique, the protagonist proclaims that she wants to leave no trace of female 

heritage: ‘Je voudrais que les cahiers se detruisent d ’eux-memes a ma mort’ (Ibid, 

p. 181). Writing and narration in Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique have become a 

means of self-enclosure unlike Myriam premiere where it facilitates the opening up of a 

whole new past, present and future in the feminine:

[...] le diariste peut tenter de se reproduire sans attaches familiales, comme chez 
Fatima [...]. II n ’y aura pas de texte a leguer, la redaction du journal intime ne 
favorise pas le foisonnement de I’imaginaire feminin (Roberts 1995, p.97)
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9.45: The portrait of grandmother in Nous avons tous decouvert rAmerigue

On the subject of matrilineage, it is important to examine the depiction of the 

grandmother in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique. Once again, the contrast 

between Noel’s third novel and Myriam premiere  is flagrant. Whereas Blanche and 

Alice, the two grandmothers of the latter novel, are respected, valued, have a voice and 

are listened to, in the former text, the protagonist’s grandmother is left to decay in front 

of her television set. With no-one to talk to and no-one interested in her, her existence 

has drawn to a stultifying halt. The grandmother in Nous avons tous decouvert 

VAmerique, in contrast to Blanche and Alice, is devoid of anything to transmit to her 

descendants, but at the same time, this is due to their neglect of her. The following 

extract is poignant when compared to the extremely positive portraits of Blanche and 

Alice in Myriam premiere. As previously stated, matrilineage and the valorisation of 

female ancestors suffer a setback in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique:

L’image de la grand-mere Gagne me revient ces jours-ci: collee a son fauteuil de 
‘tivi’, les pieds sur son pouf, elle tricote devant I’ecran. Le son de la tele est 
trop fort, la couleur trop orangee et I’image legerement dedoublee. Pourtant, 
personne n’ose baisser le son: c ’est la ‘tivi’ de grand-maman achetee avec 
I’argent de sa pension. [...]. Elle parlait a sa tele parce que personne dans la 
maison ne lui parlait. Personne. [ ...] . Enfant, je  pensais qu’on ne lui parlait pas 
pour ne pas la distraire de sa tele. C ’est I’inverse qui etait vrai: elle se branchait 
sur I’appareil, faute de mieux. Cela, je  I’ai compris tres lentement et j ’ai mis 
encore plus de temps a I’admettre. Quand j ’ai voulu aller vers elle, il etait trop 
tard: elle etait de moins en moins lucide et moi, de plus en plus absente [...]. 
Comment une famille de gens ‘norm aux’ a-t-elle pu garder et laisser mourir 
quelqu'un dans un tel desert em otif (Ibid, pp.66-68).

Ironically, Fatima says ‘vingt ans plus tard, je  me retrouve dans la meme position 

qu’elle, allongee devant ma tele’(Ibid, p.66), suggesting that, as has been illustrated in 

many of texts from the corpus so far, the daughter/grand-daughter cannot escape 

maternal inheritance, struggle as she may (we recall how Florentine and Elsa more or 

less end up reproducing their m others’ situation).

9.46: Daughterly Guilt

While Fatima appears totally self-sufficient and unreliant on the mother, regularly 

professing her preference for friendship and her aunt to any possibility of a relationship 

with her mother, on closer analysis, the mother-daughter rupture is not clear-cut. Like
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many of the daughter figures examined in this thesis so far, Fatima suffers from feelings 

of guilt at her estrangement from her mother and family and also due to her rejection of 

maternity as a possible life choice for herself. She reveals:

Je me sens coupable d ’eprouver de la colere a I’egard de cette jeune imbecile et 
d ’avoir plus de compassion pour le lapin que pour la petite soeur. J ’ai toujours 
eu la compassion mal placee et I’affection device: je  prefere ma tante Aline a ma 
mere et Amelia a mes soeurs. Je suis atypique, deplacee, butee. Coeur de 
pierre! Ici se profile 1’ombre de la mechante, vivant egoistiquement seule, sans 
mari, sans concubin, sans chien, ni chat, ni canari, ni rien. Personne ne veut de 
toi, Fatima! Et tu ne vas meme pas porter un petit pot de beurre a ta maman le 
jour de la fete des Meres (Ibid, p.79).

Fatima’s awareness of her conflictual relationship with her mother and her need to live 

alone, give rise to anxieties that she is abnormal and heartless. This is typical of the 

mother-daughter relationship in general and it has been observed in other texts in this 

thesis. In order to assert her autonomy, the daughter pursues a violent severance from 

the mother which in turn produces an overwhelming guilt at the idea of having 

abandoned the mother, a guilt which emerges both internally and due to external 

pressure. Fatima’s belief that her behaviour is aberrant is part of the daughter’s guilt 

complex (we are reminded of Francine in La Femme de ma vie who goes so far as to 

consider her negative feelings towards her mother a sin and confesses them to the local 

priest). Thus it is not surprising that, regarding M other’s Day, Fatima finally relents to 

an extent, sending flowers to the mother and telephoning, but persisting in her refusal to 

visit.

Fatima’s guilt extends to her dislike of A m elia’s daughter: ‘Je culpabilise de ne pas 

aimer la fille d ’Amelia. Ne pas I’aimer, c ’est peu dire; je  I’execre’ (Ibid, p. 18). Fatima 

is far from the figure of the surrogate mother, unlike Maryse and M LF where Myriam is 

concerned. Nous avons tous decoiivert I ’Amerique thus questions both maternal instinct 

and natural bonding between generations of women and emphasises the discordant 

rather than the harmonious side to mother-daughter relations.

9.47; Sisterly rivalry

A further aspect of the mother-daughter relationship which has not been discussed in 

this thesis so far is the problems that surface when there are sisters competing for the
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m other's attention. In the case of Roy, this is not a feature of her writing, even though 

it is made clear by Ricard in his biography that rivalry existed between the author and 

her elder sister Marie-Anna-Adele Roy. However, as it was the elder sister who was 

embittered about Roy’s privileged relationship with their mother and also her success as 

a writer, sisters competing for the m other’s attention does not really emerge as a theme 

in Roy’s work, as she was the one in the more favourable position vis-a-vis the mother. 

By contrast, sisterly rivalry, although not extensively developed, does emerge in two of 

Noel’s novels, Maryse and Nous avons tons decouvert I'Amerique, thus providing an 

interesting angle from which to examine the mother-daughter relationship. In Maryse, 

as discussed, the conflict between the protagonist and her mother extends to her sister. 

Maryse is equally ashamed of Maureen as she is of Irene; her sister reminds her of her 

miserable past. But it could also be posited that part of the tension arises from the fact 

that Maureen has followed the m other’s model by choosing marriage and motherhood, 

unlike Maryse who has deliberately severed the mother-daughter bond. Moreover, 

Maureen has not distanced herself from the mother through education and changing 

neighbourhood the way that Maryse has done. It is therefore possible that M aryse’s 

negative feelings towards her sister are linked to the rapport that the latter has 

maintained with the mother but which Maryse has renounced. As outlined in the 

theoretical section on the mother-daughter relationship, it is not solely the mother who 

sees in the daughter an extension of herself, but also the daughter who, recognising 

herself in the mother, demands the latter’s exclusive attention. Where there are other 

daughters in the household, this is impossible. It would seem that the daughter, unable 

to share the mother, thus revolts, due to jealousy, and reacts by cutting herself off from
148she whom she believes has abandoned her. This also explains the search for a 

surrogate mother figure to compensate for the lack of bond between daughter and 

biological mother that Maryse embarks on.

In Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique, this same inability to share the mother comes 

to the fore and could be, in part, responsible for the daughter’s rupture from the mother. 

At first, it appears that Fatima refuses to visit Ginette on M others’ Day because she 

feels no connection with her, but then she reveals a sentiment of inferiority compared to 

her sister Lise regarding their mother;

In La Femme de  ma vie, the sam e reaction occurs but on the part o f  the mother. Feeling abandoned by 
her daughter Francine, she determ ines to w iden the gap between the two even more, denying her daughter 
access to her life if  she cannot occupy an exclusive position.
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Mais chaque fois que je  me suis ramenee avec mon petit pot de beurre, elle n ’y a 
meme pas goute. Symboliquement, bien sur. Elle appreciait davantage les plats 
cuisines de ma soeur Lise, la parfaite. Arrete Fatima! Ces retours en arriere 
sont steriles (Nous avons tous, p.79).

This quotation shows that where the mother is concerned, Fatima feels overshadowed 

by the presence of her sister whom she considers to be the favoured one in the mother’s 

eyes. Lise is not the only sister Fatima has to contend with. Later on in the novel, she 

recalls how having sisters prevented her from claiming her mother uniquely for herself;

Je ne peux pas aller sur le balcon; j ’ai le vertige comme lorsque j ’etais petite, 
dans les bras de Ginette, a qui je  disais: ‘Tiens-moi fort, m am an!’ Elle me 
serrait, mais jam ais longtemps: une autre I’appelait, Nicole I’appelait et elle 
courait I’aider. Du plus loin que je  me souvienne, j ’ai toujours hai' ma soeur 
N icole’ (Ibid, p.318).

It can therefore be deduced that the mother-daughter relationship, already an ambivalent 

and complicated bond, becomes increasingly problematic when the mother has more 

than one daughter and each daughter is thus forced to compete for the mother’s 

exclusive attention.

9.48: Surrogates

Like Maryse, Fatima substitutes surrogate mother figures for the biological one to 

compensate for the dysfunctional nature of the original mother-daughter relationship. 

The first and most obvious example of this is her friendship with Amelia whom she 

cherishes above anyone else in her life, and which is reminiscent of M aryse’s tight-knit 

bond with Marite and MLF. Friendship in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique is 

preferred to romantic and familial relationships. This marks a change from characters 

such as Florentine {Bonheur d ’occasion) who chooses affiliation with a man over 

female friendship. W ith regard to love, Fatima, in contrast to Florentine, pronounces 

that ‘L ’amitie est une chose plus solide que I’am our’ (Ibid, p. 17) and declares 

friendship to be a much more satisfying exchange of intimacy.

En amitie, chaque rencontre nous laisse comblee, mais en amour, ce n ’est jamais 
assez. Le sentiment amoureux se mesure a I’ampleur du manque, a I’etat 
fievreux dans lequel I’absence nous plonge (Ibid, p.227).
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Similarly, concerning family, Fatima states that ‘Au-dela des liens du sang, il y a 

d ’autres attaches, plus fortes’ (Ibid, 110), these ‘attaches plus fortes’ referring to 

Amelia, of course. Fatima reveals that ‘C ’est seulement avec Amelia qua je  me laisse 

aller’ (Ibid, p.94) and that she likes to wear the latter’s clothes in order to feel closer to 

her, ‘car j ’ai I’impression que cela cree un lien supplementaire entre nous’ (Ibid, p.45). 

In the same way, Francine {La Femme de ma vie), following the mother’s death, finds 

herself putting on the latter’s old garments in an attempt to preserve the m other’s 

presence, to remain part of her. W here Fatima is concerned, the wearing of her friend’s 

clothes could be interpreted as a desire to recreate the physical proximity between 

mother and daughter with Amelia, to incorporate her into her being, in the way that 

mother and daughter were and will always be physically part of one another, a sensation 

that Fatima does not have with Ginette. Certainly, the relationship between Fatima and 

Amelia is intense and during the latter’s trip to Europe, the former pines for her like a 

lover or a child for its mother; ‘Reviens, Amelia! Je m ’ennuie’ (Ibid, p.282).

A second example of the surrogate mother figure in the novel is, of course, the 

protagonist’s aunt. Aline. Fatima feels closer to her aunt than she does to her biological 

mother: ‘J ’etais contente de voir Aline; son rire, ses gros bras, son gros bon sens, sa 

chaleur m 'ont reconfortee' (Ibid, p .346). Following Amelia’s sudden death, Fatima 

pays an unusual visit to the mother, desirous to share her grief, but finds that she is 

greeted by silence. M other and daughter, it would seem, are unable to talk openly about 

emotional issues, and instead it is from her aunt that Fatima receives the comfort 

expected from her mother: ‘Heureusement qu’elle (Alme)''^^ existe, car Ginette est 

comme ga: elle sait, mais elle est incapable de parler de certaines choses’ (Ibid). Louis 

comments on the surrogate mother-daughter relationship between Fatima and her aunt:

C ’est fascinant, dit-il, ce dedoublement de I’image de la mere, chez toi: la vraie 
etant la fausse, et la fausse s ’averant etre la bonne. Aline est la mere joyeuse, 
permissive et benefique (Ibid, p.393).

Underlying this observation, however, is the fact that Fatima appears caught up in the 

old patriarchal dichotomy of the good and the bad mother, relegating her biological 

mother to the second category and aligning the aunt with the former. Again we recall 

Irigaray's insistence that motherhood be redefined for and by women and the mother be

M y insertion
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considered an individual being in her own right, that she no longer be reduced to a 

patriarchal definition of what a mother should be. In the case of Fatima, when her 

expectations are not met by her biological mother she rejects her and replaces her with 

Aline, the figure of the ‘good’ mother. As Irigaray states, as long as mothers are 

trapped within these restrictive categories, mother-daughter relations will not flow 

freely.

The third surrogate mother-daughter relationship occurs between Fatima (as speech 

therapist) and her aphasic patient Linda, this time with Fatima occupying the position of 

mother and Linda the daughter. Even though Fatima persists in asserting that she 

harbours no instinct whatsoever to become a mother, her bond with and care for Linda 

curiously takes on a maternal air. Louis comments on the connection that develops 

between Fatima and Linda:

II y a chez Fatima, qui dit ne pas aimer les enfants - qui I’affirme de fa^on 
provocante - un attachement etrange pour cette petite patiente dont la therapie 
acheve. En evoquant son depart imminent, elle etait au bord des larmes et je  ne 
voulais pas qu’elle pleure encore.. .(Ibid, p.356).

Certainly, Fatim a's surrendering of her linguistic principles in her treatment of Linda''’̂  

and her pain at the latter’s departure from the hospital are characteristics that have been 

observed as pertaining to the mother-daughter relationship, that is, the m other’s self- 

sacrifice and reluctance to separate from the daughter. W hat this multitude of surrogate 

mother-daughter relationships reveals is that, while the daughter may sever her 

attachment to the biological mother, she often displays a need to recreate this bond 

elsewhere, thus highlighting the centrality of the mother to the daughter.

9.49; Dreams of the Mother

As has been observed in both Maryse and Myriam premiere, while the daughter may try 

to sever all connections with the mother, the latter continues to penetrate the daughter’s 

being via the subconscious. Even Fatima, whose rejection of the mother and everything

Norm ally Fatima refuses to work through any other language apart from French, hut in the case o f  
Linda she relents and agrees to carry out the treatment in English.
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associated with motherhood is more emphatic than M aryse’s,'^' is haunted by dreams of 

Ginette which she does not fully understand and which perturb her. The content of these 

dreams is not always revealed. However, there is one in particular which Fatima 

recounts and which deserves close attention:

J ’ai reve a Ginette. Reve de type acquarium/cloaque. Sa maison avait ete 
inondee, j'a lla is  la visiter en barque, j ’ouvrais la porte, qu’on actionnait comme 
la vanne d’une ecluse, le salon se retrouvait a sec, vide de son eau et de ses 
poissons -  des esturgeons armes jusqu’aux dents, c ’est ce que je  me disais, 
j 'ava is  eu le temps de les voir filer. Ginette etait echouee sur un divan eventre, 
devant sa tele petee (court-circuit du a I’eau). Les murs de la piece etaient 
bruns, verts, sales et pleins de coquillages fossilises. Je me disais: ‘C ’est qa, 
c ’est la mer de Champlain! La mere de Champlain.’ Impression de vase 
profonde, millenaire (Nous avons tons, p.69).

In this dream, Fatima undertakes to visit the mother in her home which has been 

flooded by the sea, but as soon as the daughter arrives the house appears to have dried 

out. Giver and nourisher of life, the sea in this dream clearly represents the mother 

(mer/mere). Thus, the journey embarked on here by the daughter could be seen as an 

attempt on the daughter’s part to seek in the mother a source of vitality, a source of 

inspiration and energy. But the dried out house that the daughter finds would suggest 

that the mother has nothing to give, nothing left to pass on to her daughter. In this 

respect, the dream is premonitory of the daughter’s actual failed visit to the mother 

which occurs later in the novel. That Ginette is lying on a divan with the stuffing 

hanging out reveals the daughter’s negative perception of the mother -  again, that the 

latter has nothing to transmit to her. That said, this return to the sea signifies, 

nonetheless, an underlying primal urge in the daughter's subconscious to be reunited 

with the mother, even if it comes to nothing both in the dream and the actual narrative. 

The aqueous setting could be associated with the amniotic fluid of the m other’s womb, 

highlighting the daughter’s desire to recreate this original state of bliss when mother 

and daughter were as one.

In a second, dream sequence in the novel, which is briefly recounted, Fatima gives birth 

to a black baby (Ibid, p. 156). This dream is mostly symbolic of the theme of a 

multicultural Quebec embodied by the protagonist, but there is also a reference to the 

mother. Although Fatima cannot fully recall Ginette’s role in the dream, it is significant

W hile M aryse denies Irene, she is keen to becom e a mother herself, whereas Fatima neither wants 
anything to do with her mother nor mothering.
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that she should appear in a dream where the daughter gives birth, as it has previously 

been remarked that the shared physical experience of childbirth often reunites mother 

and daughter.

There is a third dream, however, in the novel which also merits analysis. In this dream 

Fatima is in a shop trying on various items of clothing. Suddenly, she notices her feet 

and remarks that they resemble her aunt A line’s feet. In recounting her dream, Fatima 

recalls an actual event in her childhood when Aline got new black patent shoes. She 

goes on to express how she was always and still is ‘fiere de I'avoir comme marraine’ 

(Ibid, p.258). This positive attitude towards Aline contrasts with Fatim a’s negative 

feelings towards Ginette. The image of Fatima with A line’s feet in the dream reveals a 

desire to be connected and associated with the aunt, a desire that Fatima does not have 

for her biological mother. This is perhaps due to the fact that Fatima does not have to 

share Aline (who is her godmother as well as her aunt) with anyone else, in the way that 

she is forced to share her biological mother with her sisters: ‘Elle me fait des passe- 

droits que personne ne peut m ’enlever car je  suis sa seule filleule. C ’est ce qui me ravit 

dans cette situation: alors que je dois tout partager -  y compris ma mere et mon pere -  

je  n ’ai pas a partager A line’ (Ibid, p.258). It would seem that the daughter needs 

exclusivity and when she cannot find this in the actual mother-daughter relationship, 

she will seek it elsewhere. Interestingly, following this dream, Fatima phones Ginette, 

perhaps through daughterly guilt that her loyalties and affections lie with an alternative 

mother figure.

9.410: Failed visit

Following the death of Amelia, Fatima decides to pay a visit to Ginette. W e recall that 

similar circumstances, namely, the father’s passing and the break-up with Michel, led 

Maryse to seek reunification with the mother. W here Maryse is concerned, it is the 

double release from the father and the male lover that opens up the path to the mother, 

whereas for Fatima, it follows the death of a close female friend and substitute mother- 

daughter intimacy. That said, despite these differences, an overwhelming sense of loss 

and grief unites Maryse and Fatima in their uncharacteristic urge for the mother. There 

is also an underlying fear for both protagonists that if they do not make amends with the
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mother, it will soon be too late: ‘Je suis allee voir Ginette, me disant que la vie est trop 

courte pour la passer a decevoir ceux qui nous aiment’ (Ibid, p.344).

In both instances the visit fails, with mother and daughter unable to communicate freely 

and the mother unable to respond the daughter’s needs. Instead, the temporary return to 

the mother gives rise to an increased awareness on the part of the daughter of the void 

between the two women and a strengthening of the daughter’s determination to 

demarcate herself from the mother. However, it must be conceded that, in the case of 

Maryse, there also emerges from the visit, a certain understanding of the mother’s 

suffering in life and a desire to recount the latter’s story, a moment of empathy which 

does not occur for Fatima.

The visit to the mother undertaken in Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique, brings to 

the fore the daughter’s sense of having disappointed the mother by differentiating 

herself from her. This is especially evident in the contrasts Fatima draws between 

herself and her sisters, the latter having followed the m other’s example while Fatima 

rejected it. Consequently, Fatima feels that she is unloved and an outsider in this family 

because she has not conformed to their model:

1Elle (Ginette) ~ a sorti ses dernieres diapos. Des boites et des boites de photos 
de gens que je  connais a peine, ses amis ou de gens qui ne m ’interessent pas, la 
famille: Nicole et ses enfants, Lise et son beube, Jean-Claude avec sa blonde, les 
enfants de sa blonde et leur chien. Aucune photo de m oi’ (Ibid, p .344).

Although it is clearly Fatim a’s choice not to become a mother herself, her childless state 

becomes a fierce point of tension between mother and daughter -  it is the most acute 

dividing factor between the two and the daughter’s most flagrant rejection of the 

mother. There is a certain bitterness towards Ginette when Fatima sarcastically 

proclaims:

Je songe a me faire photographier en compagnie du chat Paquette deguise en 
beube. ^ a  ferait-tu I’affaire, 9a, maman? ^ a  entrerait-tu dans un carousel de 
diapos sur \a fam iguel  (Ibid, p .345).

As Fatima sees it, producing a grandchild is an unfair stipulation granting access to the 

mother’s affection and approval. But perhaps there is also in Fatima’s statement, an

M y insertion
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awareness o f her own responsibihty in the distance that has set in between mother and 

daughter, an awareness o f her denial o f the mother and all that is associated with her.

Fatima has returned, it is soon revealed, in the hope o f sharing her grief at A m elia’s 

sudden death with her mother, but Ginette seems oblivious to her daughter’s pain. At 

one stage the latter does unexpectedly inquire as to how her daughter is feeling, but 

Fatima is so unprepared for and stunned at this question that she is unable to answer, 

and by the time she collects her thoughts, the mother has moved on and begun talking 

about her other daughter N icole, which, of course, enrages Fatima: ‘J’ai voulu dire; 

“Ecoute, maman, je me fous de Nicole! Je pense tout le temps a ma vraie soeur, 

Am elia”. Mais je ne suis pas parvenue a la nommer, 9 a ne sortait pas’ (Ibid, p.345). 

However, as the quotation indicates, Fatima does not openly express this anger to her 

mother but keeps it to herself, allowing it to gnaw away at her already fragile 

relationship with the mother. The channels o f communication between mother and 

daughter are well and truly obstructed in the case o f Fatima and Ginette and thus their 

relationship appears beyond redemption. Fatima subsequently seeks solace in the 

surrogate maternal figure o f her aunt Aline, who compensates for what the biological 

mother cannot provide. This failed visit is followed by a desire on the part o f the 

daughter to further delineate herself from the mother by ensuring that her living 

environment in no way resembles the mother’s home; ‘Je ne veux pas que mon 

appartement devienne comme le salon-reposoir de Ginette; j ’ai pris toutes ces photos et 

je les ai rangees dans le placard de la memoire’ (Ibid, p.347).

9.411: The Return to the Father’s House

In contrast to Maryse who, in N oel’s first novel, remarks while listening to Fran9 ois

Ladouceur’s class on Pygm alion  that she has been subjected to the patriarchal gaze for

too long {M aryse, p.439), and who subsequently succeeds in removing herself from it

by leaving Michel and symbolically giving up the father’s plot o f land, Fatima

consistently pursues male attention throughout Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique.

In this respect she is more on a par with R oy’s Florentine Lacasse and, therefore, as

observed in relation to Bonheur d ’occasion, the mother-daughter relationship cannot

flourish as long as the daughter continues to align herself with men. In comparison

with Florentine, Fatima’s fantasies ‘ressortissent au desir de plaire et d’etre approuvee’
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(Nous avons tous, p. 180). Like Florentine, Fatima’s sense of self-value is largely 

dependent on what Laura Mulvey (1987) has identified as the ‘male gaze’. At one stage 

in the novel, having just received a present from Louis, Fatima then describes how they 

climbed the stairs to her apartment;

Louis s’est efface pour me laisser passer, mais je savais qu’il me regardait, 
rouge dans ce paysage blanc. Et qu’il me desirait. Son regard sur moi, notre 
pauvre et tendre complicite, tout cela etait d’une douceur epouvantable {Nous 
avons tous, p.411).

This scene echoes the opening of Bonheur d ’occasion where Florentine is subjected to 

the intense gaze of Jean Levesque in the cafe. Whereas in Maryse and Myriam 

premiere, women liberate themselves from the ‘male gaze’, in Nous avons tous 

decouvert I ’Amerique, Fatima appears to offer herself up to Louis, posing for him and 

allowing herself to be metaphorically moulded by him through his sculpture.

In addition, it is significant to note that, whereas Myriarn {Myriam premiere) cherishes 

objects representing her matrilineage (Blanche’s jewels, Alice’s letter), the only 

keepsakes Fatima collects are stolen from various male lovers; ‘des traces du passage de 

ces hommes de ma vie’ (Nous avons tous. p.29). As observed in relation to the 

individualistic nature of the diary form adopted by Fatima, ‘qui ne laisse pas imaginer 

une solidarite avec d’autres femmes, quebecoises ou autres’ (Roberts 1995, p.95), 

female connections in Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique are not valorised to the 

same extent that they are in Myriam premiere. There is a distinct absence of links with 

other women, whether they are related to Fatima or not, past and present. Furthermore, 

although Fatima enjoys an intimate friendship with Amelia and proclaims the latter to 

be the most important person in her life, female solidarity is not as steadfast as it is in 

Noel’s first two novels. Certainly, Fatima and Amelia spend hours chatting, but the 

conversations between the two, as transcribed in the former’s diary, deal with, for the 

most part, the men in their lives, whereas in Maryse and Myiam premiere the topics of 

discussion between the trio of friends (Maryse, Marite, MLF) extend well beyond men, 

reaching in the domains of art and politics. Despite the fact that Fatima endlessly 

praises and admires Amelia, on closer analysis, their friendship is actually quite fragile. 

Indeed it is so fragile that a disagreement about a blouse is enough to cause a rift. It is a 

rift that will deepen when Fatima allows a man, Louis, Amelia’s ex-lover and Fatima’s 

current fling, to come between them, causing pain and silence. When Fatima realises
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that Louis is part of Amelia’s past, she hides the identity of her new lover from her 

friend, thus obstructing the once open lines of communication between the two. In a 

letter to F a t i m a , A m e l i a  reveals the extent of her hurt at the discovery of the 

relationship between her friend and her ex:

J’ose te dire (par ecrit c ’est plus facile): au debut, j ’acceptais mal I’idee de votre 
liaison. Meme apres deux ans, j ’ai ete jalouse et contrariee, car juste au moment 
oil je commenfais a I’oublier, il resurgissait a nouveau dans ma vie par le biais 
de tes confidences (Ibid, p.275).

The focus shifts, henceforth, from the previously tight unit of Fatima and Amelia to the 

newly formed couple of Fatima and Louis. Amelia becomes an insurmountable 

obstacle in the relation between the lovers: ‘elle sera toujours entre lui et moi’ (Ibid, 

p.257). Furthermore, according to Noel herself, Fatima’s attachment to Amelia is 

simply due to her inability to find a suitable partner: ‘[...] si elle avait un compagnon 

fixe, c’est sur qu’il prendrait sa place, la place a Amelia’ (Noel with Rodgers 2006, 

p.9).

Finally, in place of a valorisation of matrilineage in Nous avons tons decouvert 

I ’Amerique, it is possible to detect a return to ‘la maison du pere’ (Smart 1990), through 

the character of Louis Langevin. Louis is the opposite of Francois Ladouceur {Maryse 

and Myriam premiere) who is inspired by the strong women surrounding him; instead, 

Louis appears threatened by the feminine, even hostile. Feeling suffocated in the family 

home, he decides to take up temporary residence in an apartment on rue Hutchison, 

opposite Fatima. Symbolically this apartment becomes the place where Louis will seek 

vengeance for his dead father:

[...] en flanant ici, j ’ai I’impression de venger Leonard. Comme beaucoup 
d’hommes, il n’avait pas d’espace a lui seul. Bien que la maison familiale ait 
ete a son nom et payee par lui, c’etait le domaine de maman: il n ’etait pas a 
I’aise. Une fois a la retraite, il a vivote quelques annees entre les meubles que 
maman n’arretait pas d ’acheter et d’echanger, puis il a claque. Discretement. 
{Nous avons tous, p.71).

Furthermore, during much of the time spent in this apartment, Louis’s thoughts are 

occupied with the memory of the father;

A gain the letter em erges as the privileged and unrestricted place o f  fem ale com m unication.
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Quand je suis ici, je pense beaucoup a Leonard. C’est une sorte de reverie 
diffuse enveloppant tout ce que je fais. [...]. Parfois j ’imagine qu’il me voit 
arriver ici et monter I’escalier en douce: il sourit. II m’approuve (Ibid, pp.247- 
248).

In contrast to Fatima who vehemently denies all connection to her mother, Louis is 

proud to define himself in relation to his father: ‘dans la location d’un espace prive, j ’ai 

I’impression de me retrouver moi-meme, Louis, fils de Leonard Langevin’ (Ibid, p.72). 

In fact, at the beginning of his relationship with Fatima he even goes so far as to assume 

his father’s identity, pretending that his name is Leonard. What Roberts refers to as 

‘cette quete, cette soif d’une filiation paternelle’ (1995, p.81), culminates in the trip 

made by Louis and Fatima to his uncle’s lakeside property where they make love 

outdoors (a re-enaction of a similar day with Amelia). Fatima recounts the event in her 

diary, describing how, as a child, ‘Louis s’y rendait chaque automne avec son pere et 

les autres hommes de la famille’ (Ibid, p.294) and recalling her reaction to learning that 

the location was not as private as she had imagined: ‘C’est comme si on etait dans la 

maison de ton pere! Tu y reviens et c'est pour faire l’am our...’(Ibid). Katherine 

Roberts perceptively summarises the significance of the scene:

Point n’est besoin d’ajouter a quel point ce voyage au coeur de I’espace 
masculin, paternel, ce retour a I’heritage des hommes (le terrain est passe a 
Louis par le biais de son oncle) constitue un ressac par rapport aux notions 
d’heritage esquissees dans Maryse et developpees dans Myriam premiere. Les 
liens matrilineaires, soigneusement etablis dans Myriam premiere par Miracle 
Marthe et par Maryse, s’effacent au profit des liens patrilineaires, de I’espace 
paternel par excellence: la maison du pere dans laquelle les femmes (Amelia et 
ensuite Fatima) sont a nouveau conquises (Roberts 1995, p.82).

Nous avons tons decouvert I ’Amerique, therefore, appears to abandon the quest for a 

revalorisation of female heritage and alignment, returning women to the father’s house 

and restoring them to their status of object.

9.412: Impossible reconciliation/Enduring bond?

The final point to be made concerning the mother-daughter relationship as depicted in 

Nous avons tons decouvert I ’Amerique reiterates the ambiguous nature of the bond and 

the nigh impossibility of a satisfactory reconciliation. As the mediator between mother
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and daughter, Aline endeavours, without success, to convince Fatima of her mother’s 

love:

Je n ’ai jam ais cru Ginette et pourtant, elle a toujours essaye d ’etablir un contact 
avec moi. D ’une fa^on malhabile, mais elle faisait son possible. ‘Elle t’aim e’, 
dit Aline. ‘Ta mere t’a toujours aimee, elle me I’a dit, il faut que tu la croies!’ 
Mais justement, pour croire quelqu’un, il faut deja I’aimer, non? (Ibid, p.378).

There appears to be a complete breakdown in communication between mother and 

daughter, with the latter unable to believe that the former loves her, and the former 

inhibited in her expression of this love. The path to an open exchange of affection 

between mother and daughter remains obstructed, trapped in a patriarchal discourse. As 

has been remarked in relation to several other novels in this thesis, mother and daughter 

have not yet formulated their own language, and thus cannot yet reach each other. This 

is summed up by Fatima when she states, ‘Mais ce n ’est pas parce que t ’aimes ta mere 

que t ’es capable de lui parler’ (Ibid, p.67). This quotation, while it reveals the lack of 

an authentic mother-daughter voice, nonetheless points to the underlying bond between 

the two, which, despite all the daughter’s protestations and the m other’s inability to 

demonstrate it, persists in its existence and awaits articulation.
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9.5; La Conjuration des batards 

9.51: Introductory points

La Conjuration des batards, the third part in the Maryse series, has much in common 

with Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique, the text that precedes it in terms of 

publication dates. Both novels depict an increasingly multicultural Quebec, faced with 

problems of language and self-definition in a hybrid and fluctuating environment where 

the old traditional parameters of identity, such as were laid down by ‘le roman du 

terroir’, no longer hold tight. Both Nous avons tous decouvert VAmerique and La 

Conjuration des batards pertain to the rapidly growing corpus of ‘ecriture m igrante’ in 

Quebec -  that is, writing that focuses on the migrant experience produced not only by 

Quebecers of immigrant origin (for example, Ying Chen, Dany Laferriere, Marco 

Micone), but also by writers considered as ‘Quebecois de souche’, for example, 

Francine Noel. Both novels raise questions concerning the role to be played by these 

new ethnic groups and the future of the French language in an increasingly 

plurilinguistic society and share similar themes, such as exile, rootlessness, 

integration/assimilation, culture clashes, and the various attitudes towards ‘Otherness’. 

Finally, both novels are perceptively aware of Q uebec's position in the larger 

international picture and, in particular, its relationship with America as a whole (North 

and South).

However, where the two novels brusquely diverge, concerns the question of female 

ancestry and, more specifically, mothers and daughters. Whereas Nous avons tous 

decouvert VAmerique digresses from the matrifocal trajectory embarked on in Maryse 

and Myriam premiere. La Conjuration des batards denotes a recovery of this 

matrilineal journey. This is apparent right from the opening scene in the novel that 

describes a group of children (that includes M aryse’s son and daughter, Alex and 

Agnes) at play. In their creative re-enactment of a scene from Spanish history, the 

capture of Grenada, there are certain comments that demand attention. As they debate 

who is to perish in their pretend battle, the two girls playing the roles of the Queen and 

her handmaid, state the centrality of their roles and refute the boys’ suggestion that they 

are dispensable in their imaginary historical saga and therefore can be killed off:
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- C'est avec moi {Julie qiii joue le role de la reine)^ '̂  ̂ que I’histoire continue, 
pas avec vous autres.
- Avec moi aussi, dit la servante juive {La Conjuration, p. 12).

In thus proclaiming, the two girls are highlighting, albeit unaware, the importance of 

preserving and articulating women’s part in history. That they do so in a natural tone of 

voice and without questioning their own significance, suggests that progress has been 

made since the era of Maryse and that older generations of women (represented by 

Blanche, Alice, Maryse, Marite, MLF) have indeed succeeded in promoting the female 

voice.

9.52; The Relegation of the Father

The figure of the ineffectual and absent father, which has already been noted in relation 

to Maryse and Myriam premiere, appears again in La Conjuration des bdtards. 

Certainly, there are a few comforting representatives for fatherhood (Francois, husband 

to Marite, and Laurent, Maryse’s partner), but they are men who have matured in the 

company of strong-minded feminists and they are exceptions where the present 

situation of fatherhood, as depicted in N oel’s novels, is concerned. There is hope, 

however, for the future of fatherhood in Noel’s fiction through the younger generation 

of males, for example, through the characters of Gabriel, Marite’s son and Tristan, 

Elvire’s son, but again, as the author herself points out, men like Gabriel and Tristan, 

‘ce sont les enfants de feministes’ (Noel with Rodgers 2006, p.9). By contrast, ‘les 

hommes qui ont grandi avant le feminisme par contre, n’osent pas se permettre 

certaines choses’ (Ibid), one of these things being fatherly love and affection. Thus it is 

not surprising that a positive image of fatherhood, when it does feature in N oel’s 

writing, is connected more to an evolving present and future vision as opposed to a past 

representation. Noel elaborates on this, referring to her own personal experience of 

fatherhood :

Bon, le pere d’abord, moi, je n’ai pas eu de pere. Alors, cela ne me dit rien, la 
paternite ascendante. La paternite descendante, cela me dit quelque chose, parce 
que maintenant j ’ai un fils qui est pere, qui est un pere admirable. [...].
Alors la paternite pour moi, il n’y a peut-etre que la paternite descendante car 
ascendante, je ne I’ai pas eue (Ibid).

Despite Noel’s optimism for the future of paternity and the exceptional examples of

Pran9ois and Laurent, fatherhood is predominantly represented in a negative light in La

M y insertion  in ita lics.
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Conjuration des hdtards, recalling the numerous ineffectual fathers that have featured 

in other texts in this thesis, but most notably Azarius Lacasse {Bonheur d ’occasion) and 

Tom O ’ Sullivan (Maryse). For many of the children in the novel, the father is an 

entirely insignificant figure in their lives. To return to the scene of the children at play 

in the opening pages, it would appear that it is not even important to know who one’s 

father is, as it is from the mother that one traces one’s ancestry. In their playful 

restaging of the battle of Grenada, one of the girl characters, who is to be raped and fall 

pregnant, frets that she will not know who the father of her child is, to which her 

companions promptly reply that knowledge of the father’s identity is irrelevant, for it 

would seem that, from their own personal experiences, the father brings nothing to a 

child’s life:

Mais je saurai jamais qui est le pere de mon enfant! [...].
Qu’est-ce que 9a peut faire, disent les soldats violeurs. On est pareils: on est 
cons, on est laids, on est sales, on pue.
C’est important, le pere, murmure la servante.
Non, non, non fait Lagauffre en lorgnant du cote de Tristan. Hein, Tristan, dis- 
le que c’est pas grave de pas savoir.
On est les fils d ’Elvire, crie Hugo, un point, c’est tout!

{La Conjuration, p. 17).

Paternity has been erased and replaced by matrilineal ascendancy and descendancy. 

Fathers, in the novel, are depicted as irresponsible, unreliable, missing, unknown, 

drunks, violent, weak, pathetic and cowardly. When they are mentioned, it is usually in 

relation to ‘leurs carences et defectuosites multiples’ (Ibid, p.306). The character of the 

poet, Adrien Oubedon, emerges as the greatest violator of his paternal duties in the 

novel, hence it is unsurprising that his own son, Hugo, should profess, ‘C’est pas tout 

d’avoir un pere, encore faut-il qu’il dessoule de temps en temps’, adding, ‘C’est pas tout 

d’avoir un pere, c’est pas une preuve d’intelligence’ (Ibid, p. 17). For the young Tristan, 

it is only the mother’s identity that is certain and secure - ‘Mon pere n’a jamais voulu 

passer aux aveux’ (Ibid, p.31). Guenivere laments, ‘Les peres nous font toujours du 

mal [...]. Le mien battait ma mere’ (Ibid, p.306), to which Elvira'^^ concurs, ‘Le mien 

a foutu le camp’ (Ibid). Mercedes is another character to know the misfortune of a 

useless father, stating that ‘il ne m ’a fait que du mal’ (Ibid, p.434). Throughout La 

Conjuration des hdtards, the reader is presented with ‘la demission des males’ (Ibid, 

p.367), juxtaposed against ‘la fibre maternelle resistante’ (Ibid, p. 142). It is possible to

The character o f  Elvira, is not to be confused with Eivire.
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imagine life without a father, but not devoid of a maternal presence. Tristan comments 

on Ignacio who not only has ‘une crapule, un bandit mafieux et cynique’ as a father 

(Jim Smith), worse still, he has never known his mother. It is the loss of the mother that 

is considered to be the harshest blow;

Tu sais, Ignacio a ete prive de sa mere, il n ’en a jam ais parle, mais 9 a doit etre 
invivable. Nous, on a Elvire. Une mere est plus essentielle qu’un pere, il me 
semble. Je veux dire, quand ton pere est deficient, tu es fucke normal. Mais si 
c ’est la mere qui est absente, 9 a je ne peux pas I’imaginer (Ibid, p.377).

9.53: Positive Mother/Daughter Relations

As previously stated, in contrast to Nous avons tons decoiivert I ’Amerique where 

maternal ancestry is depreciated, La Conjuration des bdtards reinstates matrilineal 

inheritance to a position of importance. In fact, matrilineage is considered so vital that 

the quasi-orphaned Lilith invents one for herself:

Lilith a sorti ses petits ciseaux de couturiere, qu’elle pretend avoir herites d ’une 

bisai'eule, elle commence a faire des tours ‘cabalistiques’ pour aider Agnes a 

voir sa vraie figure et a I’aimer (Ibid, p.26).

An analogy is drawn between motherhood and female friendship when Maryse 

proclaims, in reference to Marite, that ‘L ’amitie est sans fin. Comme la maternite’ 

(Ibid, p.28). Indeed, as observed in Maryse and Myriam premiere, often these close 

female friends act as surrogate mothers to each other. When Elvire states that Marite 

should have no anxieties about immersing herself in politics as her family is grown up, 

Maryse adds, ‘Sauf que nous autres, on n ’est pas sevrees’ (Ibid), insinuating that Marite 

is a mother figure not only to her actual children but also her female friends. Certainly, 

it would seem that sisterhood and positive mother-daughter relations go hand-in-hand. 

For instance, in Bonheur d ’occasion and Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique, where 

the mother-daughter relationship is highly problematic, there is a poor sense of 

identification among w o m e n . H o w e v e r ,  in La Conjuration des bdtards where, for the 

most part, mother-daughter relations run smoothly, sisterhood thrives. Some examples 

of this new ease and empathy amongst women are the ‘defile des Meres de la Place de 

m ai’ (Ibid, p .l 12) and the gathering of the activist group for the rights of prostitutes.

In the case o f  Fatima, doubt has been cast on her loyalty to A m elia and the solidity o f  their friendship.
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Finally, the mother-daughter bond is portrayed as eternal, extending long beyond the 

death of the mother, as highlighted in the ‘autobiographical’ writings of Roy and Noel. 

Clara, for example, whose mother died at the age of 28, continues to think about the 

latter and wonder about their bond/the relationship that they could have had.

9.54: Physical aspect of the mother-daughter relationship

In comparison with Myriam premiere, physical contact between mother and daughter in 

La Conjuration des bdtards is depicted as a regular, natural occurrence. At several 

points in the novel, we witness the mother-daughter unit of Maryse and Agnes display 

physical affection with each other (Ibid, pp.22 and 228). Furthermore, in stark contrast 

to other daughter figures who have been examined in this thesis (notably Florentine, 

Elsa and Maryse), Agnes finds her mother attractive and would be happy to resemble 

her physically. Thus the mother’s body no longer represents all that the daughter 

determines to define herself in opposition to, but rather, that which the daughter would 

like to incorporate into her own being:

J'aim erais bien avoir les petites rides de ma mere, ^ a  me changerait la face.
Tu I’aimes pas, ta face?
Pas vraiment, non. Agnes ne ressemble pas a sa mere, qui est tres belle, avec 
ses seins, sa masse de cheveux palissants, ses taches de son, sa peau qui 
commence a se parcheminer, c ’est soyeux (Ibid, p.25).

Like Agnes, Myriam observes and admires her m other’s (M arite’s) beauty. In a scene 

which recalls that of Roy and her mother sharing a bed for the first time in years {La 

Detresse et I'enchantement), Myriam and Marite lie together one night following the 

death of Maryse. However, between the latter mother-daughter unit, there is none of 

the awkwardness that prevented Roy and her mother from reconnecting with each other 

during this night of unusual physical proximity. In the case of Myriam and Marite, 

there is a distinct physical ease -  the mother’s body is not taboo to the daughter and 

vice versa. For Roy and her mother on the other hand, the event of sharing a bed only 

serves to further highlight the increasing distance and unfamiliarity that has set in 

between them.
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[M an7e]'^^...vient se glisser a cote de Myriam qui la regarde depuis tantot 
comme quelqu’un perdu de vue depuis des annees: Marite est encore belle, avec 
sa chevelure de lionne, ses formes pleines et lourdes moulees dans une robe de 
nuit legere. Elle eteint la lampe de chevet. Myriam respire son odeur a la fois 
familiere et lointaine comme son enfance. Elle ne se souvient pas d ’avoir dormi 
seule avec sa mere. Dans sa petite enfance, sans doute. Elle I’entoure de son 
bras et sa main rencontre une epaule bien ronde [...]. Ce n ’est plus la fermete 
d ’autrefois. Les muscles sont encore gonfles, mais la peau commence a se 
relacher. En prenant de I’age, la chair des gens se dissout, on dirait. Sous ses 
doigts, elle sent la fragilite a venir [...]. Elle caresse un moment cette epaule de 
satin fatigue et avec tout le poids de ses vingt-quatre ans, elle descend dans la 
paix d ’un sommeil (Ibid, p.440).

In La Conjuration de hdtards, the mother is not only emotionally but also physically 

central to the daughter’s life. The latter’s puberty emerges once again as a particular 

moment when the m other’s presence is paramount. As Agnes experiences the onset of 

menstruation, her first thoughts are of her mother and how sorely she misses her at this 

time:

158Et Marite n ’est pas sa mere. Elle avait toujours pense qu’elle {Maryse) ' serait 
la, le moment venu, pour I’encourager, la feliciter, I’aider, lui donner une gifle, 
elle a vu ga dans les films frangais, la mere qui donne une gifle a sa fille le jour 
de ses premieres regies (Ibid, p.472).

In La Conjuration des hdtards, the daughter desires the m other’s guidance through this 

period of physical change, thus it can be deduced that, had Maryse still been alive, 

Agnes’s puberty would probably have drawn them closer together, as opposed to 

tearing them apart as has been the case in most of the mother-daughter units examined 

up until this point.

9.55: Problematic mother-daughter relations

At the same time, although mother-daughter relations are essentially depicted as 

positive in La Conjuration des hdtards, Noel does not, however, present the reader with 

an incredible image of unwavering mother-daughter harmony. The ambiguous and oft 

discordant nature of mother-daughter interaction remains a feature of this novel. 

Among the many happy and stable mother-daughter units are other daughters whose 

connection with the mother is a lot more tenuous. W e are reminded of M aryse’s

M y insertion . 
M y insertion .
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conflictual rapport with her Irene when she proclaims to miss her dead cat more than 

her deceased mother:

Le chat que j ’ai le plus aime, dit Maryse, c ’est Melibee, la premiere bete que j ’ai 
eue en partant de chez ma mere. Parfois, je m’ennuie d’elle.
Et tu t’ennuies pas de ta mere?
Un temps. Non, dit Maryse. {La Conjuration, p.260).

As previously highlighted, symbolically the acquisition of this cat was also a sign of the 

daughter’s rebellion against the mother and assertion of her individuality, thus revealing 

the rupture from the mother to be more important to the daughter than any form of 

attachment. Again, Maryse reiterates that her friends have become her family, 

declaring, ‘J’ai toujours considere Francois comme mon jumeau. Elvire et Marite sont 

des soeurs pour moi’(Ibid, p.260). Maryse has renounced all biological and, in 

particular, maternal ancestry and instead replaced it with a surrogate network of lineage. 

In a sense, Maryse appears to be motherless throughout the trilogy and she is not alone 

in this respect. Lilith (previously Miracle-Marthe) is a self-made woman devoid of any 

ancestry at all, paternal and maternal:

Lilith est une autodidacte [...] 9a veut dire que je me suis faite toute seule: je 
n'ai pas de pere, et ma mere, je I'ai a peine connue, je ne I'interessais pas. Ce 
que je sais, je I’ai appris par moi-meme (Ibid, p.96).

However, the fact that Lilith is continually reinventing herself could suggest the 

importance of the mother to the daughter’s sense of self, as Lilith, who feels that her 

mother was never interested in her, is certainly of a fragile disposition. She is also the 

character who embodies ‘female’ illness -  she suffers from both anorex i a ' and  breast 

cancer. It may not be irrelevant to speculate that the lack of a mother perhaps leads to a 

fragmented and defective daughter, as illustrated by Lilith’s precarious mental state and 

poor physical health. Lilith eventually commits suicide as a means of escape from the 

cancer eroding her body. On a more symbolical level, this could represent the 

culminating moment in the tragedy of the abandoned and motherless daughter. Taking 

the case of Lilith into consideration, it would appear that the effects on the daughter 

when cast to one side by the mother are much graver than when the daughter decides to 

separate from the mother.

It is not suggested that only wom en suffer from anorexia, but it is predominantly a fem ale disorder.
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While Lilith was neglected by her mother, Elvira on the other hand, is an example of a 

daughter who has chosen to leave the mother behind to pursue her own life. An 

interesting remark is made by Agnes when, having just recently lost her own mother, 

Maryse, through a shooting incident, she declares Elvira to be ‘sans coeur d’avoir laisse 

sa mere a Mexico pour suivre un etranger’ (Ibid, p.487). Certainly, when placed in 

context, that is, considering that Agnes’s mother has been snatched away from her in 

devastating circumstances, the comment is perfectly understandable. On second 

analysis, it is possible to detect the sentiment that the daughter has a duty towards the 

mother and that it is wrong to leave her -  a belief that hinders mother-daughter 

interaction by rendering them captive of each other, but one which nonetheless seems to 

prevail and continue to affect this relationship.

Finally, even the extremely confident and joyful mother-daughter bond between Agnes 

and Maryse has its obstacles. For example, Agnes complains, ‘Dios, [...] je serai 

toujours une petite fille aux yeux de ma mere’ (Ibid, p.28), referring to the mother’s 

inability to let go of the daughter and her subconscious desire to keep the daughter in a 

position of dependency in order to ensure that she will remain close. However, there is 

an added dimension to this specific mother-daughter relationship which has not 

emerged in any of the other novels, for in the case of Agnes and Maryse we are dealing 

with an adoptive mother-daughter bond which brings with it its own set of 

complications as we shall see in the next section.

9.56; The adoptive mother-daughter relationship

‘Et l’autre...La rempla^ante, celle qui t’a adoptee’
‘II n’y a jamais eu de rempla9ante’ (Ibid, p.420).

While the mother’s importance to the daughter and vice versa has certainly been 

established, La Conjuration des bdtards questions whether the biological link holds 

precedence over alternative mother-daughter units, such as surrogate and adoptive 

relationships. It probes our definition of motherhood in terms of nature and nurture (the 

woman who gives birth to or the woman who raises the child) and explores the intrinsic 

value of the biological mother to the daughter or whether indeed she can be substituted.
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In La Conjuration des bdtards, Agnes and Maryse provide the model of the adoptive 

mother-daughter relationship that will be examined. As previously stated, theirs is a 

relationship which, for the most part, runs smoothly. It is made clear that Agnes has 

always been aware that she was adopted and, until the latter half of the novel, she 

appears unconcerned about this fact and relatively incurious about her biological roots. 

There is no doubt in her mind as to whom her mother is, namely Maryse, thus implying 

that the biological bond between mother and daughter can indeed be overridden and 

replaced.

That said, just as in Maryse and Myriam premiere where surrogate mother-daughter 

relationships also, in general, fare favourably to biological ones, it could be suggested 

that it is the lack of biological connection that allows Maryse and Agnes to view each 

other objectively and consequently to enjoy a balanced relationship.

However, that the biological mother can be rendered entirely unimportant in the 

daughter’s life is cast into doubt when Agnes abruptly discovers the exact 

circumstances of her adoption. W hile Agnes knew that her separation from her mother 

took place against the background of a civil war in Beruit, it now emerges that she was 

given up by her biological mother for money. Understandably, her reaction to such 

information is one of anger and utter shock: ‘J ’ai ete vendue. Dites-moi que ce n ’est 

pasvrai! Parlez quelqu’un! Dites quelque chose!’ (Ibid, p.359).

Whereas until now Agnes has never mentioned her biological mother, on learning that 

she was the object of a financial transaction, she is deeply affected, thus highlighting 

the irrepressible link between biological mother and daughter:

Moi, dit Agnes, j ’ai pas ma vraie mere, j ’ai pas mes vrais parents. Ma vraie 
mere m ’a vendue, c ’est humiliant. Pensez-vous que je  sois fuckee 
supranormale? (Ibid, p.377).

The repeated reference to ‘ma vraie mere’ in this exclamation insinuates that, while it 

may have seemed that Maryse occupied the role of real mother, the biological mother

A s discussed in the theoretical section on the mother-daughter relationship, it is the intense biological 
bond that often leads mother and daughter to v iew  each other as extensions o f  the se lf and not as separate 
subjects, thus problem atising their relationship. This is not the case for A gnes and M aryse however.
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continued to exist in the daughter’s subconscious and was not in fact forgotten and 

replaced by a surrogate mother.

A gnes’s indignation on discovering the truth about her adoption is not only directed at 

her biological mother for having renounced her so mercenarily, but extends also to 

Maryse, her adopted mother, whom she feels has deceived her, and leads to a period of 

rupture, albeit temporary, between the two. It also induces in Agnes a sudden desire to 

trace or, perhaps, reclaim her maternal ancestry. ‘Je pourrais voir ma grand-mere?’ she 

asks the ‘diable vert’. ‘La mere de M aryse?’ he inquires. ‘Non, la Libanaise [...]. Je 

veux retrouver ma souche libanaise’ retorts Agnes. (Ibid, pp.373 and 392). Eventually, 

Agnes is reconciled with Maryse -  ‘D ’accord, elle est tombee sur une mere acheteuse, 

mais au moins, elle prend soin de sa marchandise’ (Ibid, p.394) -  but it would seem that 

her vision of the mother-daughter relationship is now irremediably tainted, a sentiment 

that is reinforced when she experiences maternal loss for the second time in a short 

period following the murder of Marj'se: ‘Les meres, §a dure pas, dit Agnes, c’est pas 

fiable’ (Ibid, p.421).

9.57: Loss and the mother-daughter relationship

As I remarked in Noel’s other texts, feelings of loss often lead the daughter back to the 

mother or at least to attempt a reconciliation where the relationship is infirm. In La 

Conjuration des batards, the loss of Maryse draws Myriam closer to her mother, 

Marite, and gives rise to a renewed appreciation of her: ‘Pour ne pas blesser ceux qui 

n ’ont plus de mere, elle entraine la sienne sur le balcon et la, elle la serre tres fort dans 

ses bras, tres longtemps’ (Ibid, p.421). Similarly, during this period of grief for her best 

friend, M arite instantly longs to be reunited with her mother, Blanche, and determines 

to visit her on returning to Montreal, ‘non pas pour etre consolee, mais pour constater sa 

survivance’ (Ibid, p.442). Finally, Agnes, following the death of Maryse, her adopted 

mother, dresses herself in the latter’s clothes, most probably in an attempt to feel close 

to her and to feel part of her again (Ibid, p.418), again reminding us of Francine’s 

actions in La Femme de ma vie.
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9.58: Ending of the novel

It is interesting to examine the ending of the La Conjuration des batards and to 

compare it with the endings of the other two texts in the Maryse series. The final 

sentence of La Conjuration des batards focuses on Maryse, who is referred to not by 

her forename but as A gnes’s mother: ‘Ta mere aimait la vie, Agnes,’ proclaims

Blanche (Ibid, p.509). Maryse concludes with the birth of Myriam and the launching of 

M aryse’s writing project which will recount the hfe of her mother (Irene). Myriam  

premiere  finishes on the word ‘im mortelle’ which relates to Blanche. Thus all three, at 

the close of the narrative, focus on what is an integral element of each text, that is, the 

importance of matrilineage. Indeed, as suggested by the final sentence in La 

Conjuration des batards and confirmed by Noel in an interview (ACSI 2006), the 

mother’s story has not ended quite yet. In this interview, Noel reveals that Maryse has 

left behind a collection of diaries, notebooks and letters that will permit her to continue 

to speak in a forthcoming novel. In fact, perhaps these letters and various notebooks 

will create the ideal conditions for the mother to be truly able to speak for herself, as an 

individual in her own right and no longer via the daughter. Through the unveiling of 

her personal writings, Maryse will speak both as mother and subject.'^'

It is not sure that N o e l w ill ind eed  fo llo w  this id ea  through in a future n o v e l, but w hat is im portant is 
that the p o ssib ility  ex ists.
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10: CONCLUSION

This thesis provides a critique of the complex and unique nature of the mother-daughter 

relationship as depicted in the writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel and 

informed by feminist theory. This is the overall aim of the thesis, but in order to 

achieve this particular objective, it was necessary to pass by a number of preliminary 

steps, all of which constitute important components of this study. First of all, before 

undertaking a feminist reading of the texts of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, it was 

crucial to examine the various developments and core concepts in feminist theory and to 

explain any key terms. As Quebec feminist theory is located at the crossroads of 

Anglo-American and French feminisms, both strands had to been taken into 

consideration as well as looking at the particularities of the situation in Quebec. 

Following on from this, it was essential to situate Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel in 

relation to an overall trajectory of wom en’s writing in Quebec. Finally, since an 

overview of both Anglo-American and French feminist theory flagged the mother- 

daughter relationship to be simultaneously one of the remaining neglected aspects o f the 

female experience and yet vital in terms of the future of feminism, womanhood, 

sisterhood and the formulation of an authentic female voice, it was decided that this 

thesis would attempt to address this issue and to highlight the predominant but often 

overlooked position accorded to the mother-daughter relationship in the texts of 

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel. This, of course, involved an examination of 

specialised feminist discourse concerning the mother-daughter relationship and its 

importance to women’s writing before applying these findings to the texts in question. 

In brief, prior to embarking on the actual feminist examination of the mother-daughter 

relationship in the works of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, this thesis had the 

difficult task of researching and understanding the tools required for the literary 

analysis, as well as justifying why the authors should be approached from such an angle 

and why they should be placed alongside each other in a critical study. Although this 

has led to a thesis in which the introductory sections occupy a substantial part o f the 

project, I feel that it was a necessary and rewarding prerequisite to the actual textual 

analysis. This thesis thus demonstrates a firm grasp of both feminist theory and the 

writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel.
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W hile initially it was hoped that a feminist critique of the works of Gabrielle Roy and 

Francine Noel, focusing on the mother-daughter relationship, would yield a 

comprehensive trajectory, perhaps, given the rebellious nature of feminism itself, it is 

inappropriate to seek such linearity and logic, concepts that, as has been outlined in the 

chapter discussing feminist theory, are traditionally associated with patriarchy. 

Feminist theorists (see Ruth Robbins 2000) have fought against totalising systems of 

delimitation and signification and all that excludes, or pushes to the periphery, ways of 

thinking that do not adhere to that which has come to represent the norm. If feminism 

is inherently pluralistic in essence and unable to be reduced to one single definition, 

then we should not endeavour to trace a singular and straightforward mother-daughter 

journey in women’s writing. Furthermore, if feminism is concerned with the private 

and with w om en’s experiences and women’s time which Julia Kristeva (1993) has 

described as circuitous, then this is how the mother-daughter relationship will appear -  

it will loop, encircle, travel backward and forward, escape definition and produce 

diverse and perhaps, occasionally, contradictory readings. Certainly, this is how the 

mother-daughter relationship is depicted in the writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine 

Noel, in that it is, on the whole, characterised by an ambivalent oscillation to and from 

the mother on the part of the daughter.

On the other hand, it is possible, nonetheless, to make a certain number of observations

concerning developments in w om en’s writing, feminist theory and the mother-daughter

relationship, that seem to point to a trajectory of sorts (even though it may not always

be linear), by comparing and contrasting the work of both authors. It is interesting to

reflect on the texts of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel in conjunction with the different

stages of the feminist movement and feminist literary theory. First, as has been

identified, one of the main developments within Anglo-American feminism was the

move from an ‘Images of W om an’ approach to a focus on the ‘W oman as W riter’. It

could be said that Gabrielle Roy’s writing corresponds to the first category, that is, an

identification and refusal of the stereotypes of femininity as created by men (see

Ellmann 1968). In particular, Gabrielle Roy examines the restrictive patriarchal

archetype of the traditional Quebecois mother (represented Rose-Anna, Madame

Laplante, Luzina and M elina/Eveline) and rejects it by populating her texts with

rebellious daughters (Florentine, Elsa, Josephine, Gabrielle/Christine). However, it is

not only through the daughter’s revolt against the typical ‘mater dolorosa’ that Roy

reveals her objection to this stereotype, but also the brief acts of insubordination on the
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part of the mothers (for example, Rose-Anna’s desire to go fruit picking, Josephine’s 

‘holidays’ and love of learning, Eveline’s desire for freedom and travel, Melina’s 

escapism through her shopping trips). By contrast, Francine Noel’s novels seem to 

correspond to the second stage of Anglo-American feminism, the era of ‘Woman as 

Writer’ where the stereotypes have been identified and surpassed and women writers 

can now concentrate on women as a group and as individuals, their position in 

history/culture, female creativity, and finding an authentic discourse to express the 

diversity of the female experience. The first stage (‘Images of Women’) is about 

locating and correcting misconceptions whereas the second ( ‘Woman as Writer’) seeks 

to assert itself as a unique and valuable female centred point of view. That said, there is 

crossover between the two writers, as Gabrielle Roy also looks at the question of the 

woman writer and female creativity (notably in the ‘autobiographical’ series) and 

Francine Noel pursues the deconstruction of female stereotypes through the figures of 

the prostitute, the muse, and the witch (in the Maryse trilogy).

One can also trace the three types of women’s writing as identified by Elaine Showalter

(1978) -  Feminine, Feminist, Female -  in the works of Gabrielle Roy and Francine

Noel. The definition of the first term perhaps corresponds best to the work of Gabrielle

Roy. According to Elaine Showalter, during the feminine stage women wrote in an

effort to equal the intellectual efforts of men and were anxious to be accepted into the

canon. Thus, they carved a place for women in their work but discretely and without

disturbing the dominant discourse -  their feminism is therefore not overt and often

missed, as it is indeed the case where the novels of Gabrielle Roy are concerned (for

example, Bonheur d ’occasion was initially praised for upholding traditional values and

valorising the archetypal Quebec mother, when, in fact, on closer analysis, there is

actually much denunciation of such a way of life). The second stage, labelled by

Showalter as feminist, was one of rebellion while the third, the female stage, which is

ongoing, is neither dependent on male approval nor protesting, but instead, it is assured

and established and can consequently celebrate difference and turn to the female

experience as a source of creativity. The novels of Francine Noel fall into the second

and third categories, as we have Maryse’s generation who are at the forefront of the

struggle for liberation and women’s rights (the feminist stage) and then the later

generations of women such as Myriam and the young Agnes who are comfortable with

their femininity, leading us into a new era where the female experience is valued.

Again however, the divisions are not clear-cut. While I feel that Gabrielle Roy’s works
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pertain predominantly to the first stage, this is not to say that her writing is devoid of 

protest and certainly her unpublished work, which does not form part of this thesis as it 

is so vast it merits individual consideration, would seem to correspond to Elaine 

Showalter’s second category.

Julia Kristeva in her essay ‘Le Temps des femm es’ (1993) also outlines three 

generations of feminism which can be compared to Showalter’s three categories and 

which can be identified in the writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel. The first 

generation is concerned with infiltrating masculine discourse, the second wishes to 

subvert it entirely whereas the third, much more self-assured, is a combination of both -  

a valorisation of all that is specific to women but without the desire to crush and erase 

the masculine. The third generation realises that by constructing a culture where 

difference is valued, both discourses can exist. Again, like Showalter’s divisions, I feel 

this thesis has revealed Gabrielle Roy to belong mainly to the first category but 

extending into the second, while Francine Noel picks up where Gabrielle Roy leaves off 

in the second stage and expands into the third, a phase which is still under development. 

For example, Florentine aligns herself with men as a means of succeeding, M aryse's 

generation rebels against them and forms a sisterhood, but the third generation 

(Myriam) are able to exist as free and independent women, enjoying and benefiting 

from balanced relationships with both men and other women.

W ithin the field of wom en’s writing in Quebec there are also three stages -

traditionalism, nationalism and feminism, as identified by Paula Gilbert Lewis (1985).

For a long time women writers had to adhere to the boundaries of the national text and

consequently, the feminist aspect of their work remained hidden, existed as a palimpsest

to be discovered later. This seems to be the case for Gabrielle Roy whose published

work roughly falls into the first category. The 1960s witnessed the emergence of a

generation of radical women writers whose aim was to disrupt, challenge and overthrow

the dominant discourse, for example, Marie-Claire Blais, Nicole Brossard and Louky

Bersianik. By the time Francine Noel is writing however, wom en’s writing in Quebec

has entered a third phase. Having already freed themselves from the grips of

traditionalism and begun reinventing the national text in the feminine, the women

writers of this era are more confident about their role in society, thus there is less overt

protest and anger in their work, while at the same time, women’s experiences and the

question of a female language still occupy a central position in their narratives. Lori
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Saint-Martin refers to this as ‘metafeminisme’ -  a new wave of feminism, in fact it is 

the future of feminism and is characterised by its openness, diversity and pluraHstic 

nature. These are certainly features of the novels of Francine Noel with regard to plot, 

character and language. For example, novels such as Nous avons tous decouvert 

rAmerique and La Conjuration des hdtards explore the multi-facetted and multilingual 

nature of contemporary Quebec identity and in all her works, the definition of 

motherhood is dramatically expanded and it becomes clear that are many types of 

mothering.

If most critics point to three distinct waves/generations of feminism, then it may seem 

curious that this thesis has focused on two writers, where one (Gabrielle Roy) tends to 

correspond to the first stage and the other (Francine Noel) mostly to the third, leaving a 

space in the middle. However, as we have seen in this thesis, it is impossible to limit 

each writer to any one particular category as their work overlaps at particular points and 

they slip in and out and back and forth between categories. At times it even seems that 

Gabrielle Roy indeed joins Francine Noel in the third category. For example, Roy’s 

success in De quoi t ’ennuies-tu Eveline, in allowing the mother to speak as a subject on 

her own and not simply through the daughter, an aim which contemporary women 

writers continue to struggle with (see Hirsch 1989).

After reading this thesis, as well as now being able to situate Gabrielle Roy and

Francine Noel at different points along a feminist timeline, one can detect other

significant feminist aspects in their work that this study brings to the fore. First, there is

the deconstruction of the binary system that is the mainstay of masculine logic, as

highlighted in the section on French feminist theory. This binary system keeps women

in a subordinate position and associates femininity/femaleness with all that is negative.

Both Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel challenge this binary system by breaking down

the oppositions and affirming that womanhood should not be relegated to ‘passivity’.

As has been indicated, we are presented with a range of female characters in the

fictional and ‘autobiographical’ texts of both writers, who are more aligned with

‘activity’ in contrast to many of the male characters who tend to be either time wasters

or absent (for example, Rose-Anna/Azarius, Jeanne Pelletier/Paul Noel). In particular,

the body/mind dichotomy is attacked (where woman is body and man is mind) through

the character of the woman writer who is present in the texts of both authors

(Gabrielle/Christine and Maryse). Creativity is realigned with femininity and takes its
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source in the mother. This is perhaps truer of Roy’s writing than N o ^ ’s as there is no 

doubt that Gabrielle/Christine is inspired by the storytelUng of MeUna/Eveline. 

Certainly, Noel highlights the importance of telling the m other’s story, but few of her 

older mother characters are imbued with creativity: Irene (Maryse) and Ginette {Nous 

avons tous) are, for the most part, mute, but then there is Jeanne Pelletier {La Femme de 

ma vie) who is remembered as a good storyteller. However, it is important to note that, 

in the case of Gabrielle Roy, while the mother is an important source of creativity, she 

herself cannot write, but must rely on the daughter to tell her story. N oel’s novels on 

the other hand, are full of women who have successfully combined motherhood and a 

career, and in particular, we have the character of Maryse who is both a writer and a 

mother. This is an important development in the feminist journey, where procreation 

and artistic creation now go hand in hand. However, that said, Maryse does not write as 

a mother but as a daughter telling the mother’s story and this is an important distinction 

that must be made.

A further significant feminist element to their work is the emphasis they place on

recording wom en’s stories, promoting the valorisation of female experiences and

cherishing matrilineage. It has already been pointed out that in the past women’s voices

were largely ignored and their histories forgotten within the dominant masculine

discourse. This was especially the case in Quebec where the programme of the national

text meant that male stories were the only ones deemed worthy of recounting -  the

female had only a very limited part to play in the construction of a national history and

literature, and even then her role was defined by men. Granted, women were writing

(as has been highlighted in the section on ‘Quebec Women W riters’) but the female

voice was restricted by the demands of the masculine narrative of the national text.

Both Roy and Noel highlight the importance of recording w om en’s histories in their

novels (as individuals and as a collective) and place an emphasis on female genealogy,

on building a ‘m atrim oine’ as opposed to a ‘patrimoine’, unlike the ‘roman du terroir’

which gravitates around father-to-son inheritance. Unsurprisingly therefore, letter

writing and the oral tradition are a recurrent feature of Roy and N oel’s texts - two

prominent forms of recording w om en’s history -  and the relations between

grandmothers, mothers and daughters occupy a seminal position. By recounting

w om en’s personal histories, it could be said that Roy and Noel are rewriting the Quebec

national text in the feminine. This insistence on the necessity to rewrite history from a

female viewpoint stems from both authors’ firm belief in what Elaine Showalter (1975)
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describes as a ‘female subculture’, or what Gerda Lerner (1986) would refer to simply 

as a ‘women’s culture’ -  a way of living, shared rituals and experiences that are 

qualitatively different from masculine culture, while at the same time acknowledging 

individual differences between women. This thesis could therefore be described, to use 

the terminology of Elaine Showalter (1979), as a gynocritical study of the works of 

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel, as it focuses on a specific female relationship and a 

uniquely female experience

With regard to the mother-daughter relationship, this thesis has shown the writings of 

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel to be matricentric -  that is, the mother occupies a key 

position at the heart of the daughter’s text. French feminist theory considers the 

maternal body, and indeed the mother-daughter relationship, to be a primary site of 

female difference, but one that has been rendered ‘abject’ (see Kristeva 1980) and 

repressed (see Irigaray 1981) by patriarchal logic. For Luce Irigaray, a re-evaluation of 

the mother-daughter relationship is the one of the final steps in women’s liberation and 

the consolidation of sisterhood. Consequently, this thesis contributes to the field of 

feminist criticism as it examines a relationship that has been much overlooked in 

literature (see Rich 1976).

This thesis has revealed that using feminist theoiy as a tool with which to examine the

mother-daughter relationship as depicted by Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel is a rich

and diverse enterprise. All the main themes identified by feminist theory as inherent to

the mother-daughter relationship are present in the writings of Gabrielle Roy and

Francine Noel. To re-cap on the main ones, these include: the initial communion

between mother and daughter, followed by the daughter’s rebellion; the problems of

guilt and over-identification; difficulties in communicating, especially about the body;

the daughter’s inability to fully sever from the mother; mother and daughter role-

reversal; and the eventual return to the mother, often via writing. W ithout a doubt, the

writings of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel confirm the importance of the mother to

the daughter and vice versa. Their texts also highlight the uniqueness of the bond

without glossing over the conflict and strife between mother and daughter. Both

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel present us with a mother-daughter relationship which

is highly ambiguous, often fraught with tension, but with the potential to inspire great

tenderness, empathy and creativity. The importance of looking back in order to go

forward, of returning to the mother in search of an authentic female identity and female
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voice is stressed by both authors. This is reminds us of Virginia Woolf in A Room o f 

O ne’s Own when she declares: ‘For we think back through our mothers if we are

women. It is useless to go to the great male writers for help, however much one may go 

to them for pleasure’ (1992, p.83).

It is possible to trace certain developments concerning the mother-daughter trajectory 

within the works of Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel individually as well as alongside 

each other. For example, in the case of the fiction of Gabrielle Roy, there is a move 

from rejection of the mother (Florentine and Elsa) to reconciliation with and 

valorisation of the mother (Josephine). In fact, these two stages can even occur within 

the one text, as is the case in the ‘autobiographical’ writing of Gabrielle Roy through 

the character of Gabrielle/Christine -  initial rupture followed by a return through 

writing. Developments in the mother-daughter relationship within each writer’s works 

are not necessarily linear, for example, rejection occurs in Bonheur d'occasion (1945), 

valorisation in La Petite Poule d ’eau (1950) but then rejection again in La Riviere sans 

repos (1970). The same is true for Francine Noel. Just when it seems that she is 

travelling along a linear journey centred on the recovery and liberation of the mother 

and the promotion of matrilineage, we are confronted with Nous avons decouvert 

I'Amerique, where both the mother and motherhood are refused outright. However, 

were we only to look at the Maryse trilogy, the mother-daughter relationship would 

follow a more direct path, improving with the arrival of each new generation of women. 

Both writers struggle with the inscription of the mother’s voice in the daughter’s text, 

an obstacle that Marianne Hirsch (1989) is not sure can ever be surmounted. But on a 

more positive note, the mother most definitely emerges as a subject of exploration 

rather than repression as the writing of both authors evolves. Although the mother is 

initially rejected by daughters in the early texts of both Gabrielle Roy and Francine 

Noel (Florentine, Elsa, Maryse, Fatima), it would seem that this is an initial stage which 

must be passed through before reconciliation with the mother can occur (Josephine, 

Myriam. Agnes). But again it must be stressed that while this may seem to be the 

pattern, there are texts for both authors that disrupt the rhythm, as mentioned above.

If we look at the authors alongside each other, a more revolutionary mother-daughter

trajectory seems to emerge. By the end of La Conjuration des bdtards, which brings

the mother-daughter relationship into modern-day society, we have entered an era

where the mother has acquired subjectivity and individuality in the eyes of the daughter,
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where the mother is incorporated and welcomed into the daughter’s identity, where 

maternal transmission is positive and valued, where mother and daughter are physically 

and emotionally available to each other and finally, where women seek in each other a 

source of strength and are no longer dependent on men for self-worth. This is in stark 

contrast to the depiction of the mother-daughter relationship in Gabrielle Roy’s first 

novel {Bonheur d ’occasion) where maternal transmission is essentially negative, mother 

and daughter are unable to communicate with each other, the daughter goes to great 

pains to differentiate herself from the mother, and, in fact, all women in general, 

preferring to align herself with men. However, it must be pointed out that in the case of 

Maryse and Agnes, who constitute one of the positive mother-daughter pairings in La 

Conjuration des hdtards, first, Maryse is not Agnes’s biological mother and second, she 

is killed before the daughter reaches puberty, which is generally the period when 

mother-daughter conflict begins. Consequently, this casts doubt on whether or not 

mother-daughter relations have actually come to fruition and reached a stage of double 

recognition by the end of La Conjuration des hdtards. That said, Maryse and Agnes are 

not the only positive example of a mother-daughter couple in the novel -  there is also 

Marite and Blanche, Marite and Myriam -  so the general hypothesis that we leave this 

thesis having entered a new phase of mother-daughter relations can still be made.

It is interesting to reflect on the findings of this thesis in conjunction with the four

stages of mother-daughter writing as identified by Marianne Hirsch (1989). The first

stage involves repression of the mother and alignment of the daughter with a man as a

means to success -  this is certainly the case for Florentine and Elsa (Roy) and the

younger Maryse (Noel). The second stage is labelled the Kunstlerroman, where

daughters renounce love and marriage in favour of creativity. Their rebellious choices

are at the same time in conflict with and caught up with the mother. The daughter-

wri ter does not become a mother herself but feels a need to incorporate the mother’s

voice in her text. This stage seems to refer to the character of Gabrielle/Christine from

the Royan autobiographical series and also Francine from La Femme de ma vie. In the

third stage, we witness the birth of the feminist daughter. It is also a stage that is

associated with mother-bashing and matrophobia, and reminds us of the characters of

Maryse and Fatima Gagne (Noel). In revolting so violently against the mother, the

feminist daughter is rejecting the patriarchal structure of society. Finally, the fourth

stage emerges which is one of mutual recognition and appreciation between mother and

daughter and the beginning of a double-voice (that is, where both mother and daughter
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exist as subjects). This fourth stage corresponds well to the novels Myriam premiere 

and La Conjuration des bdtards (Noel). These four distinct phases of mother-daughter 

writing highlighted by Hirsch are particularly useful in summarising the findings of this 

thesis and clarifying the mother-daughter trajectory that arises from the chosen texts.

To resume, this thesis achieves the following aims: an overview of feminist theory, an 

account of women’s writing in Quebec, a situating of both writers in relation to these 

two movements and a detailed study of the mother-daughter relationship in the work of 

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel. It is now necessary to consider how this thesis is 

innovative. First of all, this thesis marks a contribution to the field of feminist literary 

criticism. Feminist literary criticism has established itself as a specialised critical 

discourse capable of challenging male domination of the field of literary theory and 

carving a place in the literary canon for the evaluation of the female experience ‘ad 

feminam’.'^“ Prior to this the only terms of expression available were strictly masculine 

-  nowadays women’s writing and feminist theory are flourishing everywhere thanks to 

the achievements of feminist groups during the revolutionary sixties, but without 

forgetting the more discrete efforts of earlier feminists either. W hether it falls under the 

category of ‘W om en’s Studies’, ‘Gender Studies’ or ‘Feminist Theory’, the study of the 

female experience has become an integral part of the university academy. Critically 

conscious of their roles within conventional social structures and armed with a strong 

conviction of worth, women are now writing their way out of silence and cultural 

dispossession. This thesis, therefore, adds to the valorisation of the female experience 

in the field of literary criticism. Secondly, as highlighted in the section of feminist 

mother-daughter theory, the mother-daughter relationship remains a vast area that still 

requires a substantial amount of examination by feminist theorists. Therefore, within 

the domain of feminist literary criticism itself, this thesis is innovative. Thirdly, where 

French Studies are concerned, this thesis draws attention to two eminent Quebecois 

authors. Unfortunately however, with the field of French studies, Quebec literature is 

much neglected. This thesis recognises the necessity of opening up the field of French 

Studies in the world of academia to include a range of Francophone writers and of 

challenging traditional definitions of French literature as pertaining to the mainland 

only. Fourthly, and finally, within the domain of Quebec studies, the thesis is 

innovative in that it has chosen to focus on frequently dismissed aspects of the work of

Susan Gubar uses this term to her introduction to Karen G ould’s Writing in the Feminine  (1990). She 
speaks o f  the necessity o f  rewriting an essentially ‘ad hom inen’ history ‘ad feniinam ’.
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Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel by reading them from a feminist angle. As is outlined 

in the section introducing the authors, it is only relatively recently that Gabrielle Roy 

has begun to be considered from a feminist perspective and in the case of Francine 

Noel, little research has been done whatsoever and that which has been carried out has 

shied away from a feminist critique.

W hile this thesis focuses on the mother-daughter relationship, a feminist reading of

Gabrielle Roy and Francine Noel could extend well beyond this. Interesting questions

are raised by both writers concerning the female body and female sexuality, the woman

writer and the possibility of an ‘ecriture fem inine’ and also woman’s relationship with

‘the O ther’. The last area is one that could be particularly interesting given the current

trend for research into issues of migrancy and multiculturalism in the field of Quebec

Studies. How feminism could contribute to this debate lies in its valorisation of

difference and its advocacy of a ‘culture of tw o’ (see Irigaray) where the ‘O ther’ is

respected rather than feared. Patriarchal society is considered to be based on a culture

of the same or of one, where the ‘O ther’ is reduced to an inferior position within a

binary system of logic. For a long time, and perhaps still, this ‘Other’ was the woman,

thus women are perhaps more inclined to empathise with the newly arrived immigrant

in a dominant culture (this would seem to be the case in Nous avons tons decouvert

VAmerique). Furthermore, French feminists (especially higaray and Kristeva), feel that

women are naturally disposed towards an understanding of the ‘O ther’ due to their

experiences during pregnancy and as a mother -  the child is both the same and other

and the pregnant body is described by Kristeva a ‘two-in-one’ model. Also, all

descriptions of the female body/sexuality and ‘ecriture fem inine’ in French feminist

theory emphasise its diverse and plural nature. Thus, it could be interesting to

undertake a study of the immigrant or multiculturalism in the work of Gabrielle Roy

and Francine Noel, perhaps including other Quebec women writers too, in order to

investigate whether there is a predisposition towards the ‘O ther’ on the part of women.

Another possibility for further research could be comparison with women writers from

another country. During a round table discussion at a recent Quebec Studies conference

in Venice (AJCELQ 2006), academics expressed a desire to see Quebec literature enter

into a relationship with foreign literatures. Considering it to have now been established

as a solid literary tradition, they felt the next move was to align it with other literary

traditions, thus extending it beyond the boundaries of its own country. Given the many

similarities between the condition of women in Quebec and in Ireland (church,
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patriarchal society, rural, large families, colonised), it could be interesting to carry out a 

comparative study between Gabrielle Roy or Francine Noel and Irish women writers.

Finally, the last point that I would like to make in this conclusion is to reiterate the 

importance of safeguarding feminism in contemporary society. Fewer and fewer 

women nowadays declare themselves feminists (Levy 200, p.87). In fact, as we saw in 

the scene with Miracle-Marthe in Myriam premiere, the term ‘feminist’ has almost 

become an insult and women no longer want to be associated with it. Feminists are 

stereotyped as lesbians, man-haters and bra-burners whose principles are out of date in 

modern day society where women supposedly have achieved emancipation. However, 

as Sarah Gamble (2001) points out, ‘It’s [...] easy to be too optimistic and to take one’s 

own privileged position as representative, which can lead to the conclusion that 

feminism is past’ (p.53). If we consider the plight of third world women and also 

Muslim women whose lives continue to be dictated by a patriarchal structure, then 

feminism remains an imperative ideology.

In addition, modern-day women, as liberated as they may proclaim themselves to be, 

are still very much controlled by the male gaze, so much so that Naomi Wolf, The 

Beauty Myth (1990), asks, a generation on from the heyday of feminism, ‘do women 

feel free'? (p.9). In a similar vein, Andrea Levy, in her book Female Chauvinist Pigs 

(2005), criticises the rise of ‘raunch culture’, which she accuses of further imprisoning 

women in their bodies and moulding them solely for male pleasure but under the guise 

of sexual emancipation (2005, p. 198). ‘Raunch culture’, Levy states, is guilty of 

‘resurrecting every stereotype of female sexuality that feminism endeavoured to banish’ 

(Ibid, p.4). Levy remarks that ‘raunchy and liberated are not synonyms’ and queries 

whether ‘this world of boobs [...] reflects how far we’ve come, or how far we have left 

to go’ (Ibid, p.5). Levy laments the behaviour of women today that seems to eradicate 

and dishonour the hard-fought achievements of our feminist foremothers.

Both The Beauty Myth and Female Chauvinist Pigs reveal how women are still being 

pitted against one another in a predominantly masculine society. This reinforces the 

importance of mother-daughter research, as it is a reconciliation with and revalorisation 

of the mother that provides the launch pad for better relations between women in 

general.
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Sara Ruddick’s M aternal Thinking: Towards a Politics o f  Peace (1989) is another text 

that illustrates the relevance of feminist theory to contemporary society and once again 

underlines the significance o f returning to the mother as a source of inspiration. 

Ruddick argues that if specific discourses arise out of particular practices, then 

mothering too must have its own distinctive form of thought -  ‘maternal thinking’. 

W ithout sentimentalising mothers or denying their sometimes active participation in 

war, Ruddick then goes on demonstrate how maternal thinking, based on love and 

nurture, is an engaged and visionary standpoint from which to develop a politics of 

peace as a means of directing society, instead of the omnipotent and masculine politics 

of war. This concept of ‘maternal thinking’ is akin to Irigaray’s ‘culture of tw o’ (2004), 

to which she believes women to be predisposed. The application of such feminist 

theories could help in the diminution of violence in modern day life.

There is no doubt that feminist discourse still has much to contribute to the lives of 

w'omen today and to society in general. It is imperative therefore that such research 

continue and there are many areas which have yet to be explored and developed. This 

thesis will conclude with a quotation from Francine Noel outlining her thoughts in 

response to a question concerning the future of feminism.

On entend dire souvent que le feminisme est mort, que c’est un mouvement 
demode qui appartient aux annees soixante, qu’il n’a plus de role a jouer 
dans la societe actuelle. Qu’est que vous en pensez?

Je vais vous repondre tout de suite la-dessus, c ’est que les gens qui vous disent 
ga, les Europeens, pensent que le feminisme a ete une mode, ce n’est pas une 
mode, non, c ’est plus fort, c ’est beaucoup plus fort qu’une mode. C ’est un 
courant aussi fort, meme plus fort que le socialisme, qui a completement change 
le regard des filles, et je  crois que c ’est irreversible. L ’action s’est deplacee 
maintenant dans des pays oii la condition de la femmes est lamentable, comme 
au Moyen Orient. Mais tant que la planete n ’aura pas trouve son egalite, qui ne 
veut pas dire enlever toute la place aux hommes, au contraire, et tant que les 
hommes n’auront pas trouve leur cote feminin, il faudra qu’il y ait des etudes 
feministes.
(Noel with Rodgers, 2006, p.3).
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11: APPENDIX

Francine Noel: Entretien, ACSI, le 29 avril 2006, Galway.

II y a plusieurs aspects et themes dans vos romans, qui, pour moi, sont tres 
pertinents au debat feministe (par exemple, I’egalite pour les femmes au travail et 
a la maison, la sexualite feminine, le corps feminin, la relation mere-fllle, I’amitie 
entre femmes, la femme et I’ecriture, pour n ’en citer que quelques-uns). Mais 
vous considerez-vous comme ecrivain feministe ou n’aimez-vous pas les etiquettes? 
Comment vous sentez-vous d ’etre etudiee sous la lumiere de la theorie feministe?

C ’est sur que je  suis feministe et je  trouve que c ’est important de le dire, surtout 
maintenant, parce que ce n ’est pas une mode le feminisme, c ’est un courant qui a 
traverse tout le vingtieme siecle, qui a change en profondeur, pas partout mais bien sur, 
mais O Li qa est passe, les comportements des gens des deux sexes dans la societe, et sur 
le plan litteraire, 5a a change aussi I’ecriture des hommes, par exemple, le roman que je 
vous disais de Georges Andre Vachon.

J ’ai connu cet homme quand j ’avais votre age et c ’etait plutot un macho, bien sur c ’est 
un macho, mais il ecrit un roman superbe et son personnage principal est une femme, et 
ce n ’est pas quelqu’un qui fait des concessions aux modes, done, 9a veut dire que, au 
Quebec, en tout cas, le feminisme nous a marques tres profondement. Tellement que 
les hommes, il y a tout un mouvement des, comment est-ce qu’on appelle 9a, des peres, 
des hommes qui revendiquent leur paternite etc, bon, comme une contre-reforme, si 
vous voyez ce que je veux dire, qui m ’agace un peu moi, mais bon, on ne va pas 
elaborer la-dessus.

Mais c ’est important de dire, oui, je  suis feministe, ce qui n ’empeche pas de ..., fin bref, 
je ne suis pas dogmatique, ce n ’est pas une religion pour moi. Alors, j ’adore les debats 
sur le feminisme, 9a ne me gene pas. Je trouve aussi qu’on doit retrouver un ancien 
partage des taches, des choses qui existaient dans la societe anterieure, que le feminisme 
a balaye trop vite, qu’il faut repenser, c ’est 9a son questionnement.

Le feminisme a eu la grande force de provoquer ces questionnements, s'il n ’y avait pas 
eu le feminisme, on n ’aurait pas la societe telle qu’elle Test actuellement, du moins, je  
peux juste parler pour le Quebec parce qu’en Europe, c ’est different. Chaque fois que 
je  vais en France, je  me rends compte jusqu 'a  quel point c ’est airiere, je  m ’excuse, mais 
c ’est vraiment comme 9a.

Pour ce qui est d ’etre une ecrivaine, la, c’est autre chose, pour deux raisons. La 
premiere c ’est que moi je  ne suis jam ais sure d ’etre une ecrivaine. Je doute beaucoup. 
Mon prochain texte est beaucoup sur le doute. Chaque fois que vous commencez une 
nouvelle oeuvre il n ’y a rien de gagne, ce n’est pas parce que vous etes reconnu que 
vous allez faire quelque chose de bien, vous pouvez faire une erreur, faire des choses de 
moins bon, et puis j ’ai des grandes periodes 011 je  vis I’echec. II n ’y a pas vraiment de 
raison objective...ce qui s ’est passe, c ’est que Maryse a eu un tres gros succes et par la 
suite 9a a dim inue... mais c ’est to u t...j’ai toujours eu un succes d ’estime.

Alors, pour dire ecrivaine feministe (mais est-ce qu’on sait ce que c 'est etre ecrivain 
tout simplement), je  n ’aime pas qu’on dise que je  suis une ecrivaine feministe, 9a, je  
trouve 9a stupide. II faut poser la question, ‘Est-ce que I’ecriture feminine est differente
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de I’ecriture masculine?’ Moi, je  crois que la langue est la meme pour tout le monde, 
mais que les femmes la travaillent d ’une fagon differente. Je suis beaucoup pour la 
feminisation des termes, meme si c ’est tres complique, meme si 9a risque du ridicule, ce 
n ’est pas grave, une chose qui nous apparait ridicule, elle ne Test plus vingt ans plus 
tard. Bon, il faut travailler cette langue parce que cette langue qui reflete toujours les 
categories principes, elle ne fait pas place a la feminite.

Done, les termes feminises, comme ecrivaine, ne vous posent pas de probleme, parce 
qu’il y en a (des femmes) qui ne les supportent pas?

Non, non, je  ne suis pas de I’ecole fran§aise, pour Madame le Juge, c ’est la juge, la 
ministre, I’ecrivaine, la professeure, avec un ‘e ’, pourquoi pas, c ’est notre langue a 
nous, pourquoi on ne se mettrait pas a ecrire un ‘e ’, elle nous appartient cette langue.

II y avait une autre chose que je  voulais ajouter.. .pour raffiner ma reponse. Oui, c’est 
9a, je  n’aime pas des gens qui se definissent non plus com m e...c’est 9a...ce  qu’il faut 
questionner c ’est les structures de la langue et aussi il y a une chose par contre dont je  
suis sure qui distingue, mais ce n ’est pas prouve..., je  trouve que les femmes ont 
introduit dans la litterature des themes qui n ’y etaient pas auparavant, comme vous 
parliez du menage, les taches domestiques, 9a c ’est le propre des femmes d ’etre pres 
des choses, de dire les vraies choses, et non pas de partir sur des especes de, et je  ne dis 
pas qu’elles n ’ont pas d ’imaginaire, mais je  dis qu’on sent vraiment entre dans le pays, 
la societe, dans la materialite des choses, et 9a, 9a me semble tres important. Par contre, 
est-ce qu’on peut distinguer un texte ecrit par un homme d’un texte ecrit par une 
femme? Moi, je fais souvent.. .en cadre com ite.. .on me fait lire les textes et on n ’a pas 
les noms des auteurs. Les gens ‘guessent’ et on se trompe presque la moitie du temps. 
II y a des fois 011 c ’est clair, on dit 9a c ’est une femme, ou c ’est un homme, 9a ne peut 
pas etre une femme, des fois oii les gens n 'hesitent pas. Mais je  parle de ce qui s’ecrit 
au Quebec, peut-etre qu’ailleurs c ’est plus clair.

Mais pour parler des ‘histoires de gars’, des ‘histoires de filles’, moi, je  n ’aime pas 
penser que j ’ecris des histoires de filles. Je sais que j ’ecris des ‘histoires de filles’, je 
suis une femme, j ’espere que 9a tombe dans tout ce que je  fais, j ’assume ma feminite. 
Mais je ne voudrais pas qu’on dise que je  suis associee a un groupe de lesbiennes, je  ne 
le suis pas, elles ne me genent pas, mais je  ne le suis pas.

Je suis de la race humaine, c ’est tout. Et comme j ’ai eu un fils et non pas une fille, et 
comme j ’ai eu un petit-fils et non pas une petite-fille, je  me dis que je suis vouee aux 
hommes, c ’est un fait incontournable.

On entend dire souvent que le feminisme est mort, que c ’est un mouvement demode qui 
appartient aux annees soixante, qu’il n ’a plus de role a jouer dans la societe actuelle. 
Q u’est-ce que vous en pensez?

Je vais vous repondre tout de suite la-dessus, c ’est que les gens qui vous disent 9a, les 
Europeens, pensent que le feminisme a ete une mode, ce n ’est pas une mode, non, c ’est 
plus fort, c ’est beaucoup plus fort qu’une mode. C ’est un courant aussi fort, meme plus 
fort que le socialisme, qui a completement change le regard des filles, et je  crois que 
c ’est irreversible. L ’action s’est deplacee maintenant dans des pays oil la condition de 
la femme est lamentable, comme au Moyen Orient. Mais tant que la planete n ’aura pas 
trouve son egalite, qui ne veut pas dire enlever toute la place aux hommes, au contraire.
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et tant que les hommes n ’auront pas trouve leur cote feminin, il faudra qu’il y ait des 
etudes feministes.

M aintenant j ’aimerais parler du personnage de Maryse et de la trilogie. Pensez-vous 
qu’il est possible de tracer une trajectoire de feminisme a travers la triologie et surtout a 
travers le personnage de Maryse, a partir des annees soixante jusqu’a nos jours?

C ’est vrai que dans le premier roman, Maryse est solitaire au depart...et puis se 
developpe une amitie des femmes, done c’est vrai qu’on peut voir 9a, comment les 
femmes se solidarisent. Et puis dans les autres romans, c ’est I’entree de la femme dans 
la vie active, dans le travail en societe, par exemple, j ’ai un personnage qui s’appelle 
Marite et qui entre dans la politique. Done c ’est une autre strate effectivement. Dans 
La Conjuration. . .c'est vrai, §a suit une historique du feminisme au Q uebec...on part au 
congres au Mexique et il y a autant de femmes qui prennent la parole que d ’hommes. II 
y a aussi beaucoup de femmes qui sont venues des pays oii la conscience feminine n ’a 
pas encore ete developpee, mais oia elle est desiree. Done, oui, je  pense qu’on peut y 
voir I’histoire du feminisme au Quebec, et peut-etre, jusqu’a un certain point, au 
Canada.

A votre avis, le feminisme au Quebec a-t-il ete plus influence par le mouvement 
etats-unien ou la pensee fran^aise?

Les deux ...on  a toujours ete entre Paris et New York. Mais je  pense que c ’est plus 
influence par le feminisme americain dans la mesure que le feminisme americain n ’a 
pas ete une mode, 9a continue. En France, c 'est un discours lie a certaines vieilles 
feministes. C ’est pour 9a que je  trouve 9a courageux quand des femmes de votre age se 
disent feministes et prennent la parole. Au Quebec le probleme pour nous, c ’est que les 
jeunes femmes disent, ‘on n 'a  pas besoin du feminisme.’

Pourquoi avez-vous decide d ’en finir avec le personnage de Maryse, ce porte- 
parole du feminisme? Pourquoi I’avez-vous tuee dans La Conjuration?

Mais on peut continuer de parler d ’un personnage qui est mort. Je vais vous donner un 
exemple, le roman de Garcia Marquez qui s’appelle L ’Am our au temps de cholera. Son 
personnage principal meurt a la page quarante. Alors moi je  me suis dit, ‘Mais qu’est- 
ce qu’il va faire?’ La mort, c ’est la seule chose de sur, on va tous mourir. C ’est sur 
que, c ’est vrai que seuls les caracteres de fiction ne meurent pas. Mais je  
v o u la is ...j’etais jeune obsedfe par la mort, et 9a apparait beaucoup dans mon roman 
Maryse-, Fran9ois et Maryse sont obsedes par la mort. Ce livre La Conjuration des 
Bdtards, ce que je voulais faire ...je  voulais reunir une espece de melange de gens ‘bien 
intentionnes’, progressifs, et j ’ai suppose, c ’est une supposition que j ’ai faite, avec la 
violence qu’il y avait dans le monde, il y aurait, a un moment donne, quelque chose qui 
se passerait. Et quelque chose s’est passe, 9a ne s ’est pas passe au Mexique, 9a s’est 
passe a New York, le 1 1  septembre. Dans La Conjuration, on laisse entendre que ce 
sont des groupes d ’extremistes qui sont associes a la mafia. Je me suis trompee de 
cible.

Done je  voulais montrer ce que 9a faisait 1 ’intolerance, et pour la montrer vraiment, et 
done la guerre, si vous tuez des personnages secondaires, ce n ’est pas grave, mais quand 
vous tuez votre personnage principal, auquel s’idenifie le lecteur, je  dis bien ‘le lecteur’ 
parce que j ’ai beaucoup d ’amis, des hommes qui s’identifient a Maryse, meme si c ’est
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une petite femme rousse, un gros mec, poilu, il dit, ‘Oui, oui, Maryse, c’est moi!’. Et 
quand je I’ai tuee...je voulais mouvoir le lecteur, vraiment.

J ’etais aussi dans une periode de ma vie o l i  je voulais en finir avec certaines choses...le 
debut de ma retraite etc. II y a done peut-etre quelque chose d’un petit peu masochiste 
la-dedans. Mais, ce ne’est pas grave car je savais que j ’avais Fran9ois Ladouceur, qui 
est le double de Maryse. Et c’est 9a dans le prochain roman, mon personnage principal 
est un homme, c’est un homme tres feminin mais 9a reste un hom m e...j’aurai des 
scenes de hockey, par exemple. Je n’y connais absolument rien done j ’ai des 
recherches a faire!

Mais, comme je vous disais, le personnage meurt mais continue de vivre...Maryse a des 
carnets et c ’est Pran9ois qui lit les carnets. Done par le biais des carnets on peut savoir 
tout ce que pensait Maryse pendant qu’elle vivait au Mexique. Beaucoup de ses carnets 
sont ecrits en anglais et aussi en espagnol selon les circonstances. Done, si jamais je 
veux revenir a Maryse, je peux. Mais pour le moment il n’en est pas question. Je 
voulais aussi avoir du sang neuf dans mon prochain roman, j ’ai Fran9ois bien sur, mais 
j ’ai une femme jeune, de 35 ans. Connaissez-vous Nous avons tons decouvert 
I ’Ameriquel Bon, dans ce livre j ’ai une femme seule, mais c’est une solitude assumee. 
Moi je veux faire une femme seule, mais qui est malheureuse d'etre seule, c’est pire. 
Done je vais traiter de ce theme-la...9a je n ’avais pas 9a avec Matyse. C’est un des 
personnages qu’on n’y trouvent pas et j ’en ai d’autres. Je voulais aller dans d’autres 
sens.

J ’ai toute une histoire avec les enfants de Maryse mais je n’etais pas prete a la 
developper
tout de suite. Eux, ils ne sont pas dans le prochain roman. Toute la famille de Maryse 
est absente de ce roman.

La femme-ecrivaine joue un role principal dans votre oeuvre? A votre avis, quel 
est le role de la femme-ecrivaine dans la societe, a-t-elle des responsabilites envers 
les autres femmes ? Pour Maryse, la genealogie de ses ancetres feminins est tres 
importante. Est-ce cela le role de la femme-ecrivaine; parler pour les femmes, 
raconter leur histoire, faire sortir leur voix du silence? Et une deuxieme question, 
liee a la discussion sur la femme-artiste, quels sont les obstacles, a votre avis, 
auxquels une femme qui ecrit doit faire face. En avez-vous rencontre pendant 
votre carriere a cause de votre sexe?

Alors, c’est deux questions completement differentes. Je ne me suis jamais sentie de 
responsabilite particuliere mais, je sais que mes lecteurs sont majoritairement des 
lectrices...Je ne peux pas me sentir une responsabilite de temoigner des autres 
femmes... parce que...je ne sais pas pourquoi...je suis seulement moi...comme je ne me 
sens pas une responsabilite de temoigner des Queb&ois, meme si on 
m’interpelle...c’est sijr que si on me cherche on va me trouver et je vais etre 
Quebecoise separatiste, je vais etre feministe.

Ce que je peux dire, c’est que j ’aime beaucoup les hommes moi, personnellement, je  ne 
suis pas du tout lesbienne mais je favorise les rencontres avec les femmes. Quand je 
fais des conferences...je suis allee faire des conferences a Outremeont...si je fais une 
conference dans un groupe de populaires de femmes, des femmes du peuple, 9a, 9a me 
plait particulierement...parce que tout de suite il y a une complicite qui se distingue...et 
la, j ’ai remarque, parce qu’on doit faire un rapport a la fin, que c’est une rencontre utile,
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aussi utile pour moi que pour elles...O n est dans ‘le vrai’, il n ’y pas de procede 
rhetorique.. .elles sont la pour parler des vraies choses...J ’ai jam ais vu chez des femmes 
des artifices rhetoriques, non. Et d ’ailleurs, les femmes en politique rencontrent des 
problemes car elles n ’ont pas tout a fait le m em e...celles qui, genre Margaret Thatcher, 
rentrent dans le moule et se comportent comme des hommes et ce n ’est pas interessant, 
il faut proceder autrement.

Mais Maryse ressent des responsabilites envers les autres femmes?

Oui, oui, elle oui, tout a fait. Mais, moi, un petit peu moins, mais peut-etre il y a vingt 
ans, je  n’aurais pas repondu la meme chose. Done §a c ’est une partie de la question, 
I’autre c ’etait...?

Les obstacles que rencontrent une femme-ecrivain..,peut-etre d’une perspective 
personnelle?

Oui, j ’en ai rencontre, c ’est stupide, je  ne sais pas comment le dire...

Moi je  suis un peu dans le milieu du theatre o l i  il n ’y a pas de discrimination. II y a 
majoritairement des femmes et des homosexuels, done deux groupes minoritaires et qui 
s’entendent tres bien aussi.

J ’ai vecu personnellement des vexations.. .par exemple je n ’ai jam ais eu de prix a part 
les prix que...par exemple, chaque fois que, quand mon editeur presentait mes livres 
pour avoir le prix du Gouverneur General qui est le prix le plus important au Canada, 
j ’etais mise en nomination mais je  ne I’ai jam ais eu. Je suis sure que si j ’avais ete un 
homme, je I’aurais eu. Mais je  dois avouer que, sur le jury, il y a eu deja des lesbiennes 
qui m ’ont descendue. Alors vous savez, c 'est complique!

Par ailleurs...a I’universite, je  n ’ai jam ais senti la moindre discrimination, mais je  parle 
de mon universite qui est une universite progressiste, au contraire. Et en plus, en 
theatre.

Dans mon enseignement, je  n’ai jam ais eu de problemes avec les hommes, jamais, 
jamais. Ils acceptent...par exemple, quand un etudiant fait sa these avec moi, ils 
acceptent que je  suis I’autorite. C ’est tout. Ceux qui n ’acceptent pas 9a, je  ne les 
rencontre pas.

Par contre, dans les petits anecdotes de ma vie, j ’etais consciente de la jalousie 
d ’homme, ecrivain et de grand ecrivain...jaloux, qui traitait ce que je faisais de la 
m erde...9a je  I’ai senti! Et on m ’a fait la remarque une fois a propos de ma carriere ‘Ca 
ne doit pas nuire d ’etre une belle rousse’. Mai moi j ’ai trouve 9a drole parce que 
j ’aurais pu lui repondre ‘Et 9a ne doit pas nuire d ’etre un beau gars aussi’, c ’etait un tres 
bel homme.

Done, c ’est des choses comme 9a. II y a probablement des discriminations, mais moi je  
ne m ’y attends pas parce q u e ...j’ai un ego ...je  n ’ai pas un ego fort, mais j ’ai beaucoup 
d ’assurance, beaucoup, beaucoup d ’assurance, je  ne sais pas d ’oia, de ma mere sans 
doute.
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J ’ai un pouvoir d ’assertion tres fort, ce qui fait que, qu’il y a peut-etre des choses que je 
ne vois pas, tout simplement, parce que je  me dis, non 9a ne se peut pas, 9a n ’existe pas, 
et puis je  m ’adresse a tout le monde.

Mais il arrive que, majoritairement mes lecteurs sont lectrices, et puis c’est tres bien, 
tant pis pour les hommes qui ne lisent pas, c ’est leur probleme, ce n ’est pas le mien.

Et que pensez-vous de la comparaison que j ’entreprends dans ma these entre vous 
et Gabrielle Roy, et vos ecrits respectifs? Comment vous sentez-vous de vous 
trouver dans une these a cote de Gabrielle Roy? Est-elle une ecrivaine importante 
pour vous?

Bien sur. Quand je  fais dire a Maryse que tout ce qu’elle a trouve interessant dans le 
fatras litteraire, c ’est Gabrielle Roy et La Sagouine...ce n ’est ne pas tout a fait ce que je 
pense...il y a de grands auteurs males que j ’admire comme Cyrano de Bergerac et 
Shakespeare...m ais pour moi Gabrielle Roy est une mere, une mere spirituelle, alors 
c ’est tres flattant. Mais ce n ’est pas la premiere fois. II y a quelqu’un qui a fait un film 
sur les ecrivains quebecois et il m ’avait mixee avec...je devais parler dans ce film de 
Gabrielle Roy, ce que j ’ai fait avec plaisir. Mais je n’ai jam ais vu le film, cela ne me 
tentait pas. Ce n ’est pas la premiere fois, mais, evidemment, chaque fois je suis flattee. 
Je trouve qu’il y a, a part le fait qu’elle n ’etait pas quebecoise done elle vivait des 
problemes d ’identite, mais je  trouve que plus je  la lis, plus je trouve qu’il y a une 
similarite entre sa vie et la mienne, quoique moi j ’ai un enfant et j ’ai vecu avec 
differents hommes et elle, elle etait mariee mais avec quelqu’un qui etait homosexuel. 
Je pense qu’elle etait tres seule et tres malheureuse, et je  suis aussi seule, 
fondamentalement je  suis seule. A part le fait que j ’ai eu mon enfant qui est un grand 
honneur, je  trouve que j ’ai eu une trajectoire assez solitaire.

Et pour vous, la solitude est-elle un atout pour I’ecriture? Je pense a Gabrielle 
Roy qui n ’arrivait pas a ecrire quand elle etait entouree d ’autres personnes, elle 
devait se liberer de toute distraction.

Non, quand j ’ai commence a ecrire Maryse, c ’est parce que je  vivais a I’epoque avec un 
compagnon et j ’avais done une grande stabilite dans ma vie, j ’ai connu I’amour partage, 
et 9a m ’a permis de commencer a ecrire. Par la suite, quand j ’ai quitte cet homme, 
apres avoir ecrit Babel, prise deux, j ’ai eu quasiment neuf ans de silence, presque dix 
ans de silence. J ’etais en reconstruction de moi-meme, et j ’ai appris a ecrire en etant 
seule. Je crois que la solitude est une anomalie et que de toute fa9on, dans notre societe, 
c ’est une tare. Si vous etes seul et vous allez au restaurant, vous emmerdez tout le 
monde parce que vous prenez la place de deux personnes. Et c ’est une tare surtout 
quand on est femme. Moi, je  me souviens d ’un voyage, seule, au Mexique, j ’ai pris un 
tour guide, je  ne prends jam ais les tours guides mais cette fois-la, bon. Et 9a se passe 
bien mais a la fin un mec me demande oil il est mon mari et me dit de I’emmener avec 
moi la prochaine fois. Mais qu’est-ce que c ’est que 9a? Done, pour plusieurs raisons, 
la solitude est quelque chose de tres difficile a assumer. Si on vit seul, il faut avoir 
recours a ...il faut avoir du contact avec les autres et il faut cultiver des resistances. Je 
crois que le probleme de nos jours, c’est la solitude des grandes villes, et en particulier 
je  pense que Montreal est une ville de solitaires, ils n ’osent pas a s’aborder dans les 
restaurants. En Europe les gens se saluent, a Montreal, les gens prennent le meme 
ascenseur et jam ais personne ne va vous parler.
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J ’aimerais maintenant discuter de votre nouveau recit La Femme de ma vie (2005). 
Comme je vous I’ai deja dit, c’est un texte qui m ’a vraiment marquee, au cours 
duquel j ’ai eu I’impression de vivre la mort de ma propre mere. Je crois que dans 
ce recit, vous exposez les difficultes de la relation mere-fille, mais, en meme temps, 
vous mettez le doigt sur le lien unique entre ces deux femmes et la quasi- 
impossibilite de se quitter. De plus, en ce qui concerne ma these, je trouve qu’il y a 
maintes similitudes entre La Detresse et I’Enchantement de Gabrielle Roy et votre 
texte. La Femme de ma vie, surtout dans le desir de retourner a et retrouver la 
mere apres sa mort. Done, est-ce que vous pourriez parler un peu de votre 
relation avec votre mere. Etait-elle une source d ’inspiration a votre ecriture?

Source d ’inspiration, non, pas vraiment. Une inspiration peut-etre sur le plan de 
comportement.

Ma mere, elle n ’est pas directement dans mes romans. Mais vous savez, dans Maryse il 
y a deux images de mere, je  le raconte dans La Femme de ma vie, il y a la mere positive 
et la mere negative. II y a peut-etre un passage sur...bon, chaque fois que Maryse se dit 
qu’elle (Irene) va mourir, quand elle rentre chez elle et se dit ‘elle est peut-etre m orte’, 
9a c ’est peut-etre un trip personnel a moi, le souci de la mere, c ’est sur qu’elle va 
mourir. Si j ’avais connu moo pere, j ’aurais eu sans doute les memes sentiments.

Alors, pour retrouver ma mere, bon, comme vous le savez, dans Bahel ou Nous avons 
tons decouvert I'Amerique, il y a Fatima qui a de gros problemes avec sa mere, elle la 
deteste. Mais il y une mere de substitution -  la tante Aline qui appelle tout le temps, 
qui va au theatre, bon, ce personnage-la, c ’est vraiment ma mere, elle est aussi 
pittoresque, coloree et folle que ma mere. 11 y a meme le passage ou la tante levite...m a 
mere a deja eu 9a.

Pour les choses que je n ’aimais pas chez ma mere, je ne voyais pas I’interet d ’en parler, 
de me venger.

Done, je ne peux pas dire qu’elle etait vraiment une inspiration directe pour mon 
ecriture mais elle m ’a influencee autrem ent...par exemple j ’ai reproduit le modele 
familial que je connaissais, j ’ai fait un seul enfant parce que j ’etais enfant unique...m ais 
ce n ’est pas la faute de ma mere que je suis enfant unique et moi j ’aurais pu avoir au 
moins deux enfants, mais elle m ’a tellement justifie le fait que j ’etais enfant unique, elle 
m ’a tellement presente 9a comme quelque chose de merveilleux, comme un avantage 
done moi je  n ’ai pas pense a avoir d ’autres enfants, et a un moment donne, quand j ’ai 
vu que mon fils avait grandi et que je  n ’avais plus de bebes, c ’etait trop tard, parce que 
mon chum avait eu une vasectomie, et 9a va mal hein, si on veut avoir des bebes !

Done je  dois dire que ma mere m ’a influencee globalement, profondement.

Mais pourquoi avez-vous ecrit La Femme de ma vie ?? Quelle etait votre intention 
dans sa creation

C ’etait pour rendre hommage a ma mere, parce que j ’avais de la peine. C ’etait un 
memorial.

Et comme ma mere n ’a pas ecrit, elle n ’a pas laisse de traces, et je  voulais laisser une 
trace d ’elle parce que je  trouvais que c ’etait une personne formidable. Et je ne voulais
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pas fa ire  un p ersonnage d ’elle, e lle  depassa it le  personnage, pas beso in  d ’en faire un 
p erso n n ag e , e lle  e ta it tou t le m onde. D one, je  vou lais p a rtag er qa avec les gens.

En ec riv an t, je  m e su is rendu  co m p te  q u e ...b o n , je  ne pensa is  pas au debu t que j ’alla is 
p a rle r de m o i, je  m ’etais d it na iv em en t que je  parle ra is  u n iq u em en t d ’elle. J ’ai fait 
b eau co u p  de p lans, de detours, je  p resen ta is  9a co m m e une h isto ire , e lle  e ta it la 
n arra trice , e lle  d isa it ‘Je  su is n e e . . . , ’ m ais ce la  ne m arch ait pas. J ’ai essaye p lusieurs, 
p lu sieu rs  choses. E t pu is  j ’ai co m p ris  que Jean n e  P e lle tie r c ’est tou jou rs m a m e re .. .e t  
done , je  m e su is im p liq u ee  dans le texte.

A  un  m o m en t donne, je  m e suis d it ‘M ais q u ’est-ce  que  je  fa is ? J ’ecris m on 
au to b io g rap h ie  ? ’ Je de teste  9a, je  trouve 9a inu tile .

D one j ’ai b ien  fa it a t te n tio n ...e t  j ’ai coupe tou t ce qui co n cern a it un iq u em en t m oi, par 
ex em p le , le couven t. M oi j ’ai adore le co u v en t et je  pourra is  ec rire  au m oins tren te  
pages su r I’epoque . M ais je  n ’ai pas parle de 9a, j ’ai p arle  du co u v en t dans la m esure 
ou m a  m ere e ta it im p liq u ee  dans ses re la tio n s avec les re lig ieuses. J ’ai situe les details  
et j ’ai ex p liq u e  co m m en t j ’ai vecu  9a, m ais je  ne su is pas en tree  la-dedans. Je  ne m e 
su is pas ju s tif ie e . Je  ne v o u la is  pas m e ju s tif ie r. Le bu t e ta it de la  d ire  co m m en t elle 
etait.

Pour parler de I’amour dans vos romans, il me semble que I’amitie entre femmes 
est beaucoup plus satisfalsante que les relations amoureuses. L’amitie au feminin 
semble avoir remplace I’amour. On pourrait meme dire que pour la plupart, les 
hommes (le pere et le mari) jouent un role tres faible dans vos romans, comme 
c’est le cas chez Gabrielle Roy, ils sont quasiment absents.

B on, le  pere  d ’abord , m oi, je  n 'a i  pas eu de pere. A lors, ce la  ne m e dit rien, la  patern ite  
ascendan te . La p a tern ite  d escendan te , ce la  m e d it q ue lque  chose , parce  que m ain tenan t 
j ’ai un fils  qui est pere, qui est un pere adm irab le , la p lus b e lle  chose  que j ’aie vue au 
cours de ces deux  dern ie res annees, c ’est m on fils d an se r avec son fils, et lui d ire  ‘M on 
petit a m o u r’, il fa it 9a co m m e une fem m e, dev an t m oi. C  ‘est un tres grand  hon n eu r 
dans m a v ie de vo ir 9a.

D ans m on p rochain  liv re  j e  p arle  de la  patern ite , parce que j ’ai P ran9o is L adouceur.
II est, co m m e m on fils e t les co p a in s de m on f i ls . . .c e  son t tous des hom m es qui sont 
tres p ro ch es  de leurs en fan ts , e t je  vois ce que 9a im porte  a I’enfan t. M ais je  do is d ire  
que ce son t les en fan ts de fem in istes.

A lo rs la  p a tern ite  p o u r m oi, il n ’y a peu t-e tre  que  la  p a te rn ite  d escendan te  car 
ascen d an te , je  ne I’ai pas eue. J ’ai fa it P ran9o is L ado u ceu r qui est un bon pere, et c ’est 
de ja  b eau co u p  p o u r q u e lq u ’un qui n ’en  a pas eu.

Les h o m m es qui o n t g randi avan t le fem in ism e p ar con tre , n ’o sen t pas se p erm ettre  
ce rta in es  choses. E t F ran9o is L ad o u ceu r est un h om m e rose  qui a evo lue  avec les 
d iffe ren tes  fem m es q u ’il connait, et qui est un bon  pere, 9a c ’est tres  clair. O n v erra  sa 
re la tio n  avec le chum  de M yriam  q u ’il co n sid ere  co m m e son fils et 9a sera une re la tion  
h eu reuse . J ’aurais pu ex p rim er 9a p a r une fe m m e ...m a is  c ’est F ran9o is L adouceur. Je 
tro u v e  que c ’est du r aussi la lu tte  en tre  deux  m ales.

Je  tro u v e  q u ’il y a quand  m em e b eaucoup  d ’h o m m es dans m on  oeuvre. F a tim a  G agne 
est une m angeuse  d ’h o m m e s ...
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Oui, mais Amelia est beaucoup plus importante pour elle que ses divers 
am ants... ?

Oui, m ais, c ’est parce que si elle avait un com pagnon fixe, c ’est sur qu ’il prendrait sa 
place, la place a A m elia. C ’est une fem m e qui ne se trouve pas de com pagnon, une 
fem m e qui vit la solitude.

M ais c ’est sur que si elle avait une relation de couple, ce ne serait pas la m em e chose. 
De plus, A m elia nieurt, m ais Louis reste dans sa vie, leur relation va continuer, c ’est la 
m aitresse.

Je pense qu ’il y a aussi le chum  de M aryse, Laurent, et les jeunes, com m e Gabriel, 
Hugo, Christophe, sont im portants, c ’est toujours les jeunes. II y des hom m es qui sont 
des caricatures aussi, com m e le poete Oubedon, qui est tres present.

D ans m on prochain texte, com m e je  suis restee avec F ranfo is Ladouceur, qui est mon 
double vraim ent, lui et M aryse sont devenus m on double, c ’est par lui que j ’analyse 
I’echec et d e ..., pas la solitude parce q u ’il n ’est pas seul, mais I’echec. Et I’echec, je  
crois q u ’une fem m e peut toujours echouer, ce n ’est pas pas grave, mais un hom m e qui 
echoue, b o n .. .c ’est autre chose.

II y aura done deux them es im portants pour Francois, I’echec et la paternite, et il 
s ’interroge sur ces jeunes peres, il va se dire ‘Ah eux, ils ont quelque chose que nous, 
on n ’a p as’.

Le prochain livre sera plus equilibre je  crois, il y aura toute une bande des hom m es.

Et les stereotypes feminins qui apparaissent dans vos romans, par exemple la 
prostituee, la sorciere, la muse, des stereotypes qui, autrefois, ont servi a subjuguer 
la femme. Essayez-vous de les renverser, de les reclamer et de les faire re-articuler 
par et pour les femmes ?

J ’ai beaucoup pense a la putain en ecrivant Myriam, parce que M aryse ‘trippe’ sur les 
putes, m ais je  n ’etais pas capable d ’avoir une vision interieure de la putain m em e si, en 
80, j ’ai fait avec mon com pagnon, une recherche sur la fem m e et la loi au Quebec; le 
droit fam ilial, la crim inalite et la prostitution. J ’ai rencontre beaucoup de prostituees. 
J ’ai vecu beaucoup de choses avec elles, m ais je  trouvais que je  n ’avais pas le droit de 
m e m ettre a r in te rieu r ...a lo rs  M aryse est un peu troublee, elle ne sait pas trop.

M a position sur la prostitution, bon, 9 a, c ’est tres com plique, §a se m ele a la 
pornographic et §a se m ele au fem inism e. Par contre, dans m a vie a moi, je  pense que 
toutes les fem m es sont des prostituees, c ’est la realite a laquelle on assiste. A lors, 
quand je  vois une prostituee, j ’ai beaucoup de com passion et de respect pour elle aussi.

J ’ai rencontre, il y a quelques annees, un groupe de jeunes fem m es qui travaillaient pour 
la legalisation de prostitution, disant que c ’est un travail com m e un autre, et moi, je  
serais p lutot portee a penser 5 a, mais c 'e s t un jugem ent facile que je  porte parce que je  
n ’ai pas fait ce job-la. Com m e je  sais que moi je  ne travaillerais pas en usine. Pourtant 
j ’ai deja fait ‘w aitress’ et je  sais ce que c ’est, et j ’apprecie chaque fois qu ’on m ’apporte 
quelque chose. En usine je  sais que moi, je  ne tiendrais pas le coup. C ’est facile pour
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moi de dire ‘Ah moi, je  peux coucher avec n ’im porte qui, ce n ’est pas grave, j ’aurais du 
etre prostituee, j ’ai perdu beaucoup d ’argent’. Vous savez, pendant la revolution 
sexuelle il fallait coucher avec tout le m onde.
M ais il y a une difference entre 9 a, m ettons, baiser a tous les soirs avec un gars different 
et faire huit ‘passes’ par jour, hein, et je  n ’ai jam ais ete violee. Done, je  trouve que 
c ’est un sujet trop com plique pour moi. C ’est sur que, civilem ent, m a position est 
beaucoup pour la defense des droits de prostituees, ce sont des filles que j ’aim e bien, 
elles aussi sont dans ‘les vraies choses’. Aussi, je  trouve q u ’elles sont tres utiles 
soc ia lem en t.. .en sorte, la prostituee ou la m aitresse, c ’est le corollaire du m ariage. Si tu 
enleves la prostituee, les m anages tom ben t...parce  q u e ...e tre  m arie pendant 30 ans 
avec la m em e personne... autrefois la fem m e m ourait, le mari m ourait, le m ariage 
durait 5 ans, 10 ans Je ne dis pas qu ’il n ’y ait pas de gens, des vieux couples, qui sont 
heureux, m ais bon. Alors, voila pour la prostitution.

La sorciere, je  pense que je  vais y retourner avec M iracle M arthe ...m on trer quelle est la 
fonction positive de la sorciere. Bien sur, cette sorciere a une histoire tragique, a cause 
de ses origines, elle est sans fam ille. M ais je  pense avoir bien m ontre ce que §a pouvait 
etre, une sorciere.

Et la troisiem e, la m use. A lors, quand on ecrit on ne sait pas toujours qu ’est-ce qui va 
se passer. Et quand j ’ai com m ence avec Elvire Legare, elle etait presque une parodie. 
M ais le personnage m ’a accrochee et elle est devenue plus fine. Elle est dans le 
prochain rom an, elle est la confidante de Fran9 ois. Dans une prem iere version elle 
parlait beaucoup, m ais puis j ’ai decide de couper...m ais  c ’est la m eilleure amie de 
Fran9 ois et des qu ’il a un problem e il s ’en va chez elle. Et elle reste I’image de la 
m aitresse-fem m e, de la m ere et de la fem m e intelligente.

Elle est devenue une espece de traductrice, de lectrice qui sait decoder parce qu’elle 
com prend la poesie. Elle n ’en produit pas elle-m em e, mais je  trouve que ce n ’est pas 
grave parce q u ’elle a produit des enfants et elle continue d ’etre une espece de m ere 
accueillante. Et dans une partie que je  n ’ai pas ecrite, elle avait un rapport avec mon 
nouveau personnage, parce q u ’elle fait des m assages aussi.

M on nouveau personnage est m asseuse pour gagner ses etudes, elle est etudiante en 
theatre m ais elle fait des m assages, et c ’est E lvire qui lui apprend a faire des m assages 
done elle la respecte, m ais j ’ai coupe 9 a, 9 a ne sera pas dans ce rom an-la.

F inalem ent, ce que j ’ai com pris, c ’est q u e ...ce tte  fem m e...c ’est com m e si, supposez 
que je  sois un hom m e, et que je  m e cache derriere une m use qui est assise la, une 
fem m e, et c ’est la fem m e qui doit em porter finalem ent. Done ce personnage-la n ’est 
p a s ..., ou bien on peut dire que ce personnage n ’est pas coherent, ou bien qu ’elle s ’est 
developpee.

M ais on traum atise sur le cas du fem in ism e...on  voit que face a 
Adrien dans le dernier rom an, elle tient son bout. Done j ’ai aussi renverse cette image. 
La putain, je  n ’ai pas ose, je  ne sais pas pourquoi.

Luce Irigaray, dans ses ecrits, parle beaucoup d’une ‘culture a deux’ et de 
I’ouverture a I’Autre, et elle suggere, qu’au fond, cette nouvelle culture est une 
culture au feminin, qui n ’exclut aucunement les hommes, mais qui est consciente 
de la difference a I’oppose de la culture masculine qui est basee sur I’individu. Et 
pour moi, dans vos romans, ce sont les personnages feminins qui sont les plus
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ouverts a la difference, a la presence de I’Autre (de I’immigre) au Quebec (et en 
particulier, a Montreal). Qu’est-ce que vous en pensez?

Oui, oui, et en ce qui concerne Nous avons tous decouvert I ’Amerique et Fatima Gagne, 
c ’est sur. Mais ce qui est de Luce Irigaray, moi, j ’ai lu seulement, j ’ai essaye de lire 
Speculum de I ’Autre Femme, mais j ’ai abandonne. Mais pour ce qui est d ’une culture 
feminine, je  ne suis pas sure. Je crois que, quand les femmes auront pris toute leur 
place, on verra aussi des combats, des choses crasses, parce qu’une femme, 9a peut etre 
tres mechant, et leurs fa9ons de proceder ne sont pas les memes. Done, je  ne sais pas. 
C ’est comme si on disait que les Noirs sont mieux que les Blancs. Moi, je  connais des 
Noirs qui sont des cretins, et j ’en connais d ’autres qui sont des gens parfaitement 
adorables. Alors, de dire qu’un sexe est mieux que l ’autre...on  ne sait pas. On pense 
qu’il y a eu deja un matriarcat. On voit que dans les societes encore matriarcales 
com me les Amerindiens chez nous...ce n ’est pas une societe pacifique, les tribus se 
battent entre elles. Mais par contre leur tissu social est plus solide.. .Peut-etre, oui.

Mais j ’ai des im ages...par exemple, des gars de la construction, il n ’y a rien de plus 
beau que de voir un travail fait ensemble par des gens qui s ’estiment, qui s’aiment. Et je 
me souviens, il y a deux ans, j ’etais dans la petite maison de ma mere, j ’etais couchee 
mais j ’entendais les hommes discuter et la confiance qu’il y avait, le partage des taches, 
I’amour, et c ’etaient des hommes.

Et souvent dans les luttes des femmes, ce que j ’ai remarque, c ’est qu’elles se battent 
pour I’hegemonie, pour le controle. Qui c ’est qui va decider de la recette de la 
confiture ?

On ne sait pas. C ’est une supposition. II faut dire, laissez aux femmes la place qu’elles 
doivent avoir, mais de dire que 9a va changer le m onde.. .c 'est un prejuge, comme moi 
j ’ai toujours pense que les Juifs etaient tous brillants. Mais non.

Je pense que Luce Irigaray a base, en partie, sa theorie sur les donnees d ’une 
etude linguistique. Elle a demande a un groupe de gar^ons et de filles (du meme 
age) de construire des phrases avec ‘You’ and ‘I’, et, pour la plupart, les gardens 
ont ecrit des phrases qui excluaient I’Autre ou du moins, qui mettaient ‘You’ en 
opposition a ‘I’, tandis que les filles accueillaient ‘You’ dans leurs phrases (You 
and I, we...).

Oui, 9a c ’est vrai. C ’est parce que la femme est dressee a ecouter.

Je pense qu’effectivement, on n ’a pas les memes strategies langagieres. J ’ai des amis a 
Montreal qui ont fait des etudes linguistiques dans des groupes aussi, et la distribution 
de la parole n ’est pas la meme, les procedes discursifs ne sont pas les memes.

Je pense que le discours de la femme doit aussi etre considere comme une norme. C ’est 
pour 9a que j ’ai parle de Margaret Thatcher, ce sont des femmes qui parlent 
exactemment comme des hommes. Elles copient tout ce qui est pire chez les hommes. 
Alors, si on entre en politique, il faut changer les tons...II y a toujours ‘un ton’ chez les 
hommes politiques. Est-ce qu’on peut se calmer et parler autrement. Et le seul qui a 
parle autrement au Quebec, c ’est Rene Levesque. II avait peut-etre un cote feminin, je  
ne sais pas.
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Je pense que oui, on a des cotes specifiques, soit genetiques, soit...bon, c ’est un 
melange de la culture et de la nature. II faut remarquer 9a, il faut re tu d ie r...e t il faut 
que 9a enrichisse la parole des hommes et leur comportement global.

JU L E  RODGERS, TCD
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